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This	dissertation	examines	international	law	and	cooperation	to	combat	bribery	in	international	

business,	 specifically	 the	 OECD’s	 1997	 Anti-Bribery	 Convention	 and	 the	 criminalization	 of	

foreign	 bribery—the	 bribery	 of	 government	 officials	 of	 other	 states	 to	 obtain	 a	 business	

advantage.	Moving	 away	 from	 questions	 of	 compliance	with	 international	 law	 that	 focus	 on	

conformity	with	a	prescribed	obligation,	the	project	examines	the	influence	of	the	Convention	

through	its	national	implementation	in	four	prominent	OECD	states—Canada,	the	Netherlands,	

Germany	 and	 the	 United	 Kingdom.	 The	 dissertation	 draws	 on	 extensive	 documentary	 and	

interview	data	to	catalogue	the	varied	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	that	these	

states	have	developed	in	response	to	their	shared	international	obligation.	These	range	from	a	

traditional	criminal	 law	paradigm	to	a	regulatory	policy	paradigm,	which	demonstrate	marked	

differences	from	enforcement	practices	to	policy	goals.	

The	dissertation	shows	how	international	law	necessarily	moves	through—and	is	shaped	

by—pre-existing	 institutions	and	practices	within	 the	state.	Bridging	historical	 institutionalism	

and	international	relations	literature	on	state	socialization,	I	argue	that	distinct	national	policy	

legacies	 in	 governing	 business	 produce	 these	 particular	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	

paradigms.	 Further,	 the	 dissertation	 documents	 the	 continued	 significance	 of	 these	 national	

policy	 paradigms	 as	 they	 mediate	 efforts	 by	 norm	 promoters	 to	 improve	 adherence	 to	 the	



	

OECD	 Convention.	 This	 research	 has	 important	 implications	 for	 how	 we	 assess	 the	 OECD	

Convention	 and	 international	 law	more	 generally,	 and	 it	 highlights	 the	multiple	 pathways	 of	

influence	and	ongoing	engagement	of	 international	 law.	Ultimately,	 It	 raises	questions	 about	

the	degree	of	equivalence	that	we	can	expect	in	the	application	of	international	law	in	domestic	

legal	orders,	even	among	similarly	situated	states	with	significant	regulatory	capacity.	
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CHAPTER	1:	INTRODUCTION	
	

I. Introduction	
	
Some	of	 the	world’s	best-known	corporations	have	admitted	 to	paying	bribes	 to	government	

officials	of	foreign	states	to	win	lucrative	contracts	or	secure	business	advantages.	In	2014,	for	

instance,	the	Avon	cosmetics	company	admitted	to	the	bribery	of	Chinese	government	officials	

to	procure	and	maintain	a	business	license.1	Decades	earlier,	in	the	1970s,	Lockheed’s	Chairman	

of	the	Board	testified	to	a	US	Senate	Subcommittee	that	the	company	paid	bribes	to	Indonesian	

military	officers	to	facilitate	the	purchase	of	Lockheed	jets.2	Today,	British	American	Tobacco	is	

under	 investigation	 for	 the	bribery	of	 government	officials	 in	Burundi	 and	Rwanda	 to	 thwart	

national	tobacco	regulations.3	Payments	like	these	not	only	violate	principles	of	clean	business	

and	fair	competition,	but	can	also	impede	effective	governance	and	public	goods	provision.	

This	project	focuses	on	the	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development’s	

(“OECD”)	 1997	 Convention	 on	 Combating	 Bribery	 of	 Foreign	 Public	 Officials	 in	 International	

Business	Transactions	(“OECD	Convention”	or	“Convention”),	which	seeks	to	end	these	corrupt	

payments	to	win	business	abroad.	The	Convention	is	an	early	and	prominent	international	anti-

corruption	 instrument	 that	 draws	 together	 international	 and	 domestic	 law	 in	 an	 effort	 to	

govern	transnational	business	activity.	Specifically,	the	Convention	creates	an	obligation	under	

international	 law	 for	 state	 parties	 to	 establish	 national	 criminal	 prohibitions	 against	 foreign	

																																																								
1	Department	of	Justice,	Avon	China	Pleads	Guilty	to	Violating	the	FCPA	by	Concealing	More	Than	$8	Million	in	Gifts	
to	Chinese	Officials,	December	17,	2014.	
2	U.S.	Congress,	Senate,	Committee	on	Foreign	Relations,	Multinational	Corporations	and	United	States	Foreign	
Policy:	Hearings	Before	the	Subcommittee	on	Multinational	Corporations,	94th	Cong.,	1st	sess.,	1975,	376	[Senate,	
Hearings	on	Multinational	Corporations	and	Untied	States	Foreign	Policy].	
3	Serious	Fraud	Office,	SFO	Investigating	British	American	Tobacco	p.l.c,	August	1,	2017.	
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bribery—the	payment	 to	 public	 officials	 of	 other	 states	 to	 obtain	 a	 business	 advantage.4	The	

dissertation	 examines	 how	 the	OECD	 Convention	 has	 influenced	 its	 signatory	 states	 and	 the	

particular	policy	and	legal	changes	that	the	shared	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery	has	

produced.		

As	I	discuss	further	below	and	in	Chapter	2,	I	purposefully	approach	this	as	a	question	of	

the	 implementation	 of	 international	 law	 and	 how	 states	 have	 “put	 into	 practice” 5 	their	

international	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	While	many	contemporary	studies	focus	

on	 compliance	 with	 international	 law—examining	 whether	 state	 behavior	 conforms	 to	 a	

prescribed	 obligation—as	 a	 gauge	 of	 its	 influence,	 I	 argue	 that	 focusing	 on	 implementation	

offers	 a	 more	 promising	 framework.	 I	 develop	 a	 broad	 conception	 of	 implementation	 that	

examines	 multiple	 dimensions	 of	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 and	 their	 evolution.	 In	

doing	 so,	 the	 dissertation	 provides	 a	 detailed	 description	 of	 the	 influence	 of	 the	 shared	

international	obligation	to	prohibit	foreign	bribery	on	states.	In	particular,	the	project	highlights	

the	 influence	 of	 international	 law	 through	 domestic	 policy	 change,	 something	 that	 may	 be	

overlooked	by	a	compliance	analysis	that	concentrates	on	a	particular	behavioral	outcome.	

In	examining	this	ongoing	process	of	 implementation	of	 the	OECD	Convention,	 I	make	

three	 main	 arguments.	 First,	 I	 show	 that	 while	 the	 Convention	 has	 propelled	 parallel	 law	

reforms	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery—such	 that	 bribery	 in	 international	 business	 is	 now	 a	

common	 criminal	 offense—states	 have	 diverged	 markedly	 in	 how	 they	 enforce	 these	

prohibitions.	 Second,	 I	 argue	 that	 these	 national	 differences	 are	 independent	 of	 the	

																																																								
4	The	OECD	Convention	terms	this	practice	the	“bribery	of	foreign	public	officials.”	It	is	also	referred	to	as	overseas	
bribery,	international	bribery,	or	the	supply-side	of	bribery.		
5	Victor	and	Skolnikoff,	“Translating	Intent	into	Action,”	19.	
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international	standard	and	instead	are	a	result	of	the	interaction	between	international	law	and	

distinct	 national	 policies	 to	 combat	 economic	 and	 corporate	 crime	 more	 generally.	 Third,	 I	

contend	 that	 these	 particular	 national	 policy	 responses	 are	 important	 to	 the	 ongoing	

implementation	 of	 international	 legal	 obligations	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery.	 In	 the	 two	

decades	 since	 the	 Convention	 was	 signed	 many	 prominent	 OECD	 states	 have	 continued	 to	

enact	reforms	to	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policy—for	instance,	adopting	further	legislative	

reforms	 to	expand	 the	scope	of	 the	 foreign	bribery	prohibition	or	adjusting	 their	anti-foreign	

bribery	enforcement	practices.	 I	argue	 that	 states’	willingness	 to	engage	 in	 these	subsequent	

reforms	and	the	specific	reforms	adopted	are	shaped	by	earlier	national	implementation.		

In	making	these	arguments	I	draw	on	both	insights	from	historical	 institutionalism	and	

scholarship	on	the	domestic	reception	of	international	norms	and	international	law.	Specifically,	

I	 use	 Peter	 Hall’s	 concept	 of	 policy	 paradigms	 to	 track	 and	 compare	 the	 national	

implementation	of	international	obligations	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery	from	the	creation	of	

the	Convention	through	until	2017.	As	I	discuss	later	in	this	chapter,	the	dimensions	of	a	policy	

paradigm	 that	 Hall	 identifies—policy	 instruments	 and	 their	 settings,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 goals	

underlying	the	policy—allow	for	a	detailed	examination	of	 international	 law’s	 implementation	

in	multiple	 sites.	 I	 also	 draw	 on	 the	 historical	 institutionalist	 concepts	 of	 policy	 legacies	 and	

sequencing.	Here	I	point	to	the	importance	of	existing	national	policies	to	address	wrongdoing	

in	 business	 and	 the	 availability	 of	 diversionary	 resolutions	 for	 economic	 crime	 in	 shaping	

national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms.	 Further,	 I	 emphasize	 the	 importance	 of	 the	

sequence	 of	 national	 policies	 and	 policy	 reforms,	 particularly	 in	 relation	 to	 the	 OECD’s	

monitoring	and	review	of	national	implementation	efforts	of	the	OECD	Convention,	but	also	in	
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light	of	shifting	US	anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	As	I	describe	further	in	the	next	section,	the	US	

has	 been	 a	 long-standing	 proponent	 of	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 laws	 and	 a	 leader	 in	 their	

enforcement.		

The	contributions	that	this	dissertation	seeks	to	make	are	both	empirical	and	theoretical.	

Twenty	 years	 into	 the	 OECD	 Convention,	 it	 offers	 a	 close	 reflection	 on	 the	 Convention’s	

operation	 in	 several	 prominent	OECD	 states.	 The	 core	 empirical	 chapters	 of	 the	 dissertation	

consist	of	a	structured,	focused	comparison	of	the	implementation	of	international	obligations	

to	criminalize	foreign	bribery	in	Canada,	Germany,	the	Netherlands	and	the	United	Kingdom—

original	 signatories	 to	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 that	 are	 highly	 exposed	 to	 the	 international	

economy	 and	 its	 risks	 for	 foreign	 bribery.	 And	 yet,	 as	 the	 dissertation	 demonstrates,	 these	

states	have	developed	distinctive	national	policy	responses	to	their	 international	obligation	to	

criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	 that	 are	 conditioned	 by	 policy	 legacies	 and	 early	 implementation	

efforts.	This	has	implications	not	only	for	the	OECD	Convention,	but	as	I	discuss	below,	for	the	

particular	 form	of	 transnational	governance	 that	 the	Convention	 illustrates—one	that	 sets	an	

international	standard	and	deploys	domestic	law	and	courts	to	carry	it	out.	

The	 dissertation	 also	 aims	 to	 contribute	 to	 the	 growing	 field	 of	 comparative	

international	law.	A	recent	special	issue	of	the	American	Journal	of	International	Law	dedicated	

to	the	field	recognizes	that	while	the	very	term	comparative	 international	 law	can	seem	odd,	

given	 international	 law’s	 “aspirations	 to	 universality	 and	 uniformity,”	 an	 increasing	 body	 of	

scholarship	 documents	 notable	 distinctions	 in	 how	 international	 law	 is	 interpreted	 and	
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applied—by	 regions,	 states	 or	 sub-state	 actors.6		 The	 authors	 call	 for	 further	 scholarship	 on	

these	 distinctions,	 with	 the	 aim	 of	 “identifying,	 analyzing,	 and	 explaining	 similarities	 and	

differences	 in	 how	 actors	 in	 different	 legal	 systems,	 interpret,	 apply,	 and	 approach	

international	 law.”7	A	 promising	 starting	 point	 for	 this	 kind	 of	 comparative	 international	 law	

scholarship	has	been	to	focus	on	domestic	courts	and	the	various	ways	that	they	interpret	and	

apply	international	law.8	But,	as	Anthea	Roberts,	one	of	the	contributing	authors	to	the	special	

issue,	also	recognizes,	this	 is	only	one	form	of	“[h]yrbridization	 in	the	process	of	nationalizing	

international	 law,”	which	we	can	also	expect	to	find,	for	 instance,	 in	domestic	 legislation	that	

incorporates	 international	 law.9	It	 is	 this	 form	of	hybridization—found	 in	 the	 incorporation	of	

international	anti-bribery	standards	into	national	law—that	this	project	begins	with;	but	it	also	

considers	further	sites	of	potential	hybridization	 in	how	these	new	laws	are	put	 into	practice,	

both	inside	and	outside	the	courtroom.	

The	 project	 extends	 comparative	 international	 research	 into	 a	 new	 domain	 of	

international	 economic	 law	 by	 documenting	 the	 national	 hybridity	 in	 states’	 responses	 to	

international	obligations	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	But	the	project	also	moves	beyond	the	

description	of	national	distinctions.	 It	offers	an	account	of	 these	national	variations	based	on	

																																																								
6	Roberts,	“Comparative	International	Law”;	Roberts	et	al.,	“Comparative	International	Law.”	Wayne	Sandholtz	and	
Christopher	Whytock	similarly	call	for	greater	consideration	of	the	varied	engagement	of	international	law,	but	
across	what	they	call	“stages	of	governance”	and	“governance	systems”	rather	than	cross-nationally.	Sandholtz	
and	Whytock,	“The	Politics	of	International	Law,”	3.	This	bears	similarities	to	research	on	transnational	relations,	
such	as	Thomas	Risse-Kappen’s	work	on	the	importance	of	what	he	calls	domestic	structure	in	mediating	and	
refracting	the	influence	of	transnational	actors	and	coalitions	on	national	politics.	Risse-Kappen,	Bringing	
Transnational	Relations	Back	In.	
7	Roberts	et	al.,	“Comparative	International	Law,”	469.	
8	For	instance,	scholarship	by	Anthea	Roberts	examines	how	“domestic	courts	nationalize	substantive	international	
law	in	diverse	ways,	resulting	in	a	hybridity	that	is	ripe	for	comparative	analysis.”	Roberts	et	al.,	74.	Karen	Knop	has	
similarly	written:	“domestic	interpretation	of	international	law	is	not	merely	the	transmittal	of	the	international,	
but	a	process	of	translation	from	international	to	national.”	Knop,	“Here	and	There.”	
9	Roberts,	“Comparative	International	Law,”	74.	
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pre-existing	 national	 policies	 and	 establishes	 the	 significance	 of	 these	 distinctions	 for	 states’	

subsequent	 engagements	 with	 international	 law.	 Here	 the	 dissertation	 shows	 how	 national	

anti-bribery	policy	paradigms	bribery,	which	are	indelibly	shaped	by	existing	national	policies	to	

combat	corporate	and	economic	crime,	go	on	to	moderate	the	relationship	between	the	state	

and	the	OECD	and	its	calls	for	further	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	reform.	Early	implementation	

efforts	by	the	state	and	the	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	that	this	produces	set	

a	 baseline	 for	 the	 OECD’s	 evaluation	 of	 the	 state	 and,	 even	 more,	 influence	 how	 a	 state	

responds	 to	 the	 OECD’s	 subsequent	 guidance.	 In	 short,	 while	 states	 tend	 to	 interpret	 the	

OECD’s	 guidance	 to	 fit	 within	 existing	 policy	 paradigms,	 following	 significant	 pressure	 for	

change,	states	can	enact	reforms	that	shift	their	national	policy	paradigm.	

	 In	this	introductory	chapter,	I	provide	a	brief	overview	of	the	OECD	Convention	and	its	

importance.	I	then	consider	how	to	approach	the	question	of	international	law’s	influence	and	

argue	in	favor	of	a	broad	assessment	of	implementation	that	looks	beyond	simple	law	reform	

or	 the	 frequency	 of	 enforcement	 actions.	 Finally,	 I	 briefly	 summarize	 my	 main	 arguments	

before	turning	to	the	project’s	research	design	and	chapter	overview.		

II. An	Overview	of	the	OECD	Convention	and	Its	Importance	
	
The	 very	 creation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 is	 an	 impressive	 instance	 of	 international	

cooperation.	 Scholars	 have	 noted	 the	 “surprising	 rapidity”10	with	 which	 the	 Convention	 was	

produced,	 a	 feat	 that	 is	 all	 the	more	 significant	 given	 the	 decades	 of	 inaction	 on	 bribery	 in	

international	business	that	preceded	 it.	Before	the	Convention,	other	than	the	US,	which	had	

																																																								
10	Abbott	and	Snidal,	“Values	and	Interests,”	S144.	
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gone	out	on	its	own	in	the	1970s	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery,	11	OECD	states	had	done	little	to	

acknowledge,	 let	alone	combat,	 the	questionable	and	 sometimes	 sizable	payments	 that	 their	

corporations	made	to	foreign	public	officials	to	advance	their	business	interests	abroad.	In	fact,	

before	 the	 OECD	 Convention,	 several	 OECD	 states	 had	 even	 encouraged	 such	 behavior	 by	

allowing	 tax	deductions	 for	 foreign	bribery.12	Prominent	 international	organizations,	 including	

the	 International	 Monetary	 Fund	 and	 the	 World	 Bank,	 had	 shied	 away	 from	 the	 topic	 of	

corruption	all	together.	However,	in	the	mid-1990s,	these	same	organizations	and	states	began	

to	turn	their	attention	to	combating	corruption	globally.		

At	the	US’s	urging,	in	the	early	1990s,	the	OECD	took	up	the	challenge	of	foreign	bribery,	

focusing	its	attention	on	its	wealthy	member	states	that	are	the	source	of	much	of	the	world’s	

foreign	 direct	 investment	 and	 exports.	13	The	 US	 was	 an	 early	 mover	 in	 outlawing	 foreign	

bribery	 and	 had	 been	 calling	 for	 a	 coordinated	 response	 to	 bribery	 in	 international	 business	

since	the	late	1970s	when	its	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act	(“FCPA”)	became	law.14	By	the	early	

1990s,	 with	 the	 end	 of	 the	 Cold	 War	 and	 increasing	 globalization,	 support	 grew	 for	

international	 efforts	 to	 collectively	 address	 foreign	 bribery.15	The	 OECD	 worked	 steadily:	 in	

1994,	it	issued	a	Council	Recommendation	directing	states	parties	to	“take	effective	measures	

																																																								
11	As	is	discussed	below,	the	US	was	the	first	country	to	prohibit	bribery	in	international	business.	
12	Abbott	and	Snidal,	“Values	and	Interests,”	n.	59.		
13	The	OECD	first	began	considering	the	issue	of	foreign	bribery	in	1990.	The	Organization	for	American	States	also	
took	on	the	issue	of	corruption	in	the	1990s	and	the	Inter-American	Convention	on	Corruption	entered	into	force	
in	1997.		
14	The	FCPA	emerged	in	the	aftermath	of	the	Watergate	investigations	and	the	revelation	that,	in	addition	to	
making	unlawful	contributions	to	President	Nixon’s	re-election	campaign,	American	corporations	were	also	
regularly	making	questionable	payments	to	public	officials	and	politicians	across	the	globe.	See	discussion	in	
Chapter	3.		
15	Mark	Pieth	writes	that,	by	this	time,	“attitudes	[had]	changed	among	OECD	members,”	following	“a	shift	in	the	
focus	of	external	policy	from	East-West	confrontation	to	consensus	and	the	globalization	of	markets.”	Pieth,	
“International	Cooperation	to	Combat	Corruption,”	120.	See	discussion	in	Chapter	3,	Section	II.b.		
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to	deter,	prevent	and	combat	the	bribery	of	foreign	public	officials;”16	and,	a	few	years	later,	in	

1997,	the	OECD	oversaw	the	negotiation	and	signing	of	the	OECD	Convention.	

a) The	1997	OECD	Convention	and	its	Key	Provisions	
	
The	 OECD	 Convention	 was	 signed	 in	 1997	 by	 the	 then-29	 OECD	member	 states,	 along	 with	

seven	non-member	states,	and	entered	 into	force	 in	1999.17	Recognizing	 in	 its	preamble	that,	

“all	 countries	 share	 a	 responsibility	 to	 combat	 bribery	 in	 international	 business,”	 the	

Convention	 requires	 OECD	member	 states	 to	 establish	 a	 criminal	 prohibition	 against	 foreign	

bribery.	Specifically,	Article	1	of	the	OECD	Convention	provides	that:	

Each	Party	shall	take	such	measures	as	may	be	necessary	to	establish	that	it	is	a	criminal	
offence	 under	 its	 law	 for	 any	 person	 intentionally	 to	 offer,	 promise	 or	 give	 undue	
pecuniary	or	other	advantage…to	a	foreign	public	official…in	order	that	the	official	act	or	
refrain	from	acting	in	relation	to	the	performance	of	official	duties…to	obtain	or	retain	
business	or	other	improper	advantage	in	the	conduct	of	international	business.		
	

The	Convention	also	anticipates	that	states	will	actively	enforce	their	new	national	anti-foreign	

bribery	 prohibitions.	 Article	 3	 instructs	 states	 to	 punish	 foreign	 bribery	 with	 “effective,	

proportionate	and	dissuasive	criminal	penalties.”18		

The	 Convention	 gives	 some	 latitude	 to	 states	 in	 implementing	 this	 new	 prohibition,	

seeking	what	 it	 calls	 	 “functional	 equivalence.”	 The	Commentaries	 to	 the	Convention	explain	

that,	“[t]his	Convention	seeks	to	assure	a	functional	equivalence	among	the	measures	taken	by	

the	 Parties	 to	 sanction	 bribery	 of	 foreign	 public	 officials,	 without	 requiring	 uniformity	 or	

																																																								
16	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development.	Recommendation	of	the	Council	on	Bribery	in	
International	Business	Transactions.	May	27,	1994	[OECD,	1994	Recommendation].		
17	Argentina,	Brazil,	Bulgaria,	Chile,	and	Slovakia	also	signed	the	Convention	in	1997.	Chile	and	Slovakia	have	since	
become	members	of	the	OECD.	
18	OECD	Convention,	Article	3.	Brewster,	“The	Domestic	and	International	Enforcement	of	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	
Convention,”	85.	
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changes	 in	 fundamental	 principles	 of	 a	 Party’s	 legal	 system.”19 	Still,	 the	 Convention	 also	

emphasizes	uniformity.	The	preamble	to	the	Convention	provides	that,	“achieving	equivalence	

among	 the	 measures	 to	 be	 taken	 by	 the	 Parties	 is	 an	 essential	 object	 and	 purpose	 of	 the	

Convention.”		

b) The	Importance	of	the	OECD	Convention		
	
The	 OECD	 Convention	 is	 important	 to	 study	 for	 multiple	 reasons,	 not	 least	 because	 of	 its	

potential	 in	 combating	 corruption	 globally	 by	 restricting	 its	 supply.	 Peter	 Eigen,	 one	 of	 the	

founders	 of	 Transparency	 International,	 a	 leading	 anti-corruption	 non-governmental	

organization,	 heralded	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 as	 a	 “quantum	 leap	 in	 the	 efforts	 to	 fight	

corruption.”20	Corruption	involving	public	officials	is	a	serious	problem	throughout	much	of	the	

world.	 According	 to	 the	 most	 recent	 report	 by	 Transparency	 International,	 citizens	 in	 the	

majority	of	the	world’s	states	perceive	high	levels	of	corruption	by	their	government	officials.21	

Scholarship	 has	 shown	 that	 corruption	 is	 negatively	 associated	 with	 economic	 growth22	and	

																																																								
19	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Commentaries	on	the	Convention	on	Combating	
Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	in	International	Business	Transactions,	1997	[OECD,	Commentaries	to	the	
Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials].	
20	Spahn,	“Implementing	Global	Anti-Bribery	Norms,”	11.	Here	Spahn	quotes	from	Peter	Eigen,	“Removing	a	
Roadblock	to	Development,”	Innovations:	Technology,	Governance,	Globalization	(2008),	21-25.		
21	As	Transparency	International	explained	in	a	press	release	accompanying	the	report:	“The	index,	which	ranks	
180	countries	and	territories	by	their	perceived	levels	of	public	sector	corruption	according	to	experts	and	
businesspeople,	uses	a	scale	of	zero	to	100,	where	zero	is	highly	corrupt	and	100	is	very	clean.	This	year,	the	index	
found	that	more	than	two-thirds	of	countries	score	below	50,	with	an	average	score	of	43.”	Transparency	
International,	Corruption	Perception	Index	2017	Shows	High	Corruption	Burden	in	More	than	Two-Thirds	of	
Countries,	2017.	
22	Toke	Aidt	summarizes	the	scholarship	and	writes	that,	“the	evidence	of	a	strong	negative	correlation	between	
the	level	of	GDP	per	capita	and	corruption	is	overwhelming.”	Aidt,	however,	argues	that	focusing	only	on	GDP	per	
capita	overlooks	the	negative	consequences	of	corruption	on	sustainable	development.	Using	a	measure	of	
“genuine	investment,”	based	on	gross	national	savings,	Aidt	finds	a	negative	relationship	between	both	
perceptions	and	individual	experiences	with	corruption	and	sustainable	development.	Aidt,	“Corruption	and	
Sustainable	Development.”	
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undermines	 democratic	 principles	 of	 collective	 decision-making	 and	 public	 deliberation. 23	

Moreover,	corruption	can	have	a	real	and	significant	impact	on	the	daily	lives	of	citizens,	in	the	

everyday	 graft	 payments	 that	 can	 be	 required	 to	 obtain	 public	 services	 and	 in	mismanaged	

public	 infrastructure	projects.	For	example,	the	multi-billion	dollar	Padma	Bridge	that	 is	being	

built	to	connect	the	millions	of	residents	of	southern	Bangladesh	to	the	capital	has	been	subject	

to	 multiple	 delays	 following	 the	 World	 Bank’s	 termination	 of	 a	 loan	 to	 the	 country	 for	

suspected	corruption.	24	It	was	a	foreign	company—the	Canadian	engineering	and	construction	

firm	 SNC-Lavalin—that	 the	 World	 Bank	 alleges	 paid	 bribes	 to	 government	 officials	 in	

Bangladesh	while	bidding	for	part	of	the	bridge	construction	contract.	25				

	 The	OECD	 Convention	 is	 also	 important	 to	 study	 as	 a	 particular	mechanism	 of	 global	

governance	 that	 responds	 to	 a	 pressing	 transnational	 problem.	 As	 Thomas	Weiss	 defines	 it,	

global	 governance	 “is	 the	 sum	 of	 the	 informal	 and	 formal	 values,	 norms,	 procedures	 and	

institutions	 that	 help	 all	 actors—states,	 intergovernmental	 organizations,	 civil	 society,	

transnational	 corporations,	 and	 individuals—to	 identify,	 understand,	 and	 address	 trans-

boundary	problems.”26	One	of	key	drivers	of	global	governance,	Amitav	Acharya	argues,	is	the	

functional	 pressure	 created	 by	 these	 trans-boundary	 problems:	 “the	 demand	 for	 global	

governance	 derives	 from	 the	 emergence	 and	 proliferation	 of	 transnational	 issues,	 such	 as	
																																																								
23	As	Mark	Warren	writes,	“Corruption,	it	is	increasingly	noted,	breaks	the	link	between	collective	decision	making	
and	people’s	powers	to	influence	collective	decisions	through	speaking	and	voting,	the	very	link	that	defines	
democracy.”	He	goes	on	to	argue	that	this	creates	a	“duplicitous	and	harmful	exclusion	of	those	who	have	a	claim	
to	inclusion	in	collective	decisions	and	actions.”	Warren,	“What	Does	Corruption	Mean	in	a	Democracy?,”	328–29.	
24	World	Bank,	World	Bank	Statement	on	Padma	Bridge,	June	29,	2012.	
25	World	Bank,	World	Bank	Statement	on	Padma	Bridge,	June	29,	2012.	
26	Weiss,	Global	Governance,	2.	There	are	multiple	definitions	of	the	term.	For	instance,	James	Rosenau	offers	an	
even	broader	definition	of	global	governance:	“global	governance	is	conceived	to	include	systems	of	rule	at	all	
levels	of	human	activity—from	the	family	to	the	international	organization—in	which	the	pursuit	of	goals	through	
the	exercise	of	control	has	transnational	repercussions.”	Rosenau,	along	with	Ernst-Otto	Czempiel,	famously	drew	
attention	to	“the	presence	of	governance	with	government.”	Rosenau,	“Governance	in	the	Twenty-First	Century,”	
13;	Rosenau	and	Czempiel,	Governance	without	Government.	
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climate	change,	financial	volatility,	terrorism,	refugee	flows,	pandemics	and	the	expansion	and	

control	of	cyberspace.”27	Acharya	notes	that	what	unites	these	transnational	issues	is	that	they	

are	caused	or	exacerbated	by	globalization,	are	“intermestic,”	involving	both	international	and	

domestic	matters,	and	cannot	be	effectively	addressed	through	unilateral	state	action	alone.28		

As	 I	 discuss	 in	 greater	 detail	 below	 and	 in	 the	 sub-section	 that	 follows,	 bribery	 in	

international	 business	 presents	 such	 an	 issue.	 The	 increased	 economic	 exchange	 between	

countries	 that	 defines	 globalization	 has	 brought	 with	 it	 greater	 opportunities	 for	 bribery,	

particularly	 as	 large	 multinational	 corporations	 have	 entered	 markets	 with	 high	 risks	 of	

corruption.	 Moreover,	 while	 a	 bribery	 transaction	 can	 take	 place	 solely	 in	 one	 state,	 it	 is	 a	

cross-border	issue	when	the	bribe	is	paid	by	a	corporation	of	another	state	and	an	international	

issue	that	jeopardizes	not	only	fair	competition	in	global	markets	but	also	rights	of	democratic	

governance	 and	 accountability.	 Finally,	 the	 problem	 that	 bribery	 in	 international	 business	

presents	is	one	that	a	single	state	cannot	effectively	address:	if	a	state	unilaterally	prohibits	its	

corporations	 from	 paying	 bribes	 abroad	 to	win	 business,	 corporations	 from	 other	 states	 not	

subject	to	such	a	prohibition	can	step	in	to	win	contracts	or	other	business	advantages	through	

bribery.		

But	 while	 it	 may	 be	 clear	 enough	 that	 bribery	 in	 international	 business	 presents	 a	

transboundary	 problem,	 how	 to	 address	 it	 has	 been	 a	 much	 more	 difficult	 question.	 Weiss	

writes	 that,	 “The	 essence	 of	 the	 problem	 of	 global	 governance	 is	 that	 the	 evolution	 of	

intergovernmental	 institutions,	and	the	forms	of	collaboration	in	which	they	engage,	lags	well	
																																																								
27	Acharya,	“Rethinking	Demand,	Purpose	and	Progress	in	Global	Governance:	An	Introduction.”	Acharya	argues	
that	there	are	also	strategic	and	normative	demands	for	global	governance.	For	instance,	he	points	to	the	end	of	
the	Cold	War	in	eliciting	an	increased	demand	for	global	governance	and	the	rise	of	norms	like	the	responsibility	to	
protect	that	challenges	long-standing	norms	of	non-intervention.		
28	Acharya.	
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behind	the	emergence	of	collective	problems	with	transborder,	especially	global	dimensions.”29	

In	short,	there	are,	and	have	been,	significant	“governance	gaps.”30	We	see	such	gaps	clearly	in	

regulating	 transnational	 business	 and	 specifically	 in	 regards	 to	 preventing	 foreign	 bribery.31	

Prior	to	the	OECD	Convention,	international	law	did	little	to	address	corruption,	and,	in	general	

has	directed	its	attention	to	states	rather	than	corporations.32	Further,	there	were	no	national	

prohibitions	 before	 the	 late	 1990s,	 other	 than	 in	 the	 US,	 against	 the	 payment	 of	 bribes	 to	

government	officials	of	other	states.	This	is	not	atypical;	the	regulatory	reach	of	the	home	state	

where	the	business	is	based	is	generally	confined	to	activities	that	occur	within	its	own	borders.		

Host	 states	 can	use	 their	own	criminal	prohibitions	 to	prosecute	 transnational	businesses	 for	

bribes	to	their	public	officials,	but	institutional	weaknesses,	state	co-optation,	and	jurisdictional	

limitations	can	make	this	difficult	in	practice.		

The	OECD	Convention	offers	a	potential	solution	to	this	governance	gap	by	following	the	

logic	of	a	growing	 type	of	 international	 treaty	called	criminalization	conventions	 that	deploys	

domestic	 legal	 orders	 to	 address	 transnational	 problems.33 	These	 conventions	 establish	 a	

shared	standard	to	prohibit	a	particular	act	and	obligate	state	parties	to	create	such	an	offense	

within	their	own	domestic	laws.	On	the	one	hand,	these	conventions	follow	a	classic	model	of	

international	governance—it	is	an	international	treaty	that	imposes	legal	obligations	on	states.	

																																																								
29	Weiss,	Global	Governance.	
30	Weiss.	See	Weiss	for	a	typology	of	these	governance	gaps.		
31	See,	for	example,	Simons	and	Macklin,	The	Governance	Gap,	9;	Van	den	Herik	and	Černič,	“Regulating	
Corporations	under	International	Law	From	Human	Rights	to	International	Criminal	Law	and	Back	Again.”		
32	For	an	overview	of	debates	on	the	scope	of	legal	personality	under	international	law,	particularly	regarding	non-
state	actors,	see	Hickey	Jr.,	“The	Source	of	International	Legal	Personality	in	the	21st	Century.”	
33	For	other	criminalization	conventions,	see	the	2000	UN	International	Convention	for	the	Suppression	of	the	
Financing	of	Terrorism	and	the	2000	UN	Convention	Against	Transnational	Organized	Crime.	In	the	lead	up	to	the	
OECD	Convention,	the	OECD	recognized	criminalization	conventions	as	increasingly	common	and	pointed	to	other	
examples:	the	1988	Rome	Convention	on	Maritime	Terrorism,	the	1988	Vienna	Convention	on	Narcotic	Drugs,	and	
the	1971	Montreal	Convention	on	Unlawful	Acts	Against	Civil	Aviation.	
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But	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 ultimately	 seeks	 to	 regulate	 the	 activity	 of	 non-state	 actors—

transnational	 corporations—and	enlists	 the	 criminal	 apparatus	of	 its	 signatory	 states—police,	

prosecutors	and	domestic	courts—to	do	so.34	An	advantage	of	 this	governance	form	 is	 that	 it	

draws	 on	 the	 greater	 regulatory	 capacity	 of	 the	 home	 states	 of	 transnational	 business,	

overcoming	some	of	the	chronic	enforcement	challenges	of	international	law	while	relying	on	a	

shared	 international	 standard	 that	moderates	 some	of	 the	concerns	with	extra-territorial	 law	

enforcement	and	interference	in	the	domestic	affairs	of	other	states.35		

There	 is	much	 interest	 in	 criminalization	 conventions	 and	 this	 kind	 of	 combination	 of	

international	 and	 domestic	 law	 as	 a	 governance	mechanism	 for	 transnational	 business.	 John	

Ruggie	 famously	 made	 this	 point	 in	 his	 work	 as	 the	 UN’s	 Secretary	 General’s	 Special	

Representative	 on	 Business	 and	 Human	 Rights.	 Ruggie	 writes	 that:	 “[b]y	 far	 the	 most	

consequential	 legal	 development	 identified	 in	 my	 2007	 report	 is	 the	 growing	 potential	 for	

companies	 to	 be	 held	 liable	 for	 international	 crimes—with	 responsibility	 imposed	 under	

domestic	law	but	reflecting	international	standards.”36	Ruggie	had	in	mind	here	the	application	

of	international	criminal	law	by	domestic	courts	for	gross	human	rights	violations	connected	to	

transnational	business.	But	this	reasoning	extends	to	criminalization	conventions,	like	the	OECD	

Convention,	that	 set	 out	 in	 an	 international	 treaty	 an	 agreed	 upon	 standard	 for	 a	 particular	
																																																								
34	Using	the	language	of	governance	scholarship,	the	OECD	Convention	can	be	described	as	an	illustration	of	both	
hierarchy	and	delegation.	In	hierarchy,	“the	state	defines	the	rules	of	the	game	of	the	society	and	enforces	them	
through	the	state	bureaucracy,”	which	we	can	see	clearly	in	the	actions	by	states	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	But	
the	Convention	also	involves	delegation,	from	the	states	to	the	OECD	in	creating	the	Convention	and	its	obligations	
and	in	the	OECD’s	ongoing	monitoring	of	the	issue.	For	an	overview	of	modes	of	governance,	see	Abbott	et	al.,	
“Orchestration:	Governance	through	Intermediaries,”	8–10.	
35	For	example,	as	Frédéric	Mégret	writes,	regarding	environmental	law,	“having	an	agreed-upon	international	
criminal	law	of	the	environment	might	help	ensure	that	such	extra-territoriality	is	not	hegemonic.”	Mégret,	“The	
Problem	of	an	International	Criminal	Law	of	the	Environment,”	251.	
36	Ruggie,	“Business	and	Human	Rights.”	Others	scholars	have	echoed	Ruggie’s	point,	calling	for	increased	activity	
of	domestic	courts	in	prosecuting	violations	of	international	criminal	law	in	the	context	of	international	business.	
See,	for	example,	Stewart,	“Turn	to	Corporate	Criminal	Liability	for	International	Crimes.”	
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offense	and	obligate	state	parties	to	establish	such	an	offense	within	their	own	domestic	laws.	

Other	 scholars	 have	made	 similar	 arguments	 for	 addressing	 environmental	 harms	 caused	 by	

transnational	 business	 activity	 and	 the	 role	 of	 transnational	 business	 in	 the	 theft	 of	 natural	

resources	during	armed	conflict.37	In	short,	scholars	see	much	potential	in	the	turn	to	domestic	

law	to	apply	international	standards	and	address	transnational	challenges.38	

It	 is	 with	 this	 context	 in	mind	 that	 this	 project	 looks	 closely	 at	 the	 operation	 of	 this	

governance	mechanism	in	the	case	of	bribery	in	international	business	and	how	a	standard	set	

by	international	law,	the	OECD	Convention,	is	interpreted	and	applied	within	the	state.	Stated	

another	way,	examining	the	implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention	provides	an	opportunity	

to	 better	 understand	 what	 Terrence	 Halliday	 and	 Bruce	 Carruthers	 describes	 as	

“intermediation”—how	the	global	and	 the	 local	adjust	 in	 transnational	governance.	39	As	 I	 set	

out	 in	 Section	 III	 and	 further	 in	Chapter	2,	 I	 use	 the	 concept	of	 implementation	 to	 track	 this	

national	engagement	of	international	law,	but	first	turn	to	consider	existing	assessments	of	the	

OECD	Convention.	

																																																								
37	James	Stewart	argues	that,	“The	first	and	most	compelling	basis	for	prosecuting	commercial	actors	for	the	
pillage	of	natural	resources	involves	state	prosecutors	bringing	charges	against	their	own	companies	or	business	
representatives.”	Stewart,	Corporate	War	Crimes:	Prosecuting	the	Pillage	of	Natural	Resources,	85.	For	an	overview	
of	arguments	in	favor	of	the	internationalization	and	criminalization	of	environmental	harms,	including	the	role	of	
domestic	enforcement	of	such	an	international	crime,	see	Mégret,	“The	Problem	of	an	International	Criminal	Law	
of	the	Environment.”	
38	Even	more	broadly,	Anne-Marie	Slaughter	and	William	Burke-White	argue	that	the	nature	of	today’s	most	
pressing	cross-border	problems	requires	that	“the	international	legal	system	must	be	able	to	influence	the	
domestic	policies	of	states	and	harness	national	institutions	in	pursuit	of	global	objectives.”	Slaughter	and	Burke-
White,	“The	Future	of	International	Law	Is	Domestic	(or,	The	European	Way	of	Law),”	328.	
39	As	Halliday	and	Carruthers	further	note,	“Despite	considerable	agreement	that	intermediation	significantly	
influences	the	impact	of	globalization,	that	fact	is	asserted	far	more	emphatically	than	the	process	is	actually	
described.	Current	scholarship	rarely	penetrates	the	black	box	of	intermediation.”	Halliday	and	Carruthers,	
Bankrupt,	27.	
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c) Existing	Assessments	of	the	OECD	Convention:	(Low)	Enforcement	and	(Non)	
Compliance	

	
December	2017	marked	two	decades	since	the	OECD	Convention’s	signing.	Scholars	have	noted	

the	 rather	 impressive	 law	 reform	 that	 the	Convention	propelled	during	 that	 time,	40	as	OECD	

states	 quite	 quickly	 introduced	 new	prohibitions	 into	 their	 domestic	 laws	 to	 prohibit	 foreign	

bribery.41	Many	of	the	assessments	of	the	OECD	Convention,	however,	focus	not	on	this	initial	

law	 reform,	 but	 on	 the	 generally	 low	 levels	 of	 enforcement	 of	 these	 new	prohibitions	 as	 an	

indicator	 of	 non-compliance	 with	 the	 Convention.42	Even	 the	 OECD’s	 Secretary	 General	 has	

called	out	 the	 “significant	 enforcement	 gap”	 across	OECD	Convention	 states.43		However,	 as	 I	

discuss	 below,	 focusing	 too	 closely	 on	 enforcement	 frequencies	 can	 obscure	 significant	

differences	 in	 how	 states	 enforce	 their	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 laws.	 That	 is,	 what	 I	 want	 to	

emphasize	 in	 this	 section	 is	 that	we	 should	be	 cautious	 in	 the	 inferences	 that	we	draw	 from	

aggregated,	cross-national	enforcement	data,	especially	when	evaluating	the	OECD	Convention	

and	its	influence	on	its	signatory	states.			

As	a	starting	point,	 this	generally	 low	 level	of	enforcement	may	not	be	that	surprising	

when	we	 look	at	 the	cooperation	problem	 that	 foreign	bribery	presents	and	 the	cost-benefit	

calculations	 that	 states	 face	 in	making	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 decisions,	 even	with	

the	OECD	Convention	in	place.	Declines	in	corruption	in	cross-border	business	are	expected	to	

																																																								
40	See,	for	example,	Kennedy	and	Danielsen,	Busting	Bribery	Sustaining	the	Global	Momentum	of	the	Foreign	
Corrupt	Practices	Act.	
41	Within	2	years	of	the	Convention’s	over	half	of	the	original	OECD	signatory	states	had	already	introduced	
prohibitions	against	foreign	bribery,	and	all	had	done	so	within	a	few	more	years.	Organization	for	Economic	
Cooperation	and	Development,	OECD	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	in	International	
Business	Status,	Ratification	Status	as	of	21	May	2017,	2017.	
42	For	example,	see	Tarullo,	“The	Limits	of	Institutional	Design:	Implementing	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention,”	
683;	Gilbert	and	Sharman,	“Turning	a	Blind	Eye	to	Bribery.”	
43	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development.	Anti-Bribery	Ministerial	Meeting:	Towards	a	New	Era	
of	Enforcement,	Statement	by	Angel	Gurria,	Secretary	General,	2016.		
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be	welfare	enhancing	overall	by	increasing	global	economic	growth	and	political	stability.44	But	

there	are	strong	incentives	for	individual	businesses	to	pay	bribes	to	win	business	abroad45	and	

for	states	to	resist	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	in	the	first	place.46	We	can	think	of	this	similarly	to	a	

tragedy	 of	 the	 commons,	where	 individual	 actors	will	misuse	 a	 common	 resource—here	 fair	

business	transactions	and	government	accountability	to	citizens—by	pursuing	their	own	gains.47	

Further,	 the	 entry	 into	 force	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention,	 on	 its	 own,	 did	 not	 eradicate	 these	

potential	gains	to	individual	businesses	of	bribery,48	nor	did	it	remove	the	incentives	for	states	

to	 attempt	 to	 capture	 these	 gains	 of	 corruption	 for	 their	 national	 businesses.	 As	 Rachel	

Brewster	 argues,	 even	 after	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 “each	 state	 has	 an	 incentive	 to	 defect	 if	

other	 states	are	enforcing	a	ban	on	corruption”	 to	allow	 its	 cross-border	corporations	 to	win	

competitive	and	lucrative	foreign	business	opportunities.49			

Even	 if	states	are	willing	to	forego	these	short-term	gains	and	are	committed	to	clean	

business	 activity,	 the	 direct	 costs	 of	 the	 enforcement	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 laws	 can	 provide	 an	

additional	disincentive.	As	transnational	crimes,	these	can	be	expensive	and	resource	intensive	

																																																								
44	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	The	Rationale	for	Fighting	Corruption,	2014;	Heimann	
and	Pieth,	Confronting	Corruption,	14–15;	Brewster,	“The	Domestic	and	International	Enforcement	of	the	OECD	
Anti-Bribery	Convention,”	95–96.	
45	Daniel	Tarullo	describes	the	underlying	cooperation	problem	as	a	prisoner’s	dilemma:	if	two	companies	are	
bidding	on	the	same	contract,	while	each	would	be	better	off	without	paying	a	bribe,	the	dominant	strategy	is	
nonetheless	to	defect	and	both	pay	the	bribe	given	the	absence	of	information	as	to	whether	the	competitor	will	
bribe.	Tarullo,	“The	Limits	of	Institutional	Design:	Implementing	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention,”	669–70.		
46	Tarullo	argues	that	prior	to	the	OECD	Convention,	“US	prohibitions	on	bribery	gave	a	potential	advantage	to	
non-US	competitors,	an	advantage	other	countries	were	reluctant	to	remove.”	Tarullo,	674.	
47	On	the	tragedy	of	the	commons	and	potential	governance	solutions,	see	Ostrom,	“Coping	with	Tragedies	of	the	
Commons.”	
48	Tarullo	argues	that	while	the	OECD	Convention	has	the	potential	to	push	competing	corporations	to	a	
cooperative	outcome	by	subjecting	them	to	the	same	criminal	prohibition	against	foreign	bribery,	whether	this	will	
occur	depends	on	“whether	the	criminal	penalties	enacted	by	their	home	government	pose	a	credible	threat.”	
Tarullo,	682.	
49	Brewster	goes	on:	“The	defecting	state	can	benefit	because	the	state’s	businesses	can	increase	their	proportion	
of	foreign	contracts	if	they	can	continue	to	bribe	while	other	states’	businesses	cannot.”	Brewster,	“The	Domestic	
and	International	Enforcement	of	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention,”	95–96.	See	also,	Tarullo,	“The	Limits	of	
Institutional	Design:	Implementing	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention,”	674,	687.	
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cases	to	investigate	and	prosecute.	There	is	also	no	immediate	domestic	constituency	to	satisfy	

with	enforcement	actions.	The	nature	of	 the	crime—where	 the	bribe	payment	and	 its	harms	

are	often	an	ocean	away—can	shield	domestic	populations	from	foreign	bribery	and	minimize	

internal	pressure	on	governments	to	act.50	

Given	 this,	 it	 might	 seem	more	 surprising	 that	 some	 states	 have	 indeed	 gone	 on	 to	

enforce	 their	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 prohibitions	 and	 imposed	 substantial	 penalties	 on	 national	

corporations.	The	German	corporation	Siemens	paid	over	a	billion	dollars	 in	fines	for	 its	 long-

standing	 practice	 of	 paying	 bribes	 to	 foreign	 public	 officials	 to	 win	 business	 abroad,51	while	

Vimpelcom,	 a	 telecommunications	 company	 headquartered	 in	 The	 Netherlands,	 paid	 $795	

million	in	fines	for	its	bribery	of	public	officials	in	Uzbekistan.52	SNC-Lavalin,	one	of	the	largest	

suppliers	 to	 the	Canadian	 federal	government,	 currently	 faces	a	 risk	of	automatic	debarment	

and	 removal	 from	 eligibility	 of	 contracting	 with	 the	 government	 if	 it	 is	 found	 guilty	 of	 the	

foreign	bribery	charges	pending	against	it.53	

Still,	there	are	wide	disparities	in	the	frequency	with	states	have	enforced	their	anti-

foreign	bribery	prohibitions.	Ten	of	the	29	original	OECD	state	signatories	have	yet	to	complete	

																																																								
50	Brewster	contrasts	this	to	domestic	corruption,	where	“the	negative	effects	of	national	corruption	are	
shouldered	by	the	domestic	economy.”	In	foreign	bribery,	however,	there	are	“few	negative	effects	on	the	
national	economy.”	Brewster,	“The	Domestic	and	International	Enforcement	of	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention,”	
95.	
51	Department	of	Justice.	Siemens	AG	and	Three	Subsidiaries	Plead	Guilty	to	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act	
Violations	and	Agree	to	Pay	$450	Million	in	Combined	Criminal	Fines.	December	15,	2008.		
52	Department	of	Justice,	VimpelCom	Limited	and	Unitel	LLC	Enter	into	Global	Foreign	Bribery	Resolution	of	More	
Than	$795	Million;	United	States	Seeks	$850	Million	Forfeiture	in	Corrupt	Proceeds	of	Bribery	Scheme,	February	18,	
2018	[DOJ,	VimpelCom	Settlement].	
53	John	Nicol	and	Dave	Seglins,	“SNC-Lavalin	Bribery	Case	Threatens	Billions	in	Federal	Contracts,”	Globe	and	Mail,	
February	20,	2015.	
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a	single	enforcement	action	for	foreign	bribery.54	Further,	as	Figure	1	demonstrates,	

enforcement	efforts	are	uneven	among	those	that	have	completed	enforcement	actions.55	

FIGURE	1.	COMPLETED	ENFORCEMENT	ACTIONS	FOR	FOREIGN	BRIBERY		
	

	
	
I	 include	this	data	here	to	give	a	sense	of	 the	range	 in	 the	 frequency	of	enforcement	activity	

across	OECD	states.	However,	as	is	discussed	below,	it	is	important	to	recognize	that	there	are	

important	distinctions	within	these	aggregate	enforcement	numbers,	as	well	as	 in	the	risks	of	

foreign	bribery	that	states	face,	that	complicate	simple	comparisons	across	countries.	This	data	

is	provided	by	states	to	the	OECD	pursuant	to	mandatory	reporting	obligations	and	includes	any	

case	of	foreign	bribery	that	is	“completed”	and	has	resulted	in	sanctions	or	an	acquittal	before	

the	end	of	2016	(referred	to	herein	as	“completed	enforcement	actions”).56		

																																																								
54	These	countries	are:	Australia,	Czech	Republic,	Denmark,	Greece,	Iceland,	Ireland,	Mexico,	New	Zealand,	
Portugal,	and	Spain.	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	2016	Data	on	Enforcement	of	the	
Anti-Bribery	Convention,	2017	[OECD,	2016	Enforcement	Data].		
55	OECD,	2016	Enforcement	Data.	
56	That	is,	regardless	of	whether	the	enforcement	action	is	based	on	a	criminal,	civil	or	administrative	prohibition	
against	foreign	bribery,	whether	the	enforcement	action	was	resolved	through	a	negotiated	resolution,	a	plea,	or	a	
trial,	and	whether	the	enforcement	action	led	to	an	acquittal	or	is	being	appealed,	all	of	these	outcomes	are	
included	here	and	throughout	as	“completed	enforcement	actions.”	The	data	is	drawn	from	table	1A	and	table	1B	
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As	the	Figure	indicates,	the	US	is	the	leader	in	the	enforcement	of	anti-foreign	bribery	

laws,	which	may	be	expected	 since	 it	was	 the	US	 that	 first	 adopted	anti-foreign	bribery	 laws	

and	brought	 the	 issue	 to	 the	OECD.57	Germany	 is	a	close	second	to	 the	US,	with	hundreds	of	

completed	 enforcement	 actions	 for	 foreign	 bribery,	 followed	 by	 the	 UK	 with	 34	 completed	

enforcement	actions.	Other	prominent	OECD	states,	including	Canada	and	the	Netherlands,	are	

further	behind	and	with	much	lower	numbers	of	completed	enforcement	actions.		

Of	course,	the	occurrence	of	foreign	bribery	 is	not	equally	distributed	across	countries	

and	 this	 likely	 provides	 part	 of	 an	 explanation	 for	 this	 variation	 in	 the	 frequency	with	which	

states	enforce	 their	 anti-foreign	bribery	prohibitions.	But	obtaining	accurate	measures	of	 the	

incidences	of	foreign	bribery	across	states	is	challenging;	even	at	the	level	of	detection	or	initial	

allegations	of	foreign	bribery,	not	all	states	collect	or	provide	this	data,	and	if	available,	 it	still	

overlooks	undetected	instances	of	foreign	bribery.	

Looking	to	the	risks	of	foreign	bribery	gives	some	indication	of	the	likely	occurrence	of	

foreign	bribery	crimes.	Figure	2	compares	completed	enforcement	actions	to	average	outgoing	

FDI	positions.58		We	do	indeed	observe	that	countries	with	the	greatest	investments	overseas—

																																																																																																																																																																																			
from	the	OECD’s	most	recent	report	on	the	Convention’s	enforcement.	It	does	not	include	voluntary	reporting	data	
of	cases	reported	to	the	OECD	by	some	member	states	of	enforcement	actions	for	offenses	related	to	foreign	
bribery,	such	as	accounting	violations	or	money	laundering.	OECD,	2016	Enforcement	Data.	
57	On	why	the	US	has	taken	this	interest	in	restricting	foreign	bribery,	see	Chapter	3	and	Davis,	“Why	Does	the	
United	States	Regulate	Foreign	Bribery.”	
58	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,		“FDI-Positions—Total,”	“Directional	Principal:	
Outward,”	https://data.oecd.org/,	yearly	average	from	2005	through	2015.	The	outward	FDI	position	measures	the	
value	of	equity	and	loans	to	businesses	in	foreign	countries.	I	focus	here	and	throughout	on	the	total	value	of	
outward	FDI	positions	rather	than	as	a	share	of	a	country’s	GDP	to	highlight	the	country’s	overall	investment	
exposure	to	foreign	countries.	The	intuition	is	that	the	more	a	country	is	exposed	to	the	international	economy,	
the	more	opportunities	its	businesses	have	to	encounter	foreign	bribery.	For	example,	businesses	from	a	country	
like	Iceland,	with	an	average	of	just	over	$10	million	per	year	in	outward	FDI,	would	be	expected	to	encounter	
markedly	fewer	opportunities	for	foreign	bribery	than	American	or	German	businesses	with	hundreds	of	millions	
of	dollars	of	outward	FDI	positions.	
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which	 brings	 with	 it	 increasing	 risks	 that	 the	 businesses	 of	 these	 countries	 will	 encounter	

opportunities	for	foreign	bribery—have	the	highest	numbers	of	completed	enforcement	actions.	

FIGURE	2.	COMPLETED	ENFORCEMENT	ACTIONS	AND	AVERAGE	OUTGOING	FDI	POSITION		
	

	
	

On	the	other	hand,	some	states,	like	Canada	and	the	Netherlands,	which	have	sizeable	outward	

FDI	positions,	have	nevertheless	completed	relatively	few	foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions.		

But	more	generally,	for	much	of	the	OECD,	opportunities	for	foreign	bribery	appear	to	

be	all	too	common,	suggesting	that	it	is	not	just	differences	in	the	risks	or	incidences	of	foreign	

bribery	that	produces	this	variation	in	enforcement	activity.	Transparency	International’s	most	

recent	 survey	 of	 business	 executives	 around	 the	 world	 that	 measures	 perceptions	 of	 the	

likelihood	of	 companies	 from	certain	countries	 to	engage	 in	bribery	 in	 transnational	business	

concluded	 that:	 “there	 is	 no	 country	 among	 the	 28	major	 economies	 whose	 companies	 are	

perceived	to	by	wholly	clean	and	that	do	not	engage	in	bribery.”59			

																																																								
59	Transparency	International,	Bribe	Payers	Index,	2011.	
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What	I	want	to	stress	here,	however,	is	that	there	are	important	distinctions	within	this	

enforcement	 data	 that	we	 need	 to	 consider	 in	 examining	 this	 cross-national	 variation	 in	 the	

frequency	of	 completed	enforcement	 actions.	When	 the	OECD	began	 collecting	enforcement	

data	in	2008	it	explained	that	such	statistics	were	necessary	to	“allow	meaningful	evaluation	of	

the	 implementation	 of	 the	 Convention	 by	 Working	 Group	 members	 [Convention	 state	

parties].”60	Still,	while	the	10	years	of	enforcement	data	does	indeed	indicate	wide	variation	in	

the	 frequency	with	which	OECD	 states	 complete	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 actions,	 it	

does	 not	 easily	 translate	 into	 such	 a	 meaningful	 comparison	 across	 states.	 The	 data	 on	

completed	enforcement	actions	envelopes	a	wide	range	of	enforcement	actions	and	outcomes	

and	overlooks	significant	variation	 in	how	states	enforce	their	 foreign	bribery	prohibitions.	As	

the	 case	 studies	 illustrate,	 completed	 enforcement	 action	 can	 include	 a	 criminal	 trial	 for	 the	

crime	 of	 foreign	 bribery,	 a	 prosecution	 for	 a	 failure	 to	 prevent	 foreign	 bribery,	 or	 even	 a	

prosecution	 for	 another	 criminal	 offense	 all	 together,	 if	 the	 fact	 pattern	 resembles	 one	 of	

foreign	bribery.	Further,	the	OECD	data	includes	and	identifies	enforcements	actions	completed	

through	 diversionary	 settlements.	 These	 diversionary	 procedures	 allow	 for	 the	 resolution	 of	

foreign	bribery	allegations	without	a	determination	of	criminal	guilt,	which	we	see,	for	instance,	

in	deferred	prosecution	agreements,	but	not	all	OECD	states	have	such	resolution	mechanisms	

available.		

I	make	this	point	not	simply	to	dissect	the	OECD	data,	but	to	add	caution	to	assessments	

of	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 that	 we	 can	make	 from	 the	 comparison	 of	 the	 frequency	 in	 which	

																																																								
60	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Note	on	the	Collection	and	Dissemination	of	Statistics	
on	Foreign	Bribery,	October	5,	2006.		
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states	 complete	 foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 actions.61	That	 is,	 rather	 than	 conclude	 that	

Germany’s	 hundreds	 of	 completed	 enforcement	 actions	 indicate	 a	 greater	 influence	 of	 the	

OECD	 Convention	 in	 Germany	 than	 in	 Canada	where	 there	 are	 only	 a	 handful	 of	 completed	

enforcement	actions,	we	should	look	more	closely	at	how	these	states	have	implemented	their	

shared	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 the	 distinctive	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

enforcement	environments	that	this	has	created.	Similarly,	this	variation	in	how	states	enforce	

anti-foreign	 bribery	 laws	 also	 indicates	 that	 we	 should	 be	 careful	 in	 our	 more	 general	

assessments	 of	 the	 success	 or	 failure	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention.	 That	 is,	 it	 suggests	 that	 we	

should	not	necessarily	equate	increasing	or	widespread	enforcement	with	the	effectiveness	of	

the	OECD	Convention	in	combating	bribery	in	international	business.	I	discuss	these	concepts	of	

compliance	and	effectiveness	more	generally	below	in	considering	the	various	ways	to	evaluate	

the	influence	of	international	law	and	justifying	this	project’s	focus	on	implementation.		

III. Examining	the	Influence	of	the	OECD	Convention	
	
In	 this	 section,	 I	 argue	 that	 we	 should	 approach	 the	 question	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention’s	

influence	 through	 an	 assessment	 of	 its	 implementation.	 I	 develop	 a	 broad	 notion	 of	

implementation	 that	 allows	 for	 an	 in-depth	 examination	 of	 how	 states	 engage	 their	

international	 legal	obligations.	 I	set	this	out	further	below	and	 in	chapter	2,	but	start	here	by	

explaining	why	 implementation	 offers	 a	 promising	 framework	 to	 assess	 the	 influence	 of	 the	

OECD	Convention.		

																																																								
61	A	recent	article	by	Nathan	Jensen	and	Edmund	Malesky	suggests	that	a	high	frequency	of	enforcement	actions	is	
not	decisive	to	the	influence	of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	on	corporate	behavior.	Jensen	and	Malesky	find	that	
corporations	from	OECD	states	that	enforce	their	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibitions	are	less	likely	to	engage	in	
bribery	abroad.	Notably,	they	conclude	that	“[f]irms	from	states	that	has	even	minimal	enforcement	of	OECD-ABC	
[Anti-Bribery	Convention]	saw	22.2	percentage	point	reductions	in	bribe	propensity.”	Jensen	and	Malesky,	
“Nonstate	Actors	and	Compliance	with	International	Agreements,”	65.	
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a) Why	Implementation?	
	
The	 project	 focuses	 on	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 as	 an	 indicator	 of	 the	

Convention’s	 influence	on	 its	 signatory	 states.	 But	 these	 are	 among	 several	 possible	 vantage	

points	 from	which	 to	evaluate	 international	 law.	For	 instance,	we	can	 imagine	much	broader	

appraisals	of	 the	OECD	Convention	and	 its	 success	or	 failure	 that	 are	 less	 concerned	with	 its	

behavioral	 impacts	 on	 state	 parties	 and	 instead	 examine	 the	 legitimacy	 or	 normative	

desirability	 of	 the	 international	 obligations	 that	 it	 creates. 62 	Nonetheless,	 examining	 the	

influence	of	the	Convention	on	 its	state	parties	 is	an	 important	research	objective,	which	can	

shed	 light	 on	 the	 interaction	 of	 state	 authority	 with	 international	 law	 in	 transnational	

governance.	 Even	 so,	 there	 are	 several	 ways	 that	 we	 could	 approach	 the	 influence	 of	

international	 law,	 which	 includes	 studies	 of	 implementation,	 as	 well	 as	 scholarship	 on	

effectiveness	and	compliance.63	I	set	out	in	this	section	why	implementation	is	particularly	well	

suited	 to	 examining	 the	 influence	 of	 OECD	 Convention,	 but	 consider	 first	 some	 of	 the	

challenges	 and	 limitations	 to	 evaluating	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 through	 an	 assessment	 of	 its	

effectiveness	or	focus	on	the	conformity	of	state	behavior	to	the	Convention’s	obligations.	

Scholarship	 on	 international	 law’s	 effectiveness	 evaluates	 its	 “efficacy…to	 solve	 the	

political	problem	that	preceded	its	formulation.”64	Understanding	international	law	in	terms	of	

its	impact	on	the	underlying	problem	that	it	seeks	to	address	is	no	doubt	an	important	research	

goal.	Nonetheless,	this	is	a	particularly	challenging	task	when	it	comes	to	the	OECD	Convention,	

which	 seeks	 to	 reduce	 bribery	 in	 international	 business,	 a	 phenomenon	 that	 is	 intentionally	
																																																								
62	For	instance,	Amitav	Acharya	identifies	durability	and	legitimacy	as	important	components	of	assessing	progress	
in	global	governance.	Acharya,	“Rethinking	Demand,	Purpose	and	Progress	in	Global	Governance:	An	Introduction.”	
63	Here	I	borrow	from	Zürn	who	distinguishes	these	three	approaches	to	international	law	and	governance.	Zürn,	
“Introduction:	Law	and	Compliance	at	Different	Levels,”	1,	8.		
64	Zürn,	1,	8.		
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hidden	and	difficult	to	measure.	As	suggested	above,	we	cannot	presume	for	instance	from	the	

occurrence	of	foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions	that	this	has	an	impact	on	overall	 levels	of	

bribery	 in	 international	business	and	 it	would	be	difficult	to	establish	this	without	a	valid	and	

reliable	measurement	of	corruption	to	compare	over	time.65	An	investigation	and	prosecution	

of	one	company	for	foreign	bribery	may	merely	open	the	door	for	another	company	to	win	a	

competitive	 contract	 by	 bribery	 and	 there	 is	 no	 guarantee	 that	 a	 company	 sanctioned	 for	

foreign	bribery	will	not	subsequently	engage	in	the	same	behavior.	

Compliance	 offers	 a	 more	 tractable	 approach,	 but	 one	 that	 is	 often	 concerned	 with	

assessments	of	conformity	or	non-conformity	with	a	prescribed	obligation.66	Robert	Howse	and	

Ruti	 Teitel	 describe	 the	 prominence	 of	 compliance	 in	 international	 law	 scholarship:	 “the	

conceptual,	 and	 more	 recently	 empirical,	 study	 of	 compliance	 has	 become	 a	 central	

preoccupation,	 and	 perhaps	 the	 fastest	 growing	 subfield.”67	Scholars,	 including	 Howse	 and	

Teitel,	 have	 raised	 concerns	 about	 this	 current	 research	 agenda	 and	 the	 “tendency	 to	

oversimplify”	that	can	accompany	a	focus	on	the	outcome	of	rule	compliance.68		For	instance,	

Lisa	Martin	 describes	 how	 this	 kind	 of	 compliance	 scholarship	 can	 overlook	 the	 influence	 of	

international	 law	 that	 falls	 short	 of	 compliance	with	 the	 rule.69	Benedict	 Kingsbury	 identifies	

																																																								
65	For	some	of	the	efforts	and	challenges	to	measure	corruption,	see	Andersson	and	Heywood,	“The	Politics	of	
Perception”;	Apaza,	“Measuring	Governance	and	Corruption	through	the	Worldwide	Governance	Indicators.”	
66	A	common	definition	of	compliance	is	that	set	out	by	Oran	Young:	“Compliance	can	be	said	to	occur	when	the	
actual	behavior	of	a	given	subject	conforms	to	prescribed	behavior,	and	non-compliance	or	violation	occurs	when	
actual	behavior	departs	significantly	from	prescribed	behavior.”	Young,	Compliance	&	Public	Authority,	104.	For	an	
overview	of	compliance	scholarship,	see	Von	Stein,	Jana,	“The	Engines	of	Compliance”;	Simmons,	“Treaty	
Compliance	and	Violation”;	Bradford,	“International	Legal	Compliance.”	
67	Howse	and	Teitel,	“Beyond	Compliance,”	128.	
68	Howse	and	Teitel,	129–30.	Other	scholars	have	criticized	compliance	scholarship	for	its	selection	bias	in	tending	
to	focus	on	international	agreements	that	states	do	not	have	much	of	an	interest	in	deviating	from,	and	thus	
suggesting	that	compliance	by	states	tells	us	little	about	the	influence	of	international	law.	Downs,	Rock,	and	
Barsoom,	“Is	the	Good	News	about	Compliance	Good	News	about	Cooperation?”	
69	Martin,	“Against	Compliance,”	591.		
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another	 concern:	 that	 directing	 attention	 to	 the	 end	 result—compliance	 yes/no	 with	 a	

prescribed	 obligation—presumes	 a	 particular,	 fixed	 notion	 of	 law	 that	 is	 necessary	 to	 make	

such	an	assessment.70	This	 leaves	 little	room	for	considering	the	influence	of	multiple	sources	

that	 can	 inform	 an	 international	 obligation	 or	 the	 ongoing	 engagement	 between	 states	 and	

international	law.	

A	narrow	focus	on	compliance	as	conformity	with	a	prescribed	rule	is	limited	in	what	it	

can	 tell	 us	 about	 the	 influence	 of	 an	 agreement	 like	 the	OECD	 Convention.	 The	 fact	 that	 all	

OECD	 Convention	 state	 parties	 have	 taken	 steps	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	 could	 be	

interpreted	 as	 compliance	 in	 a	 technical	 sense,	 but	 this	 would	 make	 for	 a	 fairly	 shallow	

assessment	 of	 the	 Convention’s	 influence.	 State	 efforts	 to	 enforce	 their	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

laws	 could	 also	 inform	 a	 compliance	 analysis,	 but,	 as	 suggested	 in	 the	 previous	 section,	 the	

significant	 variation	 in	 how	 states	 apply	 these	 prohibitions	 complicate	 an	 assessment	 of	

compliance	based	simply	on	enforcement	 levels.	The	Convention	explicitly	 relies	on	domestic	

law	and	institutions	to	carry	out	the	prohibition	against	foreign	bribery	and	gives	some	latitude	

to	states	through	the	principle	of	“functional	equivalence”	in	determining	how	to	do	so.	With	

multiple	ways	 for	 a	 state	 to	 engage	 the	Convention’s	 obligations,	 a	 closer	 analysis	 is	 needed	

than	a	binary	assessment	of	compliance.71	This	 is	all	 the	more	so	given	that,	as	 is	explored	 in	

greater	detail	in	Chapters	2	and	3,	the	obligation	to	criminalize	bribery	has	not	been	static	since	

its	 codification	 in	 the	 OECD	 Convention.	 The	 OECD	 has	 continued	 to	 instruct	 states	 on	

combating	foreign	bribery	through	multiple	soft	law	documents	and	its	repeated	peer	reviews.	

																																																								
70	Kingsbury,	“The	Concept	of	Compliance	as	a	Function	of	Competing	Conceptions	of	International	Law.”	
71	OECD,	Commentaries	to	the	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials.	
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This	ongoing	engagement	between	international	law	and	signatory	states	would	be	left	out	in	a	

snapshot	assessment	of	compliance	with	the	OECD	Convention.	

Rather	 than	 examining	whether	 states	 have	met	 a	 particular	 benchmark	 or	metric	 to	

indicate	compliance,	 this	dissertation	 looks	closely	at	the	process	of	 implementation—of	how	

states	 have	 carried	 out	 their	 shared	 international	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery.	

There	 is	 limited	existing	 scholarship	 that	 squarely	 considers	 the	 implementation	of	 the	OECD	

Convention.	Much	of	it	takes	the	form	of	a	single	country	case	study72	and	there	is	little	cross-

national	 statistical	analysis	of	 the	 implementation	of	OECD	Convention.73	One	exception	 is	an	

article	by	Sarah	Kaczmarek	and	Abraham	Newman	 that	examines	 the	 influence	of	US	 foreign	

bribery	prosecutions	of	foreign	firms	on	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions	in	the	home	

state	of	the	foreign	firms.74	Kaczmarek	and	Newman	examine	only	this	one	portion	of	national	

implementation—completed	enforcement	actions	for	foreign	bribery—and	for	the	purpose	of	

identifying	the	influence	of	the	US	extra-territorial	prosecutions	on	enforcement	actions	in	the	

foreign	 firm’s	home	state.75	But	even	here,	 it	 is	 important	 to	keep	 in	mind	 the	distinctions	 in	

completed	 enforcement	 actions	 described	 in	 the	 previous	 section.	 The	 wide	 range	 in	

																																																								
72	For	example,	see	Mijares,	“The	Global	Fight	Against	Foreign	Bribery”;	Rose,	“The	UK	Bribery	Act	2012	and	
Accompanying	Guidance:	Belated	Implementation	of	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention”;	Heifetz,	“Japan’s	
Implementation	of	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention:	Weaker	and	Less	Effective	Than	the	US	Foreign	Corrupt	
Practices	Act”;	Wilder	and	Ahrens,	“Australia’s	Implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	
Foreign	Public	Officials	in	International	Business	Transactions.”	A	notable	exception	is	Nicholas	Lord’s	book	that	
compares	the	implementation	of	the	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	in	Germany	and	the	UK.	Lord,	Regulating	Corporate	
Bribery	in	International	Business.		
73	There	is	some	quantitative	literature	on	FCPA	enforcement	and	its	consequences,	which	is	limited	to	the	US.	See	
Graham	and	Stroup,	“Does	Anti-Bribery	Enforcement	Deter	Foreign	Investment?”;	Choi	and	Davis,	“Foreign	Affairs	
and	Enforcement	of	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act.”	Scholars	have	also	used	statistical	analysis	to	examine	the	
impact	of	the	OECD	Convention	on	patterns	of	foreign	direct	investment	and	the	impact	of	anti-foreign	bribery	
enforcement	on	the	propensity	of	businesses	to	engage	in	bribery,	but	do	not	focus	on	policy	implementation	
within	Convention	states.	See,	for	example,	Jensen	and	Malesky,	“Nonstate	Actors	and	Compliance	with	
International	Agreements”;	Cuervo-Cazurra,	“The	Effectiveness	of	Laws	Against	Bribery	Abroad.”	
74	Kaczmarek	and	Newman,	“The	Long	Arm	of	the	Law.”	
75	Kaczmarek	and	Newman.		
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enforcement	practices	and	outcomes	that	are	captured	within	the	category	of	completed	anti-

foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions	calls	for	a	closer	cross-national	analysis	of	how	states	reach	

these	outcomes.		

As	 I	 detail	 further	 in	 the	 next	 section,	 a	 comparative	 case	 study	 is	well	 positioned	 to	

examine	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention.	 The	 project	 uses	 a	 disaggregated	

measure	 of	 implementation	 that	 examines	 various	 aspects	 of	 states’	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

policies	and	their	evolution	over	time.	Specifically,	it	highlights	the	range	of	state	responses	to	

the	OECD	Convention	in	four	states	that	are	highly	expose	to	the	international	economy	and	its	

risks	of	foreign	bribery.	Doing	so	allows	the	dissertation	to	offers	a	more	detailed	description	of	

the	ways	 that	 states	 engage	 international	 law	 and	 provides	 an	 opportunity	 to	 examine	why	

similarly	 situated	 states	 exhibit	 such	 variation.	 I	 turn	 now	 to	 introduce	 the	 project’s	

conceptualization	 of	 implementation	 and	 its	 explanation	 for	 the	 distinct	 national	

implementations	of	the	shared	international	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.		

b) Mapping	and	Understanding	Varied	National	Implementation	
	
Drawing	on	some	of	the	classic	explanations	for	the	influence	of	international	law	suggests	that	

we	should	observe	similar	national	responses	to	the	OECD	Convention.	As	original	signatories	to	

the	 OECD	 Convention,	 these	 states	 are	 relatively	 early	 movers	 in	 the	 adoption	 of	 anti-

corruption	norms	targeting	foreign	bribery	and	we	might	expect	that	they	similarly	internalized	

the	 Convention’s	 obligations. 76 	Further,	 as	 discussed	 in	 the	 previous	 section,	 other	 than	

																																																								
76	One	of	the	classic	ways	to	think	about	the	influence	of	international	norms	on	states	is	through	Finnemore	and	
Sikkink’s	three-phase	norm	life	cycle.	Early	on,	as	a	norm	emerges,	only	a	handful	of	states,	notably,	those	
influenced	by	norm	entrepreneurs,	adopt	the	norm.	As	the	reach	of	the	new	norm	expands,	it	enters	the	next	
stage,	a	“norm	cascade,”	where	more	and	more	states	accept	the	new	norm	until	it	enters	the	third	stage	of	norm	
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perhaps	the	US,	these	states	all	share	similar	incentives	to	take	minimal	action	to	carry	out	their	

international	obligation	and	avoid	the	costs	of	enforcement.77			

Nonetheless,	 looking	closely	at	the	 implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention	 in	several	

prominent	OECD	states,	this	dissertation	documents	the	varied	ways	in	which	states	have	“put	

into	 practice”	 their	 shared	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery.	 As	 I	 set	 out	 further	 in	

Chapter	2,	to	measure	national	implementation	and	track	its	evolution	over	time,	I	borrow	from	

Peter	Hall’s	 concept	of	 policy	 paradigms.78	While	 similar	 to	 concepts	 of	 policy	 regimes,	Hall’s	

concept	of	policy	paradigms	is	particularly	helpful	because	it	disaggregates	national	policy	and	

draws	attention	 to	 its	 ideational	 underpinning.79		 By	 identifying	 three	distinct	 components	of	

national	policy—policy	goals,	policy	instruments,	and	the	settings	of	policy	instruments—Hall’s	

concept	of	policy	paradigms	 identifies	multiple	 sites	 for	an	analysis	of	 the	 implementation	of	

international	 law,	 facilitating	 a	 nuanced	 evaluation	 of	 how	 states	 respond	 to	 their	 shared	

international	 obligation	 and	 when	 this	 changes.80	Further,	 by	 highlighting	 the	 importance	 of	

ideational	 factors,	 policy	 paradigms	 direct	 us	 to	 see	 national	 policy	 as	 “more	 than	 technical	

																																																																																																																																																																																			
internalization	and	“acquire[s]	a	taken	for	granted	quality.”	Finnemore	and	Sikkink,	“International	Norm	Dynamics	
and	Political	Change.”		
77	Brewster,	“The	Domestic	and	International	Enforcement	of	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention,”	95.	
78	Hall,	“Policy	Paradigms,	Social	Learning,	and	the	State.”	
79	For	instance,	Peter	May	and	Ashley	Jochim	describe	policy	regimes	as	the	“governing	arrangements	for	
addressing	policy	problems,”	which	“can	be	broadly	construed	to	consider	institutional	arrangements,	interest	
alignments	and	shared	ideas.”	May	and	Jochim,	“Policy	Regime	Perspectives,”	428.	Carter	Wilson	draws	on	
scholarship	of	international	regimes	to	construct	his	model	of	national	policy	regimes,	which	includes	the	
ideational	component	of	policy	paradigms,	along	with	interest	group	support,	organization	within	the	government,	
and	the	policy	itself.	Wilson,	“Policy	Regimes	and	Policy	Change”;	Kratochwil	and	Ruggie,	“International	
Organization:	The	State	of	the	Art.”	For	an	example	of	scholarship	that	deploys	the	concept	of	national	policy	
regimes,	see	Esping-Andersen,	The	Three	Worlds	of	Welfare	Capitalism.		
80	Hall,	“Policy	Paradigms,	Social	Learning,	and	the	State,”	278.	
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responses	to	specific	challenges.”81	This	opens	up	possibilities	to	examine	how	and	why	states	

direct	their	national	policy	instruments	and	their	settings	toward	particular	goals.	

Using	 this	 framework,	 this	 dissertation	 catalogues	 distinct	 national	 approaches	 to	

foreign	bribery	that	states	have	developed	in	response	to	their	shared	international	obligation.	

In	doing	so,	it	builds	off	of	recent	research	by	Nicholas	Lord	that	describes	a	“range	of	possible	

official	responses”	to	foreign	bribery	allegations,	with	prosecutions	and	sanctions	by	the	state	

on	one	end	and	self-regulation	by	the	corporation	on	the	other.82	Focusing	on	policy	paradigms	

facilitates	a	further	comparison	of	these	national	responses,	which	I	categorize	according	to	the	

three	 components	 of	 policy	 that	 Hall	 identified	 and	 place	 on	 a	 continuum	 of	 national	 anti-

foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms.	 At	 one	 end	 of	 the	 continuum	 is	 a	 traditional	 criminal	 law	

paradigm,	where	 states	 carry	 out	 their	 international	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	

exclusively	 through	 the	 criminal	 law,	 using	 criminal	 prohibitions	 and	 traditional	 criminal	

prosecutions	to	pursue	an	expressive	goal	of	moral	condemnation	as	well	as	deterrence.	At	the	

other	 end	 of	 the	 continuum	 is	 a	 regulatory	 paradigm,	where	 states	make	 use	 of	 a	 range	 of	

legislative	 authority,	 including	 administrative	 or	 civil	 sanctions,	 to	 prohibit	 foreign	 bribery.	 A	

regulatory	 paradigm	 also	 uses	 a	 wider	 range	 of	 enforcement	 methods	 and	 often	 relies	 on	

negotiations	with	an	alleged	wrongdoer	 that	avoid	a	determination	of	 criminal	guilt.83	Rather	

than	use	 criminal	 sanctions	 to	express	 social	 condemnation	of	 the	wrongful	 act,	 a	 regulatory	

paradigm	 pursues	 consequentialist	 goals	 that	 seek	 to	 alter	 corporate	 behaviour,	 both	 in	

deterring	the	wrongful	conduct	and	in	rehabilitating	corporate	wrongdoers.		

																																																								
81	Béland	and	Cox,	“The	Politics	of	Policy	Paradigms.”	
82	Lord,	Regulating	Corporate	Bribery	in	International	Business,	48–49.	Here	Lord	draws	on	Edwards	and	Gill,	
“Crime	as	Enterprise?”;	Gill,	“Policing	and	Regulation.”	
83	See	Chapter	2	for	a	further	discussion	of	this	continuum.	
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Why	 might	 states	 have	 developed	 these	 distinct	 national	 policy	 paradigms	 in	

implementing	 the	 rather	 straightforward	 international	 obligation	 set	 out	 in	 the	 OECD	

Convention?	 And	 why	 have	 they	 continued	 to	 reform	 them	 and	 in	 particular	 ways?	 In	

addressing	these	questions,	I	turn	my	attention	within	the	state	and	focus	on	two	core	concepts	

of	 historical	 institutionalism—policy	 legacies	 and	 sequencing—in	 producing	 these	 distinct	

national	 responses.	 I	 argue	 that	 as	 states	 implement	 their	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	

bribery	they	draw	on	existing	policies	already	in	place	to	combat	corporate	and	economic	crime.	

This	 interaction	 between	 existing	 policies	 and	 international	 obligations	 produces	 particular	

national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms,	 with	 notable	 distinctions	 in	 how	 anti-foreign	

bribery	 laws	 are	 enforced.	 Moreover,	 I	 argue	 that	 these	 policy	 legacies	 continue	 to	 shape	

prospects	 for	 further	 engagement	with	 international	 law	 and	 subsequent	 reform	 of	 national	

anti-foreign	bribery	policy.		

IV. Overview	of	Project:	Research	Design	and	Outline	
	
To	 closely	 examine	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention,	 I	 designed	 a	 structured,	

focused	 comparison	 of	 four	 OECD	 Convention	 signatory	 states:	 Canada,	 Germany,	 the	

Netherlands,	 and	 the	 United	 Kingdom.84	A	 comparative	 case	 study	 can	 provide	 a	 detailed	

description	 of	 the	ways	 that	 states	 carry	 out	 their	 international	 obligations	 and	 examine	 the	

variation	 within	 cross-national	 implementation.	 I	 selected	 these	 particular	 cases	 using	 a	

purposive	method	of	selection	that	captures	shared	risks	of	encountering	 foreign	bribery	and	

variation	in	enforcement	frequencies	and	existing	legal	institutions.	Starting	with	the	29	original	

																																																								
84	Alexander	L.	George	and	Andrew	Bennett,	Case	Studies	and	Theory	Development	in	the	Social	Sciences	
(Cambridge:	The	MIT	Press,	2005),	ch.	3.	
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signatories	 to	 the	Convention	 that	 at	 the	 time	were	members	of	 the	OECD,85	I	 narrowed	 the	

focus	 to	 countries	 with	 significant	 exposure	 to	 the	 international	 economy—the	 leading	

exporters	 and	 sources	 of	 foreign	 direct	 investment	 abroad.86	The	 expectation	 here	 is	 that	 as	

outward	 engagement	 with	 the	 international	 economy	 increases,	 it	 likely	 brings	 with	 it	

increasing	opportunities	for	foreign	bribery.		

Within	 this	 group	 of	 the	 most	 outward-oriented	 original	 OECD	 Convention	 signatory	

states,	I	selected	countries	with	the	highest	and	lowest	completed	enforcement	actions.	While	

enforcement	 is	 only	 one	 aspect	 of	 national	 implementation,	 it	 provides	 a	 preliminary	

suggestion	 of	 distinctions	 in	 how	 states	 are	 carrying	 out	 their	 international	 obligation	 to	

criminalize	foreign	bribery.	Canada	and	the	Netherlands	have	the	lowest	level	of	enforcement	

activity	among	this	group	of	internationally	oriented	states.	Germany	and	the	United	Kingdom,	

by	 contrast,	 have	 the	 highest	 number	 of	 completed	 enforcement	 actions	 within	 the	 group,	

apart	from	the	US.	I	excluded	the	US	from	the	pool	of	potential	cases	given	that	it	adopted	anti-

foreign	 bribery	 law	 well	 before	 the	 creation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 and	 can	 provide	 less	

insight	on	the	implementation	of	international	law.	

By	 including	 two	 cases	 from	 each	 end	 of	 the	 spectrum	 of	 completed	 enforcement	

actions,	I	am	also	able	to	compare	implementation	across	states	with	distinct	legal	institutions.	

Both	Germany	and	the	Netherlands	have	civil	 law	legal	systems,	while	Canada	and	the	United	

Kingdom	have	 common	 law	 systems.	 This	 variation	 in	 legal	 systems	 is	 important	 to	 consider	

																																																								
85	This	excludes	the	non-OECD	states	that	signed	the	Convention	in	1997.		
86	Between	2005	and	2015	the	10	greatest	averages	exporters	of	goods	and	services	abroad	within	this	group	were	
(from	greatest	to	least):	the	US,	the	UK,	Germany,	France,	the	Netherlands,	Canada,	Japan,	Australia,	Ireland,	and	
Switzerland.	In	that	same	period,	the	OECD	states	with	the	greatest	FDI	positions	abroad	were	(from	greatest	to	
least):	the	US,	Germany,	Japan,	France,	the	UK,	the	Netherlands,	Italy,	Korea,	Canada,	and	Spain.	Organization	for	
Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	“Exports,”	Trade	in	Goods	and	Services;	and	“FDI-Positions—Total,”	
“Directional	Principal:	Outward,”	https://data.oecd.org/.		
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given	 the	 project’s	 interest	 in	 the	 reception	 of	 international	 law	 and	 the	 historically	 distinct	

approaches	that	civil	and	common	law	systems	have	taken	to	addressing	corporate	crime.87	

Finally,	 this	 case	 selection	 also	 controls	 for	 several	 variables	 that	we	might	 expect	 to	

influence	how	a	 state	 implements	 its	 international	 anti-foreign	bribery	obligations.	As	noted,	

these	states	are	 large	players	 in	 the	global	economy	and	all	 face	 real	 risks	of	 foreign	bribery.	

These	wealthy,	advanced	industrial	states	also	all	have	the	resources	and	institutional	capacity	

to	 actively	 combat	 foreign	 bribery.	 Each	 of	 these	 countries	 has	 taken	 some	 steps	 toward	

enforcement,	 evidencing	 at	 least	 some	 political	 will	 to	 not	 only	 adopt	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

prohibitions,	but	 to	also	enforce	 these	 laws.	 Further,	Canada,	Germany,	 the	Netherlands	and	

the	United	Kingdom	have	all	consistently	received	high	marks	on	Transparency	International’s	

Corruption	 Perception	 Index,	 suggesting	 that	 corruption	 within	 these	 countries	 is	 relatively	

low.88	

Within	 the	 case	 studies,	 the	 dissertation	 relies	 on	 process	 tracing	 and	 qualitative	

research	 methods,	 including	 interviews,	 participant	 observation,	 and	 archival	 research	 to	

document	national	implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention.	The	research	findings	triangulate	

across	these	different	sources,	for	instance,	confirming	and	supplementing	data	from	interview	

and	participant	observations	with	the	documentary	record.89	Process	tracing,	with	its	focus	on	

																																																								
87	As	Joanna	Kyriakakis	explains,	while	common	law	countries	have	long	established	corporate	criminal	law	regimes,	
many	civil	law	countries	“have	been	more	reluctant	to	recognize	the	possibility	of	corporate	criminal	liability,”	
based	in	part	on	reasoning	that	“groups	cannot	act,	be	morally	blameworthy	or	the	proper	subjects	of	criminal	
punishment.”	Kyriakakis,	“Corporate	Criminal	Liability	and	the	ICC	Statute:	The	Comparative	Law	Challenge,”	340.	
88	The	survey	measures	perceptions	of	corruption	within	the	state’s	public	service:	Canada	scored	82	(8th	least	
corrupt),	the	Netherlands	scored	82	(8th	least	corrupt),	Germany	scored	81	(12th	least	corrupt),	and	the	UK	scored	
82	(8th	least	corrupt).	Transparency	International,	Corruption	Perception	Index	2017,	2017.	
89	Uwe	Flick,	“Triangulation	in	Qualitative	Research.”	
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mechanisms, 90 	is	 particularly	 helpful	 in	 connecting	 international	 law	 with	 its	 national	

implementation	and	engaging	the	research	question	of	how	states	carry	out	their	international	

obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.		

More	specifically,	 the	dissertation	draws	on	dozens	of	semi-structured	 interviews	with	

various	 actors	 involved	 in	 the	 day-to-day	 application	 of	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 laws	 in	

each	of	the	country	case	studies.	This	included	interviews	with	investigators,	prosecutors,	legal	

counsel	 for	 multinational	 corporations	 and	 government	 officials.	 These	 interviews	 typically	

lasted	for	approximately	60	minutes	and	were	conducted	through	a	combination	of	 in-person	

and	 telephone	 interviews.	 A	 central	 objective	 of	 the	 interviews	 was	 to	 obtain	 a	 richer	

description	of	the	implementation	of	international	obligations	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	To	

that	 end,	 the	 interview	 questions	 were	 designed	 to	 understand	 how	 states	 seek	 to	 govern	

transnational	actors	to	promote	clean	business,	including	how	they	enforce	anti-foreign	bribery	

prohibitions	and	the	considerations	that	enforcement	actions	raise	for	alleged	wrongdoers	and	

enforcement	 agencies.	 The	 interviews	also	examined	 changes	 in	national	 anti-foreign	bribery	

policies	and	incorporated	several	questions	concerning	the	influence	of	external	actors,	such	as	

the	OECD	and	other	OECD	states.		

In	addition	to	the	individual	interviews,	I	attended	multiple	conferences	and	workshops	

that	 addressed	 corruption	 in	 international	 business	 and	 its	 legal	 response.	 This	 included	

attending	professional	 conferences	directed	at	 anti-bribery	 compliance	professionals,	 such	as	

in-house	compliance	officers	and	their	staff,	in-house	counsel,	and	attorneys	in	private	practice	

that	 specialize	 in	 corporate	 criminal	 defense.	 This	 participant	 observation	 informed	 my	

																																																								
90	As	Jeffrey	Checkel	writes,	process	tracing	aims	to	“trace	the	operation	of	the	mechanism(s)	at	work	in	a	given	
situation.”	Checkel,	“Process	Tracing,”	118.	
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research	findings	by	providing	further	information	on	how	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	operate	in	

practice.	 At	 these	 professional	 gatherings,	 discussions	 often	 centered	 on	 what	 lessons	

corporations	 should	 draw	 from	 recent	 enforcement	 actions	 concerning	 permissible	 behavior	

and	 the	 calculations	 a	 corporation	 should	make	 in	 determining	whether	 to	 report	 suspected	

instances	of	foreign	bribery	to	the	authorities.	These	discussions	among	practitioners	were	all	

the	 more	 helpful	 given	 that	 in-house	 counsel	 and	 corporate	 compliance	 staff	 were	 often	

reluctant	 to	 agree	 to	 interviews.	 I	 also	 participated	 in	 several	 workshops	 organized	 by	 civil	

society	 actors,	 which	 added	 important	 insight	 and	 tended	 to	 offer	 broader	 assessments	 of	

international	anti-corruption	efforts.	

The	 case	 studies	also	 rely	on	archival	 research,	most	notably	 the	OECD’s	 semi-regular	

country	monitoring	reports.91	The	archival	record	at	the	OECD	also	provided	important	data	to	

understand	the	evolution	of	 international	obligations	to	combat	foreign	bribery,	 including	the	

negotiations	 leading	 up	 to	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 and	 the	 OECD’s	 subsequent	 guidance	 to	

signatory	 states	 on	 the	 implementation	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 prohibitions.	 Understanding	 this	

timeline	and	how	the	OECD	has	addressed	foreign	bribery	in	the	past	two	decades	is	crucial	to	

addressing	 the	 question	 of	 how	 national	 implementation	 of	 international	 obligations	 to	

criminalize	foreign	bribery	has	shifted	over	time	and,	particularly,	in	examining	the	role	of	the	

OECD	in	propelling	these	changes.	

The	 dissertation	 proceeds	 as	 follows.	 The	 next	 chapter	 develops	 an	 account	 of	 the	

ongoing	 implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention.	 It	 begins	 by	 arguing	 for	 a	 pluralistic	

																																																								
91	The	OECD	has	completed	three	phases	of	review	the	implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention	by	its	signatory	
states	and	began	the	fourth	phase	of	review	in	the	spring	of	2016.	For	each	phase,	each	country	completes	a	
detailed	self-assessment,	as	well	as	a	follow-up	report.	Peer	countries	complete	the	review	itself,	which	is	adopted	
by	the	Working	Group.	See	Chapter	3	for	a	further	discussion	of	the	OECD	review	process.			
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understanding	 of	 international	 law	 and	 the	 international	 obligations	 on	 states	 to	 combat	

foreign	 bribery.	 From	 here	 the	 chapter	 explains	 how	 historical	 institutionalism	 can	 help	 to	

explain	the	varied	implementation	of	a	shared	international	obligation.	Chapter	3	steps	back	to	

examine	the	evolution	of	the	international	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery,	focusing	on	

the	OECD,	but	also	considering	the	creation	and	development	of	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	 in	

the	US.	

The	 next	 two	 chapters	 apply	 the	 framework	 developed	 in	 Chapter	 2	 to	 the	 four	 case	

studies.	 Chapter	 4	 describes	 the	 distinct	 policy	 responses	 of	 each	 of	 the	 countries	 to	 their	

shared	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 connects	 these	 to	 existing	 practices	 to	

address	 corporate	 and	 economic	 crime.	 Chapter	 5	 examines	 how	 these	 national	 policy	

paradigms	have	changed	over	time	and	highlights	the	 importance	of	 initial	 implementation	 in	

conditioning	 prospects	 for	 further	 engagement	 of	 international	 law.	 Finally,	 the	 dissertation	

ends	with	 a	 broader	 reflection	 on	 the	 significance	 of	 these	 national	 distinctions	 for	 how	we	

assess	 the	 influence	 of	 international	 law	 in	 national	 contexts	 and	 the	 promise	 of	 the	 OECD	

Convention	 and	 governance	 forms	 like	 it	 in	 preventing	 and	 punishing	 wrongdoing	 in	

transnational	business.		
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CHAPTER	2:	THE	ONGOING	IMPLEMENTATION	OF	INTERNATIONAL	LAW	
	

I. Introduction	
	
The	OECD	 Anti-Bribery	 Convention	 sets	 a	 clear	 standard	 for	 the	 criminalization	 of	 bribery	 in	

international	 business,	which	 states	 have,	 by	 and	 large,	 faithfully	 adopted	 into	 their	 national	

laws.	 Nevertheless,	 states	 have	 implemented	 this	 standard	 in	 markedly	 different	 ways,	

exhibiting	 significant	 variation	 not	 only	 in	 the	 frequency	with	which	 they	 enforce	 their	 anti-

foreign	bribery	prohibitions,	but	also	 in	how	 they	do	so.	Further,	even	though	these	states	all	

adopted	 similar	 on-the-books	 prohibitions	 against	 foreign	 bribery	 within	 a	 few	 years	 of	 the	

Convention’s	 signing,	 they	 have	 continued	 to	 reform	 their	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policies	 over	

time,	in	distinct	ways	and	at	varying	rates.	

This	 chapter	 develops	 a	 framework	 to	 document	 these	 national	 responses	 to	

international	 law.	 I	 borrow	 from	 Peter	 Hall’s	 concept	 of	 policy	 paradigms	 and	 focus	 on	 how	

states	have	 implemented	the	OECD	Convention	through	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policies.	

As	 is	 discussed	 in	more	 detail	 below,	 using	 Hall’s	 concepts	 of	 policy	 paradigms	 directs	 us	 to	

consider	multiple	components	of	national	policy,	 including	the	specific	prohibitions	of	 foreign	

bribery,	which	can	be	a	straightforward	criminal	prohibition,	civil	or	administrative	prohibition,	

or	 even	 a	 procurement	 policy,	 but	 also	 the	 national	 policy	 goals	 underlying	 the	 prohibition.	

These	 policy	 goals	 can	 include	 expressive	 goals	 of	 condemnation	 of	 the	 wrongful	 act,	

deterrence	or	an	emphasis	on	rehabilitation	and	reform	of	behaviour	by	transnational	business.		

Further,	the	chapter	also	proposes	an	account	of	this	varied	national	implementation	of	

international	 obligations	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	 by	 building	 on	 key	 concepts	 of	 policy	

development	 and	 change	 from	 historical	 institutionalism.	 Here	 I	 start	 with	 the	 idea	 of	
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“institutional	stickiness”	and	trace	the	 influence	of	pre-existing	national	 laws	and	practices	to	

combat	economic	and	corporate	crime	more	generally	on	shaping	a	state’s	anti-foreign	bribery	

policy	 paradigm.92	In	 addition,	 using	 the	 concept	 of	 sequencing,	 the	 dissertation	 shows	 how	

these	 initial	 implementation	 efforts	 and	 distinct	 national	 policy	 paradigms	 shape	 subsequent	

opportunities	for	further	engagement	with	international	law	and	national	policy	reform.	

But	before	setting	out	these	points,	this	chapter	begins	by	developing	the	key	concepts	

of	the	project.	This	 includes	a	broad	conceptualization	of	 international	 law	that	highlights	the	

varied	 sources	of	 international	 law	 that	 extend	beyond	a	 traditional	 positivist	 definition.	As	 I	

suggest	below,	such	a	conceptualization	of	international	law	is	necessary	not	only	to	accurately	

describe	 the	 multi-faceted	 obligations	 that	 guide	 states	 when	 it	 comes	 to	 governing	

transnational	 business	 and	 combating	 foreign	 bribery,	 but	 also	 to	 examine	 the	 ongoing	

relevance	of	international	law.	I	also	develop	an	extended	conceptualization	of	implementation	

that	 looks	at	 the	 initial	 inscription	of	 international	 law	 into	domestic	 legislation,	as	well	as	 its	

operation	in	practice	and	reform	over	time.		

II. Key	Concepts:	International	Law,	Implementation	and	National	Policy	Paradigms	
	
The	project	develops	a	dynamic	conceptualization	of	international	law	and	its	relevance	to	and	

engagement	by	states.	This	includes	not	only	a	broad	and	inclusive	notion	of	what	counts	as	

international	law,	but	also	an	extended	time	horizon	for	the	engagement	between	legal	orders	

and	what	I	define	below	as	implementation.		

	

																																																								
92	Farrell	and	Newman,	“Making	Global	Markets,”	631.	
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a) A	Pluralistic	Account	of	International	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Law		
	
The	 dissertation	 uses	 a	 broad	 conception	 of	 international	 law	 that	 includes	 the	 “hard”	 law	

created	 by	 the	OECD	 Convention	 as	 one	 component	 of	 the	 international	 legal	 framework	 to	

combat	 foreign	 bribery.	 The	 OECD	 Convention	 establishes	 a	 clear	 obligation	 on	 states	 to	

criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	within	 their	 own	domestic	 laws,	 but	 it	 is	 now	only	 one	 of	 several	

international	 treaties	 that	 impose	 obligations	 on	 states	 to	 combat	 foreign	 bribery.93	Further,	

the	OECD	itself	has	issued	additional	instructions	to	states	concerning	foreign	bribery	outside	of	

the	Convention.	This	 includes	 the	1994	and	1997	OECD	Council	Recommendations	on	 foreign	

bribery	 that	 preceded	 the	 Convention,	 the	 1997	 Commentaries	 to	 the	 Convention,	 and	 the	

2009	Recommendations	of	the	Council	for	Further	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	

and	 its	 annexed	Good	Practice	Guidance	on	 Internal	 Controls,	 Ethics,	 and	Compliance.	While	

these	may	be	characterized	as	“soft	 law,”	they	are	nonetheless	an	important	part	of	the	anti-

foreign	bribery	 framework	at	 the	OECD.	As	Cecily	Rose	puts	 it,	 “[t]he	OECD	has	continued	 to	

produce	 non-binding	 instruments	 that	 shape	 the	 implementation	 and	 enforcement	 of	 the	

Convention	at	the	domestic	level.”94	

	 In	addition,	the	OECD	has	conducted	repeated	rounds	of	peer	review	and	monitoring	of	

Convention	signatory	states,	which	interpret	and	even	create	further	prescriptive	standards	on	

how	to	address	foreign	bribery.95	Article	12	of	the	Convention	instructs	the	state	parties	to	“co-

operate	in	carrying	out	a	programme	of	systematic	follow-up	to	monitor	and	promote	the	full	

implementation	 of	 this	 Convention”	 and	 directs	 the	 OECD	 Working	 Group	 on	 Bribery	 in	

																																																								
93	See,	for	example,	the	Inter-American	Convention	on	Corruption,	which	entered	into	force	in	March	1997	and	the	
United	Nation	Convention	Against	Corruption,	which	entered	into	force	in	December	2005.		
94	Rose,	International	Anti-Corruption	Norms,	60.	
95	OECD	Convention,	Article	12.	
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International	 Business	 Transactions	 (the	 “Working	 Group”)	 to	 carry	 it	 out.	 Since	 then,	 the	

Working	Group	has	completed	three	phases	of	its	peer	review	and	monitoring	process	and	has	

recently	started	the	fourth	phase.	These	are	detailed	and	in-depth	reviews	of	the	Convention’s	

implementation	 by	 each	 state	 party	 and	 include	 specific	 recommendations	 and	 follow-up	

reports	on	the	state’s	efforts	to	address	the	recommendations.	The	Working	Group	also	hosts	

regular	meetings	of	OECD	representatives	of	Convention	state	parties,	as	well	as	meetings	of	

law	enforcement	officials	from	these	states.	

Much	of	 the	OECD’s	monitoring	work	 closely	 follows	 the	Convention,	 but	 some	of	 its	

recommendations	 have	 extended	 further	 than	 the	 text	 of	 the	 Convention.	 For	 instance,	 the	

Convention	requires	state	parties	to	have	a	 limitations	period	for	the	crime	of	foreign	bribery	

that	 “shall	 allow	 an	 adequate	 period	 of	 time	 for	 the	 investigation	 and	 prosecution	 of	 this	

offense.”96	While	 the	 Convention	 does	 not	 provide	 details	 on	 what	 constitutes	 an	 adequate	

period,	 the	 subsequent	 country	 monitoring	 reports	 inform	 this	 standard	 when	 the	Working	

Group	recommends	that	a	specific	country	should	extend	its	 limitations	periods.97	Even	more,	

the	 peer-review	 process	 goes	 beyond	 what	 is	 explicitly	 required	 by	 the	 Convention.	 For	

example,	while	the	Convention,	through	is	Commentaries,	permits	facilitation	payments,98	the	

2009	 Recommendation	 encourages	 states	 to	 re-evaluate	 this	 position.	 Country-monitoring	

reports	have	since	recommended	that	states	revisit	or	alter	their	policy	concerning	facilitation	

																																																								
96	OECD	Convention,	Article	6.	
97	For	example,	the	Working	Group	recommended	that	Italy	extend	its	limitation	periods	past	the	seven	and	a	half	
year	hard	cap	on	the	completion	of	foreign	bribery	prosecutions,	including	trials	and	appeals.	Organization	for	
Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Phase	3	Report	on	Implementing	the	OECD	Convention	in	Italy,	2011,	5.	
98	Facilitation	payments	are	small	routine	payments	“made	to	induce	public	officials	to	perform	their	functions,	
such	as	issuing	licenses	or	permits.”	OECD,	Commentaries	to	the	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	
Public	Officials.	
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payments.99	In	short,	the	country	monitoring	and	review	process	articulate,	apply	and	interpret	

not	 only	 the	 specific	 dictates	 of	 the	 Convention,	 but	 also	 the	 wider	 body	 of	 international	

standards	that	have	come	to	inform	the	criminalization	of	foreign	bribery.		

As	the	above	suggests,	the	international	space	governing	the	criminalization	of	foreign	

bribery	 is	populated	by	multiple	 sources—some	of	which	are	explicitly	 legal	while	others	 are	

not.	Nevertheless,	 they	 form	a	body	of	shared	standards	and	obligations	 that	direct	states	 to	

prohibit	a	certain	behavior	and	how	they	should	do	so.	It	is	an	evolving	framework,	one	that	has	

grown	 not	 only	 in	 its	 multiplicity	 of	 sources,	 but	 also	 in	 the	 focus	 and	 content	 of	 its	

prescriptions.	I	trace	these	developments	closely	in	Chapter	3.		

Such	 a	 broad	 conceptualization	 of	 international	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 law	 builds	 on	

international	 law	 scholarship	 that	 calls	 for	 pluralism	 more	 generally.	100	Many	 scholars	 have	

argued	for	“expanded	understandings	of	‘international	law’”	that	go	beyond	the	classic	sources	

of	 international	 law—treaties,	 custom,	 and	 “general	 principles	 of	 law	 recognized	 by	 civilized	

nations.”101	José	Alvarez,	for	instance,	criticizes	the	“model	of	legal	positivism”	that	dominates	

the	study	of	international	law	for	restricting	its	conception	of	international	law	to	these	classic	

																																																								
99	For	example,	the	Working	Group	directed	Canada	to	reviews	its	“approach	on	small	facilitation	payments”	and	
“encourag[e]	companies,	including	SMEs,	to	prohibit	or	discourage	the	use	of	such	payments.”	Organization	for	
Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Phase	3	Report	on	Implementing	the	OECD	Convention	in	Canada,	2011,	
Recommendation	6	[OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Canada].		
100	See,	e.g.	Berman,	“A	Pluralist	Approach	to	International	Law,”	304.	
101	The	Statute	of	the	International	Court	of	Justice	is	often	cited	to	for	a	statement	of	the	sources	of	international	
law.	Article	38(d)	directs	the	court	to	apply	international	treaties,	custom,	and	“general	principles	of	law	
recognized	by	civilized	nations”	in	making	its	decisions.	Nevertheless,	scholarship	on	international	law	is	often	
much	broader.	As	Odette	Lienau	writes,	“rules	and	norms	formulated	at	multiple	levels	of	decisionmaking,	devised	
by	many	types	of	actors,	and	involving	varying	degrees	of	formality	and	enforceability	have	been	incorporated	in	
our	understanding	of	global	law	and	legal	order.”	Lienau	argues	that	certain	market	principles	that	function	as	
“collective	understandings”	can	also	“act	as	law	without	being	recognized	as	such.”	Lienau,	“Law	in	Hiding,”	574,	
593,	605.		
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sources.102	Alvarez	 is	 particularly	 concerned	 that	 the	 positivist	 framework	 overlooks	 the	 law-

making	 and	 regulatory	 activity	 of	 international	 organizations.103	William	 Twining	 agrees	 with	

the	 general	 point,	 arguing	 that,	 “[a]	 picture	 of	 law	 in	 the	 world	 that	 focuses	 only	 on	 the	

municipal	 law	of	nation	states	and	public	 international	 law	(the	 ‘Westphalian	duo’)”	 is	“much	

too	 narrow”	 for	most	 purposes.104	Instead,	 Twining	 advocates	 for	 a	 pluralistic	 conception	 of	

international	 law,	 as	 does	 Paul	 Schiff	 Berman,	 who	 has	 called	 for	 a	 “cosmopolitan	 pluralist	

framework”	 to	 capture	 the	 multiplicity	 of	 communities	 and	 “normative	 demands”	 in	

international	law	and	governance.105		

There	 is	 a	 strong	 pragmatic	 argument	 in	 favor	 of	 this	 broadened	 perspective	 of	

international	 law.	 If	what	we	 are	 ultimately	 concerned	with	 is	 international	 cooperation	 and	

governance	of	transnational	issues	and	actors,	pluralism	is	needed	to	account	for	the	normative	

multiplicity	that	we	are	likely	to	encounter	in	the	complex	issue	areas	that	require	international	

attention.	We	should	not	exclude	from	the	focus	of	inquiry	a	recommendation	from	the	OECD	

merely	because	it	does	not	qualify	as	a	recognized	source	of	international	law	when	it	can	have	

a	 significant	 impact	 on	 how	 states	 understand,	 interpret,	 and	 implement	 their	 OECD	

Convention	obligations.	While	some	important	research	questions	may	well	require	parsing	of	

																																																								
102	Alvarez	describes	the	focus	on	distinctive	sources	of	international	law	as	one	of	the	attributes	of	the	legal	
positivist	framework	of	international	law,	which	he	describes	as	holding	the	following	four	assumptions:	“that	(1)	
international	law	emerges	from	the	consent	of	states;	(2)	international	law,	like	all	laws,	is	distinct	from	natural	law,	
morality,	or	politics,	(3)	international	lawyers	deploy	distinctive	sources	and	use	argument	that,	as	is	common	to	
science,	can	be	defended	and	verified;	and	(4)	the	international	legal	system	is	closed	off	from	others."	Alvarez,	
The	Impact	of	International	Organizations	on	International	Law.	See	also,	Johnstone,	“Law-Making	by	International	
Organizations.”	
103	Alvarez,	The	Impact	of	International	Organizations	on	International	Law.	
104	Twining,	“Diffusion	of	Law,”	12.	Jutta	Brunnée	and	Stephen	Toope’s	interactional	account	of	international	law	
similarly	raises	questions	about	the	classic	distinction	between	international	law	and	other	sources	of	obligation.	
Brunnée	and	Toope	“challenge	the	conception	that	law	only	‘works’	when	it	is	an	explicit	constraint	matched	with	
a	sanction.”	Brunnée	and	Toope,	Interactional	International	Law,	2.	
105	Berman,	Global	Legal	Pluralism,	11–12.		
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different	 sources	 and	 manifestations	 of	 law,106	a	 pluralistic	 conception	 best	 positions	 us	 to	

examine	the	influence	of	international	obligations	to	combat	foreign	bribery.		

b) Implementation	as	The	Ongoing	Engagement	of	International	Law	
	
Conceptualizing	 international	 law	 to	 include	multiple	 sources	 beyond	 the	 “Westphalian	 duo”	

also	draws	attention	to	the	dynamic	and	ongoing	nature	of	the	implementation	of	international	

law.	States	engage	not	only	with	the	OECD	Convention	itself,	but	also	with	the	additional	soft	

law	documents	 and	 guidance	 from	 the	OECD	 in	 carrying	 out	 their	 international	 obligation	 to	

criminalize	 foreign	bribery.	Moreover,	 this	engagement	happens	over	 time,	 through	repeated	

interactions,	and	which	I	consider	as	part	of	the	process	of	implementation.	

Specifically,	I	conceptualize	the	implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention	to	include	not	

only	 the	 initial	 efforts	 to	 incorporate	 international	 obligations	 into	 domestic	 law	 through	

legislation,	 but	 also	 how	 these	 prohibitions	 operate	 in	 practice	 as	 well	 as	 if	 and	 how	 states	

subsequently	 reform	 these	 laws	and	practices.	 Such	a	 conceptualization	 takes	account	of	 the	

“crucial	 aspects	 of	 implementation”	 that	 David	 Victor	 and	 Eugene	 Skolnikoff	 identify:	 “how	

national	 governments	 and	 stakeholders	 have	 translated	 international	 commitments	 into	

national	 rules	 and	 changes	 in	 behavior;	 and	 how	 international	 institutions	 have	 aided	 the	

monitoring,	 enforcement,	 and	 adjustment	 of	 international	 agreements.”107	It	 is	 a	 dynamic	

																																																								
106	For	example,	scholarship	on	the	rational	design	of	institutions	is	interested	in	what	leads	to	particular	design	
choices	in	international	institutions,	including	the	selection	of	hard	or	soft	law,	and	differentiates	between	these	
two	phenomenon.	See	Koremenos,	“The	Continent	of	International	Law”;	Koremenos,	Lipson,	and	Snidal,	“The	
Rational	Design	of	International	Institutions.”	
107	Victor	and	Skolnikoff,	“Translating	Intent	into	Action,”	17.	I	borrow	from	Victor	and	Skolnikoff,	as	well	as	their	
project	with	Kal	Raustiala,	in	developing	my	conceptualization	of	implementation	for	its	understanding	of	
implementation	that	incorporates	ongoing	interactions	with	international	standards	and	monitoring	organizations.	
Victor,	Skolnikoff,	and	Raustiala	focus	on	the	implementation	of	international	environmental	law,	which	has	
become	a	growing	area	for	implementation	studies.	Victor,	Raustiala,	and	Skolnikoff,	The	Implementation	and	
Effectiveness	of	International	Environmental	Commitments;	see	also,	Redgwell,	“National	Implementation.”	This,	
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process	that	is	carried	out	through	the	everyday	application	of	laws	and	regulations	that	were	

enacted	 within	 the	 state	 to	 follow	 international	 prescriptions,108	and	 one	 that	 happens	 over	

time	as	these	actors	engage	and	re-engage	their	international	obligations.	

Conceptualizing	 the	 implementation	 of	 international	 law	 in	 this	 way	 borrows	 from	

scholars	of	transnational	legal	process.	Harold	Koh’s	transnational	legal	process	describes	how	

“public	and	private	actors—nation-states,	international	organizations,	multinational	enterprises,	

non-governmental	 organizations,	 and	 private	 individuals—interact	 in	 a	 variety	 of	 public	 and	

private,	domestic	and	international	fora	to	make,	interpret,	enforce	and	ultimately,	internalize	

rules	of	transnational	law.”109	Koh’s	transnational	legal	process	helpfully	describes	the	ongoing	

engagement	of	international	law,	but	we	need	not	necessarily	think	about	internalization	as	the	

ultimate	or	preferred	outcome.	As	Gregory	Shafer	writes,	 “transnational	 legal	process	can	be	

misleading	 to	 the	 extent	 that	 it	 suggests	 that	 transnational	 legal	 process	 involves	 a	 one-way	

conveyance	 of	 coherent	 transnational	 legal	 norms	 until	 they	 become	 internalized	 and	

																																																																																																																																																																																			
however,	is	only	one	of	several	extensive	bodies	of	literature	related	to	implementation.	In	international	law,	
scholars	have	also	examined	the	national	implementation	of	international	human	rights	law,	such	as	Ando,	
“National	Implementation	and	Interpretation.”	As	mentioned	in	Chapter	1,	several	scholars	have	conducted	single	
country	case	studies	of	the	implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention.	See	footnote	72.	Also	at	the	supra-state	level,	
many	scholars	have	examined	the	implementation	of	EU	policy	and	law	across	its	member	states.	See,	for	example,	
Hillebrecht,	“Implementing	International	Human	Rights	Law	at	Home”;	Borghetto	and	Franchino,	“The	Role	of	
Subnational	Authorities	in	the	Implementation	of	EU	Directives”;	Börzel,	“Shifting	or	Sharing	the	Burden?”	This	is	
not	to	mention	the	scholarship	on	implementation	in	American	public	policy	studies	that	has	grown	over	several	
decades,	including:	Pressman	and	Wildavsky,	Implementation;	Goggin	et	al.,	Implementation	Theory	and	Practice;	
Sætren	and	Hupe,	“Policy	Implementation	in	an	Age	of	Governance.”	
108	Halliday	and	Carruthers,	Bankrupt,	28,	306.	Halliday	and	Carruthers	write	that	in	implementation	“local	
intermediaries,	exercising	a	pragmatic,	everyday	power,	will	determine	whether	the	law-on-the-books	is	anything	
more	than	a	symbolic	gesture.”	
109	Koh,	“Transnational	Legal	Process,”	183–84.	
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embedded	 within	 countries.”110	Instead,	 Shafer	 argues	 that	 it	 is	 important	 to	 recognize	 that	

transnational	legal	process	can	have	variable	impacts	across	states.111		

This	process-oriented	approach	to	implementation	acknowledges	that	there	is	a	certain	

degree	of	instability	in	the	international	normative	order.	The	project	does	not	assume	that	the	

codification	 of	 an	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	 in	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 creates	

either	a	permanent	or	fixed	meaning	to	the	obligation.	As	Matthias	Hofferberth	and	Christian	

Weber	write,	“the	social	construction	of	a	norm	does	not	end	with	its	official	transcription	into	

a	 legal	 code,”	 as	 they	 “are	 constantly	 subject	 to	 interpretation.”112	Moreover,	 it	 is	 not	 only	

international	law	or	international	norms	that	are	subject	to	this	interpretive	practice,	but	law	in	

general.	Antje	Wiener	makes	 this	point	 concisely	with	a	quote	 from	Charles	Taylor:	 “the	 rule	

always	lies	in	the	practice.”113	Similarly,	Jeremy	Waldron	writes	that,	“Words	do	not	determine	

meaning,	people	do.”114		

An	 illustrative	example	 is	 from	Sol	Picciotto’s	work	on	“constructing	compliance”	with	

tax	 law—an	 area	 known	 for	 its	 codifications	 and	 black	 letter	 law.115	Picciotto	 criticizes	 an	

instrumental	view	of	law,	where		“the	aim	of	the	regulator	is	to	induce	the	regulatee	to	comply	

with	 the	 requirements	of	a	 rule”	 for	assuming	 that	“the	 regulator	and	 regulatee	both	have	a	

relatively	 clear	understanding	of	what	 the	 rules	mean.”116	Instead,	Picciotto	argues	 that	 legal	

rules	are	more	accurately	conceptualized	in	what	Julia	Black	terms	“regulatory	conversations”	

																																																								
110	Shaffer,	“Transnational	Legal	Process	and	State	Change,”	259.	
111	Shaffer,	205.	
112	Hofferberth	and	Weber,	“Lost	in	Translation,”	89.	
113	Wiener,	“Contested	Meanings	of	Norms,”	5–6.		
114	Here	Waldron	is	responding	to	the	“true,	but	trivial”	argument	of	critical	legal	scholars	against	legal	formalism	
and	the	view	that	“a	rule	is	self-applying	to	the	set	of	particulars	said	to	fall	under	it.”	Waldron,	“Vagueness	in	Law	
and	Language,”	510.	
115	Picciotto,	“Constructing	Compliance.”	
116	Picciotto,	11–12.	
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where	legal	rules	are	“generated	and	derive	their	meaning	through	the	interactions	of	all	those	

involved,”	including	the	regulator	and	the	regulatee.117	

When	we	 consider	 the	 implementation	 of	 international	 law	 in	 domestic	 legal	 orders,	

these	 regulatory	 conversations	 take	 place	 not	 only	 between	domestic	 actors,	 but	 also	 in	 the	

midst	of	parallel	national	regulatory	conversations	in	other	state	and	the	evolving	international	

legal	 framework.	 The	 previous	 section	 described	 how	 the	OECD	has	 continued	 to	 shape	 and	

even	create	international	obligations	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery	long	past	the	signing	of	the	

Convention.	 The	 implementation	 activities	 of	 other	OECD	 states	 provide	 a	 further	 regulatory	

space	that	these	actors	can	observe,	most	notably	the	example	set	by	the	US,	which	is	not	only	

the	leading	enforcer	of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	but	has	also	continued	to	be	a	champion	of	the	

issue	and	the	OECD	Convention.	

In	short,	 international	developments	outside	the	state	continue	to	 inform	the	national	

implementation	of	 international	 law.	Grace	 Skogstad	 and	Vivien	 Schmidt	 capture	 this	 idea	 in	

their	 recent	 volume	 on	 transnationalism	 and	 national	 policy	 paradigms:	 “national	 policy	

paradigms	are	far	from	impervious	to	transnational	ideas	and	norms.	As	perceptions	of	what	is	

appropriate	or	even	necessary	shifts	in	the	international	arena,	strategic	national	policy	actors	

reinterpret	 and	 articulate	 those	 ideas	 in	 ways	 that	 resonate	 with	 national	 publics.”118	The	

chapter	 turns	 now	 to	 a	more	 detailed	 discussion	 of	 the	 concept	 of	 policy	 paradigms	 and	 its	

application	to	the	implementation	of	international	obligations	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	

	

																																																								
117	Picciotto,	13.	Black,	“Regulatory	Conversations.”	
118	Skogstad	and	Schmidt,	“Introduction:	Policy	Paradigms,	Transnationalism,	and	Domestic	Politics.”	
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c) The	Domestic	Response:	National	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Policy	Paradigms	
	
To	track	the	implementation	of	international	law	by	states	I	draw	on	Hall’s	description	of	policy	

paradigms.	119	Hall	established	his	concept	to	allow	for	a	more	disaggregated	analysis	of	the	role	

of	 social	 learning	 in	 policymaking	 and	 change.120	The	 same	 intuition	 applies	 here—that	 by	

considering	multiple	dimensions	of	domestic	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	we	can	provide	a	fuller	

examination	of	the	implementation	and	influence	of	international	law	over	time.		

	Hall	describes	the	components	of	the	policy	paradigm:	“we	can	think	of	policymaking	as	

a	process	that	usually	involves	three	central	variables:	the	overarching	goals	that	guide	policy	in	

a	 particular	 field,	 the	 techniques	 or	 policy	 instruments	 used	 to	 attain	 those	 goals,	 and	 the	

precise	setting	of	 these	 instruments.”121	Using	Hall’s	basic	categories,	 I	conceptualize	national	

foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	to	include:	the	underlying	goals	of	domestic	policy	to	prohibit	

foreign	bribery,	the	specific	techniques	and	policy	instruments	to	enact	this	prohibition,	and	the	

settings	of	these	instruments,	such	as	the	level	or	nature	of	punishment	for	a	violation	of	the	

prohibition.	 Notably,	 policy	 paradigms	 can	 capture	 both	 the	 on-the-books	 legal	 reforms	 that	

states	introduced	to	implement	their	international	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery,	as	

well	as	how	these	prohibitions	operate	in	practice.	

	

	

	

	

																																																								
119	Hall,	“Policy	Paradigms,	Social	Learning,	and	the	State.”	
120	Hall,	278.	
121	Hall,	278.	
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TABLE	1.	CONCEPTUALIZING	NATIONAL	FOREIGN	BRIBERY	POLICY	PARADIGMS	
	

Paradigm	Dimension	 Possible	Values	
Overarching	policy	goals	 Expressive—moral	condemnation	

Deterrence	
Consequentialist—rehabilitation	

Techniques	or	Policy	
Instruments	

Criminal	prohibition	
Diversionary	resolution	procedure	
Civil/administrative	prohibition	
Procurement/debarment	ground	

Settings	of	Instruments	 Criminal	sanctions/determination	of	criminal	guilt	
Civil	administrative	sanctions/determination	of	civil	liability	
Sanction	without	determination	of	liability	
Declinations	

	
As	 the	 table	 sets	 out,	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms	 can	 vary	 on	 each	 of	 the	 three	

dimensions.	The	overarching	goals	of	the	policy	can	include	an	expressive,	moral	condemnation	

of	 the	 wrongful	 behavior	 of	 foreign	 bribery.	 It	 can	 also	 include	 objectives	 of	 deterring	

businesses	 from	 engaging	 in	 foreign	 bribery	 or	 encouraging	 corporate	 rehabilitation	 so	 that	

businesses	adopt	their	own	policies	to	self-monitor	and	self-police	this	wrongdoing.122		

States	can	enact	such	a	prohibition	through	several	different	types	of	policy	instruments,	

including	a	criminal	prohibition	against	foreign	bribery.	States	can	also	include	or	substitute	civil	

or	 administrative	prohibitions	 against	 foreign	bribery	or	provide	 for	 a	diversionary	 resolution	

procedure	to	address	allegations	of	criminal	foreign	bribery	short	of	a	determination	of	criminal	

guilt.	 Another	 important	 policy	 instrument	 is	 the	 state’s	 procurement	 or	 debarment	 policy,	

which	 can	exclude	a	 corporation	 from	public	 contracting	 if	 it	 engages	 in	 foreign	bribery.	 The	

settings	of	these	policy	instruments	can	also	vary	significantly	and	can	include	the	assignment	

of	criminal	responsibility	and	imposition	of	criminal	sanctions,	civil	or	administrative	penalties,	

																																																								
122	For	a	discussion	of	the	rationales	for	corporate	criminal	liability	generally,	see	Walsh	and	Pyrich,	“Corporate	
Compliance	Programs	as	a	Defense	to	Criminal	Liability,”	632–40.	
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monetary	 sanctions	 or	 disgorgement	 of	 profits	 without	 a	 determination	 of	 liability,	 and	

declinations	 or	 determinations	 not	 to	 prosecute	 despite	 evidence	 of	 wrongdoing.	 These	

sanctions	 can	 also	 vary	widely	 in	 scale	 and	 the	 size	 of	 the	 financial	 penalty	 or	 the	 length	 of	

imprisonment	for	natural	persons.			

While	 I	 draw	 specifically	 on	Hall	 and	describe	 the	 varied	national	 policy	 paradigms	 to	

combat	foreign	bribery,	the	more	general	observation	that	states	have	distinctive	approaches	

to	 regulation	 builds	 on	 a	much	 large	 body	 of	 literature.	 For	 instance,	 David	 Vogel	 identified	

what	he	called	“national	styles	of	regulation”	 in	environmental	policy	and	contrasts	the	“rigid	

and	rule-oriented”	regulatory	style	in	America	to	the	“more	flexible	and	informal”	style	in	the	

UK.123	More	broadly,	Robert	Kagan	has	argued	that	the	US	has	developed	a	particular		“mode	of	

policy-making”	that	he	terms	“adversarial	legalism,”	where	governance	authority	is	fragmented,	

complex	 and	 detailed	 laws	 and	 regulatory	 rules	 are	 common,	 and	 litigation	 plays	 a	 central	

role.124	As	 this	 literature	 demonstrates,	 understanding	 these	 distinctive	 modes	 of	 regulation	

and	 policymaking	 is	 important	 in	 and	 of	 itself,	 but	 also,	 as	 I	 suggest	 below,	 allows	 us	 track	

change	over	time	 in	national	approaches	and,	 in	 the	policy	 issue	examined	here,	 the	ongoing	

influence	of	international	law.	

	

	

																																																								
123	Vogel,	National	Styles	of	Regulation:	Environmental	Policy	in	Great	Britain	and	the	United	States,	21.	Other	
scholars	have	deployed	this	concept	of	national	regulatory	styles	in	other	policy	areas.	See,	for	instance,	
Bloodgood,	Tremblay-Boire,	and	Prakash,	“National	Styles	of	NGO	Regulation”;	Gormley	and	Peters,	“National	
Styles	of	Regulation.”	
124	Kagan,	“Globalization	and	Legal	Change,”	103;	Kagan,	Adversarial	Legalism.	Kagan	contrasts	“adversarial	
legalism”	with	“bureaucratic	legalism,”	where	there	is	a	clear	hierarchy	of	governance	authority	and	a	less	
pronounced	role	for	litigation.	
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III. A	Theory	of	Implementation	
	
In	 this	 section,	 I	 offer	 an	 account	 for	 why	 states	 implemented	 their	 shared	 international	

obligations	 in	 distinct	 ways	 and,	 in	 particular	 draw	 attention	 to	 the	 importance	 of	 existing	

national	policies	in	conditioning	the	reception	of	international	law.	Moreover,	I	argue	that	these	

policy	legacies	continue	to	shape	the	ongoing	process	of	implementation	of	international	anti-

foreign	bribery	law	and	national	policy	reform.	

I	 turn	 to	 the	 domestic	 level	 to	 understand	 these	 varied	 national	 implementations.	 As	

discussed	 in	 the	 introductory	 chapter,	 OECD	 states	 were	 early	 adopters	 of	 international	

obligations	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery	and	face	similar	economic	incentives	to	capture	gains	

from	 corruption,	 and	 yet	we	 observe	 notable	 hybridity	 in	 how	 states	 have	 put	 into	 practice	

their	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	Scholars	of	both	international	norm	diffusion	and	

international	 law	 have	 increasingly	 emphasized	 the	 importance	 of	 the	 domestic	 context	 in	

conditioning	 prospects	 for	 state	 change	 in	 response	 to	 international	 phenomena.	 Andrew	

Cortell	 and	 James	Davis	describe	a	 “second	wave”	of	 research	on	norm	diffusion	 that	moves	

away	 from	 an	 exclusive	 focus	 on	 the	 international	 level	 effects	 of	 norms,	 to	 show	 that	

“international	 norms	 also	 have	 important	 effects	 on	 state	 behavior	 via	 domestic	 political	

processes.”125	As	 Jeffrey	 Checkel	 argues,	 this	 attention	 to	 the	 domestic	 level	 is	 critical	 to	

understanding	 the	 varied	 impact	 of	 international	 norms	 on	 states.126	Checkel	 proposes	 the	

concept	of	“cultural	match”	to	account	for	the	national	 level	variation	in	the	impact	of	norms	

and	 argues	 that	 the	 resonance	 of	 an	 international	 norm	 is	 greatest	 “when	 a	 cultural	match	
																																																								
125	Cortell	and	Davis	Jr.,	“Understanding	the	Domestic	Impact	of	International	Norms.”		
126	Speaking	of	constructivist	scholarship	on	norm	diffusion,	Checkel	writes	that,	“[l]acking	a	theory	of	domestic	
agency,	constructivism	thus	overpredicts	international	normative	influence	and	cannot	explain	cross-national	
variation	in	the	constitutive	impact	of	systemic	norms.”	Checkel,	“Norms,	Institutions,	and	National	Identity	in	
Contemporary	Europe,”	85.	
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exists	between	a	systemic	norm	and	a	target	country,	in	other	words,	where	it	resonates	with	

historically	constructed	domestic	norms.”127		

Scholars	 of	 international	 law	 are	 also	 increasingly	 focusing	 on	 the	 importance	 of	 the	

domestic	context.	As	mentioned	in	the	introductory	chapter,	while	international	law	is	typically	

understood	 as	 having	 “aspirations	 to	 universality	 and	 uniformity,” 128 	a	 growing	 body	 of	

scholarship	 in	 comparative	 international	 law	 documents	 notable	 distinctions	 in	 how	

international	law	is	interpreted	and	applied.129	Sources	of	this	variation	are	often	found	within	

states.	 For	 instance,	Gregory	 Shaffer	 argues	 that	 the	domestic	 context	 is	 “arguably	 the	most	

important	 determinant”	 of	 “how	 transnational	 legal	 norms	 are	 received	 and	 implemented	 in	

practice,	 affecting	 the	 extent	 of	 state	 transformation.” 130 	Terrence	 Halliday	 and	 Bruce	

Carruthers	develop	a	theory	of	recursive	legal	change	in	their	examination	of	the	globalization	

of	bankruptcy	law	that	highlights	the	differential	responses	of	states	to	global	norms	embodied	

in	an	UNCITRAL	Model	Law.131	The	model	 that	Halliday	and	Carruthers	create	 is	complex,	but	

domestic	 institutions	are	one	of	the	key	factors	that	they	point	to	in	shaping	the	reception	of	

																																																								
127	Checkel,	87.	Acharya’s	theory	of	norm	localization	goes	further	still	and	describes	an	active	and	“complex	
process	and	outcome	by	which	norm-takers	build	congruence	between	transnational	norms	and	local	beliefs	and	
practices.”	Acharya,	“How	Ideas	Spread,”	241.	
128	Roberts	et	al.,	“Comparative	International	Law,”	467.	
129	Roberts	et	al.,	467–68.	
130	Shaffer,	“Transnational	Legal	Process	and	State	Change,”	255.	See	also,	Biukovic,	“International	Law	
Interrupted-A	Case	of	Selective	Adaptation.”	
131	Halliday	and	Carruthers,	Bankrupt.		
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global	norms.132	Several	scholars	have	singled	out	legal	family—whether	a	state	has	a	common	

law	or	civil	law	legal	tradition—to	explain	the	state’s	relationship	to	international	law.133	

In	 tracing	 how	 states	 implement	 their	 international	 obligations	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	

bribery,	I	examine	the	interaction	of	the	international	standard	with	existing	national	policies	to	

regulate	corporate	and	economic	crime	more	generally	and	the	distinct	policy	paradigms	that	

they	produce.	Focusing	on	policy	paradigms	allows	for	consideration	of	both	existing	domestic	

norms	on	how	corporate	and	economic	crime	should	be	addressed,	as	well	as	 the	 regulatory	

techniques	and	policy	instruments	in	place	to	regulate	and	punish	proscribed	behavior.		

The	basic	argument	that	 I	present	 in	the	dissertation	 is	 that	the	 implementation—and	

influence—of	international	law	is	shaped	through	repeated	and	ongoing	engagement	between	

domestic	 policy	 and	 international	 standards.	 As	 Chapter	 4	 sets	 out,	 existing	 distinctions	 in	

national	policies	 to	combat	economic	and	corporate	crime—which	differ	notably	 in	how	they	

ascribe	legal	responsibility	to	corporations	involved	in	criminal	activity	as	well	as	in	the	options	

available	 to	 prosecutors	 in	 resolving	 economic	 crimes—have	 shaped	 the	 development	 of	

national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms.	 Further,	 and	 as	 Chapter	 5	 addresses,	 these	

national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms	 moderate	 and	 condition	 prospects	 for	

subsequent	implementation	and	reform	of	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policies.	Following	the	

initial	 incorporation	 of	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 prohibitions	 into	 national	 law,	 OECD	 states	

																																																								
132	Halliday	and	Carruthers	draw	on	the	literature	on	legal	transplants	and	translations,	which	tends	to	focus	on	the	
spread	of	law	across	states,	but	evokes	a	similar	process	of	local	engagement	with	a	non-local	norm.	Halliday	and	
Carruthers	find	that,	“The	rejection	of	transplants	is	more	likely	when	institutions	are	under-equipped	or	ill-suited	
to	the	changes.”	Halliday	and	Carruthers,	357.	
133	For	instance,	scholars	have	also	pointed	to	legal	family	to	explain	the	ratification	of	human	rights	treaties,	state	
willingness	 to	accept	 compulsory	 jurisdiction	of	 the	 International	Court	of	 Justice	and	 the	 International	Criminal	
Court,	and	the	dispute	resolution	mechanism	selected	in	international	cooperation.	See	Powell	and	Mitchell,	“The	
International	 Court	 of	 Justice	 and	 the	World’s	 Three	 Legal	 Systems”;	 Powell	 and	Wiegand,	 “Legal	 Systems	 and	
Peaceful	Attempts	to	Resolve	Territorial	Disputes”;	Simmons,	Mobilizing	for	Human	Rights.	
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experienced	markedly	 distinct	 degrees	 of	 pressure	 from	 the	OECD	 for	 further	 reform,	 based	

largely	 on	 their	 prior	 implementation.	 This	 pressure	 varied	 not	 only	 in	 the	 content	 of	 the	

OECD’s	criticism,	but	also	in	its	intensity	and	in	the	tools	that	the	OECD	deployed	to	encourage	

the	state	to	make	further	policy	changes.	When	pressure	from	the	OECD	was	low	or	moderate,	

states	adopted	policy	reform	that	tended	to	correspond	to	existing	national	anti-foreign	bribery	

policy	paradigms.	But	 in	 the	 face	of	high	 levels	of	pressure	 from	the	OECD,	 states	have	been	

more	 willing	 to	 adopt	 reforms	 that	 alter	 their	 policy	 paradigm.	 I	 turn	 now	 to	 historical	

institutionalism	and	some	of	 its	core	concepts	 for	policy	development	and	change	 to	provide	

the	foundation	for	these	arguments.	

a) Historical	Institutionalism	
	
The	historical	institutionalist	approach	provides	a	valuable	framework	to	examine	the	influence	

and	 implementation	 of	 international	 law.	 It	 is	 particularly	 helpful	 because	 it	 pushes	 us	 to	

unpack	the	state	and	its	response	to	international	law.	Rather	than	expecting	sameness	in	how	

international	 obligations	 manifest	 across	 states,	 historical	 institutionalism	 directs	 us	 to	

possibilities	 for	 variation.	 As	 Peter	 Hall	 and	 Rosemary	 Taylor	 explain,	 central	 to	 historical	

institutionalism	 is	 a	 path	 dependent	 understanding	 of	 social	 change,	 which	 “rejects	 the	

traditional	postulate	that	the	same	operative	forces	will	generate	the	same	results	everywhere	

in	favor	of	the	view	that	the	effect	of	such	forces	will	be	mediated	by	the	contextual	features	of	

a	given	situation	often	inherited	from	the	past.”134		

																																																								
134	Hall	and	Taylor,	“Political	Science	and	the	Three	New	Institutionalisms,”	941.	Fioretos	offers	a	clear	definition	of	
path	dependence:	“a	process	in	which	the	structure	that	prevails	after	a	specific	moment	in	time,	often	a	critical	
juncture,	shapes	the	subsequent	trajectory	in	ways	that	make	alternative	institutional	designs	substantially	less	
likely	to	triumph.”	Fioretos,	“Historical	Institutionalism	in	International	Relations,”	376–77.		
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Historical	 institutionalism	 has	 largely	 taken	 hold	 in	 comparative	 politics	 and	 policy	

studies,	 but	 several	 recent	 pieces	 of	 scholarship	 have	 considered	 historical	 institutionalism	

explicitly	 alongside	 of	 international	 level	 phenomena.	Orfeo	 Fioretos	 has	 called	 for	 historical	

institutionalist	 approaches	 to	 international	 relations	 to	 “help	 IR	 scholars	 strike	 the	 sort	 of	

balance	 between	 accounting	 for	 general	 patterns	 and	 specific	 developments	 that	 it	 has	

facilitated	in	other	subfields	of	Political	Science.”135	A	few	international	 law	scholars	have	also	

begun	to	draw	on	a	historical	institutionalist	approach	and	see	similar	potential	for	the	bridging	

of	these	two	fields.	136		

It	is	important	to	note	that	historical	institutionalism	relies	on	a	broad	conceptualization	

of	 institutions,	and	one	that	 is	well	suited	for	 important	questions	of	 international	 law.	While	

there	is	no	uniform	definition	of	an	institution,137	Hall	and	Taylor	offer	a	broad	definition	that	

they	see	as	common	across	many	historical	institutionalists:	“the	formal	or	informal	procedures,	

routines,	 norms	 and	 conventions	 embedded	 in	 the	 organizational	 structure	 of	 the	 polity	 or	

political	 economy.	 They	 can	 range	 from	 the	 rules	 of	 a	 constitutional	 order	 or	 the	 standard	

operating	procedures	of	a	bureaucracy	to	 the	conventions	governing	trade	union	behavior	or	

bank-firm	 relations.”138	For	 historical	 institutionalists,	 these	 institutions	 are	 not	 merely	 or	

necessarily	material,	but	also	have	important	ideational	underpinnings.		

																																																								
135	Fioretos,	“Historical	Institutionalism	in	International	Relations,”	370.	For	other	efforts	to	link	historical	
institutionalism	with	international	relations,	see	Farrell	and	Newman,	“Making	Global	Markets”;	Skogstad,	Policy	
Paradigms,	Transnationalism,	and	Domestic	Politics.	
136	For	example,	see	Alter,	“The	Evolution	of	International	Law	and	Courts”;	Dai,	“The	Conditional	Effects	of	
International	Human	Rights	Institutions”;	Shaffer,	“Transnational	Legal	Process	and	State	Change,”	255.		
137	Berman,	“Ideational	Theorizing	in	the	Social	Sciences	since	‘Policy	Paradigms,	Social	Learning,	and	the	State,’”	
221.	
138	Hall	and	Taylor,	“Political	Science	and	the	Three	New	Institutionalisms,”	938.	
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Historical	 institutionalism	is	not	itself	a	theory	of	politics	or	international	relations,	but	

rather	what	 Fioretos	 identifies	 as	 “a	 theoretical	 tradition	 that	 gives	 particular	 attention	 to	 a	

discrete	set	of	 substantive	 themes	 that	are	analyzed	with	a	distinct	combination	of	analytical	

concepts	 and	 methods.”139	As	 Daniel	 Béland	 writes,	 we	 can	 identify	 shared	 concerns	 and	

unifying	 themes	 across	 historical	 institutionalist	 scholarship	 that	 are	 “grounded	 in	 the	

assumption	 that	 political	 institutions	 and	 previously	 enacted	 public	 policies	 structure	 the	

political	behavior	of	bureaucrats,	elected	officials	and	interest	groups	during	the	policy-making	

process.” 140 	In	 particular,	 historical	 institutionalism	 identifies	 several	 concepts	 that	 are	

important	 to	 understanding	 why	 policy	 paradigms	 develop	 in	 particular	 ways	 and	 how	 they	

change,	which	are	explored	further	below.141	

b) Policy	Legacies	and	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Policy	Paradigms	
	
OECD	states	have	developed	distinct	policy	paradigms	that	 implement	their	OECD	Convention	

obligations.	I	argue	that	the	particular	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigm	that	a	state	develops	

is	 significantly	 shaped	by	 the	policy	 legacies	of	existing	national	policies	 to	 combat	economic	

and	 corporate	 crime.142	As	 Henry	 Farrell	 and	 Abraham	 Newman	 write,	 one	 of	 the	 central	

observations	of	historical	 institutionalism	 is	 that	 “institutions	 tend	 to	be	 sticky	over	 time.”143	

They	go	on,	“even	when	political	actors	seek	major	reforms,	they	are	likely	to	build	on	existing	

domestic	structures.”144	Importantly,	existing	policies	can	act	 to	constrain	policy	development	

in	a	distinct,	but	related	area.	As	policymakers	engage	a	new	issue	area	their,	“ability	to	adapt	

																																																								
139	Fioretos,	“Historical	Institutionalism	in	International	Relations,”	370–71.	
140	Béland,	“Ideas	and	Social	Policy,”	3.	
141	Skogstad	and	Schmidt,	“Introduction:	Policy	Paradigms,	Transnationalism,	and	Domestic	Politics.”	
142	For	example,	see	Pierson,	Dismantling	the	Welfare	State?	
143	Farrell	and	Newman,	“Making	Global	Markets,”	616.	
144	Farrell	and	Newman,	631.	
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to	 a	 changing	 environment	 will	 [also]	 be	 shaped,	 at	 least	 in	 part	 by	 previous	 institutional	

choices.”145	

	 In	the	context	at	hand,	as	states	implement	their	OECD	Convention	obligations	they	turn	

to	policies	already	in	place	to	combat	corporate	and	economic	crime.	For	all	of	the	case	study	

countries,	and	for	all	of	the	OECD	except	the	US,	the	prohibition	of	foreign	bribery	was	new.	In	

incorporating	 the	 novel	 prohibition	 into	 domestic	 law,	 states	 looked	 to	 existing	 criminal	

prohibitions,	particularly	 those	that	banned	the	bribery	of	 the	state’s	public	officials.	Further,	

the	 particular	 national	 policies	 that	 were	 already	 in	 place	 to	 investigate	 and	 prosecute	

corporate	criminal	wrongdoing	indelibly	shaped	the	emerging	foreign	bribery	policy	paradigm.	

From	the	availability	of	corporate	criminal	liability	at	all	to	the	standard	to	impute	responsibility	

to	 a	 corporate	 wrongdoer	 and	 the	 discretion	 available	 to	 state	 authorities	 in	 crafting	

resolutions,	 these	 existing	 institutional	 features	 of	 law	 enforcement	 within	 the	 state	 carried	

over	 into	 the	 construction	 of	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms.	 While	 there	 is	

some	 overlap	 between	 these	 distinct	 national	 policies	 and	 the	 country’s	 legal	 family,	 most	

notably	in	the	historic	presence	or	absence	of	corporate	criminal	liability,	146	as	I	suggest	further	

in	Chapter	4,	legal	family	is	far	from	determinative	here.		

	 What	emerged	in	each	state	was	a	particular	national	policy	paradigm	to	combat	foreign	

bribery.	These	paradigms	vary	in	their	overarching	policy	goals,	policy	instruments,	and	settings	

of	these	instruments.	I	classify	these	national	responses	along	a	continuum,	with	a	traditional,	

criminal	 law	paradigm	on	end	and	a	more	flexible	and	regulatory	paradigm	on	the	other.	 In	a	

																																																								
145	Farrell	and	Newman,	621.	
146	Civil	law	countries	have	historically	lacked	a	concept	of	corporate	criminal	liability.	See	Kyriakakis,	“Corporate	
Criminal	Liability	and	the	ICC	Statute:	The	Comparative	Law	Challenge,”	333.	
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traditional	 criminal	 law	 paradigm,	 criminal	 law	 and	 criminal	 prosecutions	 that	 lead	 to	 a	

determination	of	guilt	are	the	common	practice	to	address	allegations	of	foreign	bribery.	 In	a	

regulatory	paradigm,	a	wider	range	of	legislative	authority	and	regulatory	practices	are	used	to	

address	 foreign	 bribery	 allegations,	which	 often	 result	 in	 a	 negotiated	 outcome	 that	may	 or	

many	not	include	an	admission	of	guilt.	The	goals	underlying	these	policy	paradigms	also	vary.	

While	both	seek	deterrence,	there	is	an	emphasis	on	denunciation	and	moral	condemnation	in	

the	criminal	law	paradigm,	but	an	emphasis	on	rehabilitation	and	conditioning	future	business	

behaviour	in	the	regulatory	paradigm.	

FIGURE	3.		CONTINUUM	OF	FOREIGN	BRIBERY	POLICY	PARADIGMS	
	
	
															Criminal	Paradigm		
• Policy	goals	emphasize	moral	

condemnation	and	deterrence	
• Criminal	law	is	the	dominant	policy	

instrument	
• Enforcement	characterized	by	traditional	

policing	and	determinations	of	guilt	
	

																		Regulatory	Paradigm	
• Policy	goals	emphasize	rehabilitation	

and	deterrence	
• Various	policy	instruments	(criminal,	

civil,	administrative)	
• Enforcement	characterized	by	self-

reporting	and	negotiated	resolutions		
	

As	Chapter	4	sets	out	in	more	detail,	two	policy	legacies	stand	out	in	producing	the	particular	

national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms	 that	 a	 state	 develops.	 The	 state’s	 policy	 for	

addressing	wrongdoing	 in	business—how	 it	ascribes	responsibility	 to	a	 legal	person’s	criminal	

activity—and	 the	 availability	 of	 diversionary	 resolutions	 for	 economic	 crime	 create	 notably	

distinct	frameworks	in	which	the	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibition	operates.	Where	the	existing	

policy	 for	 ascribing	 responsibility	 to	 a	 legal	 person	 sets	 a	 relatively	 low	 threshold	 that	 gives	

prosecutors	a	strong	case	for	establishing	corporate	responsibility	and	a	mechanism	is	available	

to	 resolve	 allegations	 of	 corporate	 and	 economic	 crime	without	 a	 determination	 of	 criminal	
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guilt,	the	conditions	are	in	place	for	a	regulatory	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigm.	We	see	

this	 in	 the	 Netherlands,	 as	 well	 as	 in	 Germany.	 A	 high	 standard	 for	 establishing	 corporate	

criminal	 liability,	however,	 can	discourage	suspected	corporate	wrongdoers	 from	cooperating	

with	authorities,	as	can	the	absence	of	an	alternative	resolution	mechanism.	In	these	conditions,	

a	traditional	criminal	 law	paradigm	is	more	likely	to	emerge,	which	we	see	in	Canada	and	the	

UK,	in	its	initial	implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention.	

c) Sequencing	and	Opportunities	for	Further	Engagement	with	International	Law		
	
These	 existing	 national	 institutions	 are	 not	 only	 important	 to	 the	 initial	 national	

implementation	 of	 international	 law,	 but	 also	 to	 the	 state’s	 ongoing	 engagement	 with	

international	law	and	potential	for	further	national	policy	change.	As	noted	earlier,	even	though	

the	original	OECD	state	signatories	all	 introduced	prohibitions	against	foreign	bribery	within	a	

few	years	of	the	Convention’s	signing,	many	have	gone	on	to	make	substantial	adjustments	to	

their	 policy	 paradigms	 over	 time.	 But	 OECD	 states	 have	 varied	 here	 too,	 both	 in	 their	

willingness	to	enact	subsequent	reforms	and	in	the	type	of	reforms	they	have	adopted.	

To	 address	 this	 continuing	 variation	 in	 implementation,	 I	 draw	 on	 the	 concept	 of	

sequencing.	 The	 order	 of	 events	 is	 important	 to	 historical	 institutionalists,	 as	 earlier	 political	

developments	 can	 condition	 later	 developments.	 Abraham	 Newman	 writes	 that,	 “Given	 the	

idiosyncratic	nature	of	domestic	institutional	paths	historically,	[sequencing]	brings	attention	to	

relative	 differences	 in	 the	 timing	 of	 such	 institutional	 developments	 across	 economies.”147	

Newman	 is	 concerned	with	 the	 sequencing	of	domestic	 regulations	and	particularly	how	 this	

																																																								
147	Newman,	“Sequencing,	Layering,	and	Feedbacks	in	Global	Regulation,”	77–78.	
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can	 help	 to	 explain	 the	 origins	 of	 global	 standard	 and	 possible	 policy	 convergence.148	For	

instance,	 he	 argues	 that	 the	 early	 development	 of	 an	 expansive	 and	 institutionalized	 data	

privacy	regime	in	Europe	gave	it	greater	weight,	compared	to	the	US,	in	setting	global	standards	

and	providing	a	model	for	other	states.149		

I	 consider	 sequencing	 not	 just	 relative	 to	 other	 countries,	 but	 also	 to	 the	 evolving	

international	legal	framework	to	combat	foreign	bribery.	As	the	international	framework	shifts,	

some	states	are	better	positioned	than	others	relative	to	the	new	international	standards	and	

priorities	given	how	they	have	previously	 implemented	their	 international	anti-foreign	bribery	

obligations.	For	instance,	when	the	OECD	turned	its	attention	to	increasing	enforcement	in	the	

late	2000s,	states	with	regulatory	paradigms	were	able	to	demonstrate	a	significant	number	of	

completed	enforcement	actions,	or	were	able	 to	quite	quickly	 increase	 these	actions.	On	 the	

other	 hand,	 states	 with	 criminal	 law	 paradigms	 had	 very	 little	 to	 show	 in	 completed	

enforcement	actions	and	came	under	 strong	criticism	 for	 these	 low	 levels.	 This	extent	of	 the	

“gap”	 between	 the	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigm	 and	 the	 international	

standards	at	the	time	of	the	review	can	create	varying	levels	of	intensity	of	pressure	from	the	

OECD.150	

This	 pressure	 can	be	particularly	 influential	within	 the	 context	of	 the	OECD.	 Its	 active	

country	 review	 process,	 as	 well	 as	 the	 forum	 it	 provides	 for	 regular	 meetings	 of	 state	

representatives	 and	 law	 enforcement	 officials,	 creates	 a	 powerful	 setting	 for	 the	 exercise	 of	

“peer	pressure”	and	socialization	that	can	propel	changes	within	national	anti-foreign	bribery	
																																																								
148	Newman,	“Sequencing,	Layering,	and	Feedbacks	in	Global	Regulation.”	
149	Newman,	Protectors	of	Privacy.	
150	Here	I	draw	from	Judith	Kelley	who	identifies	“the	degree	and	credibility	of	the	exposure	and	the	gap	between	
its	[a	state’s]	performance	and	the	ideal”	as	one	of	the	central	factors	in	determining	the	effectiveness	of	what	she	
calls	“scorecard	diplomacy.”	Kelley,	Scorecard	Diplomacy,	14.		
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policy	paradigms.	Martha	Finnemore	and	Kathryn	Sikkink	describe	peer	pressure	as	one	of	the	

mechanisms	through	which	international	norms	are	internalized	by	states.151	Alastair	Johnston	

identifies	a	similar	mechanism—what	he	terms	social	influence—which	he	describes	as	relevant	

not	only	to	the	internalization	of	norms,	but	also	in	“elicit[ing]	pro-norm	behavior	through	the	

distribution	of	social	rewards	and	punishments”	without	this	deeper	level	of	norm	adoption.152	

That	is,	regardless	of	whether	states	internalize	particular	norms,	this	exercise	of	peer	pressure	

can	nonetheless	produce	significant	domestic	policy	changes.			

What	makes	the	OECD	particularly	effective	in	generating	this	peer	pressure	is	both	the	

nature	 of	 the	 organization	 and	 the	 dynamic	 that	 the	Working	 Group	 and	 its	 review	 process	

have	 created.153	The	 collection	 of	 states	 in	 the	 OECD	 and	 that	 originally	 signed	 the	 OECD	

Convention—largely	advanced,	industrial	economies	with	established	democratic	institutions—

is	a	group	that	can	easily	see	themselves	as	peers	and	place	value	in	each	other’s	opinions.	As	

Johnston	argues,	this	is	important	to	the	effective	exercise	of	social	influence.	154		For	Johnston,	

status	maximization	is	the	most	 important	mechanism	of	social	 influence,	and	“the	more	[the	

reference	group]	consists	of	actors	whose	opinions	matter,	the	greater	the	effect	of	backpatting	

and	opprobrium.”	155	In	addition,	the	relatively	small	size	of	the	OECD	and	repeated	interactions	

																																																								
151	Finnemore	and	Sikkink,	“International	Norm	Dynamics	and	Political	Change,”	897,	903.	
152	Johnston,	“Treating	International	Institutions	as	Social	Environments,”	499.	
153	See	Chapter	3	for	a	greater	overview	of	the	OECD’s	monitoring	of	the	Convention	and	the	Working	Group’s	role.	
154	Johnston,	“Treating	International	Institutions	as	Social	Environments,”	500–501.		
155	Status	maximization	involves	“the	desire	to	maximize	status,	honor,	prestige—diffuse	reputation	or	image—and	
the	desire	to	avoid	a	loss	of	status,	shaming,	or	humiliation	and	other	sanctions.”	Johnston	further	points	out	that,	
“Actors	more	easily	dismiss	the	criticism	of	enemies	and	adversaries.”	Johnston,	500–501.		
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among	the	OECD	Working	Group	members	and	 in	meetings	of	 law	enforcement	officials	may	

add	extra	weight	to	the	opinions	of	this	reference	group	and	the	potential	for	socialization.156	

What	 I	 suggest	 is	 that	 this	 peer	 pressure	 manifests	 differently	 among	 the	 OECD	

Convention	members.	Not	only	do	states	receive	different	degrees	of	pressure	from	the	OECD	

depending	 on	 their	 previous	 implementation	 efforts	 and	 the	 extent	 of	 the	 “gap”	 between	

national	 policy	 paradigms	 and	 current	 international	 standards,	 but	 states	 also	 respond	

distinctively	to	OECD	pressure.	More	specifically,	when	states	do	respond	to	this	peer	pressure	

and	enact	further	reforms	to	their	anti-foreign	bribery	policies	they	tend	to	reform	and	refine	

their	 existing	 policy	 paradigm.	 Here	 states	 are	 likely	 to	 make	 adjustments	 to	 the	 already-

existing	policy	 instruments	or	 regulatory	 techniques	 and	not	 the	overarching	policy	 goal.	 But	

the	nature	of	the	OECD’s	response	is	important.	A	considerably	critical	evaluation	by	the	OECD	

can	serve	as	an	“exogenous	shock”	that	can	precipitate	significant	changes	in	a	national	policy	

paradigm.157	Following	 this,	 states	 can	 become	 increasingly	 likely	 to	 make	 substantial	 policy	

changes	and	not	only	more	willing	to	introduce	new	instruments	to	their	policy	paradigms,	but	

may	 also	 even	 make	 adjustments	 to	 the	 overarching	 goals	 of	 the	 policy.158	In	 contrast,	 a	

favorable	review	can	make	a	state	less	willing	to	engage	in	subsequent	policy	reform	at	all,	and	

especially	less	likely	to	engage	in	substantial	policy	reform.	

																																																								
156	Here	the	repetition	of	meetings	among	state	representatives	may	also	enable	socialization.	As	Jeffrey	Checkel	
argues,	socialization	is	more	likely	to	occur	in	situations	with	greater	contact	between	individuals,	through	
sustained	or	intense	interaction.	Checkel,	“International	Institutions	and	Socialization	in	Europe,”	810–11.	In	the	
same	volume,	Jeffrey	Lewis	also	discusses	the	importance	to	socialization	of	the	institutional	environment	and	
depth	of	interaction	between	actors	in	his	examination	of	the	European	Union’s	Committee	on	Permanent	
Representatives.	Lewis,	“The	Janus	Face	of	Brussels.”	
157	White,	“Institutional	‘Stickiness’	and	Ideational	Resistance	to	Paradigm	Change:	Canada	and	Early	Childhood	
Education	and	Care	(ECEC)	Policy”;	Surel,	“The	Role	of	Cognitive	and	Normative	Frames	in	Policy-Making,”	503.	
158	Judith	Kelley	makes	a	similar	point	in	her	recent	book	on	scorecard	diplomacy,	arguing	that	once	states	become	
concerned	about	their	reputations	they	become	more	receptive	to	behavioral	changes.	Kelley,	Scorecard	
Diplomacy,	14.	
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Chapter	5	provides	describes	in	detail	these	shifting	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policies	

in	relation	to	the	OECD’s	review	process.	As	we	see	most	clearly	in	the	UK	case,	a	sizeable	gap	

emerged	 between	 the	 UK’s	 implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 and	 international	

standards	over	the	first	decade	of	the	Convention’s	operation.	This	led	to	a	substantial	amount	

of	 pressure	 from	 the	 OECD	 on	 the	 UK	 to	 take	 further	 steps	 to	 implement	 the	 Convention.	

Ultimately,	the	UK	responded	with	a	significant	reform	of	its	anti-foreign	bribery	policy,	which	

shifted	it	away	from	its	original	criminal	law	paradigm	and	toward	a	more	regulatory	paradigm.	

This	 included	 the	 adoption	 of	 a	 new	 criminal	 offense	 for	 corporations	 for	 failure	 to	 prevent	

bribery	and	a	defense	for	corporations	that	have	appropriate	anti-bribery	procedures	in	place.	

This	moved	the	UK	away	from	its	long-established	standard	for	corporate	criminal	liability	and	

toward	an	explicitly	rehabilitative	policy	goal.			

The	 Netherlands	 and	 Canada	 also	 came	 under	 pressure	 for	 reform	 from	 the	 OECD—

although	not	to	the	same	extent	as	the	UK—and	responded	by	strengthening	the	anti-foreign	

bribery	policy	paradigms	 that	 they	had	 initially	developed.	Canada	 reinforced	 its	 criminal	 law	

paradigm,	 enacting	 reforms	 to	 expand	 the	 scope	 of	 the	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 prohibition	 and	

increase	the	available	sanctions,	providing	for	a	high	maximum	prison	sentence	for	individuals	

and	mandatory	debarment	from	public	contracting	for	corporations.	The	Netherlands	activated	

its	regulatory	paradigm,	completing,	in	just	a	handful	of	years	since	the	OECD’s	critical	review,	

all	 of	 its	 anti-foreign	bribery	 enforcement	 actions	by	making	use	of	 an	 available	diversionary	

resolution	 procedure	 for	 corporate	 defendants.	 Germany’s	 regulatory	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

policy	 paradigm	 and	 high	 number	 of	 completed	 enforcement	 actions	 were	 well	 positioned	

during	this	period	of	review	and	the	OECD’s	growing	focus	on	the	enforcement	of	anti-foreign	
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bribery	 laws.	 Germany	 received	 largely	 favorable	 reviews	 from	 the	 OECD.	 Its	 anti-foreign	

bribery	 policy	 paradigm	 has	 largely	 remained	 consistent	 over	 time	 and	 Germany	 has	

demonstrated	 little	 willingness	 to	 introduce	 reforms	 to	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	

recommended	by	the	OECD.	

In	 addition,	 shifts	 in	 US	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 provide	 another	 important	

consideration	for	sequencing.	The	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	practice	of	 the	US,	as	the	

pioneer,	champion,	and	leader	of	foreign	bribery	enforcement,	has	been	an	important	example	

for	other	states	since	the	Convention’s	signing.	When	states	do	introduce	new	aspects	to	their	

policy	paradigms,	they	frequently	draw	from	what	are	seen	as	successful	attributes	of	the	US	

approach.	Further,	the	US	has	not	been	shy	in	using	the	extra-territorial	application	of	its	own	

anti-foreign	 bribery	 law	 against	 corporations	 of	 other	 OECD	 states	 that	 engage	 in	 foreign	

bribery	 abroad.159	But	 states	 can	 face	 different	 constraints	 here	 too	 from	 their	 national	 anti-

foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	 in	responding	to	US	global	enforcement,	particularly	when	 it	

comes	 to	 the	 recent	 US	 trend	 of	 providing	 “global	 resolutions”	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 offenses.	

Multiple	 countries	 can	 often	 have	 enforcement	 claims	 for	 the	 same	 bribery	 schemes,	 which	

they	 can	 choose	 to	 coordinate	 and	 together	 impose	 significant	 fines.	 For	 instance,	 Telia,	 a	

Swedish	telecommunications	company,	recently	enter	into	a	global	resolution	with	US,	Swedish,	

and	Dutch	authorities	totaling	$965	million	dollars.160		

																																																								
159	Kaczmarek	and	Newman,	“The	Long	Arm	of	the	Law,”	750,	764.	The	authors	found	that,	“extraterritorial	
application	of	the	FCPA	by	U.S.	regulators	is	associated	with	the	likelihood	that	a	country	with	foreign	bribery	
legislation	will	enforce	their	national	rules.”	Still,	this	does	little	to	help	us	understand	differences	across	states	
whose	nationals	have	been	subject	to	US	foreign	bribery	prosecutions	or	ongoing	patterns	of	enforcement	and	
implementation	once	the	US	extra-territorial	prosecution	“unsettle[s]	the	weak	enforcement	equilibrium.”	
160	Department	of	Justice,	Telia	Company	AB	and	Its	Uzbek	Subsidiary	Enter	Into	a	Global	Foreign	Bribery	Resolution	
of	More	Than	$965	Million	for	Corrupt	Payments	in	Uzbekistan,	September	21,	2017.	
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But	 it	 is	 states	 with	 similar	 enforcement	 practices	 as	 the	 US—those	 closer	 to	 a	

regulatory	model	and	with	diversionary	resolution	procedures—that	can	most	easily	 join	with	

the	 US	 to	 participants	 in	 these	multijurisdictional	 enforcement	 actions.	 The	 Netherlands	 has	

become	an	active	participant	 in	 these	global	 resolutions,	and	 the	UK	and	Germany	have	also	

joined	 in	 cooperative	 resolutions	 with	 the	 US.	 On	 the	 other	 hand,	 states	 with	 a	 criminal	

paradigm	cannot	offer	 the	kind	of	negotiated	outcome	that	 is	 critical	 to	 the	success	of	 these	

global	 settlements.	 	 For	 instance,	 in	Canada,	with	a	 traditional	 criminal	 law	paradigm	and	no	

diversionary	resolution	mechanism	for	foreign	bribery,	participating	in	a	global	resolution	may	

not	 be	 possible.	 This	 too	 can	 generate	 pressure	 for	 further	 national	 policy	 reform	 to	 ensure	

compatibility	with	US	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	practices.	

IV. Conclusions:	A	Dynamic	Approach	to	International	Law	
	
In	 this	 chapter,	 I	 have	 set	 out	 a	 broad	 conceptualization	 of	 international	 law	 and	 its	

engagement	 by	 states	 in	 the	 ongoing	 process	 of	 implementation.	 Adopting	 this	

conceptualization	 highlights	 that	 not	 only	 has	 international	 law	 in	 the	 area	 of	 anti-foreign	

bribery	continued	 to	evolve,	but	 so	have	national	 responses	 to	 international	prescriptions.	 In	

the	final	section	of	this	chapter,	I	offered	an	account	for	these	particular	national	responses	and	

distinct	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms	 that	 emphasizes	 both	 continuity	 and	 change.	

While	states	have	built	upon	existing	national	policies	to	combat	economic	and	corporate	crime	

in	constructing	their	national	policy	responses	to	international	obligations	to	criminalize	foreign	

bribery,	 they	have	also	continued	to	reform	these	policy	 responses.	The	scale	and	content	of	

these	 ongoing	 reforms,	 however,	 has	 varied,	 in	 part,	 I	 argue	 as	 a	 response	 to	 the	 OECD’s	

monitoring	and	the	US	enforcement	example.		
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	 I	examine	these	distinct	national	policy	paradigms	and	the	importance	of	policy	legacies	

in	more	detail	 in	 the	 four	country	case	studies	 in	Chapter	4.	Chapter	5	 traces	 their	evolution	

over	time	and	the	conditions	that	propelled	further	national	policy	reform.			
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CHAPTER	3:	STANDARD	SETTERS:	THE	EVOLUTION	OF	ANTI-FOREIGN	BRIBERY	LAW	IN	THE	US	
AND	AT	THE	OECD	

	

I. Introduction	
	
It	was	not	that	long	ago	that	foreign	bribery	was	tolerated	as	a	business	practice	and	corruption	

generally	was	largely	absent	from	scholarly	and	policy	agendas.161	But	since	the	late	1990s,	laws	

prohibiting	foreign	bribery	have	spread	across	much	of	the	globe	and	are	now	integrated	into	

the	 domestic	 legal	 systems	 of	 many	 states.	 Additional	 states	 joined	 the	 OECD	 Convention,	

which	now	counts	41	states	parties,	and	other	international	anti-corruption	instruments	came	

into	 force,	 most	 notably	 the	 United	 Nation’s	 (“UN”)	 Convention	 Against	 Corruption	 that	

requires	 its	 183	 state	 parties	 to	 establish	 national	 criminal	 prohibitions	 against	 foreign	

bribery.162	These	new	standards	for	the	conduct	of	international	business	quickly	took	hold.	An	

often-noted	 2006	 international	 arbitration	 decision	 cited	 to	 the	OECD	 Convention	 and	 other	

international	 anti-bribery	 instruments	 in	 refusing	 to	 uphold	 a	 contract	 obtained	 through	 the	

bribery	of	a	 former	Kenyan	head	of	 state	on	 the	grounds	 that	 it	 violated	 international	public	

policy.163		

																																																								
161	Kenneth	Abbott	and	Duncan	Snidal	write	that,	prior	to	the	1990s,	“many	scholars,	development	professionals,	
and	other	observers	viewed	corruption	in	developing	countries	as	unavoidable	and	even	desirable.”	Abbott	and	
Snidal,	“Values	and	Interests,”	S158.	
162	Article	16	of	the	UN	Convention	Against	Corruption	states	that:	“Each	State	Party	shall	adopt	such	legislative	
and	other	measures	as	may	be	necessary	to	establish	as	a	criminal	offence,	when	committed	intentionally,	the	
promise,	offering	or	giving	to	a	foreign	public	official	or	an	official	of	a	public	international	organization,	directly	or	
indirectly,	of	an	undue	advantage,	for	the	official	himself	or	herself	or	another	person	or	entity,	in	order	that	the	
official	act	or	refrain	from	acting	in	the	exercise	of	his	or	her	official	duties,	in	order	to	obtain	or	retain	business	or	
other	undue	advantage	in	relation	to	the	conduct	of	international	business.”		
163	The	arbitration	tribunal	noted	that	these	international	anti-bribery	instruments	demonstrate	“a	new	stage	in	
the	fight	against	corruption”	and	states’	“common	will	to	fight	corruption…through	international	cooperation.”	
World	Duty	Free	Company	Limited	v.	The	Republic	of	Kenya,	Award,	Case	No.	ARB/00/7	(ICSID	2006),	para.	146,	157.	
For	a	greater	discussion	of	the	case	and	its	significance	to	shifting	expectations	for	international	business	
transactions,	see	Lienau,	“Rethinking	Soverign	Debt:	Politics,	Reputation,	and	Legitimacy	in	Modern	Finance,”	203–
7.	
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	 At	 the	 same	 time	 that	 obligations	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	 became	 firmly	

established	in	international	law,	the	past	two	decades	have	also	seen	an	evolution	in	the	focus	

of	the	OECD	and	ongoing	debates	over	the	implementation	of	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibitions.	

As	this	chapter	sets	out,	the	OECD	Convention	itself	is	quite	minimal	in	its	instructions	to	states	

beyond	 it	 core	 requirement	 that	 they	 enact	 a	 criminal	 prohibition	 against	 foreign	 bribery.	

Nonetheless,	 international	standards	have	emerged	over	the	past	two	decades	on	how	states	

should	carry	out	their	Convention	obligations.	For	the	source	of	these	international	standards,	I	

look	 principally	 to	 the	 OECD,	 which	 has	 continued	 to	 issue	 additional	 guidance	 to	 states	

through	 its	monitoring	process	 and	 recommendations	of	 the	OECD	Council.	 The	 chapter	 also	

looks	 to	 the	 US,	 which,	 as	 the	 pioneer	 of	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 laws	 and	 champion	 of	

international	 efforts	 to	 address	 foreign	bribery,	we	may	well	 expect	 to	 continue	 to	 influence	

anti-foreign	bribery	laws	and	their	implementation	in	other	states.	Here	the	chapter	considers	

the	OECD	and	the	US	not	in	isolation,	but	as	principal	contributors	to	an	evolving	framework	for	

how	international	obligations	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery	should	be	implemented.		 		

	 Before	tracing	this	evolution	in	expectations	for	the	implementation	of	the	international	

obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	bribery,	 this	 chapter	begins	by	providing	greater	background	

on	the	OECD	Convention.	Section	II	describes	the	rise	of	anti-foreign	bribery	law,	looking	first	to	

the	US	and	the	creation	of	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act	in	the	1970s.	This	discussion	serves	

to	not	only	provide	further	context	to	the	OECD	Convention’s	origins,	but	also	to	highlight	the	

uncertainty	from	the	very	beginning	as	to	how	the	state	should	address	what	was	then	called	

the	 “foreign	 payments	 problem.”	 This	 Section	 then	 turns	 to	 briefly	 recount	 the	 negotiating	

history	of	the	OECD	Convention	and	the	main	provisions	of	the	Convention.		
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The	 remainder	 of	 the	 chapter	 provides	 an	 overview	 of	 key	 changes	 in	 both	 US	 anti-

foreign	bribery	policy	and	 in	the	OECD’s	guidance.	The	discussion	focuses	on	several	evolving	

issue	 areas,	 including	 the	 enforcement	 of	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 prohibitions,	 voluntary	

disclosures	of	foreign	bribery	allegations,	corporate	compliance	programs,	and	a	trend	toward	

the	resolution	of	foreign	bribery	allegations	through	negotiated	settlements	that	do	not	require	

a	 determination	 of	 criminal	 guilt.	 Together,	 the	 evolution	 in	 these	 issue	 areas	 suggests	

increasing	support	for	a	regulatory	policy	paradigm	to	combat	foreign	bribery,	which	 in	many	

ways	follows	evolving	US	practice	in	the	area.	

II. The	Rise	of	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Law	
	
Today,	 the	 international	anti-corruption	regime	 is	well	established	with	multiple	 international	

instruments	 and	 organizations	 endeavoring	 to	 combat	 and	 prevent	 the	 many	 facets	 of	

corruption	around	the	globe.164	It	was	a	different	story,	however,	in	the	1990s	when	the	OECD	

turned	 its	 attention	 to	 bribery	 in	 international	 business.	 Previous	 efforts	 to	 establish	 an	

international	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 treaty	 had	 met	 with	 little	 success,	 but	 by	 the	 end	 of	 the	

decade	 the	 OECD	 had	 created	 a	 binding	 international	 treaty	 with	 its	 1997	 Anti-Bribery	

Convention.		

As	 this	 section	 sets	 out,	 the	 US	was	 a	 driving	 force	 in	 this	 change.	 The	US	 had	 been	

calling	for	a	coordinated	response	to	bribery	in	international	business	since	the	1970s	when	it	

went	out	on	its	own	to	enact	the	FCPA	and	the	first	prohibition	against	foreign	bribery.	Still,	this	

internationalization	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 law	 was	 not	 a	 seamless	 process.	 There	 was	 real	

																																																								
164	In	addition	to	formal	international	treaties	targeting	corruption,	the	G20	has	taken	an	active	interest	in	the	area	
and	created	its	own	Anti-Corruption	Working	Group.		
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uncertainty	 even	within	 the	 US	 as	 to	 how	 the	 government	 should	 respond	 to	 the	mounting	

evidence	in	the	1970s	of	widespread	foreign	bribery	by	 leading	US	corporations.	Once	the	US	

adopted	 the	 FCPA,	 it	 encountered	 substantial	 opposition	 in	 coordinating	 an	 international	

response	 that	 would	 follow	 US	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 efforts.	 While	 the	 US	 finally	 achieved	

success	 with	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 it	 did	 so	 with	 a	 Convention	 limited	 primarily	 to	 the	

criminalization	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 with	 deference	 to	 national	 legal	 systems	 in	 how	 this	

prohibition	would	be	carried	out.	

a) The	US	Innovation	of	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Law	
	
As	several	scholars	have	recounted,	the	FCPA	emerged	in	the	aftermath	of	Watergate	and	the	

revelation	 that,	 in	 addition	 to	making	unlawful	 contributions	 to	President	Nixon’s	 re-election	

campaign,	 American	 corporations	 were	 also	 regularly	 making	 questionable	 payments	 to	

government	 officials	 all	 over	 the	 world.165	The	 Securities	 and	 Exchange	 Commission	 (“SEC”)	

established	a	voluntary	disclosure	program	that	encouraged	corporations	to	come	forward	with	

these	 questionable	 payments.	 Through	 the	 program,	 “‘over	 400	 US	 corporations	 admitted	

making	 questionable	 or	 illegal	 payments	 in	 excess	 of	 $300	 million	 to	 foreign	 government	

officials,	 politicians	 and	 political	 parties.’	 This	 included	 117	 of	 the	 top	 Fortune	 500	

corporations.”166		

																																																								
165	On	the	history	of	the	FCPA,	see	Gutterman,	“Easier	Done	Than	Said”;	Spahn,	“Implementing	Global	Anti-Bribery	
Norms”;	Koehler,	“The	Story	of	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act.”	
166	Sporkin,	“The	Worldwide	Banning	of	Schmiergeld:	A	Look	at	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act,”	271–72.	Here	
Sporkin	quotes	from	A.B.	Levenson	et	al.,	Corporate	Compliance	and	the	FCPA.	Sporkin,	the	Director	of	the	SEC’s	
Division	of	Enforcement	at	the	time,	recounts	how	this	widespread	practice	of	foreign	bribery	came	to	light:	
listening	to	the	Watergate	testimony	on	the	impermissible	campaign	contributions	by	corporations,	Sporkin	
wondered:	“How	did	a	publicly	traded	corporation	record	such	an	illegal	transaction?”	From	here	Sporkin	and	his	
staff	“discovered	that	the	funds	were	masked	in	secret	mislabeled	accounts,	and	their	use	was	not	confined	to	
illegal	political	contribution.”		
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The	 FCPA	was	 the	 first	 legislation	 of	 its	 kind—in	 the	US	 or	 elsewhere—that	 explicitly	

prohibited	 the	 payment	 of	 bribes	 to	 government	 officials	 of	 another	 state.	 There	 are	 two	

separate	prongs	of	 the	FCPA	that	 seek	 to	accomplish	 this.	First,	 the	“anti-bribery	provisions,”	

which,	stated	generally,	“prohibit	US	companies	and	 individuals	 from	paying	bribes	to	foreign	

officials.”167	The	 prohibition	 applies	 to	 US	 residents	 and	 corporations,	 as	 well	 as	 “issuers”—

corporations	 with	 shares	 listed	 on	 an	 American	 exchange,	 which	 includes	 many	 foreign	

companies.168	Second,	 the	 “accounting	 provisions,”	 are	 restricted	 to	 issuers	 and	 require	 that	

they	maintain	accurate	books	and	 records	and	 internal	 controls.169	Notably,	 the	FCPA	creates	

both	 criminal	 and	 civil	 liability:	 a	 defendant	 can	 be	 prosecuted	 for	 either	 civil	 or	 criminal	

violations	 of	 the	 anti-bribery	 provision;	 and	 while	 the	 accounting	 provisions	 are	 typically	

prosecuted	as	civil	violations,	 they	can	give	rise	to	a	criminal	prosecution	 if	 the	violations	are	

“willful.”170		

But	 why	 did	 the	 US	 go	 out	 on	 its	 own	 to	 prohibit	 foreign	 bribery?	 Ellen	 Gutterman	

argues	 that	 the	 context	 of	 post-Watergate	 America	 and	 “high	 public	 sensitivity	 to	 the	 norm	

against	 corruption”	 that	 the	 scandal	 had	 generated	 is	 critical	 to	 understanding	 the	 US	
																																																								
167	Urofsky	and	Moon,	“A	Resource	Guide	to	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act:	The	US	Government’s	Perspective	
on	Enforcing	the	FCPA,”	686.	15	U.S.C.	§§	78dd-1(a)	provides	that	it	is	unlawful	“to	make	use	of	the	mails	or	any	
means	or	instrumentality	of	interstate	commerce	corruptly	in	furtherance	of	an	offer,	payment	promise	to	pay	or	
authorization	of	the	payment	of	any	money,	or	offer,	gift,	promise	to	give,	or	authorization	of	the	giving	of	
anything	of	value	to”	a	“foreign	official”	or	“foreign	political	party	or	official	thereof”	to	“influence	any	act	or	
decision...induce…[him	or	her]	to	act	in	violation	of	the	lawful	duty”	or	“secure	an	improper	advantage”	to	aid	“in	
obtaining	or	retaining	business.”	
168	Urofsky	and	Moon,	687.	As	Urofsky	and	Moon	explain,	US	citizens,	residents	and	corporations	organized	under	
US	law	fall	under	the	“domestic	concern”	provisions	of	the	FCPA.			
169	Specifically,	the	FCPA	requires	that	issuers:	“make	and	keep	books,	records,	and	accounts,	which	in	reasonable	
detail,	accurately	and	fairly	reflect	the	transactions	and	dispositions	of	the	assets	of	the	issuer”	and	“devise	and	
maintain	a	system	of	internal	accounting	controls	sufficient	to	provide	reasonable	assurances”	of	the	proper	
execution	and	recording	of	business	transactions.	15	U.S.C.	§	78m(b)(2).	See	also,	Urofsky	and	Moon,	708–9.	
170	Urofsky	and	Moon,	710.	The	Department	of	Justice	and	the	Securities	and	Exchange	Commission	share	
enforcement	responsibilities.	The	DOJ	has	jurisdiction	to	prosecute	civil	and	criminal	violations	of	the	anti-bribery	
prohibition,	as	well	as	willful	violations	of	the	anti-bribery	provisions;	the	SEC	prosecutes	civil	violations	of	the	anti-
bribery	prohibition	and	accounting	provisions.	
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willingness	 to	 adopt	 the	 FCPA.171	In	 the	mid-1970s,	 several	 large	American	 corporations	 gave	

public	testimony	to	Congress	that	described	a	wide	range	of	questionable	business	payments.	

Northrop	 testified	 that	 it	 had	made	 six-figure	payments	 to	 an	 agent	 for	 the	payment	of	 two	

Saudi	Arabian	 generals	who	had	 “created	difficulties	 for	Northrop’s	 sales	 efforts	 in	 the	past”	

and	who	personnel	at	Northrop	“believed…might	do	 so	 in	 the	 future.”172	Lockheed	described	

how	 it	 made	 payments	 directly	 to	 Indonesian	 military	 officers	 to	 facilitate	 the	 purchase	 of	

Lockheed	 jets	 by	 Indonesia	 and	 also	 made	 payments	 to	 Saudi	 Arabian	 officials	 in	 order	 to	

secure	contracts.173	It	is	easy	to	see	how	admissions	like	these	could	fuel	this	heightened	public	

concern	with	corruption.174		

Even	more,	there	were	clear	US	political	interests	at	stake.	As	one	observe	has	described	

it,	 “there	 must	 have	 been	 strong	 domestic	 reasons	 for	 the	 US	 legislator	 to	 take	 this	 step	

unilaterally,	 reasons	 going	 beyond	 the	 general	 sympathy	 of	 the	 Carter	 administration	 for	

business	ethics.”175	And	indeed	the	debates	at	the	time	over	proposed	legislation	reveal	several	

important	 US	 interests	 that	 were	 being	 harmed	 by	 foreign	 bribery	 by	 US	 companies.	 The	

Secretary	of	Commerce	wrote	in	a	1976	letter	setting	out	the	Ford	Administration’s	position	on	

draft	anti-foreign	bribery	legislation:		

What	 is	 at	 stake	 ultimately	 is	 confidence	 in,	 and	 respect	 for,	 American	 business,	
American	institutions,	American	principles—indeed,	the	very	democratic	political	values	

																																																								
171	As	Gutterman	writes,	“Congress	passed	the	FCPA	in	the	context	of	a	heightened	focus	on	ethics	in	government	
and	business	that	was	part	of	the	political	fallout	of	the	Watergate	scandal.”		Gutterman,	“Easier	Done	Than	Said,”	
110.	
172	Senate,	Hearings	on	Multinational	Corporations	and	Untied	States	Foreign	Policy,	112.	
173	Senate,	Hearings	on	Multinational	Corporations	and	Untied	States	Foreign	Policy,	349-350.	
174	Gutterman,	“Easier	Done	Than	Said,”	110.	
175	Pieth,	“Introduction,”	11.	
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and	free	competitive	economic	system	which	we	view	as	the	essence	of	our	most	proud	
heritage	and	our	most	promising	future.176		
	

Further,	 there	was	 also	 concern	 that	 these	payments	 to	public	 officials	 of	 other	 states	 could	

interfere	 with	 US	 foreign	 policy.	 As	 Senator	 Church,	 who	 served	 as	 the	 Chair	 of	 the	 Senate	

hearings	 on	 these	 questionable	 business	 practice,	 explained:	 “US-based	 corporations	 should	

not	 be	 allowed	 to	 weaken	 a	 friendly	 government	 through	 bribery	 and	 corruption	 while	 the	

United	 States	 is	 relying	 on	 that	 government	 as	 a	 stable	 sure	 friend	 in	 supporting	 our	

policies.”177	Still,	 not	 everyone	 was	 in	 support	 of	 Congressional	 action.	 As	 the	 next	 section	

discusses,	when	the	FCPA	did	enter	into	law	it	almost	immediately	generated	criticism	from	the	

business	community	and	pressure	for	similar	prohibitions	to	be	extended	to	other	countries.178	

But	while	it	may	have	been	easy	enough	for	lawmakers	to	agree	on	condemning	these	

foreign	 payments,	 it	was	 far	 less	 clear	what	 the	 government	 should	 do	 in	 response.	 Senator	

Church	 laid	 out	 several	 possibilities:	 “This	 may	 require	 legislation.	 It	 may	 require	 further	

disclosure	procedures	by	the	SEC.	It	may	require	international	protocols.	But	we	have	got	to	do	

it.”179	Over	the	next	two	years,	multiple	voices	weighed	in	on	these	potential	policy	responses.	

President	 Ford	 convened	 a	 Task	 Force	 on	 Corporate	 Payments	 Abroad	 and	 both	 houses	 of	

Congress	 continued	 to	 examine	 the	 issue	 and	 consider	 legislation.180	Much	 of	 the	 discussion	

																																																								
176	Secretary	of	Commerce	Elliot	Richardson	to	Senator	William	Proxmire,	June	11,	1976.	The	letter	supplemented	
testimony	that	the	Secretary	of	Commerce	had	provided	to	Congress.	
177	Quoted	in	Koehler,	“The	Story	of	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act,”	941.	
178	Gutterman,	“Easier	Done	Than	Said,”	115.	
179	Senate,	Hearings	on	Multinational	Corporations	and	Untied	States	Foreign	Policy,	375.	
180	The	Task	Force	was	created	on	March	31,	1976	and	issued	its	report	to	the	President	on	June	8,	1976.	Several	
bills	were	considered	in	Congress:	S.	3133,	Senator	Proxmire’s	Bill	proposed	both	criminalization	and	disclosure;	S.	
3379	(Sponsored	by	Senator	Church	and	others)	required	disclosure	of	foreign	bribes,	as	well	as	commercial	bribes,	
and	also	created	a	private	right	of	action	for	such	payments;	S.	3148	advanced	the	SEC’s	recommendation,	which	
was	to	require	issuers	to	keep	accurate	books	and	records.	The	House	also	considered	several	bills:	H.R.	7563	
proposed	monitoring	and	reporting	on	overseas	business	activities	by	the	State	Department;	H.R.	7539	introduced	
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was	 divided	 between	 the	 two	 main	 domestic	 policy	 responses	 that	 Senator	 Church	 had	

identified:	 criminalization	 and	 disclosure.	 Calls	 for	 legislation	 to	 criminally	 prohibit	 foreign	

bribery	 had	 been	present	 early	 and	 prominently	 in	 the	 discussions	 of	 the	 “foreign	 payments	

problem.”181	Senator	Proxmire,	who	introduced	the	bill	 that	became	the	FCPA,	 insisted	that	 it	

include	a	criminal	prohibition.182	He	opened	Senate	Hearings	on	proposed	ant-foreign	bribery	

legislation	by	acknowledging	the	widespread	condemnation	of	bribery	by	corporate	leaders	and	

politicians	and	stating	that:	“Yet,	 I	 fear,	even	though	the	 issue	 is	settled	 in	 theory,	 that	many	

companies	 will	 continue	 paying	 bribes	 if	 they	 can	 get	 away	 with	 it,	 because	 the	 potential	

rewards	 are	 so	 great	 and	 the	 risks	 are	 minimal…In	 my	 view,	 US	 corporations	 should	 be	

prohibited	from	paying	bribes	anywhere	in	the	world.”183	

Others,	 including	 the	 President’s	 Task	 Force,	 favored	 a	 disclosure-based	 approach.184	

The	 Secretary	 of	 Commerce,	 who	 led	 the	 Presidential	 Task	 Force,	 noted	 that:	 “[t]he	

‘criminalization’	 approach	 has	 a	 great	 deal	 of	 superficial	 appeal.	 There	 is	 a	 kind	 of	 common	

sense	logic	which	says,	in	effect,	that	if	a	society	abhors	certain	behavior	it	ought	to	make	it	a	

																																																																																																																																																																																			
a	criminal	prohibition	of	foreign	bribery.	S.	305	and	H.R.	3815,	which	became	the	FCPA,	were	introduced	in	early	
1977.	
181	For	instance,	B.R.	Dorsey,	Chairman	of	the	Board	of	Gulf	Oil,	was	very	direct,	asking	in	his	testimony	to	the	
Senate	Committee	that	Congress	“outlaw	any	foreign	contribution	by	an	American	company,”	on	the	logic	that	“[i]f	
we	[Gulf	Oil]	could	cite	our	law	which	says	that	we	just	may	not	do	it,	we	would	be	in	a	better	position	to	resist	
these	pressures	and	to	refuse	requests.”	Senate,	Hearings	on	Multinational	Corporations	and	Untied	States	Foreign	
Policy,	13.	
182	Interview	with	Stanley	Sporkin,	by	Irving	Pollack,	Securities	and	Exchange	Commission	Historical	Society,	
September	23,	2003;	Sporkin,	“The	Worldwide	Banning	of	Schmiergeld:	A	Look	at	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	
Act,”	275.	
183	U.S.	Congress,	Senate,	Committee	on	Banking,	Housing	and	Urban	Affairs,	Foreign	and	Corporate	Bribes:	
Hearings	before	the	Committee	on	Banking,	Housing	and	Urban	Affairs,	94th	Cong.,	2nd	sess.,	1976,	1-2.	
184	The	Task	Force	recommended	that	all	corporations	be	required	to	disclose	to	the	US	government,	and	
eventually	to	the	public	and	the	country	at	issue,	any	such	questionable	payments	to	foreign	officials	abroad.	
Secretary	of	Commerce	Elliot	Richardson	to	Senator	William	Proxmire,	June	11,	1976.	
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crime,	 pure	 and	 simple.”185	But	 the	 Secretary	 of	 Commerce	 also	 expressed	 concern	 that	 a	

criminal	 prohibition	 would	 be	 “essentially	 unenforceable,”	 as	 it	 would	 require	 access	 to	

witnesses	and	evidence	outside	the	reach	of	US	law	enforcement.186	Mandatory	disclosure,	he	

argued,	 could	 be	 more	 successful,	 not	 only	 because	 it	 would	 avoid	 these	 enforcement	

challenges,	 but	 also	because	 it	would	deter	 both	businesspersons	 and	 foreign	public	 officials	

from	engaging	in	such	transactions	if	they	knew	they	would	be	made	public.187		

What	we	ultimately	see	in	the	FCPA	that	passed	in	1977	is	something	of	a	compromise	

between	 these	 two	 approaches.	 The	 criminalization	 of	 bribery	 is	 clear	 in	 the	 anti-bribery	

prohibition	prong	of	the	FCPA.	The	disclosure	approach	also	partly	found	its	way	into	the	FCPA	

in	 the	second	prong—the	accounting	provisions,	which	require	accurate	record	keeping	of	all	

transactions	and	a	 system	of	 internal	 controls.	 Still,	 as	 the	FCPA	does	not	 require	mandatory	

public	disclosure	of	such	payments	it	falls	short	of	the	Task	Force’s	recommendation.		

But	Senator	Church	had	also	 identified	one	other	 important	potential	 response	 to	 the	

foreign	payments	problem—international	protocols—which,	as	the	next	section	discusses,	were	

slow	 to	 materialize,	 but	 eventually	 led	 to	 the	 extension	 of	 criminal	 prohibitions	 on	 foreign	

bribery	across	much	of	the	globe.		

	

	

																																																								
185	Secretary	of	Commerce	Elliot	Richardson,	Memorandum	for	the	President	on	Questionable	Corporate	Payments	
Abroad,	January	19,	1977,	p.	2.	The	Secretary	of	Commerce	wrote	this	memorandum	on	the	eve	of	the	incoming	
Carter	Administration,	summarizing	the	Ford	Administration’s	approach	to	the	foreign	payments	problem.		
186	Secretary	of	Commerce	Elliot	Richardson	to	Senator	William	Proxmire,	June	11,	1976.	
187	Secretary	of	Commerce	Elliot	Richardson	to	Senator	William	Proxmire,	June	11,	1976.	Sporkin,	who	advised	on	
the	proposed	legislation,	similarly	explained:	“Bribery	needs	secrecy	in	order	to	flourish.	Thus,	I	theorized	that	
requiring	the	disclosure	of	all	bribes	paid	would,	in	effect,	foreclose	the	activity.”	Sporkin,	“The	Worldwide	Banning	
of	Schmiergeld:	A	Look	at	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act,”	274.	
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b) The	Export	of	the	FCPA?	The	Creation	of	the	OECD	Convention	
	
Even	before	the	FCPA	was	adopted,	there	were	calls	in	the	US	for	an	international	response	to	

foreign	bribery.	A	Senate	Resolution	in	1975	directed	the	President	to	begin	negotiations	to	end	

foreign	bribery	on	an	“international,	multilateral	basis.”188	As	one	Senator	explained,	“It	 is	not	

enough	 to	 restrict	 [US]	 companies	 without	 making	 any	 effort	 to	 end	 the	 basic	 problem	

internationally…what	we	face	is	not	our	problem	alone.	It	is	an	international	one	and	we	must	

find	an	international	solution.”189	On	the	signing	of	the	FCPA,	President	Carter	echoed	this	point,	

stating	 that	 the	US	 “can	 only	 be	 fully	 successful	 in	 combating	 bribery	 and	 extortion	 if	 other	

countries	and	business	itself	take	comparable	action.”190		

Underlying	this	emphasis	on	an	international	response	was	not	only	a	concern	with	the	

efficacy	 of	 US	 efforts	 to	 combat	 foreign	 bribery,	 but	 also	 a	 concern	 with	 the	 potential	

competitive	disadvantage	that	the	FCPA	could	create	for	US	businesses.191	Following	the	entry	

into	force	of	the	FCPA	in	1977,	American	companies	now	risked	criminal	prosecution	and	civil	

penalties	 for	paying	bribes	to	win	business,	while	companies	 from	other	prominent	exporting	

and	investing	states	faced	no	such	national	restrictions.	Government	estimates	put	this	cost	to	

American	 business	 at	 billions	 of	 dollars	 annually.192	A	 coordinated	 response	 among	 states	

																																																								
188	Quoted	in	Cutler	and	Drory,	“Toward	an	International	Code	on	Illicit	Payments,”	34.		
189	Remarks	of	Senator	Ribicoff,	quoted	in	Cutler	and	Drory,	34.	
190	Jimmy	Carter,	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	and	Investment	Disclosure	Bill	Statement	on	Signing	S.	305	into	Law,	
December	20,	1977.	
191	For	instance,	a	representative	of	the	State	Department	testified	to	the	Senate	Banking	Committee	considering	
draft	legislation	that,	“a	number	of	US	firms	have	expressed	their	concern	that	uneven	action	in	the	international	
communities,	that	is	to	say	more	vigorous	action	by	the	US	Government	across	the	range	of	problems	associated	
with	the	topic	of	questionable	payments,	would	place	them	in	a	position	of	competitive	disadvantage	abroad.”	
Testimony	of	Mark	B.	Feldman,	Deputy	Legal	Adviser,	State	Department	in	US	Congress,	House	of	Representatives,	
Committee	on	Interstate	and	Foreign	Commerce,	Foreign	Payments	Disclosure:	Hearings	before	the	Subcommittee	
on	Consumer	Protection	and	Finance,	94th	Cong.,	2nd	sess.,	1976,	107.	
192	A	1979	Whitehouse	report	estimated	that	the	US	lost	$1	billion	annually	in	trade	to	non-US	companies.	Cited	in	
Gutterman,	“Easier	Done	Than	Said,”	115.	A	1996	report	by	the	Commerce	Department	estimated	that	since	1994,	
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offered	a	solution:	if	other	states	agreed	to	enact	a	similar	prohibition	on	foreign	bribery,	this	

would	“level	the	playing	the	field”	in	international	business.	193		

	 The	OECD	was	not	the	US’s	first	stop	in	its	effort	to	coordinate	an	international	response	

to	 foreign	 bribery. 194 	In	 1976,	 the	 US	 submitted	 a	 proposal	 to	 the	 UN	 Commission	 on	

Transnational	 Corporations	 for	 an	 international	 agreement.195	The	 UN’s	 Economic	 and	 Social	

Committee	took	up	the	task,	hosting	several	negotiating	meetings	and	ultimately	producing	a	

Draft	 International	 Agreement	 on	 Illicit	 Payments.196	Like	 the	OECD	Convention	 to	 come,	 the	

UN	 Draft	 International	 Agreement	 on	 Illicit	 Payments	 was	 a	 criminalization	 convention	 that	

instructed	states	to	enact	in	their	own	domestic	laws	prohibitions	against	foreign	bribery.197	But	

after	 being	 presented	 to	 the	 General	 Assembly	 in	 1980	 the	 UN	 draft	 agreement	 went	 no	

further.198		

																																																																																																																																																																																			
the	US	had	lost	$11	billion	to	non-US	companies	that	had	won	business	through	bribery.	The	report	went	on	to	
note	that,	“Since	these	figures	represent	only	those	cases	which	have	come	to	our	attention,	the	magnitude	of	the	
problem	is	much	greater.”	Trade	Promotion	Policy	Committee,	The	National	Export	Strategy:	Toward	the	Next	
American	Century:	A	US	Strategic	Response	to	Foreign	Competitive	Practice,	1996,	12.	
193	Larson,	“US	Policy	on	Corruption,”	238.	Still,	Alan	Larson,	the	US	Ambassador	to	the	OECD	from	1990-1993,	
explains	that	correcting	this	competitive	disadvantage	was	only	one	of	the	reasons	why	the	US	pushed	for	an	
international	response	to	foreign	bribery:	“our	goal	is	not	only	to	level	the	playing	field	for	US	firms,	but	also	to	
strengthen	the	rules	of	the	game	so	that	international	economic	competition	will	serve	to	foster	economic	
development	and	support	democratic	institutions.”	
194	For	an	overview	of	these	early	international	efforts	to	address	foreign	bribery,	see	Klotz,	“Bribery	of	Foreign	
Officials	-	A	Call	for	Change	in	the	Law	of	Canada”;	Vogelson,	“Corrupt	Practices	in	the	Conduct	of	International	
Business	Section	Recommendation	and	Report”;	Wouters,	Ryngaert,	and	Cloots,	“International	Legal	Framework	
against	Corruption.”	
195	Slade,	“Foreign	Corrupt	Payments:	Enforcing	A	Multilateral	Agreement,”	127–29.	Earlier,	in	1976,	the	UN	
General	Assembly	passed	a	resolution	that,	“condemn[ed]	all	corrupt	practices,	including	bribery,	by	transnational	
and	other	corporations,	their	intermediaries	and	others	involved,	in	violations	of	the	laws	and	regulations	of	the	
host	countries”	and	called	on	“home	and	host	Governments”	to	take	action	to	prevent	such	corruption.	United	
Nations	General	Assembly,	Measures	against	Corrupt	Practices	of	Transnational	and	other	Corporations,	their	
Intermediaries	and	others	Involved,	1976,	para.	1.	
196	United	Nations,	Report	of	the	Commission	on	Transnational	Corporations,	Efforts	by	the	United	Nations	to	
Address	the	Issue	of	Corrupt	Practices,	1991.	
197	United	Nations	Draft	International	Agreement	on	Illicit	Payments,	Article	1,	attached	as	appendix	I	to	United	
Nations,	Report	of	the	Commission	on	Transnational	Corporations,	Efforts	by	the	United	Nations	to	Address	the	
Issue	of	Corrupt	Practices,	1991.	
198	Slade,	“Foreign	Corrupt	Payments:	Enforcing	A	Multilateral	Agreement,”	n.	46.	
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	 	Scholars	 point	 to	 several	 reasons	 for	 why	 the	 UN’s	 work	 on	 foreign	 bribery	 stalled.	

Kenneth	Abbot	and	Duncan	Snidal	 argue	 that	 foreign	bribery	was	 “not	widely	perceived	as	a	

problem”	at	the	time,	which	meant,	“that	there	were	no	great	incentives	or	normative	pressure	

to	address	the	problem.”199	Further,	to	the	extent	that	it	was	recognized	as	an	issue,	the	US	had	

no	 clear	 allies.	 Other	 advanced	 industrial	 countries	 may	 have	 been	 seeking	 to	 maintain	 the	

competitive	 advantage	 of	 their	 firms,	 which	 faced	 no	 such	 restriction.200 	As	 discussed	 in	

Chapter	1,	the	problem	of	bribery	in	international	business	is	similar	to	that	of	a	tragedy	of	the	

commons	 where	 individual	 actors	 can	 reap	 short-terms	 gains	 from	 bribery	 in	 international	

business	 at	 the	 expense	 of	 fairness	 in	 international	 business	 and	 accountable	 governments,	

forestalling	aggregate	gains	from	the	reduction	of	corruption	globally.201	Even	if	states	were	not	

explicitly	pursuing	such	“mercantilist	considerations”	on	behalf	of	national	corporations,202	they	

may	well	 have	been	 reluctant	 to	 prioritize	what	 appeared	 as	 “another	US	 effort	 to	 extend	 a	

unilateral	 policy	 choice	 extraterritorially.”203	Developing	 countries,	 often	 the	 host	 states	 to	

transnational	 business	 ventures,	 undoubtedly	 saw	 the	 problem	 that	 bribery	 in	 international	

business	presents,	but	sought	to	address	it	as	part	of	broader	discussion	on	the	governance	of	

transnational	 corporations	 that	 were	 occurring. 204 	This	 was	 the	 time	 of	 calls	 for	 a	 New	

International	Economic	Order	and	negotiations	were	underway	at	the	UN	for	a	Code	of	Conduct	
																																																								
199	Abbott	and	Snidal,	“Filling	in	the	Folk	Theorem:	The	Role	of	Gradualism	and	Legalization	in	International	
Cooperation	to	Combat	Corruption,”	22.	
200	Klotz,	“Bribery	of	Foreign	Officials	-	A	Call	for	Change	in	the	Law	of	Canada,”	481.		
201	This	is	similar	to	the	tragedy	of	the	commons,	where	the	pursuit	of	gains	by	individual	actors	eradicates	a	
common	resource,	here	fairness	in	business	transactions	and	the	responsibility	of	governments	to	their	citizens.	
See	Chapter	1,	Section	II.c.	
202	Tarullo,	“The	Limits	of	Institutional	Design:	Implementing	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention,”	674.	
203	Pieth,	“International	Cooperation	to	Combat	Corruption,”	122.	
204	As	Jan	Wouters,	Cedric	Ryngaert,	and	Ann	Sofie	Cloots	recount,	“States	from	the	global	South	pressed	for	anti-
corruption	negotiations	to	be	tied	to	the	highly	polarised	discussion	on	a	code	of	conduct	for	transnational	
corporation…[which]	broke	down	in	1981	due	to	divisions	between	the	developed	and	developing	worlds.”	
Wouters,	Ryngaert,	and	Cloots,	“International	Legal	Framework	against	Corruption,”	5.	
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for	 Transnational	 Corporations.	 These	 were	 polarized	 discussions	 at	 large,	 which	 ultimately	

broke	down	in	early	1980s.205		

The	 US	 turned	 to	 the	 OECD	 in	 the	 late	 1980s	 with	 a	 renewed	 commitment	 to	

coordinating	 an	 international	 response	 to	 foreign	 bribery.206	An	 amendment	 to	 the	 FCPA	 in	

1988	explicitly	directed	the	President	to	“pursue	the	negotiation	of	an	international	agreement,	

among	the	members	of	 the	Organization	of	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development.”207	The	

OECD	offered	an	attractive	venue,	with	a	smaller	group	of	 states	with	common	 interests	and	

potential	to	restrict	foreign	bribery.208	The	OECD	formed	the	Ad	Hoc	Group	on	Illicit	Payments	

in	 1989,	 which	would	 later	 become	 the	Working	 Group	 on	 Bribery	 in	 International	 Business	

Transactions.209		 Progress	 at	 the	OECD	was	 slow	 at	 first,	 but	 eventually	 led	 to	 OECD	 Council	

Recommendations	 concerning	 foreign	 bribery	 in	 1994	 and	 early	 1997	 and	 the	 Anti-Bribery	

Convention	in	December	1997.		

The	US	originally	proposed	an	international	agreement	in	1989	that	would	“ensure	that	

individuals	and	corporations	 in	OECD	member	states	are	subject	to	comparable	national	 legal	

standards	governing	bribery	in	conducting	international	commercial	transactions”	as	set	out	in	
																																																								
205	For	a	recent	review	of	the	negotiations	and	their	breakdown,	see	Sauvant,	“The	Negotiations	of	the	United	
Nations	Code	of	Conduct	on	Transnational	Corporations.”	
206	This	was	not	the	first	time	that	the	OECD	had	considered	corruption.	The	OECD’s	1976	Guidelines	for	
Multinational	Enterprises	provided	that,	“Enterprises	should	not	render–and	they	should	not	be	solicited	or	
expected	to	render—any	bribe	or	other	improper	benefit.”	Quoted	in	Klotz,	“Bribery	of	Foreign	Officials	-	A	Call	for	
Change	in	the	Law	of	Canada,”	n.	83.	
207	Omnibus	Trade	and	Competitiveness	Act,	Public	Law	No.	100-418	(1988).	As	Ellen	Gutterman	explains,	these	
amendments	had	followed	almost	a	decade	of	lobbying	by	US	businesses	to	scale	back	the	FCPA.	See	Gutterman,	
“Easier	Done	Than	Said,”	114–18.		
208	Pieth,	“Introduction,”	13.	As	the	US	stated	in	its	proposal:	“OECD	members	have	a	common	interest	in	showing	
they	are	committed	to	ethical	business	practices	abroad	by	their	nationals.	Moreover,	the	OECD	has	the	
experience	and	the	facilities	to	serve	as	a	forum	for	negotiation	of	an	agreement	on	illicit	payment...[an	issue	that]	
also	is	relevant	to	the	OECD’s	overall	concern	for	the	developing	world.”	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	
and	Development,	United	States	Proposal	on	the	Issue	of	Illicit	Payments,	22	March	1989.	Further,	as	the	
scholarship	on	the	rational	design	of	institutions	points	out,	a	smaller	group	size	can	ease	international	
cooperation.	Koremenos,	Lipson,	and	Snidal,	“The	Rational	Design	of	International	Institutions.”	
209	Pieth,	“Introduction,”	17.	
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the	FCPA.210		But	agreement	at	the	OECD,	and	particularly	in	the	form	of	a	binding	international	

convention,	 was	 far	 from	 guaranteed.	 A	 1992	 OECD	 report	 was	 rather	 pessimistic	 on	 the	

OECD’s	 prospects	 in	 the	 area,	 recommending	 that	 the	 OECD	 not	 pursue	 a	 multilateral	

convention	given	the	absence	of	“sufficient	interest”	and	warned	that	while	it	would	continue	

to	examine	the	matter,	“further	work	in	this	area	does	not	guarantee	a	successful	outcome.”211	

The	central	impediment	to	a	multilateral	treaty,	the	report	noted	was	“a	lack	of	consensus	on	a	

fundamental	point:	 is	 it	appropriate	and	feasible	for	states	to	proscribe	corrupt	arrangements	

between	private	enterprises	and	the	public	officials	of	other	sovereign	states?”212	It	goes	on	to	

explain	that	while	the	US	clearly	though	so,	other	states	“have	repeatedly	urged	that	efforts	to	

police	another	state’s	governmental	processes	would	constitute	an	impermissible	assertion	of	

‘extraterritorial’	jurisdiction	or,	at	least,	officious	and	self-righteous	intermeddling.”213	

The	OECD	member	states	took	the	first	steps	towards	a	coordinated	response	to	foreign	

bribery	 with	 the	 1994	 Recommendation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Council	 on	 Bribery	 in	 International	

Business	Transaction	 (the	“1994	Recommendation”).	Mark	Pieth,	Chair	of	 the	Working	Group	

from	2003-2011,	recalls	that	even	the	discussion	leading	to	the	“general	and	vaguely	worded”	

1994	 Recommendation	 were	 difficult. 214 	The	 Recommendation	 directed	 states	 to	 “take	

effective	measures	to	deter,	prevent	and	combat	the	bribery	of	foreign	public	officials,”215	but	

																																																								
210	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	United	States	Proposal	on	the	Issue	of	Illicit	
Payments,	22	March	1989.	
211	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Illicit	Payments	in	International	Commercial	
Transactions,	Report	by	the	Committee	on	International	Investment	and	Multinational	Enterprises,	January	15	1992,	
“Annex,	Feasibility	Study	on	Available	International	Means	for	Dealing	with	Illicit	Payments	in	International	
Commercial	Transactions,”	paras.	9,	16,	and	17	[OECD,	Illicit	Payments	in	International	Commercial	Transactions].	
212	OECD,	Illicit	Payments	in	International	Commercial	Transactions,	para.	12.		
213	OECD,	Illicit	Payments	in	International	Commercial	Transactions,	para.	13	
214	Pieth,	“International	Cooperation	to	Combat	Corruption,”	123.	
215	1994	Recommendation,	Section	I.	
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set	no	explicit	requirement	for	doing	so.	Instead,	the	1994	Recommendation	instructed	states	

to	 “examine	 the	 following	 areas…to	 meet	 this	 goal,”	 including,	 criminal	 law,	 civil	 law,	

administrative	 law,	 tax	 law,	 accounting	 regulations,	 banking	 regulations,	 and	 procurement	

practices.216	In	 this	 early	 period	of	 the	OECD’s	work	on	 anti-foreign	bribery,	 states	 expressed	

similar	 concerns	 over	 criminalization	 that	 were	 raised	 in	 FCPA	 debate	 and	 the	 practical	

challenges	of	enforcing	such	a	prohibition.217		 		

Nonetheless,	 following	 the	 1994	 Recommendation	 the	 OECD	 zeroed	 in	 on	 the	

criminalization	of	foreign	bribery	by	member	states.	The	mandate	for	the	OECD	Working	Group	

in	1996	declared	that,	“it	is	necessary	to	criminalise	the	bribery	of	foreign	public	officials	in	an	

effective	 and	 co-ordinated	 manner”	 and	 tasked	 the	 Working	 Group	 with	 “examin[ing]	 the	

modalities	and	the	appropriate	international	 instruments	to	facilitate	criminalisation.”218	Once	

the	state	parties	had	decided	to	focus	on	criminalization,	they	quickly	moved	forward.	In	May	

1997,	 the	 OECD	 issued	 a	 Revised	 Recommendation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Council	 on	 Bribery	 in	

International	Business	Transactions	(the	“1997	Recommendation”)	that	explicitly	directed	OECD	

states	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery.	 The	 1997	 Recommendations	 instructs	 “that	 Member	

countries	 should	 criminalise	 the	 bribery	 of	 foreign	 public	 officials…by	 1	 April	 1998.”	 A	 few	

months	later,	in	December	1997,	the	OECD	member	states	signed	the	OECD	Convention,	which	

																																																								
216	OECD,	1994	Recommendation,	Article	III.	
217	A	1992	OECD	report	stated,	“Although	they	may	be	the	most	effective	deterrent,	criminal	sanctions	present	
major	difficulties…several	delegations	considered	that	it	would	be	difficult	in	practice	for	their	authorities	to	
prosecute	alleged	violators	in	cases	where	the	bribery	takes	place	abroad.”	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	
and	Development,	Illicit	Payments	in	International	Commercial	Transactions,	Note	by	the	Secretariat,	December	11,	
1992,	para.	9.	
218	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Working	Group	on	Bribery	in	International	Business,	
Criminalisation	of	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials:	Preliminary	Results	of	Discussions	Among	Experts,	December	
23,	1996.		
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contained	not	 just	 a	 recommendation,	but	 also	an	explicit	 obligation	on	 states	 to	establish	 a	

criminal	offense	for	foreign	bribery.		

Why	 though	did	criminalization	become	the	core	 focus?	Pieth	notes	 that	 this	decision	

followed	 stocktaking	 from	 the	1994	Recommendation	 and	 the	 country	 examinations	of	 issue	

areas	that	could	address	foreign	bribery.	He	writes	that,	“Priority	was	given	to	criminalization,	

since	 it	became	evident	 that	 it	was	crucial	 for	all	other	aspects	 to	draw	a	clear	 line	between	

permitted	 and	 forbidden	 behaviour.”219	Abbott	 and	 Snidal	 offer	 a	 fuller	 explanation.220	The	

authors	describe	the	importance	of	the	US	and	its	FCPA,	but	also	what	they	call	“value	activists”	

who	were	brought	into	OECD	deliberations	by	the	Chair	of	the	Working	Group.221	This	included	

Transparency	 International—then	 a	 new	 and	 vocal	 non-governmental	 organization	 with	 a	

mandate	 to	 expose	 and	 fight	 corruption	 globally—as	 well	 as	 the	 multilateral	 development	

banks	 that	 were	 increasingly	 turning	 their	 attention	 to	 anti-corruption,	 and	 national	

prosecutors	 who	 were	 “accustomed	 to	 viewing	 such	 activities	 as	 ‘wrong’.”222	As	 Abbott	 and	

Snidal	 argue:	 “Criminalization	 is	 the	 strongest	 form	of	 condemnation,	 carrying	a	 strong	value	

judgment.	Value	activists	saw	it	as	the	most	powerful	instrument	for	changing	public	attitudes	

on	 bribery	 and	 corruption.” 223 	The	 authors	 further	 point	 out	 that	 these	 value	 activists,	

particularly	Transparency	International,	went	beyond	helping	to	set	the	direction	at	the	OECD	

and	also	actively	lobbied	other	OECD	governments	to	support	the	OECD	efforts.224			

																																																								
219	Pieth,	“Introduction,”	17.	
220	Abbott	and	Snidal,	“Values	and	Interests.”	
221	Abbott	and	Snidal,	S166.	
222	Abbott	and	Snidal,	S166.	
223	Abbott	and	Snidal,	S167.	
224	Abbott	and	Snidal,	S165.	
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Considering	 the	Convention	more	 generally,	 several	 factors	 appear	 to	 have	played	 an	

important	 role	 in	 allowing	 an	 international	 response	 to	 foreign	 bribery	 to	 finally	 come	 to	

fruition.	 As	 noted	 above,	 the	 forum	 of	 the	 OECD	was	 no	 doubt	 important,	 where	 a	 smaller	

group	 of	 states	 with	 shared	 interests	 and	 exposure	 to	 foreign	 bribery	 collectively	 sought	 to	

restrict	the	supply-side	of	a	bribery	transaction.	Still,	there	was	initial	opposition	even	with	the	

OECD	 to	 this	 initiative.	 Abbott	 and	 Snidal	 argue	 that	 this	 ultimately	 gave	 way	 following	

continued	US	pressure	on	reluctant	European	governments	and	the	alignment	of	support	from	

the	Clinton	Administration,	US	 business,	 and	 the	 then-emerging	 activist	 community	 that	was	

beginning	 to	 draw	 worldwide	 attention	 to	 the	 extent	 and	 impact	 of	 corruption	 around	 the	

world.225			

Even	 more,	 the	 broader	 international	 political	 context	 of	 the	 1990s	 was	 likely	 an	

important	enabling	condition	for	this	cooperative	outcome.	The	end	of	the	Cold	War	provided	

an	 opportunity	 to	 further	 establish	 and	 extend	 an	 international	 order	 based	 on	 liberal	

democratic	and	capitalist	principles.226		 In	this	context,	the	earlier	resistance	that	some	states	

had	 expressed	 to	 regulating	 bribery	 in	 international	 business	 on	 the	 grounds	 that	 it	 unduly	

interfered	in	the	decisions	of	other	states	may	have	seemed	out	of	place.	A	growing	focus	in	the	

post-Cold	War	era	on	human	rights	and	good	governance	legitimized	international	attention	to	

																																																								
225	Abbott	and	Snidal,	S162-64.	The	Clinton	administration,	as	Abbott	and	Snidal	write,	“took	up	the	issue	with	
renewed	vigour.”	At	the	same	time,	the	authors	note	that	large	players	within	the	US	business	community,	such	as	
General	Electric,	had	started	to	come	out	in	favor	of	an	international	response,	as	they	recognized	that	the	FCPA	
was	here	to	stay.	See	also,	Gutterman,	“Easier	Done	Than	Said,”	118–19.	
226		As	Michael	Barnett	and	Raymond	Duval	write,	“The	belief	was	that	the	end	of	the	Cold	War	provided	the	
opportunity	to	create	a	more	desirable	world…the	possibility	and	desirability	of	effecting	progressive	political	
change	in	global	life	through	the	establishment	of	a	normative	consensus—a	collective	purpose—usually	around	
fundamental	liberal	values.”	Barnett	and	Duvall,	Power	in	Global	Governance,	5–6.	Here	we	can	see	the	OECD	
Convention	as	part	of	a	more	general	trend	in	the	“institutionalization	of	legal	regimes	for	global	markets.”	
Halliday	and	Carruthers,	Bankrupt,	15.	See	also,	Kapstein,	“Power,	Fairness	and	the	Global	Economy.”	
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decision-making	 within	 the	 state.	227	This	 may	 well	 have	 helped	 to	 re-define	 these	 “corrupt	

arrangements	between	private	enterprises	and	the	public	officials	of	other	sovereign	states”	as	

an	appropriate	subject	for	international	law.		

c) A	Brief	Overview	of	the	OECD	Convention	
	
The	Convention	that	emerged	in	1997	is	a	short	and	straightforward	agreement	with	seventeen	

articles,	 four	 of	 which	 are	 procedural	 and	 relate	 to	 the	 entry	 into	 force	 of	 the	 Convention,	

amendments,	and	withdrawal	of	a	 state	party.	As	Cecily	Rose	writes,	 the	OECD	“negotiations	

produced	a	highly	focused	treaty	that	contains	just	one	criminalization	provision	that	requires	

State	 Parties	 to	 make	 [foreign	 bribery]	 a	 criminal	 offense.”228	Article	 1	 of	 the	 Convention	

imposes	this	requirement	and	provides	a	definition	of	the	crime	of	foreign	bribery.229		

The	next	few	articles	of	the	Convention	provide	some	limited	guidance	to	states	on	the	

enforcement	of	the	offence.	This	includes	the	requirement	that	states	ensure	that	legal	persons	

can	 be	 held	 responsible	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 (Article	 2)	 and	 that	 violations	 of	 the	 anti-bribery	

prohibitions	 are	 “punishable	 by	 effective,	 proportionate	 and	 dissuasive	 criminal	 penalties”	

(Article	3).	These	early	provisions	also	 require	 that	 that	 states	provide	“effective”	 jurisdiction	

over	 the	 offense	 (Article	 4)	 and	 an	 adequate	 period	 of	 time	 for	 the	 investigation	 and	

																																																								
227	For	instance,	Odette	Lienau,	writing	in	regards	to	sovereign	debt,	identifies	a	shifting	international	discourse	in	
the	1990s	and	early	21st	century,	following	the	end	of	Cold	War,	and	increasing	attention	to	“self-determination,	
human	rights,	and	internal	governance.”	She	describes	how	this	has	“involved	a	weakening	of	the	core	theoretical	
construct	of	the	debt	continuity	norm:	the	statist	idea	of	sovereignty	itself,	involving	nonintervention	in	(and	even	
nonassessment	of)	internal	forms	of	rule.”	Lienau,	“Rethinking	Soverign	Debt:	Politics,	Reputation,	and	Legitimacy	
in	Modern	Finance,”	194–96.		
228	Rose,	International	Anti-Corruption	Norms,	66.	
229	Article	1	states:	“Each	Party	shall	take	such	measures	as	may	be	necessary	to	establish	that	it	is	a	criminal	
offence	 under	 its	 law	 for	 any	 person	 intentionally	 to	 offer,	 promise	 or	 give	 undue	 pecuniary	 or	 other	
advantage…to	a	 foreign	public	official…in	order	 that	 the	official	 act	or	 refrain	 from	acting	 in	 relation	 to	 the	
performance	 of	 official	 duties…to	 obtain	 or	 retain	 business	 or	 other	 improper	 advantage	 in	 the	 conduct	 of	
international	business.”	
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prosecution	of	this	offence”	(Article	6).	Article	5	identifies	impermissible	considerations	in	the	

enforcement	of	the	foreign	bribery	offense,	stating	that:	“Investigation	and	prosecution	of	the	

bribery	 of	 a	 foreign	 public	 official…shall	 not	 be	 influenced	 by	 considerations	 of	 national	

economic	interest,	the	potential	effect	upon	relations	with	another	State	or	the	identity	of	the	

natural	or	legal	persons	involved.”	

The	 Convention	 also	 addresses	money	 laundering	 and	 accounting,	 albeit	 without	 the	

explicit	criminalization	requirement	that	we	see	in	Article	1.	Article	7	instructs	state	parties	to	

make	 foreign	 bribery	 a	 predicate	 offense	 for	money	 laundering,	 if	 the	 bribery	 of	 a	 domestic	

official	in	the	state	qualifies	as	one.	Article	8	directs	state	parties	to	“take	such	measures	as	may	

be	necessary”	 to	 prohibit	 false	 accounting	 practices	 to	 hide	 foreign	bribery.	While	 this	 has	 a	

familiarity	to	the	FCPA’s	accounting	prong,	it	does	not	multilateralize	the	FCPA	in	the	way	that	

Article	1	of	 the	OECD	Convention	does	 to	 the	 criminal	 component	of	 the	 FCPA’s	 anti-bribery	

prohibition.	Article	8	does	not	explicitly	direct	 states	 to	enact	 a	 specific	 accounting	provision	

and	 suggests	 that	 the	only	misleading	accounting	practices	 that	 states	need	 to	be	concerned	

with	 are	 those	 that	 are	 intended	 to	hide	 foreign	bribery.	 In	 contrast,	 the	 FCPA	prohibits	 any	

misleading	accounting	practices,	regardless	of	their	motivation.		

The	next	few	provisions	of	the	Convention	seek	to	facilitate	international	cooperation	in	

the	investigation	and	prosecution	of	the	cross-border	crime	of	foreign	bribery.	This	 includes	a	

requirement	to	“provide	prompt	and	effective	legal	assistance	to	another	Party	for	the	purpose	

of	 criminal	 investigation”	 (Article	 9)	 and	 to	 consider	 foreign	 bribery	 an	 extraditable	 offense	

between	Convention	state	parties	(Article	10).	Article	11	of	the	Convention	obliges	state	parties	

to	identify	a	“responsible	authority”	for	mutual	legal	assistance	and	extradition	requests.	
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The	last	Article	before	the	procedural	provisions	is	Article	12,	which	has	become	one	of	

the	centerpieces	of	the	Convention	and	the	OECD’s	ongoing	role	in	its	implementation.	Article	

12	of	the	Convention	instructs	the	state	parties	to	“co-operate	in	carrying	out	a	programme	of	

systematic	follow-up	to	monitor	and	promote	the	full	implementation	of	this	Convention”	and	

directs	the	Working	Group	to	carry	it	out.	As	is	discussed	in	the	next	section,	this	has	produced	

not	 only	 multiple	 rounds	 of	 the	 review	 of	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	 Convention	 by	 state	

parties,	but	also	regular	meetings	among	state	parties	that	are	facilitated	by	the	Working	Group.		

At	 its	 core,	 and	 like	 other	 criminalization	 conventions,	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 sets	 a	

shared	standard	to	prohibit	foreign	bribery	and	obligates	state	parties	to	create	such	an	offense	

within	 their	own	domestic	 legal	orders.	But	at	 the	 same	 time,	 the	Convention	also	expresses	

deference	 to	 national	 legal	 systems.	 For	 instance,	 while	 Article	 2	 requires	 state	 parties	 to	

establish	legal	responsibility	for	corporations	that	commit	foreign	bribery,	the	Commentaries	to	

the	Convention	make	clear	that	this	need	not	be	criminal	responsibility,	if	criminal	responsibility	

for	 legal	persons	 is	not	a	part	of	the	national	 legal	system.230	Article	3	 instructs	that	penalties	

that	states	impose	for	foreign	bribery	should	be	“comparable	to	that	applicable	to	the	bribery	

of	 the	 Party’s	 own	 public	 official.”	 Similarly,	 Article	 4	 provides	 that	 states	 should	 establish	

nationality	 jurisdiction	 over	 foreign	 bribery,	 if	 the	 state	 has	 jurisdiction	 to	 prosecute	 its	

nationals	for	other	criminal	offense	committed	abroad.	Mark	Pieth	explains	that	this	deference	

to	national	legal	systems	was	necessary	to	reach	an	agreement	on	criminalization.231	He	writes	

that	 given	 the	 fundamental	 differences	 in	 important	 legal	 concepts	 across	 OECD	 states,	

including	 differences	 in	 criminal	 procedure	 and	 criminal	 responsibility	 of	 legal	 persons,	 “the	

																																																								
230	OECD,	Commentaries	to	the	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials,	para.	20.	
231	Pieth,	“Introduction,”	37.	
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OECD	chose	to	define	the	goals	rather	than	means.”232	This	is	formalized	in	the	Commentaries	

to	the	Convention	in	the	principle	of	functional	equivalence:	“[t]his	Convention	seeks	to	assure	

a	 functional	 equivalence	 among	 the	 measures	 taken	 by	 the	 Parties	 to	 sanction	 bribery	 of	

foreign	public	officials,	without	requiring	uniformity	or	changes	in	fundamental	principles	of	a	

Party’s	legal	system.”233	

III. Evolution	and	Practice	
	
As	the	above	section	has	set	out,	the	legal	prohibition	against	foreign	bribery	developed	first	in	

the	 US,	 but	 was	 extended	 to	 many	 of	 its	 peer	 countries	 through	 the	 creation	 of	 the	 OECD	

Convention.	But	the	story	does	not	end	with	the	legal	prohibition	of	foreign	bribery.	Instead,	as	

this	 section	 sets	 out,	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 has	 continued	 to	 develop	 in	 the	 US,	 most	

notably	 in	 its	shifting	enforcement	practices,	and	at	 the	OECD	through	 its	monitoring	process	

and	further	guidance	on	how	states	should	implement	their	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibition.	

a) Shifting	Enforcement	Practices	in	the	US	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Policy	Paradigm		
	
Over	 time,	 the	US	has	developed	a	 regulatory	 anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigm.	 This	 is	 in	

part	 enabled	 by	 the	 FCPA	 itself,	 which,	 as	 noted	 above,	 allows	 authorities	 to	 punish	 foreign	

bribery	 through	both	civil	 and	criminal	 sanctions.	But	 it	has	also	been	enabled	by	 changes	 in	

corporate	criminal	 law	in	the	US	more	generally,	which	saw	a	pivot	 in	the	early	2000s	toward	

diversionary	resolution	mechanisms	to	respond	to	allegations	of	corporate	criminal	wrongdoing.	

As	discussed	below,	 this	has	 translated	 into	 shifts	 in	 the	way	 that	US	authorities	enforce	 the	

FCPA,	 which	 has	 further	 entrenched	 the	 regulatory	 nature	 of	 US	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy.	

																																																								
232	Pieth,	37.	
233	OECD,	Commentaries	to	the	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials.	
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Today,	 allegations	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 are	 often	 resolved	 in	 the	 US	 through	 negotiated	

resolutions	that	avoid	a	determination	of	criminal	guilt.	The	policy	goals	of	FCPA	enforcement	

have	 increasingly	 come	 to	 emphasize	 rehabilitative	 aims	 and	 encourage	 corporations	 to	

develop	 their	 own	 policies	 that	 limit	 risks	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 self-report	 to	 authorities	 if	

violations	do	occur.	

Given	the	US’s	long-standing	interest	in	the	area,	it	is	perhaps	not	surprising	that	the	US	

is	the	world	leader	in	completed	foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions.	By	the	end	of	2016,	the	

US	had	completed	325	enforcement	actions	for	foreign	bribery,	which	are	detailed	in	the	figure	

below.234	

FIGURE	4.		COMPLETED	FOREIGN	BRIBERY	ENFORCEMENT	ACTIONS	IN	THE	US		

	
But	what	 it	also	 important	 to	note	here	are	the	types	of	 foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions	

that	the	US	completes.	As	the	figure	indicates,	130	of	the	325	enforcement	actions	for	foreign	
																																																								
234	The	325	completed	enforcement	actions	are	those	identified	by	the	OECD	in	its	most	recent	annual	report	on	
foreign	bribery	enforcement.	On	the	definition	of	completed	enforcement	actions	for	foreign	bribery,	see	footnote	
56.	These	325	completed	enforcement	actions	make	the	US	the	leader	in	enforcement	of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws,	
according	to	the	OECD	data.	See	Figure	1	and	2016	OECD	Enforcement	Data.		
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bribery	 completed	 by	 the	 US	 by	 the	 end	 of	 2016	 were	 civil	 enforcement	 actions.	 Criminal	

enforcement	of	the	FCPA	has	produced	195	completed	enforcement	actions.	A	high	portion	of	

these	criminal	enforcement	actions	have	been	against	corporate	defendants	and	the	majority	

of	 these	 have	 been	 completed	 through	 diversionary	 resolution	 mechanisms	 called	 non-

prosecution	 agreements	 (“NPAs”)	 or	 deferred	 prosecutions	 agreements	 (“DPAs”),	 which	 are	

discussed	 further	 below.	 All	 told,	 the	 data	 on	 completed	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	

actions	in	the	US	illustrate	its	flexible	enforcement	environment,	where	prosecutors	can	chose	

between	 civil	 or	 criminal	 foreign	 bribery	 charges	 and	 select	 from	 a	 range	 of	mechanisms	 to	

resolve	foreign	bribery	allegations.	Almost	all	of	these	early	FCPA	enforcement	actions	resulted	

in	 a	 guilty	 plea,	 but	 today,	 US	 authorities	 make	 use	 of	 a	 range	 of	 resolution	 mechanisms,	

including	diversionary	procedures,	that	avoid	a	determination	of	criminal	liability.	

While	the	anti-foreign	bribery	legal	framework	has	been	largely	consistent	in	the	US,	the	

enforcement	 of	 the	 FCPA	 has	 varied	 considerably,	 both	 in	 the	 frequency	 of	 completed	

enforcement	actions	and	 in	how	authorities	 resolve	 foreign	bribery	allegations.	The	FCPA	has	

been	amended	during	this	period,	but	the	two	core	components	of	the	anti-bribery	prohibition	

and	 accounting	 provisions	 have	 remained	 intact	 since	 the	 legislation’s	 creation	 in	 1977.235		

Today,	 it	 is	 common	 for	 the	 Department	 of	 Justice	 (“DOJ”)	 and	 SEC	 to	 complete	 dozens	 of	

enforcement	actions	in	a	single	year.	This	is	a	marked	contrast	from	the	first	two	decades	of	the	

																																																								
235	Amendments	to	the	legislation	in	1988	tightened	the	knowledge	requirement	for	both	the	criminal	prohibition	
and	the	accounting	provisions,	clarified	the	exception	of	payments	made	as	part	of	“routine	governmental	action”	
–commonly	known	as	facilitation	payments—and	introduced	affirmative	defenses	for	situations	where	the	
payment	was	a	“reasonable	and	bona	fide	expenditure,	such	as	travel	and	lodging	expenses”	or	where	the	
payment	“was	lawful	under	the	written	laws	and	regulations”	of	the	foreign	country.	A	second	set	of	amendments	
to	the	FCPA	was	made	in	1998	to	conform	the	FCPA	to	the	OECD	Convention,	which	expanded	the	definition	of	
bribery	and	foreign	public	official	and	added	a	new	provision	for	jurisdiction	based	solely	on	nationality.	Birmele,	
George,	and	Lacey,	“On	the	Threshold	of	the	Adoption	of	Global	Antibribery	Legislation:	A	Critical	Analysis	of	
Current	Domestic	and	International	Efforts	Toward	the	Reduction	of	Business	Corruption.”		
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FCPA’s	 existence,	 where	 the	 legislation	 was	 “largely	 unenforced	 and	 nearly	 dormant”236	and	

about	thirty	FCPA	cases	were	completed	in	first	the	twenty	yeas	of	 its	existence,	almost	all	of	

which	involved	determinations	of	criminal	guilt.	

This	shift	 in	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	can	be	connected	to	broader	changes	 in	

US	enforcement	practices	for	corporate	crime	generally.	The	respondeat	superior	doctrine	has	

always	 provided	 US	 prosecutors	 with	 a	 relatively	 low	 threshold	 to	 meet	 in	 establishing	

corporate	 criminal	 liability.237	But	 Brandon	 Garrett	 argues	 that,	 starting	 in	 the	 mid	 2000s,	

federal	prosecutors	in	the	US	adopted	a	new	paradigm	for	corporate	crime—what	he	terms	the	

structural	 reform	 prosecution—that	 introduced	 and	 embraced	 the	 use	 of	 diversionary	

procedures	 of	 non-prosecution	 agreements	 and	 deferred	 prosecution	 agreements	 against	

corporate	wrongdoers.238	In	an	NPA,	no	charges	are	filed	against	the	corporation.	In	exchange	

for	 this,	 the	 corporation	 agrees	 to	 a	 range	 of	 remedial	 measures—from	 disgorgement	 and	

financial	penalties	to	corporate	reforms	and	ongoing	cooperation	with	the	authorities.239	A	DPA	

is	 similar,	 except	 that	 the	 prosecutor	 has	 an	 extra	 stick:	 here	 the	 corporation	 is	 criminally	

charged,	but	the	charges	are	“deferred”	such	that	if	the	corporation	carries	out	the	terms	of	the	

DPA	the	charges	against	it	will	be	dismissed.240		

Garrett	points	to	the	concern	with	the	“collateral	consequence	to	a	corporation	and	also	

the	harm	to	employees,	stockholders,	and	the	public,”	 in	driving	this	shift	to	settlements	that	

emphasize	 institutional	 reform	 and	 improving	 corporate	 compliance	 over	 criminal	

																																																								
236	Ashcroft	and	Ratcliffe,	“The	Recent	and	Unusual	Evolution	of	an	Expanding	FCPA,”	26.	
237	Under	this	doctrine,	a	corporation	can	be	held	responsible	for	the	crimes	of	its	agents.	See	Brickley,	
“Perspectives	on	Corporate	Criminal	Law	Liability.”	
238	Garrett,	“Structural	Reform	Prosecution,”	855.	See	also	Barkow	and	Barkow,	Prosecutors	in	the	Boardroom.		
239	Pollack	and	Reisinger,	“Lone	Wolf	or	the	Start	of	a	New	Pack:	Should	the	FCPA	Guidance	Represent	a	New	
Paradigm	in	Evaluating	Corporate	Criminal	Liability	Risks?,”	135–36.	
240	Pollack	and	Reisinger,	135–36.	
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prosecutions.241	Former	Attorney	General	John	Ashcroft	and	former	US	Attorney	John	Ratfcliffe	

see	 a	 similar	 appeal	 of	 NPAs	 and	 DPAs,	which	was	 particularly	 strong	 following	 the	 criminal	

indictment	and	conviction	of	Arthur	Andersen	in	the	early	2000s.	Arthur	Anderson,	a	former	Big	

Five	accounting	 firm,	was	 indicted	 in	2002	for	obstruction	of	 justice	 for	shredding	documents	

related	to	its	client	Enron.	Arthur	Anderson	was	found	guilty;	thousands	of	employees	lost	their	

jobs	 and	 the	 company	 closed	 down.242	Ashcroft,	 the	 Attorney	 General	 at	 that	 time,	 and	

Ratfcliffe	write	 that	 the	 indictment	of	Arthur	Anderson	and	widespread	 layoffs	 that	 followed	

prompted	reflection	within	the	DOJ	on	corporate	criminal	prosecutions:	

During	such	time,	there	was	considerable	debate	within	the	DOJ	as	to	the	legal,	practical,	
and	 moral	 consequences	 of	 indictments	 against	 corporate	 defendants.	 Those	
discussions	 emphasized	 that	 while	 corporate	 wrongdoers	 needed	 to	 be	 brought	 to	
justice,	 regulators	 also	 needed	 to	 carefully	 consider	 the	 collateral	 consequences	 of	
corporate	prosecutions.243	

	
Ashcroft	 and	 Ratcliffe	 go	 on	 to	 explain	 the	 attractiveness	 of	 diversionary	 resolutions	 in	 this	

context:	 “the	 DOJ	 viewed	 DPAs	 as	 an	 effective	 means	 of	 mandating	 improved	 corporate	

governance,	and,	 in	so	doing,	restoring	confidence	 in	the	marketplace	without	destroying	the	

corporations	and	 jobs	that	provide	a	market	 in	the	first	place.”244	A	2003	Memorandum	from	

																																																								
241	Garrett,	“Structural	Reform	Prosecution,”	855.	
242	Ashcroft	and	Ratcliffe,	“The	Recent	and	Unusual	Evolution	of	an	Expanding	FCPA,”	31.	
243	Ashcroft	and	Ratcliffe,	31.	
244	Ashcroft	and	Ratcliffe,	32.	See	also,	Spivack	and	Raman,	“Regulating	the	‘New	Regulators’:	Current	Trends	in	
Deferred	Prosecution	Agreements,”	161.	The	authors	write	that:	“In	a	post-Enron	world,	DOJ	officials	appear	to	
believe	that	the	principal	role	of	corporate	criminal	enforcement	is	to	reform	corrupt	corporate	cultures—that	is,	
to	effect	widespread	structural	reform—rather	than	to	indict,	prosecute	and	punish.	By	focusing	more	on	
prospective	questions	of	corporate	governance	and	compliance,	and	less	on	the	retrospective	questions	of	the	
entity’s	criminal	liability,	federal	prosecutors	have	fashioned	a	new	role	for	themselves	in	policing,	and	supervising,	
corporate	America.”	Moreover,	as	Pollack	and	Resinger	point	out,	corporations	too	learned	from	Arthur	Andersen	
and	have	been	less	willing	to	accept	the	risks	of	trial:	“Litigating	against	the	DOJ	was	a	losing	proposition,	even	if	
you	ultimately	won.”	Pollack	and	Reisinger,	“Lone	Wolf	or	the	Start	of	a	New	Pack:	Should	the	FCPA	Guidance	
Represent	a	New	Paradigm	in	Evaluating	Corporate	Criminal	Liability	Risks?,”	125.	
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Deputy	 Attorney	 General	 Larry	 Thompson	 formally	 introduced	 these	 diversionary	 resolution	

procedures	to	US	corporate	criminal	law	enforcement.	245		

We	can	see	this	pivot	to	structural	reform	prosecutions	in	the	enforcement	of	the	FCPA.	

Prior	to	2004,	almost	all	allegations	of	 foreign	bribery	against	a	corporate	entity	resulted	 in	a	

guilty	 plea;	 but,	 from	2004-2014,	 as	Mike	 Koehler	 reports,	NPAs	or	DPAs	have	been	used	 to	

resolve	 85	 percent	 of	 corporate	 foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 actions	 presided	 over	 by	 the	

DOJ.246		As	other	scholars	have	noted,	FPCA	prosecutions	as	a	whole	grew	in	the	2000s,	spurred	

on	 by	 a	 variety	 of	 factors,	 including	 the	 entry	 into	 force	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention,	 the	

intensifying	interdependence	of	the	global	economy	and	risks	for	corruption	that	accompanied	

it,	 and	 the	 heightened	 disclosure	 requirements	 under	 Sarbanes-Oxley.247	But	 the	main	 point	

here	 is	 that	 regardless	 of	 the	 impetus	 for	 increasing	 FCPA	 enforcement,	 NPAs	 and	 DPAs	

provided	a	ready	mechanism	for	prosecutors	to	carry	out	these	enforcement	actions.248	

In	 this	 new	 era	 of	 FCPA	 enforcement,	 negotiations	 between	 federal	 authorities	 and	

corporations	suspected	of	wrongdoing	have	become	the	central	forum	for	anti-foreign	bribery	

																																																								
245	These	early	resolution	mechanisms	had	been	used	for	decades	for	individual	defendants,	but	were	rarely	used	
for	corporate	defendants.	The	2003	Justice	Department	memorandum	changed	that.	Larry	D.	Thompson,	Deputy	
Attorney	General,	Memorandum	to	Heads	of	Department	Components	and	United	States	Attorneys,	January	20,	
2003.		See	Ashcroft	and	Ratcliffe,	“The	Recent	and	Unusual	Evolution	of	an	Expanding	FCPA,”	32.		
246	Koehler,	“Measuring	the	Impact	of	Non-Prosecution	and	Deferred	Prosecution	Agreements	on	Foreign	Corrupt	
Practices	Act	Enforcement,”	497.	
247	Amy	Westbrook	points	to	several	reasons	why	FCPA	enforcement	increased,	including	economic	growth	in	the	
mid-2000s	that	saw	more	and	more	US	companies	reach	outside	their	borders	and	Sarbanes-Oxley,	which	
“expanded	the	amount	of	information	to	which	the	government	has	access.”	Westbrook,	“Enthusiastic	
Enforcement,	Informal	Legislation,”	515–18.	Rachel	Brewster	argues	that	increased	US	FCPA	enforcement	followed	
the	entry	into	force	of	the	OECD	Convention,	which	allowed	US	prosecutors	to	develop	what	she	terms	an	
“international-competition	neutral”	enforcement	strategy.		Brewster,	“Enforcing	the	FCPA:	International	
Resonance	and	Domestic	Strategy,”	1611,	1615.	
248	Ashcroft	and	Ratcliffe	write	that,	“While	it	was	certainly	not	written	for	the	express	purpose	of	proliferating	
FCPA	enforcement	actions,	the	impact	of	the	Thompson	Memo	regarding	such	enforcements	cannot	be	ignored.”	
Ashcroft	and	Ratcliffe,	“The	Recent	and	Unusual	Evolution	of	an	Expanding	FCPA,”	31–33.		
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enforcement.249	A	contested	trial	 is	 still	 technically	possible,	but	 is	very	unlikely	 for	corporate	

defendants. 250 	Instead,	 it	 is	 in	 negotiations	 with	 prosecutors	 that	 most	 foreign	 bribery	

allegations	 are	 resolved.	 Here	 US	 authorities	 have	 significant	 discretion	 and	 a	 range	 of	

enforcement	 tools	 to	 chose	 from	 in	 tailoring	 a	 specific	 resolution.251	From	 determining	what	

charge	is	selected—a	criminal	or	civil	violation	of	the	anti-bribery	provision	or	a	violation	of	the	

accounting	 provisions—and	 against	 whom—an	 individual,	 a	 subsidiary	 corporation,	 or	 a	

corporate	parent—not	 to	mention	 the	 form	of	 the	resolution—a	DPA,	NPA,	or	plea—and	the	

penalty.	 A	 diversionary	 settlement,	 an	NPA	or	 a	DPA,	 can	be	particularly	 advantageous	 for	 a	

corporation,	allowing	it	to	avoid	criminal	charges,	pay	reduced	penalties,	and	minimize	the	risk	

of	 debarment	 from	 the	 often-lucrative	 contracting	 opportunities	 with	 the	 federal	

government.252	The	 US’s	 debarment	 regime	 is	 discretionary,	 which	means	 that	 while	 foreign	

bribery—or	any	corporate	crime—can	provide	grounds	for	debarment,	it	is	unlikely	to	occur	if	a	

diversionary	resolution	has	been	reached.253	

Cooperation	with	federal	authorities	and	a	strong	corporate	anti-bribery	policy	are	key	

to	obtaining	these	diversionary	resolutions	or	other	negotiated	outcomes.	As	the	DOJ	explained	

																																																								
249	This	follows	broader	trends	in	corporate	criminal	charges:	Garrett	reports	that	more	that	90	percent	of	criminal	
charges	overall	against	corporations	are	resolved	through	guilty	pleas.	Garrett,	“Globalized	Corporate	
Prosecutions,”	1801.	
250	As	Pollack	and	Reisinger	sum	up:	“in	recent	years	exceedingly	few	corporations	have	litigated	criminal	charges”	
under	 the	 FCPA.	 Pollack	 and	 Reisinger,	 “Lone	 Wolf	 or	 the	 Start	 of	 a	 New	 Pack:	 Should	 the	 FCPA	 Guidance	
Represent	a	New	Paradigm	in	Evaluating	Corporate	Criminal	Liability	Risks?,”	124.	
251	A	lawyer	with	a	long-standing	practice	in	the	area	explained	that	it	is	not	just	the	presence	of	DPAs	or	NPAs	that	
matter	here:	“having	a	more	flexible	set	of	tools	and	an	ability	to	reach	a	negotiated	resolution…is	the	bigger	point.”	
Interview	by	author,	January	26,	2018,	Washington.		
252	See	Stevenson	and	Wagoner,	“FCPA	Sanctions,”	810.		
253	If	a	ground	for	debarment	exists,	a	supplier	must	pass	a	“present	responsibility”	assessment.	But	the	outcome	
of	this	assessment	may	well	be	pre-determined	by	the	presence	of	a	negotiated	resolution	to	allegations	of	foreign	
bribery.	Many	of	the	factors	relevant	to	a	debarment	determination	would	likely	already	be	part	of	such	a	foreign	
bribery	resolution,	including:	whether	the	supplier	self-reported	or	cooperated	with	the	government,	took	
disciplinary	actions	against	individuals	involved	in	the	act,	or	implemented	additional	controls	and	compliance	
measures.	Code	of	Federal	Regulations,	Title	48,	Part	9,	specifically	§9.406-1.	
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in	a	2016	policy	announcement	(the	“Pilot	Program”):	“If	a	company	opts	not	to	self-disclose,	it	

should	 do	 so	 understanding	 that	 in	 any	 eventual	 investigation	 that	 decision	 will	 result	 in	 a	

significantly	different	outcome	than	if	the	company	had	voluntarily	disclosed	the	conduct	to	us	

and	 cooperated	 in	 our	 investigation.”254	A	 policy	 announcement	 by	Deputy	Attorney	General	

Rosenstein	in	late	2017	is	even	more	explicit	in	incentivizing	voluntary	corporate	reporting	and	

self-monitoring:	 a	 corporation	 that	 effectively	 does	 so	 will	 presumptively	 receive	 a	

declination—a	decision	of	the	DOJ	to	not	pursue	the	action.255		To	fall	under	this	presumption,	

corporations	are	 required	 to	voluntary	disclose	and	 fully	cooperate	with	authorities,	and	also	

demonstrate	 appropriate	 remediation	 efforts,	 which	 include	 an	 “effective	 compliance	 and	

ethics	program.”256		

Today,	 US	 prosecutors	 have	 a	 wide	 range	 of	 discretion	 in	 constructing	 a	 negotiated	

resolution	 to	 address	 allegations	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 have	 created	 strong	 incentives	 for	

corporations	to	not	only	self-report	suspicions	of	 foreign	bribery,	but	also	actively	apply	their	

own	anti-bribery	policies.	 This	 is	 a	product	of	both	 the	 initial	 compromise	 that	produced	 the	

FCPA—which	 includes	 both	 civil	 and	 criminal	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 prohibitions	 as	 well	 as	

accounting	 offenses—and	 developments	 in	 the	 enforcement	 of	 corporate	 criminal	 liability	

more	generally	that	have	led	to	an	emphasis	on	diversionary	resolution	mechanisms.		

																																																								
254	The	full	name	for	the	Pilot	Program	is	“The	Fraud	Section's	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act	Enforcement	Plan	and	
Guidance.”	Department	of	Justice,	Criminal	Division	Launches	New	FCPA	Pilot	Program,	2016.	
255	Deputy	Attorney	General	Rosenstein	explained	that,	absent	aggravating	circumstances,	“[w]hen	a	company	
satisfies	the	standards	of	voluntary	self-disclosure,	full	cooperation,	and	timely	and	appropriate	remediation,	there	
will	be	a	presumption	that	the	Department	will	resolve	the	company’s	case	through	a	declination.”	Department	of	
Justice,	Speech	at	the	34th	International	Conference	on	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act,	Remarks	by	Rod	
Rosenstein,	November	29,	2017.	
256	Department	of	Justice,	United	States	Attorney’s	Manual,	s.	9-47.120.		
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b) The	OECD’s	Guidance	on	Implementing	the	Convention	
	
Turning	now	to	the	OECD,	it	has	taken	an	active	role	in	directly	monitoring	the	implementation	

of	 the	Convention	and	 in	 continuing	 to	 issue	general	 guidance	 to	 states	on	how	 to	 carry	out	

their	shared	international	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	This	section	briefly	reviews	

the	 OECD’s	 monitoring	 process	 and	 introduces	 its	 continuing	 guidance,	 before	 discussing	

several	important	issues	areas	that	have	attracted	increased	attention	from	the	OECD	in	recent	

discussions	around	the	Convention’s	implementation.		

i. Overview	of	OECD	Monitoring	and	Continuing	Guidance	
	
The	 OECD	monitors	 the	 Convention’s	 implementation	 in	 several	 ways.	 This	 includes	 country	

reviews,	which	have	 taken	place	 in	 four	different	phases	 and	 review	 in-depth	each	 signatory	

state’s	implementation	efforts.	It	also	includes	frequent	meetings	of	the	OECD	Working	Group	

on	Bribery	with	state	representatives.257	In	addition,	and	in	part	based	on	these	country	reviews	

and	regular	discussions,	the	OECD	has	continued	to	issue	general	guidance	to	its	member	states	

on	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention,	 most	 notably	 the	 Recommendation	 of	 the	

OECD	Council	for	Further	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	in	International	Business	

Transactions	(the	“2009	Recommendation”).		

The	OECD	has	completed	three	phases	of	 its	country-reviews	and	has	recently	started	

the	 fourth	 phase.	 The	 country-reviews	 are	 detailed	 examinations	 of	 the	 Convention’s	

implementation	 by	 each	 state	 party	 and	 include	 prescriptive	 recommendations.	 The	 country	

reviews	are	conducted	by	a	combination	of	self-reporting	and	peer	review.	The	process	begins	

																																																								
257	For	a	detailed	description	of	the	OECD’s	monitoring	of	its	Anti-Bribery	Convention,	see	Bonucci,	“Monitoring	
and	Follow-Up.”	
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with	a	self-evaluation,	which	 is	 followed	by	an	on-site	visit	by	 the	“external	examiners”—two	

other	OECD	Convention	signatory	 states—who	compile	a	 report	on	 the	country	 for	 the	given	

review	phase.	Following	the	adoption	of	the	report	by	the	Working	Group,	the	country	under	

review	must	complete	a	formal	follow-up	report	that	describes	if	and	how	it	has	addressed	the	

OECD’s	recommendations.	

While	 this	 process	 for	 the	 country	 reviews	 has	 remained	 consistent	 through	 its	 four	

phases,	 each	 phase	 has	 had	 a	 slightly	 distinct	 focus.	 The	 Phase	 1	 reviews	 took	 place	 shortly	

after	the	Convention	entered	 into	force	and	focused	on	national	 legislation	to	 implement	the	

Convention.	 The	 Phase	 2	 reviews	 turned	 to	 consider	 the	 “application	 in	 practice”	 of	 the	

legislative	prohibitions	on	foreign	bribery	and	were	carried	out	through	the	early	2000s.258	The	

Phase	3	reviews	began	in	2009	and	lasted	into	the	next	decade;	here	the	enforcement	of	anti-

foreign	bribery	laws	took	central	stage.259	The	Phase	4	reviews	began	in	the	spring	of	2016	and	

are	expected	to	continue	through	2024.	Enforcement	is	again	expected	to	be	a	central	focus.260		

	 The	OECD	monitoring	process	extends	well	beyond	these	semi-regular	country	reviews.	

It	also	includes	regular	meetings	of	the	OECD	Working	Group	on	Bribery,	which	is	attended	by	

representatives	 of	 the	 state	 parties	 as	 well	 as	 staff	 from	 the	 OECD	 Secretariat.261	In	 each	

Working	 Group	 meeting,	 there	 is	 a	 “Tour	 de	 Table,”	 where	 state	 representatives	 provide	

																																																								
258	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Phase	2	Questionnaire,	2001.	
259	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Phase	3	Questionnaire,	2008	[OECD,	Phase	3	
Questionnaire].		
260	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention:	Phase	4	Monitoring	
Guide,	2016,	8	[OECD,	Phase	4	Monitoring	Guide].		
261	Bonucci,	“Monitoring	and	Follow-Up,”	542.			
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updates	to	the	Working	Group	on	anti-foreign	bribery	developments	 in	their	countries.262	The	

focus	of	these	Working	Group	meetings	has	evolved	similarly	to	the	country	review	and,	after	

an	initial	focus	on	national	implementing	legislation,	now	is	focused	on	enforcement	efforts.263	

For	 each	 of	meetings,	 the	OECD	 Secretariat	 provides	 an	 updated	 and	 confidential	 document	

called	the	“Matrix,”	which	lists	foreign	bribery	allegations	by	country	and	requires	countries	to	

provide	updates	on	the	actions	being	taken	to	address	the	allegations.264		

In	addition	to	these	Working	Group	meetings,	the	OECD	began	in	the	late	2000s	to	host	

twice-yearly	meetings	 of	 representatives	 of	 law	 enforcement	 from	 the	 Convention	 signatory	

states.	These	meetings	also	focus	on	ongoing	cases,	but	take	place	in	a	closed	session,	with	only	

members	 of	 law	 enforcement	 in	 attendance. 265 	These	 meetings	 are	 intended	 to	 “allow	

prosecutors	to	keep	each	other	informed	at	regular	intervals	of	the	methods	they	are	using	and	

the	results	they	are	obtaining,	to	exchange	information	of	a	more	general	nature,	and	to	work	

together	to	coordinate	their	actions.”266		

Participants	 in	 these	meeting	describe	 the	peer	 pressure	 that	 is	 placed	on	presenting	

states	to	show	progress	on	foreign	bribery	actions	and	allegations	listed	in	the	Matrix	and	the	

OECD’s	 country	 specific	 recommendations.267		 As	 one	 frequent	 participant	 in	 the	 Working	

Group	meetings	recounted,	the	Matrix	provides	not	only	a	starting	point	for	discussion,	but	also	

																																																								
262	Originally,	each	country	presented	at	each	meeting	of	the	Working	Group,	but	country	updates	have	since	been	
distributed	across	the	four	meetings	of	the	Working	Group	to	accommodate	the	increase	in	signatory	states	and	
the	content	of	the	updates.	Bonucci,	544.	
263	Bonucci,	544–45.	
264	Bonucci,	545.	
265	Interview	by	author	with	OECD	staff	member,	July	1,	2016,	Paris.		
266	Mark	Pieth	and	Juliette	Lelieur,	“Strengthening	International	Coordination	and	Cooperation,”	in	Expert	Meeting	
of	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention:	The	Road	Ahead,	November	21,	2007	quoted	in	Bonucci	542.		
267	Interview	by	author	with	OECD	staff	member,	June	14,	2016,	Paris.		
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creates	“pressure	of	 reporting	 to	peers	and	being	encouraged	along.”268		He	went	on	to	note	

that	the	country	review	process	and	the	meetings	of	law	enforcement	have	a	similar	dynamic	of	

“peer	pressure	that	everybody	exercises	on	everybody.”	269	Further,	these	repeated	meetings	of	

the	 Working	 Group	 and	 the	 national	 law	 enforcement	 representatives	 have	 allowed	

participants	 to	 develop	what	 one	 US	 attorney	 described	 as	 “personal	 working	 relationships”	

that	can	help	 smooth	 the	challenges	of	 cross-border	 investigations	and	 facilitate	 requests	 for	

mutual	legal	assistance.270		

Finally,	 in	addition	to	these	various	monitoring	mechanisms,	 the	OECD	has	also	 issued	

guidance	 outside	 of	 the	 Convention	 on	 how	 states	 should	 address	 foreign	 bribery.	 As	 noted	

earlier,	 the	 Convention	 itself	 built	 off	 the	 1997	 OECD	 Council	 Recommendation.	 Additional	

Recommendations,	most	notably	the	1996	Council	Recommendation	on	the	Tax	Deductibility	of	

Bribery	 to	 Foreign	 Public	 Officials	 and	 the	 2009	 Recommendation	 also	 supplement	 the	

Convention.		

These	 recommendations	 have	 become	 a	 part	 of	 the	 OECD’s	 expectations	 for	 states’	

implementation	 of	 the	 Convention.	 As	 an	 OECD	 staff	 member	 explained,	 the	 2009	

Recommendations	 can	 be	 seen	 as	 “crystalizing	 the	 case	 law”	 that	 had	 emerged	 from	 the	

country	reviews.271	As	such,	they	are	now	part	of	the	framework	that	the	OECD	uses	to	evaluate	

																																																								
268	Interview	by	author	with	OECD	staff	member,	June	14,	2016,	Paris.		
269	Interview	by	author	with	OECD	staff	member,	June	14,	2016,	Paris.		
270	Charles	Cain,	Chief	of	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Unit,	Securities	and	Exchange	Commission,	“Remarks	at	FCPA	
Conference	2017,”	November	29,	2017.		
271	Interview	by	author	with	OECD	staff	member,	June	16,	2016,	Paris.	Mark	Pieth	similarly	explains	that,	“Based	on	
the	monitoring	practice	of	the	WGB	[Working	Group	on	Bribery]	the	OECD	Council	adopted	a	new	version	of	the	
Recommendation.”	Pieth,	“The	Responsibility	of	Legal	Persons,”	225.		
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the	subsequent	implementation	efforts	by	states.272	As	an	example,	the	staff	member	pointed	

to	 the	 provisions	 on	 the	 2009	 Recommendation	 on	 the	 responsibility	 of	 legal	 persons	 for	

foreign	bribery.273	Article	2	of	the	Convention	requires	states	to	“take	such	measures	as	may	be	

necessary,	 in	accordance	with	 its	 legal	principles,	 to	establish	 the	 liability	of	 legal	persons	 for	

the	 bribery	 of	 a	 foreign	 public	 official.” 274 	But	 the	 2009	 Recommendation	 goes	 further,	

requiring	 states	 to	 have	 in	 place	 one	 of	 two	 approaches	 to	 imputing	 responsibility	 to	 a	

corporate	person	 for	 foreign	bribery.275	Based	on	the	2009	Recommendation,	an	approach	to	

corporate	 legal	 responsibility	 that	 limits	 the	 responsibility	 of	 the	 corporation	 to	 situations	

where	high-level	managers	are	involved	would	not	satisfy	Article	2	of	the	Convention.	In	other	

words,	 and	 as	 is	 discussed	 in	 greater	 detail	 in	 Chapters	 4	 and	 5,	 the	 United	 Kingdom’s	

identification	 doctrine	 to	 establishing	 corporate	 liability	 is	 no	 longer	 an	 acceptable	

implementation	of	Article	2	of	the	Convention.			

Even	 more,	 Cecily	 Rose	 argues	 that	 the	 Recommendations	 can	 directly	 modify	 the	

Convention.276	Here	she	points	to	facilitation	payments	and	the	tax	deductibility	of	bribes	paid	

to	foreign	public	officials.277	While	the	OECD	Convention	originally	expressly	allowed	states	to	

carve	 out	 small	 “facilitation	 payments”	 from	 the	 foreign	 bribery	 offense,	 the	 2009	

Recommendation	directs	states	to	review	the	issue	with	“a	view	to	stopping	the	solicitation	and	
																																																								
272	From	her	perspective,	the	OECD	staff	member	noted	that	they	do	not	differentiate	between	the	2009	
Recommendations	and	the	OECD	Convention	in	evaluating	state	implementation.	Interview	by	author	with	OECD	
staff	member,	June	16,	2016,	Paris.		
273	Interview	by	author	with	OECD	staff	member,	June	16,	2016,	Paris.	
274	OECD	Convention,	Article	2.		
275	Specifically,	the	2009	Recommendation	instructs	states	to	either	adopt	an	approach	where	“the	level	of	
authority	of	the	person	whose	conduct	triggers	the	liability	of	the	legal	person	is	flexible	and	reflects	the	wide	
variety	of	decision-making	systems	in	legal	persons”	(akin	to	a	vicarious	liability	approach)	or	where	liability	is	
“triggered	by	the	act	of	persons	with	the	highest	level	managerial	authority,”	but	nevertheless	creates	liability	for	
actions	of	lower	level	employees	through	the	“failure	to	supervise”	or	“fail[ure]	to	prevent”	the	wrongdoing.	
276	Rose,	International	Anti-Corruption	Norms,	70–73.			
277	Rose,	70–73.	
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acceptance	 of	 small	 facilitation	 payments.”	 278 	She	 similarly	 argues	 that	 the	 1996	

Recommendation	 on	 the	 Tax	 Deductibility	 of	 Bribery	 to	 Foreign	 Public	 Officials	 that	 directs	

states	 to	 prohibit	 tax	 deductions	 for	 payments	made	 to	 foreign	 public	 officials	modifies	 the	

Convention,	which	makes	no	mention	of	tax	deductions.279	

Here	the	ongoing	role	of	the	OECD	as	a	standard	setter	is	apparent.	This	can	appear	as	

quite	a	contrast	from	the	functional	equivalence	approach	that	is	embodied	in	the	Convention	

and	sought	to	defer	to	differences	in	national	legal	systems	legal	system.	But,	as	Pieth	writes,	in	

discussing	 the	 2009	 Recommendation	 on	 the	 responsibility	 of	 legal	 persons,	 while	 “the	

interpretation	 of	 the	 Convention	 therefore	 has	 to	 respect	 [such]	 differences,”	 through	 “the	

process	of	evaluation	the	WGB	is	forced	to	develop	standards.”280	The	next	subsection	turns	to	

consider	 these	 standards	 in	 several	 important	 issues	 related	 to	 the	 implementation	 of	

international	obligations	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	

ii. Evolving	Issues	Areas:	The	Increasing	Emphasis	on	Enforcement		
	
I	 turn	 now	 to	 consider	 in	 more	 detail	 this	 ongoing	 guidance	 from	 the	 OECD	 on	 how	 states	

should	 implement	 their	 shared	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery.	 I	 focus	 here	 on	 the	

2009	 Recommendation,	 as	 well	 as	 other	 statements	 from	 the	 OECD,	 including	 the	 2016	

Ministerial	Declaration	and	the	guides	for	the	Phase	3	and	Phase	4	round	of	country	reviews.281	

What	 is	 clear	 from	 these	 documents	 is	 an	 increasing	 emphasis	 on	 the	 importance	 of	 the	

																																																								
278	Rose	writes	that,	“The	2009	Recommendation	effectively	modifies	the	Convention	and	its	accompanying	
Commentaries	with	respect	to	the	issue	of	small	facilitation	payments.”	Rose,	70.	
279	Rose,	71.	
280	Pieth,	“The	Responsibility	of	Legal	Persons,”	225.	
281	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Ministerial	Declaration:	The	Fight	Against	Foreign	
Bribery—Towards	a	New	Era	of	Enforcement,	2016	[OECD,	2016	Ministerial	Declaration];	OECD,	Phase	3	
Questionnaire;	OECD,	Phase	4	Monitoring	Guide.	
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enforcement	of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	by	states	parties,	which	played	a	much	less	prominent	

role	 in	 the	 first	 two	phases	 of	 the	OECD’s	 country	 reviews	 that	were	 largely	 concerned	with	

national	legislative	frameworks.	The	OECD	has	been	less	explicit	in	instructing	states	parties	on	

precisely	how	to	enforce	these	prohibitions.	Still,	many	of	the	issue	areas	that	it	has	focused	on	

recently	suggest	growing	support	for	a	regulatory	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigm.	

	 The	2009	Recommendation	places	enforcement	at	the	forefront	of	the	OECD’s	attention.	

The	 preamble	 states	 that	 enforcement	 is	 central	 to	 the	 “vigorous	 and	 comprehensive	

implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention.”	Section	XIV	of	the	2009	Recommendation	goes	on	to	

emphasize	 the	 importance	 of	 enforcement	 to	 the	 OECD’s	 monitoring	 process	 and	 calls	 for	

“regular	reporting…on	investigations	and	prosecutions.”	282	Writing	in	2014,	Nicola	Bonucci,	the	

OECD’s	Director	of	Legal	Affairs,	describes	this	“new	focus	on	enforcement”	as	follows:		

Perhaps	 the	 most	 striking	 feature	 of	 section	 XIV	 is	 the	 importance	 attached	 to	
investigations	and	prosecutions,	i.e.	enforcement.	This	should	not	come	as	a	surprise	as	
it	is	now	almost	fifteen	years	after	the	entry	into	force	of	the	Convention,	and	hence	an	
active	 and	 even	 level	 of	 enforcement	 is	 seen	 by	 most	 as	 the	 key	 indicator	 for	
determining	the	degree	of	success	of	the	Convention.283		
	

The	OECD	identified	enforcement	as	a	“horizontal	 issue”—an	issue	of	concern	to	all	 the	state	

parties—in	both	the	Phase	3	and	Phase	4	reviews.284		We	can	also	see	the	growing	importance	

of	enforcement	to	the	OECD	in	its	undertaking	to	collect	and	disseminate	data	on	national	anti-

foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions,	which	it	has	published	annually	since	2009.285		

																																																								
282	OECD,	2009	Recommendation,	Article	XIV.		
283	Bonucci,	“Monitoring	and	Follow-Up,”	541.	
284OECD,	Phase	3	Questionnaire,	II.3;	OECD,	Phase	4	Monitoring	Guide,	“Key	Horizontal	Issues.”	Investigations	and	
prosecutions	by	states	received	substantial	attention	in	the	Phase	3	Reports	and	are	also	expected	to	be	a	
significant	component	of	the	Phase	4	review.	
285	The	reports	are	typically	issued	in	the	fall	and	provide	data	through	the	previous	calendar	year.	The	report	
includes	mandatory	reporting	data	on	“decision	on	criminal	foreign	bribery	cases”	and	“decisions	on	administrative	
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But	how	precisely	should	states	enforce	their	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibition?	The	OECD	

has	not	explicitly	identified	a	model	for	enforcement.	However,	there	are	some	indications	in	its	

country	reviews	and	guidance	documents	that	lean	toward	a	more	regulatory	policy	paradigm,	

or	at	least	certain	enforcement	practices	that	are	associated	with	it.		

To	start,	 it	 is	 important	to	note	that	the	OECD	has	not	made	a	definitive	statement	 in	

support	of	 the	negotiated	 settlements	 that	often	avoid	a	determination	of	 criminal	guilt	 that	

are	 found	 in	 regulatory	 policy	 paradigms.	 The	 2016	 Ministerial	 Declaration	 emphasizes	 the	

importance	 of	 transparency	 in	 settlements,	 but	 otherwise	 limits	 it	 discussion	 to	 calling	 for	

further	 examination	 of	 the	 practice.286	Still,	 the	 OECD	 has	 praised	 the	 use	 of	 diversionary	

resolutions	 in	 US	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy,	 noting	 that	 “DPAs,	 NPAs….are	 an	 innovative	

method	 for	 resolving	 cases,	 and	 [have]	 evolved	 into	 an	 important	 feature	of	 the	US	 criminal	

justice	system,	which	has	helped	to	enable	a	high	level	of	enforcement	activity.”287	Similarly,	as	

is	 discussed	 in	 Chapter	 5,	 the	OECD	has	 lauded	Germany’s	 frequent	 enforcement	 of	 its	 anti-

foreign	bribery	laws,	which	also	often	rely	on	negotiated	resolutions	that	avoid	a	determination	

of	criminal	guilt.288		

Further,	the	OECD	has	recently	focused	on	other	enforcement	practices	associated	with	

a	 regulatory	 paradigm	 that	 facilitate	 these	 negotiated	 outcomes.	 Since	 the	 2009	

Recommendation,	 the	OECD	has	encouraged	states	 to	“examine…provisions	and	measures	 to	

																																																																																																																																																																																			
and	civil	foreign	bribery	cases.”	For	the	most	recent	enforcement	data,	see	2016	OECD	Enforcement	Data	and	the	
discussion	in	Chapter	1.		
286	Specifically,	the	Declaration	“reiterate[s]	the	Working	Group’s	call	for	countries	to	make	the	outcome	of	
settlement	procedures	available	to	the	public.	”OECD,	2016	Ministerial	Declaration,	Article	II.8.	
287	The	OECD	goes	on	to	state	that,	“These	measures	have	been	used	extensively	in	FCPA	cases,	especially	in	recent	
years.”	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Phase	3	Report	on	Implementing	the	OECD	Anti-
Bribery	Convention	in	the	United	States,	2010,	38	[OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	US].		
288	See	Chapter	5,	Section	IV.b.	
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ensure	 the	 reporting	 of	 foreign	 bribery.”289	In	 the	 2009	 Recommendation,	 this	 included	 an	

emphasis	 on	 whistleblower	 protections	 to	 ensure	 that	 employees	 who	 report	 suspicions	 of	

foreign	 bribery	 are	 protected	 from	 retaliations	 by	 employers.290	More	 recently,	 this	 has	 also	

included	an	emphasis	on	voluntary	disclosures	by	corporations	that	suspect	that	foreign	bribery	

has	occurred.	The	2016	Ministerial	declaration	“Encourage[s]	 further	dialogue	on	possibilities	

for	 the	 adoption	 of	 voluntary	 disclosure	 and	 settlement	 procedures.” 291 		 The	 Phase	 4	

Questionnaire	also	asks	countries	to	describe	whether	“voluntary	disclosure	of	foreign	bribery	

by	 a	 legal	 person	 is	 encouraged	 and/or	 incentivised”	 and	 identify	 “initiatives	 developed	 to	

incentivise	or	encourage	cooperation	by	a	legal	person	with	law	enforcement	authorities	in	the	

course	of	a	foreign	bribery	investigation.”292			

Voluntary	disclosures	have	been	a	significant	component	of	completed	foreign	bribery	

enforcement	actions.	A	2014	OECD	report	found	that	voluntary	reporting	by	companies	is	the	

leading	 source	 of	 detection	 for	 foreign	 bribery,	 making	 up	 31	 percent	 of	 completed	 foreign	

bribery	 enforcement	 actions	 in	 all	OECD	 countries.293	Notably,	 having	 a	 settlement	 regime	 in	

place	 can	 be	 critical	 to	 incentivize	 these	 voluntary	 disclosures.	 As	 one	 long-time	 OECD	 staff	

member	noted,	“All	this	discussion	about	settlements	is	very	much	linked	to	the	discussion	of	

voluntary	 disclosure.”294	He	 went	 on	 to	 explain,	 “In	 order	 for	 them	 [corporations]	 to	 go	 for	

																																																								
289	OECD,	2009	Recommendation,	Article	III(iv).	
290	OECD,	2009	Recommendation,	Article	IX(iii).	Similarly,	the	2016	Ministerial	Declaration	“Recognise[s]	that	
whistleblower	protection	frameworks	need	to	be	upheld	and	enforced	to	ensure	that	they	provide	real,	effective	
protection.”	The	Phase	4	review	includes	the	detecting	of	foreign	bribery	as	one	of	the	horizontal	issues	for	the	
review	to	address	and	asks	countries	to	provide	updates	on	whistleblower	protection.	OECD,	Phase	4	Monitoring	
Guide,	Questionnaire,	II.A.5.		
291	OECD,	2016	Ministerial	Declaration,	II.8.	
292	OECD,	Phase	4	Monitoring	Guide,	question	44.	
293	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Foreign	Bribery	Report:	An	Analysis	of	the	Crime	of	
Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials,	2014,	15	[OECD,	An	Analysis	of	the	Crime	of	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials].	
294	Interview	by	author,	July	1,	2016,	Paris.		
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voluntary	disclosure	and	try	to	basically	settle,	you	need	to	have	some	sort	of	if	not	guarantee,	

at	least	a	sort	of	clarity,	on	what	they	are	embarking	into…”295		

Another	 area	 where	 the	 OECD	 has	 focused	 its	 attention	 in	 the	 past	 decade	 is	 on	

corporate	compliance	programs,	which	can	also	play	a	significant	part	 in	 facilitating	voluntary	

reporting	and	negotiated	resolutions.	It	is	through	corporate	anti-bribery	policies	or	compliance	

programs	that	we	can	expect	corporations	to	become	aware	of	allegations	of	foreign	bribery.	

Further,	 improvements	 to	 corporate	 compliance	 programs	 can	 be	 an	 important	 part	 of	

diversionary	 settlement	 agreements.	 The	 2009	 Recommendation	 directs	 state	 parties	 to	

“encourage	 companies	 to	 develop	 and	 adopt	 adequate	 internal	 controls,	 ethics,	 and	

compliance	 programmes	 or	 measures	 for	 the	 purposes	 of	 preventing	 and	 detecting	 foreign	

bribery.”296	The	 2009	 Recommendation	 includes	 in	 Annex	 II	 the	 Good	 Practice	 Guidance	 on	

Internal	 Controls,	 Ethics,	 and	 Compliance	 (the	 “Good	 Practice	 Guidance”),	 which	 directs	

companies	 in	 establishing	 compliance	 programs.297	The	 2016	 Ministerial	 declaration	 further	

encourage	corporations	to	adopt	the	Good	Practice	Guidance.298		

Finally,	 one	 last	 area	 to	 consider	 from	 the	 2009	Recommendation	 is	 debarment	 from	

public	 contracting	 as	 a	 “collateral	 consequence”	 to	 foreign	 bribery.	 The	 Convention	 and	 its	

Commentaries	 identify	 removal	 from	 eligibility	 for	 public	 contracting	 as	 one	 of	 the	 “civil	 or	

																																																								
295	Interview	by	author,	July	1,	2016,	Paris.	A	US	lawyer	with	a	long-standing	practice	in	the	area	agreed:	“a	
company	that	makes	a	voluntary	disclosure	wants	to	know,	what	am	I	going	to	get?”	Interview	by	author,	January	
26,	2018,	Washington,	DC.		
296	OECD,	2009	Recommendation.	
297	An	“effective”	compliance	program	includes:	a	“clearly	articulated	and	visible	corporate	policy	prohibiting	
foreign	bribery,”	employee	training	on	the	corporate	policy,	channels	for	internal,	and	preferably	confidential,	
reporting	of	suspicions	of	foreign	bribery,	procedures	for	addressing	and	punishing	violations	of	the	foreign	bribery	
policy,	and	efforts	to	prevent	bribery	by	agents	or	other	third	parties	hired	by	the	business.	OECD,	Good	Practice	
Guidance,	A.2,	8,	6,	10,	11(ii).			
298	OECD,	2016	Ministerial	Declaration,	II.9.	
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administrative	 sanction,	 other	 than	 non-criminal	 fines,	 which	 might	 be	 imposed	 upon	 legal	

persons.”299	The	 OECD	 2009	 Recommendation	 uses	 stronger	 language.	 It	 states:	 “Member	

countries’	laws	and	regulations	should	permit	authorities	to	suspend,	to	an	appropriate	degree,	

from	competition	for	public	contracts	or	other	public	advantages,	including	public	procurement	

contracts	and	contracts	 funded	by	official	development	assistance,	enterprises	determined	to	

have	 bribed	 foreign	 public	 officials	 in	 contravention	 of	 that	Member’s	 national	 laws.”300	The	

Phase	3	reviews	evaluated	the	debarment	policies	of	signatory	states	and	made	country	specific	

recommendations	to	many	signatory	states	to	strengthen	their	debarment	rules,	including	the	

recommendation	to	make	such	debarment	mandatory.301	The	Phase	4	Questionnaire	continues	

to	 ask	 questions	 about	 debarment.302	However,	 it	 will	 be	 interesting	 to	 see	 if	 the	 OECD	

continues	to	make	recommendations	to	strengthen	or	automatically	apply	debarment,	as	strict	

debarment	rules	can	be	in	tension	with	the	regulatory	enforcement	practices	discussed	so	far	in	

this	section.	Without	influence	over	a	debarment	determination,	a	prosecutor	can	have	much	

less	to	offer	a	corporation	in	constructing	a	negotiated	resolution.303	

In	sum,	the	OECD	has	continued	to	issue	regular	and	substantive	guidance	to	signatory	

states	on	the	implementation	of	their	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	Many	of	these	

issue	areas	have	little	direct	connection	to	the	text	of	the	Convention.304	Further,	this	guidance	

																																																								
299	OECD,	Commentaries	to	the	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials,	para.	24.		
300	OECD,	2009	Recommendation,	Article	XII.		
301	See,	for	example,	OECD,	Phase	3	Report	Canada,	Recommendation	2	and	discussion	in	Chapter	4,	Section	III.a.ii.	
302	OECD,	Phase	4	Monitoring	Guide,	Question	9(d).	
303	See	Drury	Stevenson	and	Nicholas	Wagner,	quoting	from	DOJ	testimony	before	the	Senate	Committee	on	the	
Judiciary	in	2010:	“If	every	criminal	FCPA	resolution	were	to	carry	with	it	mandatory	debarment	consequences,	
then	prosecutors	would	lose	the	necessary	flexibility	to	tailor	an	appropriate	resolution	given	the	facts	and	
circumstances	of	each	individual	case.”	Stevenson	and	Wagoner,	“FCPA	Sanctions,”	810.	
304	Pieth	argues	that	nevertheless,	there	is	a	basis	for	much	of	this	additional	guidance	in	the	Convention:	“the	
formula	‘effective,	proportionate,	and	dissuasive’	in	Article	2	addresses	the	adequacy	of	the	entire	approach	for	
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raises	questions	about	the	principle	of	functional	equivalence	in	this	new	era	of	enforcement.	

As	one	OECD	staff	member	recounted,	“the	process	of	 functional	equivalence	was	developed	

with	 legislation	 in	mind	more	 than	 enforcement.”305	The	 search	 for	 best	 practices	 to	 enable	

enforcement	 of	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 laws	 may	 well	 lead	 the	 OECD	 to	 call	 for	 greater	

harmonization	 in	 not	 just	 the	 goals,	 but	 also	 the	means	 through	which	 states	 enforce	 these	

prohibitions.		

c) The	US	Example	and	Prosecution	of	Foreign	Corporations	
	
As	the	previous	section	noted,	several	issue	areas	that	are	the	subject	of	recent	OECD	attention	

have	an	affinity	to	a	regulatory	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigm.	We	could	rephrase	this	to	

state	that	several	of	the	issue	areas	that	are	currently	the	subject	of	attention	at	the	OECD	can	

be	 connected	 to	 US	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy,	 particularly	 since	 its	 turn	 to	 diversionary	

resolutions	with	 corporate	 defendants	 after	 the	mid-2000s.	 This	 section	briefly	 discusses	 the	

influence	of	US	enforcement	practice	both	in	shaping	emerging	OECD	standards	and	directly	on	

other	OECD	states.		

	 First,	the	emphasis	on	voluntary	reporting	and	corporate	compliance	programs	that	we	

see	 in	 recent	 discussion	 at	 the	 OECD	 have	 clear	 parallels	 to	 current	 US	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

policy.	 Self-reporting	 and	 corporate	 compliance	 efforts	 have	 been	 a	 part	 of	 US	 enforcement	

practices	for	the	past	decade	and	have	been	recently	formalized	in	the	Pilot	Program	and	2017	

policy	announcement	that	voluntary	disclosure	and	an	effective	compliance	program	can	go	a	

																																																																																																																																																																																			
the	whole	concept	of	corporate	liability.	It	goes	well	beyond	mere	sanctioning.”	Pieth,	“The	Responsibility	of	Legal	
Persons,”	225.	
305	Interview	by	author,	July	1,	2016,	Paris.		
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long	 way	 to	 garnering	 a	 declination	 from	 the	 DOJ	 despite	 evidence	 of	 foreign	 bribery.306	A	

former	DOJ	prosecutor	has	suggested	that	the	extension	of	what	he	calls	the	“soft	enforcement”	

of	 the	 FCPA	 to	 the	OECD	was	 the	 result	 of	 active	US	 efforts	 to	 educate	 the	OECD	 and	 peer	

states	on	the	value	of	such	an	approach.307		

But	the	US	also	likely	plays	an	important,	but	less	overt,	role	as	an	example	for	the	OECD	

on	 how	 to	 increase	 the	 frequency	 of	 enforcement.	 As	 the	 leading	 enforcer	 of	 anti-foreign	

bribery	laws,	and	the	pioneer	of	this	law	in	the	first	place,	it	is	perhaps	to	be	expected	that	the	

US	would	be	in	such	a	position.	Moreover,	given	that	it	is	an	early	mover	in	the	enforcement	of	

anti-foreign	bribery	laws,	US	practice	informs	the	OECD’s	study	in	the	area.	For	example,	in	the	

2014	report	mentioned	above	on	the	high	percentage	of	 foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions	

detected	through	self-reporting,	the	large	majority	of	cases	under	examination	were	from	the	

US.308		 Still,	 it	 is	 important	 to	 note	 that	 the	 exchange	 between	 the	 OECD	 and	 the	 US	 is	 not	

exclusively	one	way.	For	example,	as	Cecily	Rose	argues,	the	US	has	drawn	on	the	OECD	Good	

Practice	Guidance	in	its	expectations	for	corporate	defendants	and	compliance	programs.309		

Further,	the	US	is	also	an	important	direct	influence	on	other	OECD	states	and	their	anti-

foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms.	When	 other	 OECD	 states	 enact	 reforms	 to	 their	 own	 anti-

foreign	 bribery	 policies,	 they	 often	 look	 to	 the	US.310	Moreover,	 the	US	 has	 not	 been	 shy	 in	

																																																								
306	See	discussion	in	section	III(a).			
307	Coalition	for	Integrity	Workshop:	The	FCPA	at	Forty	and	the	OECD	Convention	at	Twenty,	Panel	Discussion,	
November	30,	2017.	
308	The	report	examined	foreign	bribery	“schemes”	rather	than	individuals	cases.	Of	the	207	schemes	that	the	
report	considered,	128	were	sanctioned	in	the	US.	OECD,	An	Analysis	of	the	Crime	of	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	
Officials,	9.	
309	Rose	writes	that,	“The	OECD	effectively	compensated	for	the	Justice	Department’s	silence	on	the	question	of	
how	corporations	ought	to	go	about	implementing	anti-bribery	compliance	programmes.”	Rose,	International	Anti-
Corruption	Norms,	76.	
310	See,	for	example,	the	discussion	in	Chapter	5	on	the	United	Kingdom’s	reform	to	its	anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	
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using	the	extra-territorial	application	of	its	own	anti-foreign	bribery	law	against	corporations	of	

other	OECD	 states	 that	 engage	 in	 foreign	 bribery	 abroad.311	Other	 scholars	 have	 argued	 that	

these	enforcement	actions	by	the	US	can	increase	the	frequency	of	enforcement	of	anti-bribery	

laws	in	the	home	state	of	the	corporation.	312		

Even	more,	these	extraterritorial	prosecutions	by	the	US	can	also	influence	the	way	that	

states	 enforce	 their	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 prohibitions.	 The	majority	 of	 the	 US’s	 recent	 extra-

territorial	 prosecutions	 of	 foreign	 companies	 have	 been	 “global	 settlements,”	 where	

enforcement	 agencies	 in	multiple	 countries	 simultaneously	 negotiate	 a	 resolution	 of	 foreign	

bribery	 allegations.313	For	 instance,	 the	 UK	 car	 company	 Rolls	 Royce	 recently	 entered	 into	

coordinated	 settlements	 with	 British,	 American	 and	 Brazilian	 authorities	 for	 bribing	 foreign	

public	 officials	 in	 Brazil	 and	 several	 other	 countries.314		 In	 both	 the	 UK	 and	 the	 US,	 the	

allegations	 against	 Rolls	 Royce	were	 resolved	 through	 a	DPA,	 and	 the	US	 explicitly	 took	 into	

consideration	the	penalty	 imposed	on	Rolls	Royce	 in	a	 leniency	agreement	 in	Brazil	 in	setting	

the	US	fine.315		

This	kind	of	 coordination	across	enforcing	authorities	 can	be	attractive	 to	prosecutors	

who	 share	 the	 investigative	 burden	 and	 can	 rely	 on	 experienced	 US	 investigators.	 It	 is	 also	

																																																								
311	Low	and	Bonheimer,	“The	Widening	FCPA	Dragnet:	The	Increasing	Pursuit	of	Individuals	and	Foreign	Persons	
and	Expansive	Use	of	Legal	Theories.”	
312	Kaczmarek	and	Newman,	“The	Long	Arm	of	the	Law,”	750,	764,	757.	The	authors	found	that,	“extraterritorial	
application	of	the	FCPA	by	US	regulators	is	associated	with	the	likelihood	that	a	country	with	foreign	bribery	
legislation	will	enforce	their	national	rules.”	Kaczmarek	and	Newman	suggest	a	potential	mechanism	of	how	the	
first	FCPA	prosecutions	against	a	foreign	defendant	from	a	particular	state	could	spur	increased	foreign	bribery	
enforcement	in	that	state.	US	prosecutions	of	foreign	defendants,	Kaczmarek	and	Newman	argue,	“unsettle[s]	
weak	enforcement	equilibrium”	in	the	foreign	defendant’s	home	state.	
313	Before	2015,	these	kinds	of	coordinate	resolutions	were	rare.	Notable	exceptions	are	the	Siemens	(2008)	and	
Innospec	(2010)	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions	discussed	in	Chapter	4.		
314	Department	of	Justice,	Rolls-Royce	plc	agrees	to	Pay	$170	Million	Criminal	Penalty	to	Resolve	Foreign	Corrupt	
Practices	Act	Case,	January	17,	2017	[DOJ,	Rolls-Royce].	
315	DOJ,	Rolls-Royce.	
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attractive	to	corporate	defendants	that	would	otherwise	face	uncertainty	over	the	potential	of	

multiple	 sanctions	 by	 multiple	 states. 316 	However,	 reaching	 a	 global	 settlement	 like	 this	

requires	 that	each	of	 the	 jurisdictions	 involved	 can	 conclusively	 resolve	 the	allegations,	most	

likely	 in	a	 settlement	or	diversionary	 resolution	 to	which	 the	corporation	will	agree.	 In	 short,	

this	potential	for	cooperation	with	the	US	can	be	its	own	incentive	for	states	to	develop	anti-

foreign	bribery	policies	that	mirror	or	are	compatible	with	US	policy.	As	is	noted	in	Chapter	5,	

this	potential	for	cooperation	is	one	of	the	reasons	that	the	UK	cited	in	introducing	its	own	DPA	

regime.317		

IV. Conclusions	
	
This	chapter	has	sought	to	provide	greater	background	on	the	OECD	Convention	and	the	origins	

of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws.	Here	the	chapter	has	highlighted	the	governance	challenge	that	a	

complex	 issue	 like	 foreign	 bribery	 presents	 and	 the	 uncertainty	 over	 how	 such	 cross-border	

wrongdoing	is	best	addressed.	Debates	over	the	appropriate	policy	response	to	foreign	bribery	

very	much	 shaped	 the	 FCPA	 that	was	 adopted	 by	 the	US	 in	 the	 1970s.	 Efforts	 by	 the	US	 to	

multilateralize	the	FCPA	encountered	their	own	resistance,	first	from	developing	countries	that	

sought	 to	 include	 bribery	 in	 international	 business	 within	 a	 broader	 code	 of	 conduct	 on	

transnational	corporations	and	later	from	other	OECD	states	that	hesitated	over	what	appeared	

to	be	an	extra-territorial	application	of	the	home	state’s	 law.	Nonetheless,	the	post-Cold	War	

order	 and	 increasing	 pressure	 from	 the	 US	 government,	 a	 growing	 anti-corruption	 activist	

																																																								
316	See	Arrieta,	“How	Multijurisdictional	Bribery	Enforcement	Enhances	Risks	for	Global	Enterprises.”	
317	See	Chapter	5,	Section	IV.a.ii.2.	
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community,	 and	 US	 business	 interests	 allowed	 OECD	 states	 to	 reach	 an	 agreement	 to	

criminalize	foreign	bribery.		

	 In	addition	this	chapter	has	also	introduced	the	ongoing	evolution	of	anti-foreign	bribery	

law,	both	in	the	US	and	at	the	OECD.	In	the	decades	since	the	OECD	Convention	entered	into	

force,	the	US	has	not	only	markedly	increased	its	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	efforts,	but	

has	also	developed	a	distinctive	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigm	that	emphasizes	corporate	

rehabilitation	 and	 frequently	 relies	 on	 negotiated	 resolutions	 that	 avoid	 determinations	 of	

criminal	 guilt.	 The	OECD	 too	 has	 continued	 to	 actively	 engage	with	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 law,	

serving	 as	 a	 forum	 for	 regular	 discussions	 among	 Convention	 states	 parties,	 and	 also	 as	 a	

continuing	standard	setter	of	its	own	that	issues	guidance	on	the	implementation	of	the	OECD	

Convention	 and	 offers	 prescriptive	 recommendations	 to	 states	 to	 improve	 their	

implementation.	While	the	OECD	has	not	adopted	a	model	enforcement	practice,	 it	has	more	

recently	 emphasized	 the	 importance	 of	 increasing	 the	 national	 enforcement	 of	 anti-foreign	

bribery	laws	and	appears	to	be	turning	to	US-styled	enforcement	practices	as	a	means	to	do	so.			

	 This	history	and	ongoing	evolution	of	anti-foreign	bribery	 law	and	expectations	 for	 its	

implementation	are	 important	 to	keep	 in	mind	as	 the	dissertation	 turns	next	 to	examine	 the	

implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 in	 the	 four	 country	 cases	 studies.	 For	 instance,	 in	

Chapter	4,	we	see	how	divergences	within	states	concerning	the	prosecution	of	corporate	and	

economic	 crime	 produced	 notably	 distinct	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms	 than	 the	

paradigm	 that	 developed	 in	 the	 US.	 Further,	 Chapter	 5	 considers	 the	 re-shaping	 of	 national	

anti-foreign	bribery	policies	 in	 response	 to	OECD	pressure,	as	well	as	 the	US	example	and	 its	

enforcement	 pressure,	 and	 demonstrates	 the	 importance	 of	 this	 ongoing	 evolution	 to	 other	
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OECD	states.	Finally,	Chapter	6	revisits	some	of	these	early	debates	on	how	to	govern	business	

abroad	in	reflecting	on	the	varied	national	policy	paradigms	to	combat	foreign	bribery.				
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CHAPTER	4:	MAPPING	NATIONAL	POLICY	PARADIGMS	TO	COMBAT	FOREIGN	BRIBERY	
	

I. Introduction	
	
This	 chapter	 examines	 how	 the	 four	 case	 studies	 implemented	 their	 shared	 obligation	 to	

criminalize	foreign	bribery	and	the	distinct	national	policy	paradigms	that	implementation	has	

produced.	 In	 doing	 so,	 the	 chapter	 highlights	 the	 hybridity	 of	 national	 policy	 responses	 to	

international	 law	 and	 the	 importance	 of	 existing	 domestic	 policy	 to	 combat	 economic	 and	

corporate	crime	in	producing	this	variation.	Further,	this	chapter	describes	how	these	national	

policy	 responses	 have	 continued	 to	 evolve,	 which	 is	 important	 not	 only	 to	 capture	

implementation	as	a	dynamic	process,	but	also	to	set	the	stage	for	Chapter	5	to	examine	why	

states	have	continued	to	implement	their	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policies	in	distinct	ways.			

	 In	mapping	these	national	policy	paradigms,	I	focus	on	three	specific	questions:		

• What	are	the	goals	of	a	country’s	anti-foreign	bribery	policy?		
• What	 policy	 instruments	 does	 the	 country	 use	 to	 prohibit	 and	 punish	 foreign	 bribery	

and	at	what	settings?		(I	refer	to	this	as	the	“legal	framework”)	
• How	 does	 the	 legal	 framework	 operate	 in	 practice	 to	 prohibit	 and	 punish	 foreign	

bribery?	(I	refer	to	this	as	“enforcement	practices”)		
	

As	 Chapter	 2	 discussed,	 the	 overarching	 goals	 of	 an	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 can	 include	

condemning	the	wrongful	behavior,	deterring	businesses	 from	engaging	 in	 foreign	bribery,	or	

encouraging	 businesses	 to	 re-structure	 internally	 so	 as	 to	 self-monitor	 and	 self-police	 this	

wrongdoing.	States	can	also	enact	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibitions	in	a	variety	of	ways,	using	a	

range	of	legislative	and	regulatory	techniques	and	with	distinct	settings	for	the	offense	and	its	

punishment.	National	 enforcement	of	 these	 anti-foreign	bribery	 laws	 also	 varies,	 both	 in	 the	
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frequency	with	which	 states	 complete	enforcement	actions	and	 in	how	states	produce	 these	

enforcement	outcomes.	

In	tracking	the	national	 legal	frameworks,	I	focus	on	the	first	four	Articles	of	the	OECD	

Convention,	which	require	states	 to:	criminally	prohibit	 the	offense	of	 foreign	bribery	 (Article	

1);	establish	responsibility	of	legal	persons	for	the	offense	(Article	2);	ensure	that	the	offense	is	

“punishable	by	effective,	proportionate	and	dissuasive	criminal	penalties	sanctions”	(Article	3);	

and	ensure	 that	 there	 is	 “effective”	 jurisdiction	over	 the	offense	 (Article	4).	 In	describing	 the	

operation	 of	 this	 prohibition	 in	 practice,	 I	 examine	 how	 states	 complete	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

enforcement	actions,	as	well	as	the	more	general	enforcement	environment	for	those	who	may	

be	suspected	of	foreign	bribery	and	those	tasked	with	the	law’s	enforcement.		

As	the	chapter	sets	out,	each	of	the	case	study	countries	has	developed	its	own	distinct	

policy	paradigm	to	address	foreign	bribery.	What	is	notable	about	this	is	not	simply	the	fact	of	

variation,	which	we	may	well	expect	given	the	principle	of	functional	equivalence	that	underlies	

the	Convention.	It	is	the	extent	of	the	differences	across	countries	in	their	implementation	of	a	

shared	international	obligation,	which	goes	beyond	the	use	of	varied	policy	tools	with	different	

settings	 and	 includes	 distinctions	 in	 the	 ultimate	 purpose	 of	 the	 criminalization	 of	 foreign	

bribery.	For	instance,	Canada	demonstrates	what	I	refer	to	as	a	criminal	law	paradigm,	with	is	

exclusive	 reliance	 on	 criminal	 law,	 enforcement	 practices	 that	 require	 a	 determination	 of	

criminal	 guilt,	 and	an	emphasis	on	 condemnation	of	 the	wrongful	 act	of	 foreign	bribery.	 The	

United	Kingdom	shares	a	 foundation	with	Canada	 in	a	criminal	 law	paradigm,	but,	over	 time,	

the	UK	has	increasingly	adopted	policies	that	resemble	a	regulatory	paradigm.	In	Germany	and	

the	Netherlands	we	see	demonstrations	of	regulatory	policy	paradigms.	Germany’s	anti-foreign	
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bribery	policy	draws	on	both	criminal	and	administrative	law,	uses	a	range	of	enforcement	tools,	

and	 emphasizes	 both	 deterrence	 and	 rehabilitation.	 The	Netherlands	 has	 established	 a	 clear	

rehabilitative	 aim	 in	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 and	 seeks	 to	 propel	 changes	 within	

corporations	to	re-structure	and	prevent	wrongdoing.	

In	 setting	 out	 these	 distinct	 national	 policy	 paradigms	 the	 chapter	 also	 highlights	 the	

connection	of	a	state’s	implementation	of	the	prohibition	on	foreign	bribery	to	existing	policies	

to	combat	corporate	and	economic	crime.	Further,	 the	chapter	draws	attention	 to	 important	

distinctions	 in	 how	 these	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policies	 have	 evolved	 over	 time	 and	

concludes	each	subsection	with	a	summary	table	of	the	key	changes	to	national	policy	(Tables	

2-5).	A	summary	table	at	the	end	of	the	case	studies	compares	each	of	the	countries	across	the	

core	dimensions	of	the	national	legal	frameworks	(Table	6).	I	return	to	these	policy	changes	in	

Chapter	5	to	examine	why	states	adopted	the	particular	reforms	that	they	did.		

Before	 describing	 these	 national	 policy	 paradigms	 in	 detail,	 I	 return	 briefly	 to	

dissertation’s	expectations	for	the	implementation	of	international	 law	and	the	importance	of	

policy	legacies	in	shaping	a	state’s	reception	of	its	international	obligations.	

II. 	Distinct	Policy	Legacies	and	Distinct	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Policy	Paradigms	
	
The	 central	 argument	 that	 this	 chapter	 presents	 is	 that	 as	 states	 implemented	 their	 OECD	

Convention	obligations,	they	turned	to	national	policies	already	in	place	to	address	wrongdoing	

in	business.	As	states	had	developed	varied	policies	to	combat	corporate	and	economic	crime,	

they	 too	 developed	 distinctive	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms	 with	 particular	

legal	frameworks	and	enforcement	practices.	
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As	the	chapter	details,	the	four	countries	examined	differ	in	their	more	general	policies	

to	combat	corporate	and	economic	crime	in	ways	that	influence	anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	Two	

particular	 policy	 legacies	 stand	out:	 corporate	 accountability	 and	 diversionary	 resolutions	 for	

economic	crime.	First,	the	accountability	mechanisms	that	states	have	developed	to	respond	to	

and	 sanction	 wrongdoing	 by	 legal	 persons	 vary	 significantly	 across	 the	 case	 studies.	 By	

corporate	 accountability,	 I	 mean	 not	 merely	 the	 presence	 or	 absence	 of	 corporate	 criminal	

liability,	which	is	associated	with	a	state’s	legal	family,	but	the	broader	national	policy	that	the	

state	has	developed	over	time	to	hold	corporate	persons	accountable	for	wrongs	committed	in	

the	course	of	business.318		

For	instance,	while	Germany,	a	civil	law	country,	lacks	corporate	criminal	liability,	it	has	

established	an	administrative	law	regime	that	imposes	legal	responsibility	on	corporate	persons	

for	 the	 crimes	 of	 senior	 employees	 or	managers	 and	 for	 the	 failure	 of	mangers	 to	 supervise	

lower	level	employees.	Germany	has	used	this	regime	to	sanctions	foreign	bribery	by	German	

corporations,	 most	 famously	 Siemens	 and	 more	 recently	 Airbus.	 The	 civil	 law	 Netherlands	

adopted	a	system	of	corporate	criminal	liability	in	the	mid-20th	century,	which	has	developed	a	

relatively	 low	 threshold	 for	 imputing	 corporate	 responsibility.	 This	 lower	 standard	 for	

establishing	 corporate	 responsibility	 facilitates	 the	 regulatory	 policy	 approach	 that	we	 see	 in	

the	 Netherlands,	 as	 it	 places	 Dutch	 authorities	 in	 a	 strong	 position	 to	 obtain	 a	 pre-trial	

resolution	with	alleged	corporate	wrongdoers.	

Canada	and	the	UK,	as	common	law	countries,	have	long	histories	of	corporate	criminal	

liability.	But	they	differ	in	the	standard	used	to	impute	responsibility	to	a	corporation	and	this	

																																																								
318	Civil	law	countries	have	historically	lacked	a	concept	of	corporate	criminal	liability.	See	Kyriakakis,	“Corporate	
Criminal	Liability	and	the	ICC	Statute:	The	Comparative	Law	Challenge,”	333.	
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has	 had	 an	 important	 impact	 on	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 in	 both	 countries.	 The	 UK	 has	

maintained	a	high	standard	for	corporate	criminal	liability	that	has	significantly	shaped	the	UK’s	

anti-foreign	bribery	policy	and	its	reform.	Prior	to	these	reforms,	much	of	the	UK’s	enforcement	

efforts	 have	 focused	 on	 individual	 wrongdoers,	 rather	 than	 criminal	 actions	 against	

corporations.	Canada,	 in	contrast,	 lowered	its	threshold	to	corporate	criminal	responsibility	 in	

the	 early	 2000s,	which	 allowed	 it	 to	more	 easily	 implement	 the	OECD	Convention	obligation	

within	 its	 existing	 legal	 framework	 and	 develop	 a	 firmly	 criminal	 approach	 to	 anti-foreign	

bribery	law.319			

In	addition,	and	as	is	also	further	illustrated	in	the	country	descriptions	that	follow,	the	

case	 studies	 also	 differ	 in	 the	 historic	 treatment	 of	 economic	 crime	 and	 the	 availability	 of	

diversionary	resolution	procedures	to	address	it.	For	complex	transnational	crimes	like	foreign	

bribery,	the	challenges	for	a	prosecutor	are	high	simply	in	gathering	the	relevant	documentary	

evidence	and	witnesses	across	multiple	jurisdictions.	Having	a	mechanism	in	place	that	allows	

criminal	 charges	of	 economic	 crime	 to	be	 “diverted”—resolved	 in	 an	out-of-court	 settlement	

that	avoids	a	determination	of	criminal	guilt—enables	the	development	of	a	regulatory	policy	

paradigm.	These	diversionary	resolutions	mitigate	the	challenging	enforcement	tasks	for	cross-

border	 crimes,	 facilitate	 negotiations	 between	 prosecutors	 and	 an	 alleged	 wrongdoer,	 and	

produce	more	frequent	enforcement.	We	see	this	clearly	in	the	discussion	of	Germany,	where	a	

diversionary	resolution	procedure	that	has	been	in	place	for	economic	crimes	since	the	1960s	

has	made	up	the	majority	of	German	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement.	In	contrast,	in	Canada,	

																																																								
319	Looking	to	another	common	law	country,	the	US,	we	see	even	more	variation	in	the	practice	of	corporate	
criminal	liability,	where,	as	was	discussed	in	Chapter	3,	its	low	standard	of	corporate	criminal	responsibility	gives	
prosecutors	a	strong	hand	in	corporate	criminal	cases.	
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where	 diversion	 is	 restricted	 to	 less	 serious	 offences	 and	 is	 not	 available	 for	 corporate	

defendants,	the	traditional	criminal	law	process	and	determinations	of	criminal	guilt	dominate	

the	enforcement	of	foreign	bribery	laws.	

III. National	Policy	Responses	to	the	OECD	Convention	
	
This	chapter	turns	now	to	examining	in	detail	how	each	of	the	four	countries	has	implemented	

its	international	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	It	draws	attention	not	only	to	the	anti-

foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms	 in	 each	 country	 and	 their	 connection	 to	 existing	 national	

policies,	but	also	how	these	policies	have	shifted	over	time.		

a) Canada:	A	Consistent	Criminal	Law	Policy	Paradigm	
	
Canada’s	implementation	of	its	international	anti-foreign	bribery	commitments	has	produced	a	

criminal	 law	policy	paradigm.	 Investigators	and	 lawyers	on	both	sides	of	 the	 table	emphasize	

the	criminal	nature	of	Canada’s	anti-foreign	bribery	policy,	noting	that	when	it	comes	to	anti-

foreign	bribery	law	it	is	“a	traditional	policing	model”	and	“everything	we	do	is	criminal.”320	As	

this	 section	 sets	 out,	 the	 contours	 of	 this	 approach	 to	 foreign	 bribery	 have	 been	 shaped	 by	

Canada’s	 tradition	 of	 corporate	 criminal	 responsibility	 and	 the	 absence	 of	 a	 diversionary	

resolution	 procedure	 to	 address	 wrongdoing	 by	 corporations.	 Under	 this	 paradigm,	 foreign	

bribery	enforcement	actions	 in	Canada	have	been	slow,	costly	and	challenging.	By	the	end	of	

2016,	 Canada	 had	 completed	 4	 enforcement	 actions	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 is	 ranked	 in	

Transparency	International’s	most	recent	report	as	a	“modest	enforcer.”321		

																																																								
320	Interview	by	author	of	lawyer	with	practice	in	anti-foreign	bribery	law,	November	4,	2015,	Toronto;	Interview	
by	author	of	investigator	of	foreign	bribery	crimes,	December	17,	2015.		
321	Transparency	International,	Exporting	Corruption:	Progress	Report	2015:	Assessing	Enforcement	of	the	OECD	
Convention	on	Combating	Foreign	Bribery,	2015	[Transparency	International,	Exporting	Corruption,	2015].	
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But	 even	 with	 this	 overall	 consistency	 in	 its	 criminal	 paradigm,	 we	 can	 see	 distinct	

phases	in	Canada’s	policy	response	to	its	anti-foreign	bribery	obligations:	initial	implementation,	

from	 1999	 through	 until	 2007;	 and	 from	 2008	 until	 2016,	 when	 Canada	 enacted	 substantial	

reforms	to	its	anti-foreign	bribery	legal	framework	and	became	more	active	in	the	enforcement	

of	 its	 foreign	bribery	prohibition.	Canada	 is	potentially	entering	a	new	phase	as	 it	 is	currently	

considering	the	introduction	of	deferred	prosecution	agreements	that	could	move	Canada	away	

from	its	criminal	law	paradigm.322		

i. Initial	Implementation:	1999-2007	
	
Canada’s	Corruption	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	Act	(the	“CFPOA”)	entered	into	force	in	1999	and	

created	 a	 new	 domestic	 criminal	 offense	 of	 foreign	 bribery.323	In	 creating	 this	 new	 offense,	

Canada	sought	“to	marry	the	Convention	wording	and	requirements	with	the	wording	already	

found	 in	 paragraph	 121(a)	 of	 Canada’s	 Criminal	 Code	 [the	 prohibition	 on	 the	 bribery	 of	

Canadian	public	officials].”324	The	CFPOA	initially	exempted	from	the	foreign	bribery	prohibition	

so-called	 facilitation	 payments—payments	 that	 would	 otherwise	 be	 bribes	 that	 are	made	 to	

public	officials	to	“expedite…any	act	of	a	routine	nature.”325	The	initial	maximum	sentence	for	a	

violation	 of	 the	 foreign	 bribery	 offense	 by	 an	 individual	 was	 five	 years’	 imprisonment—the	

																																																								
322	In	late	2017,	the	federal	government	held	public	consultations	on	the	possible	introduction	of	deferred	
prosecution	agreements.	See	Public	Works	and	Government	Services,	Deferred	Prosecution	Agreements	
Consultation:	Expanding	Canada's	Toolkit	to	Address	Corporate	Wrongdoing,	2017.	
323	Corruption	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	Act,	S.C.	1998	c.	34.	
324	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Canada:	Review	of	the	Implementation	of	the	
Convention	and	1997	Recommendation,	1999,	1,	5	[OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Canada].	Section	3(1)	of	the	CFPOA	
provides	that:	“Every	person	commits	an	offence	who,	in	order	to	obtain	or	retain	an	advantage	in	the	course	of	
business,	directly	or	indirectly	gives,	offers	or	agrees	to	give	or	offer	a	loan,	reward,	advantage	or	benefit	of	any	
kind	to	a	foreign	public	official	or	to	any	person	for	the	benefit	of	a	foreign	public	official.”		
325	CFPOA,	c.	34,	s.	4.		
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same	maximum	sentence	available	for	a	violation	of	paragraph	121(a)	of	the	Criminal	Code.326	

As	enacted	 in	1999,	 the	CFPOA	did	not	provide	 for	nationality	 jurisdiction,	which	meant	 that	

Canada	 could	 only	 assert	 jurisdiction	 over	 crimes	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 based	 on	 territorial	

jurisdiction.	 The	 OECD	 confirmed	 in	 its	 first	 monitoring	 report	 of	 Canada	 that	 the	 foreign	

bribery	offense	set	out	in	the	CFPOA	conformed	to	the	Convention.327	

Corporate	persons	are	included	within	the	ambit	of	the	foreign	bribery	offense	set	out	

in	 the	 CFPOA,	 as	 they	 are	 in	 all	 criminal	 offenses	 in	 Canada.328	At	 the	 time	 the	 CFPOA	 was	

enacted,	Canada	relied	on	the	identification	doctrine	to	establish	corporate	criminal	liability,329	

but	 lowered	 the	 threshold	 to	 establishing	 corporate	 criminal	 liability	 a	 few	 years	 later,	 in	

2004.330	For	a	 corporation	 that	 is	 found	criminally	 responsible	 for	 foreign	bribery,	 there	 is	no	

limit	to	the	monetary	penalty	that	a	court	can	impose.331	

There	was	little	enforcement	of	the	CFPOA	during	this	initial	period.	The	only	charge	and	

completed	enforcement	action	 for	 foreign	bribery	during	 this	phase	took	place	 in	2005	when	

Hydro	 Kleen	 Systems,	 a	 Canadian	 corporation	 active	 in	 the	 oil	 industry,	 pled	 guilty	 to	 the	

bribery	of	a	U.S	customs	official	to	facilitate	the	entry	of	Hydro	Kleen	Systems	employees	into	

																																																								
326	CFPOA,	s.	3(2);	Criminal	Code	of	Canada,	RSC	1985,	s.	121(3).	
327	The	report	noted	that,	“[o]verall,	the	Working	Group	is	of	the	opinion	that	the	Canadian	Act	[the	CFPOA]	meets	
the	requirements	set	by	the	Convention.”	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Canada,	23.		
328	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Canada,	8.		
329	Canadian	Dredge	&	Dock	Company	v.	The	Queen,	1	S.C.R.	662	(1985)	held	that	criminal	liability	can	only	be	
attributed	to	a	corporation	based	on	the	activities	of	a	“directing	mind”	of	the	corporation.	
330	This	reform	was	not	explicitly	connected	to	the	CFPOA.	As	Todd	Archibald,	Kenneth	Jull,	and	Kent	Roach	argue,	
the	reforms	were	“overdue”	and	in	response	to	several	highly	publicized	accidents	involving	corporations	that	did	
not	trigger	criminal	liability.	Archibald,	Jull,	and	Roach,	“Corporate	Criminal	Liability,”	386–87.			
331	Criminal	Code	of	Canada,	RSC	1985,	s.	735.	
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the	 US.332	The	 corporation	 was	 sanctioned	 with	 a	 fine	 of	 $28,300—a	 penalty	 less	 than	 the	

$30,000	bribe	paid	to	the	foreign	public	official.333		

ii. Reform	of	the	CFPOA	and	Increasing	Enforcement:	2008-2016	
	
Starting	in	the	late	2000s	and	extending	into	the	2010s,	Canada	began	to	significantly	reform	its	

anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	We	see	these	changes	in	the	legislative	framework,	but	also	in	the	

growing	 enforcement	 activity	 and	 application	 of	 increasing	 sanctions	 for	 a	 violation	 of	 the	

CFPOA.	 Notably,	 the	 overall	 criminal	 orientation	 of	 Canadian	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 has	

remained	 and	 even	 strengthened	 over	 this	 period.	 As	 Chapter	 5	 sets	 out	 in	 detail,	 many	 of	

these	changes	can	be	connected	to	recommendations	made	by	the	OECD.		

In	 2013,	 Canada	 passed	 legislation	 that	 instituted	 a	 broad	 range	 of	 reforms	 to	 the	

CFPOA.	334	The	 legislation	 introduced	nationality	 jurisdiction	 for	 the	offense	of	 foreign	bribery	

and	 extended	 the	 scope	 of	 its	 foreign	 bribery	 prohibition	 to	 remove	 the	 exemption	 for	

facilitation	payments	and	explicitly	include	not-for-profit	entities	within	the	prohibition.335	The	

reforms	also	increased	the	maximum	penalties	for	an	individual	convicted	of	foreign	bribery	to	

																																																								
332	R.	v.	Watts,	A.J.	No.	568	(Alta.	Q.B.	2005).	
333	R.	v.	Watts,	A.J.	No.	568	(Alta.	Q.B.	2005).	Initially,	two	individuals—the	corporation’s	president	and	an	
employee—were	charged	alongside	the	corporation,	but	these	charges	were	stayed	following	the	corporation’s	
guilty	plea.	Unless	otherwise	noted,	dollar	amounts	in	discussion	of	Canada	refer	to	Canadian	dollars.	
334	This	was	not	the	first	time	Canada	had	sought	to	amend	the	CFPOA.	An	earlier	effort	in	2009	with	more	limited	
reforms	to	the	CFPOA	failed	when	Parliament	was	prorogued	that	year.	House	of	Commons	of	Canada,	Bill	C-31,	
An	Act	to	Amend	the	Criminal	Code,	the	Corruption	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	Act	and	the	Identification	of	Criminals	
Act	and	to	Make	a	Consequential	Amendment	to	Another	Act,	2nd	Session,	40th	Parliament,	2009.		
335	Bill	S-14:	An	Act	to	Amend	the	Corruption	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	Act,	1st	Session,	41st	Parliament,	2013	[Bill	S-
14].	The	Bill	provided	that	the	exemption	for	facilitation	payments	would	be	removed	from	the	CFPOA	upon	an	
order	of	Council,	which	was	issued	in	October	of	2017.	Global	Affairs	Canada,	Canada	Repeals	Facilitation	
Payments	Exception	in	Corruption	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	Act,	October	30,	2017.	
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14	 years	 in	 prison,	 which	 is	 the	 second	 highest	 penalty	 available	 under	 Canadian	 law	 and	

substantially	higher	than	the	maximum	penalty	for	the	bribery	of	a	Canadian	public	official.336			

In	addition,	the	2013	amendments	introduced	a	new	“books	and	records”	offence	that	

prohibits	 accounting	 or	 record	 keeping	 practices	 that	 obscure	 the	 payment	 of	 a	 bribe	 to	 a	

foreign	 public	 official.337	This	 new	 provision,	 however,	 is	 not	 expected	 to	 alter	 the	 criminal	

orientation	 of	 Canadian	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 law.	 A	 leading	 legal	 practitioner	 in	 the	 area	

explained	 that	 we	 are	 unlikely	 to	 see	 this	 new	 provision	 used	 apart	 from	 the	 core	 foreign	

bribery	offense:	“in	Canada,	it	is	really	all	under	the	criminal	power,	it	is	criminal	offenses	that	

are	 going	 to	 be	 prosecuted	 by	 the	 public	 prosecution	 service	 and…the	 way	 [the	 books	 and	

records	offense]	is	drafted	it	is	difficult	to	see	a	stand	alone	offense	without	there	being	first	a	

demonstrated	or	proven	bribery	offense	under	section	3	[the	foreign	bribery	prohibition].”338		

Around	 the	 same	 time	 that	 the	 amendments	 to	 the	 CFPOA	 passed,	 Canada	 also	

reformed	its	federal	procurement	policies	to	introduce	an	additional	collateral	consequence	to	

corporate	 criminal	 liability	 for	 foreign	 bribery.	 In	 2012,	 Canada	 added	 a	 foreign	 bribery	

conviction	 to	 the	 listed	 grounds	 for	 debarment	 from	 contracting	 with	 the	 federal	

government.339	In	 2014,	 the	 federal	 government	 enacted	 further	 reforms	 to	 its	 procurement	

policy	 to	 require	 mandatory	 debarment	 for	 several	 offenses,	 including	 a	 corporation’s	

conviction	of	foreign	bribery.340	In	defending	its	new	policy	in	the	press,	a	spokesperson	for	the	

																																																								
336	Bill	S-14.	The	maximum	sanction	available	for	the	bribery	of	a	Canadian	public	official	remains	five	years,	
although	it	is	higher	for	the	bribery	of	certain	public	officials,	such	as	judges.		
337	Bill	S-14.		
338	Interview	by	author,	February	2,	2016,	Toronto.		
339	Public	Works	and	Government	Services	Canada.	Integrity	Provisions:	Policy	Notification	107,	2012.	
340	Public	Works	and	Government	Services	Canada,	Integrity	Provisions:	Policy	Notification	107	PN-107U1,	2014.	
Further	reforms	in	2015	softened	this	by	providing	for	a	possible	reduction	in	the	debarment	period	from	10	years	
to	5	years	if	the	corporation	cooperated	with	authorities.	The	2015	reforms	also	introduced	a	mechanism	called	
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federal	 government	 stated	 that,	 “[a]n	 integrity	 framework	 that	 is	 rules-based	 can	be	 seen	as	

tough,”	but	“[w]hat	we	are	talking	about	are	incentives,	and	I	would	suggest	that	a	rules-based	

system	is	a	pretty	big	incentive	not	to	engage	in	criminal	activity.”341	

Even	if	 it	 is	still	dwarfed	in	comparison	to	other	 leading	OECD	states,	the	frequency	of	

anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	saw	an	increase	in	Canada.	Three	of	Canada’s	four	completed	

enforcement	 actions	 took	 place	 in	 this	 most	 recent	 period.	 The	 sanctions	 imposed	 in	 these	

cases	were	also	much	stiffer	than	in	Hydro	Kleen	Systems.	In	2011,	Niko	Resources	pled	guilty	

and	accepted	a	$9.49	million	fine	for	paying	$240,000	in	bribes	to	a	Bangladeshi	Minister	in	an	

attempt	 to	 receive	 favorable	 treatment	 in	 oil	 and	 gas	 dealings.342	In	 2013,	 Griffiths	 Energy	

International	pled	guilty	and	accepted	a	$10.35	million	fine	for	$2	million	dollars	 in	bribes,	as	

well	 as	 offering	 shares,	 to	 a	 foreign	 ambassador	 of	 Chad	 and	 his	wife	 to	 obtain	 preferential	

treatment	 relating	 to	 several	energy	projects	 in	 the	country.343	In	both	 the	Niko	and	Griffiths	

cases	 these	 were	 punitive	 fines	 imposed	 for	 the	 violation	 of	 the	 CFPOA	 and	 made	 without	

consideration	of	the	profits	received.344		

Canada’s	fourth	completed	enforcement	action	was	against	an	individual,	Nazir	Karigar,	

who	was	 sentenced	 to	 three	 years’	 imprisonment	 for	 offering	 bribes	 totaling	 $450,000	 to	 a	

																																																																																																																																																																																			
administrative	agreements	that	could	reduce	or	stay	a	debarment	for	foreign	bribery.	Public	Works	and	
Government	Services	Canada,	Ineligibility	and	Suspension	Policy,	2015.	
341	Barrie	McKenna,	“Companies	Worried	about	Strict	Ottawa	Rules	on	Corruption,”	The	Globe	and	Mail,	October	
12,	2014.	
342	R.	v.	Niko	Resources	Ltd.,	101	W.C.B.	(2d)	118	(Alta.	Q.B.	2011).	The	Agreed	Statement	of	Facts	does	not	identify	
a	precise	value	of	the	benefits	that	Niko	sought	to	obtain	through	the	bribery,	but	describes	it	as	“potentially	very	
large	amounts	of	money.”		
343	R.	v.	Griffiths	Energy	International,	A.J.	No.	412	(Alta.	Q.B.	2013).	See	also	Foreign	Affairs,	Trade	and	
Development	Canada,	Fifteenth	Annual	Report	to	Parliament,	Implementation	of	the	Convention	on	Combating	
Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	in	International	Business	Transactions,	and	the	Enforcement	of	the	Corruption	of	
Foreign	Public	Officials	Act,	September	2013	–	August	2014.	
344	In	fact,	in	both	cases	there	was	no	evidence	that	the	corporations	obtained	specific	benefits	from	the	bribes.	R.	
v.	Niko	Resources,	Agreed	Statement	of	Facts,	para.	55;	R.	v.	Griffiths	Energy	International,	Agreed	Statement	of	
Facts,	para.	50.		
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foreign	 public	 official	 in	 India	 in	 an	 attempt	 to	 win	 a	 multi-million	 dollar	 contract	 for	

Cryptometrics	Canada.345		It	is	a	significant	sentence,	particularly	given	that	the	case	was	tried	

pursuant	 to	 the	 un-amended	 CFPOA	 where	 the	 maximum	 sentence	 was	 five	 years	

imprisonment	 and	 there	 were	 several	 mitigating	 factors	 present.	 These	 mitigating	 factors	

included	the	defendant’s	cooperation	with	authorities,	advanced	age,	and	poor	health,	as	well	

as,	as	the	Court	described	it,	“the	fact	that	the	entire	bribery	scheme	was	a	complete	failure.	

The	 accused	 and	 his	 co-conspirators	 failed	 to	 obtain	 the	 sought	 after	 contract…or	 any	 other	

benefits.	 The	 harm	 resulting	 from	 this	 scheme	 was	 likely	 restricted	 to	 the	 promotion	 of	

corruption	among	a	limited	group	of	foreign	public	officials.”	346		The	Court	explained,	however,	

that	 the	 imprisonment	 term	was	 nevertheless	 warranted,	 given	 “that	 the	 bribery	 of	 foreign	

officials	must	be	viewed	as	a	serious	crime	and	the	primary	objectives	of	sentencing	must	be	

denunciation	and	deterrence.”347		

The	Karigar	 case	also	 illustrates	 the	 time	and	 resource	demands	of	 contested	 trials	of	

foreign	bribery	in	Canada.	The	defendant	himself	brought	these	actions	to	the	attention	of	law	

enforcement	 in	2007	and	2008,348	but	 it	was	not	until	midway	 through	2010	 that	Mr.	Karigar	

was	charged,	2013	when	he	was	tried	and	2014	when	he	was	finally	sentenced.	A	prosecutor	

familiar	with	the	case	explained	that	this	timeline	is	to	be	expected,	even	though	it	was	“a	fairly	

																																																								
345	R.	v.	Karigar,	ONSC	5199	(Ont.	Sup.	Ct.	2013),	paras.	4,	16.		
346	R	v.	Karigar,	O.J.	No.	2490	(Ont.	Sup.	Ct.	2014),	para.	12.	
347	R	v.	Karigar,	O.J.	No.	2490	(Ont.	Sup.	Ct.	2014),	para.	15-19.	Here	the	Court	cited	to	the	decisions	in	R.	v.	
Griffiths	Energy	International,	A.J.	No.	412	(Alta.	Q.B.	2013)	and	R.	v.	Niko	Resources	Ltd.,	101	W.C.B.	(2d)	118	(Alta.	
Q.B.	2011)	that	also	described	the	seriousness	of	the	crime	of	foreign	bribery,	the	importance	of	“denunciation	
and	deterrence,”	and	support	a	“substantial	penalty…	even	in	circumstances	where	a	guilty	plea	was	entered	and	
the	accused	has	cooperated	with	authorities.”	
348	Mr.	Karigar	first	contacted	the	US	Department	of	Justice	in	an	email	in	August	2007	and	again	in	January	2008	
where	he	described	the	bribery	scheme.	He	also	informed	the	Canadian	Trade	Commission	of	such	payments.	R	v	
Karigar,	2013	ONSC	5199,	para.	15.	Mr.	Karigar’s	conviction	was	recently	upheld	on	appeal.	R.	v	Karigar,	ONCA	576	
(Ont.	Ct.	App.	2017).	
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streamlined	 investigation”	and	“probably	as	 simple	as	 that	kind	of	a	 case	 [of	 foreign	bribery]	

can	get.”349	But	despite	these	challenges	and	resource	demands,	Canadian	authorities	see	merit	

in	 this	 approach.	 The	 prosecutor	 went	 on	 to	 compare	 Canadian	 and	 US	 enforcement	 and	

describe	 the	“greater	value”	 in	“running	a	 full	 trial,	getting	a	conviction…and	a	sentence	 that	

serves	 as	 a	 deterrent”	 than	 in	 “essentially	 saying	we	will	 negotiate	 a	 fine	 and	 you	won’t	 get	

convicted.”350	

It	 is	 important	 to	 note	 that	 the	 settlements	 Canada	 has	 reached	 with	 corporate	

defendants	accused	of	 foreign	bribery	 crimes	have	all	been	standard	criminal	pleas	 that	 take	

place	before	a	 judge,	 require	an	admission	of	guilt,	as	well	as	a	criminal	sentence—and	since	

2014,	mandatory	debarment	from	contracting	with	the	federal	government.	Canada	currently	

has	 no	 formal	 mechanism	 akin	 to	 the	 deferred	 prosecution	 agreements	 that	 are	 commonly	

used	 in	 the	US	and	 increasingly	 in	 the	UK	 to	 respond	 to	allegations	of	 foreign	bribery.	While	

Canada	 does	 have	 a	 general	 mechanism	 for	 diversion	 that	 allows	 a	 prosecutor	 to	 withdraw	

charges,	it	is	“not	generally	available	for	corporate	criminal	liability.”351	Moreover,	diversion	in	

Canada	 is	“directed	a	 less	serious	offenses,”	and	 foreign	bribery,	now	with	 its	high	maximum	

sentence	for	individuals,	is	among	the	most	serious	criminal	offenses	in	Canada.352		

																																																								
349	Interview	by	author,	November	12,	2015,	Ottawa.		
350	Interview	by	author,	November	12,	2015,	Ottawa.	The	interviewee	further	explained:	“we	treat	these	cases	as	
criminal	offenses.	We	are	talking	about	a	serous	crime	with	a	14-year	maximum	penalty.	We	prosecute	them	as	
serious	crimes	that	way.	And	that	a)	takes	time	and	b)	doesn’t	always	produce	a	certain	result.	As	opposed	to	
settling	all	of	them	as	though	they	are	civil	disputes	or	regulatory	offenses	where	you	negotiate	a	fine	and	
everybody	is	happy	and	goes	about	their	business.”	A	former	investigator,	agreed	with	the	comparison	to	the	US:	
“The	criminal	outcome	[in	Canada],	it	is	a	lot	more	severe	and	a	lot	more	difficult,	a	much	higher	standard.”	
Interview	by	author,	December	17,	2015,	Vancouver.	
351	Government	of	Canada,	Expanding	Canada’s	Toolkit	to	Address	Corporate	Wrongdoing:	Discussion	Paper	for	
Public	Consultation,	2017.	
352	A	common	scenario	for	diversion	is	for	a	first-time	offender	who	is	alleged	to	have	committed	a	minor	offense	
and	agrees	to	an	alternative	measure,	such	as	counseling	or	community	service.	Criminal	Code	of	Canada,	RSC	
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In	 this	 environment,	 a	 corporation	 that	 suspects	 foreign	bribery	has	 little	 incentive	 to	

self-report	 or	 co-operate	 with	 authorities.	 With	 a	 guilty	 plea	 as	 the	 only	 outcome	 short	 of	

acquittal	 at	 trial,	 and	 mandatory	 debarment	 to	 follow	 such	 a	 plea,	 a	 corporation	 may	 well	

choose	to	take	its	chances,	and,	if	charged,	force	the	state	to	meet	its	evidentiary	burden	in	a	

lengthy	 and	 resource	 intensive	 trial.	 The	 pending	 foreign	 bribery	 charges	 against	 Canadian	

engineering	giant	SNC-Lavalin	provide	a	clear	illustration.353	Settlement	negotiations	with	SNC-

Lavalin	 reportedly	 failed	because	prosecutors	would	only	 consider	a	guilty	plea,	which	would	

trigger	 SNC-Lavalin’s	mandatory	 debarment.354	The	 CEO	 of	 SNC-Lavalin	 has	 said	 publicly	 that	

the	 company	 would	 “cease	 to	 exist”	 if	 it	 was	 debarred	 from	 contracting	 with	 the	 Canadian	

government.355	A	date	 for	 the	preliminary	hearing	against	SNC-Lavalin—where	 the	sufficiency	

of	the	prosecution’s	evidence	will	be	considered	before	a	trial	date	is	even	laid	down—is	set	for	

September	2018	and	is	expected	to	take	50	court	days.356	

In	sum,	as	Table	2	 indicates,	Canada	has	enacted	 important	reforms	to	 its	anti-foreign	

bribery	 legislation	 and	 enforcement	 practices.	 Still,	 the	 overall	 criminal	 orientation	 of	 the	

																																																																																																																																																																																			
1985,	s.	717.	See	also,	Public	Prosecution	Service	of	Canada,	Public	Prosecution	Service	of	Canada	Deskbook,	sec.	
3.2,	2017.	The	Deskbook	emphasizes	that	diversion	is	“directed	at	less	serious	offenses.”	
353	SNC-Lavalin	is	already	prohibited	from	bidding	on	contracts	with	the	World	Bank	followings	its	“misconduct”	in	
its	bids	for	World	Bank	financed	contracts	relating	to	the	multi-billion	dollar	Padma	Bridge	Project	in	Bangladesh.	
The	bribery	charges	facing	the	corporation	SNC-Lavalin	in	Canada	stem	from	allegations	of	wrongful	payments	to	
Libyan	public	officials.		
354	“SNC-Lavalin	Faces	Rare	Corporate	Fraud	and	Bribery	Charges,”	Globe	and	Mail,	February	19,	2015,	SNC	is	one	
of	the	largest	suppliers	to	the	federal	government,	with	approximately	$4.7	billion	in	contracts	with	the	federal	
government	between	2004-2014.		John	Nicol	and	Dave	Seglins,	“SNC-Lavalin	Bribery	Case	Threatens	Billions	in	
Federal	Contracts,”	Globe	and	Mail,	February	20,	2015.	
355	“SNC-Lavalin	Chief	Warns	Criminal	Charges	Could	Force	Closing	or	Sale,”	Globe	and	Mail,	October	7,	2014.	The	
Quebec	Chamber	of	Commerce	also	issued	a	statement	pointing	out	that	SNC-Lavalin	employs	close	to	5,000	
people	in	Montreal	alone	and	calling	on	any	prosecution	to	ensure	the	continued	viability	of	the	organization	as	a	
whole.	Fédération	des	Chambres	de	Commerce	du	Québec,	Accusations	Contre	SNC-Lavalin:	La	FCCQ	Dit	Attention,	
February	19,	2015.		
356	“SNC’s	Fraud,	Corruption	Hearing	Set	for	2018,”	Globe	and	Mail,	February	26,	2016.	
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Canadian	approach	 to	anti-foreign	bribery	has	 remained,	 if	not	 strengthened	alongside	 these	

reforms.	

TABLE	2.	SUMMARY	OF	CHANGES	IN	CANADIAN	ANTI-FOREIGN	BRIBERY	POLICY	

Policy	Goals	 • Largely	consistent	focus	on	condemnation	and	deterrence	

Legal	
Framework	

• Expanded	scope	of	prohibition	 (not-for-profits	and	 facilitation	
payments	included)	

• Added	new	books	and	records	offense	
• Expanded	jurisdiction	based	on	nationality	
• Increased	available	penalty	for	individuals	
• Introduced	mandatory	debarment		

Enforcement	
Practices	

• Increased	frequency	of	completed	enforcement	actions	
• Increased	punishments	for	enforcement	actions	

	
	

b) The	United	Kingdom:	A	Criminal	Policy	Paradigm	and	Experimentation		
	
A	 criminal	 policy	 paradigm	 underlies	 the	 UK’s	 response	 to	 its	 international	 obligations	 to	

prohibit	 foreign	 bribery,	 but,	 unlike	 in	 Canada,	 the	 UK	 has	 more	 readily	 experimented	 with	

regulatory	elements	in	both	its	anti-foreign	bribery	legal	framework	and	enforcement	practices.	

The	UK’s	initial	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibition	was	a	standard	criminal	prohibition—contained	

in	a	centuries-old	criminal	law	statute	and	the	common	law	crime	of	bribery.	Today,	the	foreign	

bribery	prohibition	is	included	in	the	Bribery	Act,	a	significant	reform	of	UK	bribery	law	at	large	

that	entered	into	force	in	2011.	Anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	practices	in	the	UK	too	have	

varied,	from	an	absence	of	completed	enforcement	actions	into	the	mid-2000s	to	more	active	

enforcement	 in	 the	 following	decade.	 By	 the	 end	of	 2016,	 the	UK	had	 completed	34	 foreign	
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bribery	enforcement	actions	and	Transparency	International	now	describes	the	UK	as	an	“active	

enforcer”	of	its	OECD	Convention	obligations.357		

The	UK’s	existing	law	to	address	corporate	crime—and	particularly	the	legal	standard	to	

establish	 corporate	 criminal	 responsibility—has	 played	 a	 central	 role	 in	 shaping	 the	 UK’s	

implementation	 of	 the	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 prohibition.	 Establishing	 criminal	 liability	 for	 a	

corporation	in	the	UK	can	be	especially	difficult,	particularly	prior	to	the	Bribery	Act,	as	the	UK	

has	held	 fast	 to	 its	 identification	doctrine	 for	 imputing	responsibility	 to	a	corporation.	As	one	

prosecutor	 explained,	 under	 the	 identification	 doctrine	 corporate	 criminal	 responsibility	 is	

“hard	to	establish…[we]	needed	to	be	able	to	basically	draw	a	straight	line	from	the	bribery	to	

the	 board/managers.”358	Once	 UK	 authorities	 began	 to	 regularly	 enforce	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

laws	in	the	late	2000s,	they	experimented	with	alternatives	to	corporate	criminal	 liability	that	

included	 diversionary	 resolution	 procedures	 and	 rehabilitative	 aims	 of	 incentivizing	 good	

corporate	behavior.	These	phases	of	the	UK’s	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	are	explored	below.		

i. Initial	Implementation	1999-2007	
	
The	UK	initially	claimed	that	no	specific	 implementing	legislation	was	required	to	carry	out	 its	

OECD	Convention	obligations	and	argued	that	its	existing	law	could	be	interpreted	to	prohibit	

foreign	bribery.	Here	the	UK	pointed	to	its	1906	Prevention	of	Corruption	Act359	and	common	

																																																								
357	Transparency	International,	Exporting	Corruption,	2015.		
358	Interview	by	author,	June	15,	2016,	Paris.		
359	The	Prevention	of	Corruption	Act	of	1906	creates	an	offence	for	bribery,	which,	while	not	explicit	in	prohibiting	
foreign	bribery,	is	arguably	broad	enough	to	capture	it.	Subsection	1(1)	of	the	Act	provides	in	full:	“If	any	person	
corruptly	gives	or	agrees	to	give	or	offers	any	gift	or	consideration	to	any	agent	as	an	inducement	or	reward	for	
doing	or	forbearing	to	do,	or	for	having	after	the	passing	of	this	Act	done	or	forborne	to	do,	any	act	in	relation	to	
his	principal’s	affairs	or	business,	or	for	showing	or	forbearing	to	show	favour	or	disfavour	to	any	person	in	relation	
to	his	principal’s	affairs	or	business...he	shall	be	guilty	of	a	misdemeanor.”	Prevention	of	Corruption	Act,	6	Edw	7,	c	
34.	
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law	 crime	 of	 bribery.360		 In	 2001,	 however,	 the	 UK’s	 Anti-Terrorism,	 Crime	 and	 Security	 Act	

reformed	the	UK’s	existing	bribery	crimes	to	more	clearly	align	with	the	OECD	Convention.361	

The	legislation	added	a	“foreign”	component	to	both	the	Prevention	of	Corruption	Act	and	the	

common	law	bribery	crime	and	established	nationality	jurisdiction	for	the	offenses.362	After	the	

2001	legislation	passed,	the	OECD	Working	Group	concluded,	“that	the	U.K.	law	now	addresses	

the	requirements	set	forth	in	the	Convention.”363	

	 In	this	period	of	initial	implementation,	a	conviction	under	the	Prevention	of	Corruption	

Act	could	garner	a	maximum	sentence	of	7	years	imprisonment	for	an	individual	and/or	a	fine	

with	no	 set	 limit.364	There	 is	no	 limit	 to	 the	penalty	 for	 the	common	 law	crime	of	bribery.	365	

Corporate	 persons	 are	 included	 within	 criminal	 offenses	 within	 UK	 law,	 including	 the	 anti-

bribery	 prohibitions.	 The	 United	 Kingdom	 relies	 on	 the	 identification	 doctrine	 to	 establish	

criminal	 responsibility	 of	 the	 organization,	 meaning	 that	 “a	 prosecutor	 must	 show	 that	 the	

‘directing	mind	 and	will’	 of	 the	 commercial	 organisation	 had	 the	 necessary	 fault	 element	 or	

‘mens	rea’	for	the	offence.”366	Legislative	changes	in	2006	introduced	mandatory	debarment	as	

a	collateral	 consequence	 for	a	corporation	 found	guilty	of	 foreign	bribery,	but	 this	 regulation	

																																																								
360	Russell	on	Crime	defines	the	common	law	crime	of	bribery	as:	“the	receiving	or	offering	[of]	any	undue	reward	
by	or	to	any	person	whatsoever,	in	a	public	office,	in	order	to	influence	his	behaviour	in	office,	and	incline	him	to	
act	contrary	to	the	known	rules	of	honesty	and	integrity.”	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	
Development,	United	Kingdom:	Review	of	the	Implementation	of	the	Convention	and	1997	Recommendation,	1999,	
2	[OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	UK].	
361	See	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	United	Kingdom,	Implementation	of	the	
Convention	and	the	1997	Recommendation,	Phase	1	Bis	Report,	2003	[OECD,	Phase	1	Bis	Report,	UK].	
362	OECD,	Phase	1	Bis	Report,	UK,	1-2.	
363	OECD,	Phase	1	Bis	Report,	UK,	16.		
364	These	are	the	maximum	penalties	if	the	crime	is	pursued	by	way	of	indictment.	The	Prevention	of	Corruption	
Act	also	allows	for	bribery	to	be	charged	as	a	summary	offence,	which	has	a	lower	maximum	penalty	of	six	months	
imprisonment	or	a	fine	of	£5,000.	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	UK,	9.	
365	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	UK,	9.	
366	Ministry	of	Justice,	Consultation	on	a	New	Tool	to	Deal	with	Economic	Crime	Committed	by	Commercial	
Organisations,	2012.	
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has	 been	 modified	 overtime	 and,	 in	 practice,	 today	 leaves	 little	 risk	 of	 debarment	 for	

companies	facing	foreign	bribery	investigations	by	UK	authorities.367		

There	were	no	enforcement	actions	 for	 foreign	bribery	completed	 in	 the	UK	during	 this	

initial	 period.	 A	 well-publicized	 and	 controversial	 decision	 in	 2006	 by	 British	 prosecutors	 to	

discontinue	 the	 investigation	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 by	 British	 Aerospace	 (“BAE”)	 concerning	 a	

lucrative	arms	deal	with	Saudi	Arabia,	garnered	a	public	 rebuke	by	the	OECD.368	The	UK	cited	

national	 security	 concerns	 as	well	 as	 “obstacles	 to	 a	 successful	 prosecution”	 in	 explaining	 its	

decision	to	end	the	investigation	of	BAE	and	its	arms	deal	with	Saudi	Arabia.369	

ii. The	Beginnings	of	Enforcement	and	Experimentation:	2008-2011/12	
	
During	 this	next	phase	of	 implementation	 in	 the	UK,	 the	anti-foreign	bribery	 legal	 framework	

remained	 stable,	 but	 enforcement	 practices	 changed.	 Prosecutors	 completed	 the	 first	 few	

enforcement	 actions	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 in	 this	 period:	 three	 guilty	 pleas	 against	 individual	

defendants	and	two	guilty	pleas	with	corporate	defendants.	The	first	completed	enforcement	

																																																								
367	The	UK	Public	Procurement	Regulations	of	2006	implemented	a	wide-ranging	EU	directive	on	procurement	that,	
among	other	things,	introduced	mandatory	debarment	from	public	contracting	for	a	conviction	for	bribery	
offenses.	The	UK	modified	this	regulation	in	2015	to	create	an	exception	from	mandatory	debarment	for	“self-
cleaning,”	which	allows	the	government	to	continue	to	contract	with	a	convicted	company	if	the	company	has	
made	sufficient	efforts	to	remedy	the	wrongdoing	and	prevent	its	re-occurrence.	A	company	convicted	of	foreign	
bribery	could	still	face	debarment	at	the	EU	level,	even	if	it	had	“self-cleaned.”	However,	the	EU	directive	requires	
a	criminal	conviction	for	debarment,	which	leaves	out	non-criminal	convictions,	including	civil	resolutions	and	
deferred	prosecution	agreements,	which	are	further	discussed	below.	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	
Development,	Phase	3	Report	on	Implementing	the	OECD	Convention	in	the	United	Kingdom,	2012,	57	[OECD,	
Phase	3	Report,	United	Kingdom];	Norton	Rose	Fulbright,	Public	Contracts	Regulations,	2015.		
368	Following	this,	the	OECD	announced	its	“serious	concerns	about	the	United	Kingdom’s	discontinuance	of	the	
BAE	Al-Yamamah	investigation”	and	an	additional	examination	of	the	UK	beyond	the	scheduled	country	
monitoring	reports.	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	OECD	to	Conduct	a	Further	
Examination	of	UK	Efforts	against	Bribery,	March	14,	2007	[OECD,	OECD	to	Conduct	a	Further	Examination	of	UK].	
369	In	2010,	BAE	entered	into	a	$400	million	settlement	with	US	authorities	for	disclosure	failures	and	making	false	
statements	regarding	its	anti-bribery	compliance	programs.	Department	of	Justice,	BAE	Systems	PLC	Pleads	Guilty	
and	Ordered	to	Pay	$400	Million	Criminal	Fine,	March	1,	2010.	BAE	entered	a	separate	settlement	of	£725,000	
with	UK	authorities	for	failing	to	keep	accurate	accounting	records.	Notably,	however,	this	was	not	related	to	BAE’s	
activities	in	Saudi	Arabia	but	to	BAE	Tanzania.	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	31–32,	73–74.	
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action	was	against	Neils	Tobiasen	who	was	sentenced	to	5	months	imprisonment	for	violating	

the	 Prevention	 of	 Corruption	Act	 by	making	 £83,000	 in	 bribe	 payments	 to	 a	Ugandan	public	

official	 to	 obtain	 contracts	 valued	 at	 £500,000.370	Two	 other	 individual	 defendants	 entered	

guilty	pleas	for	violating	the	Prevention	of	Corruption	Act	in	this	period	and	received	sentences	

of	12	to	21	months	imprisonment.371	

The	 UK	 secured	 its	 first	 enforcement	 action	 against	 a	 corporate	 defendant	 for	 foreign	

bribery	 in	 2009,	when	Mabey	&	 Johnson	 Ltd.	 pled	 guilty	 to	 a	 violation	 of	 the	 Prevention	 of	

Corruption	Act	for	paying	almost	£600,000	of	bribes	to	public	officials	in	Jamaica	and	Ghana	to	

procure	contracts	valued	at	£26	million.	372	The	company	paid	£3.75	million	in	penalties,	which	

included	reparation	payments	of	£658,000	to	Ghana	and	£139,000	to	Jamaica.373		

In	2010,	 Innospec	became	the	second	company	 to	plead	guilty	 to	 foreign	bribery	 for	 its	

bribery	of	 Indonesian	public	officials	to	ensure	the	continued	sale	of	a	fuel	additive	known	as	

TEL	 that	was	 losing	 its	market	because	of	environmental	 concerns.	 Innospec	agreed	 to	pay	a	

$12.7	million	 (USD)	 penalty—only	 slightly	more	 than	 the	 estimated	 $11.7	million	 (USD)	 that	

Innospec	had	paid	in	bribes.		The	judge	that	presided	over	the	sentence	expressed	his	concern	

that	this	penalty	was	far	too	low:	

																																																								
370	Ernst	&	Young,	UK	Bribery	Digest,	January	2012	[UK	Bribery	Digest,	January	2012];	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	73.		
371	In	2010,	Robert	Dougall	pled	guilty	to	paying	bribes	of	£4.5	million	to	Greek	public	officials	to	obtain	contracts	
valued	at	over	£20	million	for	the	provision	of	medical	devices	and	received	a	suspended	sentence	of	12	months.	
Later	in	2010,	Julian	Messent	pled	guilty	to	paying		£1.27	million	in	bribes	to	Costa	Rican	public	officials	to	obtain	
contracts	and	received	a	sentence	of	21	months	imprisonment	and	a	monetary	penalty	of	£100,000	to	be	paid	to	
the	government	of	Costa	Rica.	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	73;	UK	Bribery	Digest,	January	2012.	In	addition,	the	UK	
prosecuted	Bill	Lowther	for	foreign	bribery	in	2011;	Mr.	Lowther	was	acquitted	following	a	trial.	Organization	for	
Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Implementing	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention:	Phase	4	Report:	United	
Kingdom,	2017,	12	[OECD,	Phase	4	Report,	UK].	
372	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	73.	Mabey	&	Johnson	had	voluntarily	disclosed	the	wrongful	conduct	to	UK	
authorities,	after	a	defense	filed	in	a	civil	proceeding	alleged	that	the	bribery	of	foreign	public	officials	was	
common	practice.	UK	Bribery	Digest,	January	2012,	19.	
373	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	73.		
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I	consider	 that	 fine	of	$12.7m	would	have	been	wholly	 inadequate	as	a	 fine	to	
reflect	 the	 criminality	 displayed	by	 Innospec	 Ltd.	 This	was	 corruption	 involving	
the	 payment	 of	 very	 substantial	 amounts	 to	 the	 most	 senior	 officials	 of	 the	
government	of	Indonesia	over	a	long	period	of	time.	A	major	part	of	the	purpose	
was	not	merely	to	procure	contract	that	benefited	the	company,	but	to	delay	the	
phasing	out	of	TEL	in	Indonesia	and	therefore	to	prolong	damage	to	the	people	
of	Indonesia	and	the	environment.374	

	
However,	 the	 judge	 accepted	 the	 fine	 negotiated	 by	 prosecutors,	 as	 it	 was	 part	 of	 a	 global	

settlement	with	UK	and	US	authorities	for	a	variety	of	offenses	by	Innospec	entities.375		

	 In	addition	to	completing	these	first	few	enforcement	actions,	the	Serious	Fraud	Office	

(the	“SFO”),	 the	principle	agency	 responsible	 for	 the	 investigation	and	prosecution	of	 foreign	

bribery	in	the	UK,	began	to	experiment	in	how	it	approached	allegations	of	foreign	bribery	by	

corporate	persons	and	began	using	civil	recovery	orders	(“CROs”).	The	incoming	Director	of	the	

SFO	 in	 2008,	 Richard	 Alderman,	 had	 declared	 his	 interest	 in	 “explor[ing]	 new	 methods	 of	

dealing	 with	 criminal	 investigations	 that	 avoid	 the	 need	 for	 protracted	 investigations	 lasting	

several	years	and	costing	millions	of	pounds.”376	CROs,	which	had	had	been	introduced	in	2002	

as	part	of	a	wide-scale	reform	to	confiscating	proceeds	of	crime377	and	were	extended	to	the	

SFO	 in	2008,378	could	meet	these	criteria	that	Alderman	had	 laid	out.	CROs	recover	“property	

obtained	through	unlawful	conduct,”	but	do	not	require	a	finding	of	criminal	guilt.	Instead,	the	

																																																								
374	R.	v.	Innospec,	WL	3580845	(Southwark	Ct.	2010),	para.	40.		
375	In	fact,	it	was	the	US	investigation	into	Innospec	that	initially	brought	its	bribery	in	Indonesia	to	the	attention	of	
authorities	in	the	UK.	Department	of	Justice,	Innospec	Inc.	Pleads	Guilty	to	FCPA	Charges	and	Defrauding	the	
United	Nations;	Admits	to	Violating	the	U.S.	Embargo	Against	Cuba,	March	18,	2010.	
376	Serious	Fraud	Office,	“Tackling	Corruption—Working	Smarter,”	Remarks	by	Richard	Alderman	at	the	
International	Association	of	Anti-Corruption	Authorities	[SFO,	Tackling	Corruption—Working	Smarter].	
377	The	Proceeds	of	Crime	Act	establishes	the	mechanism	of	a	CRO.	Proceeds	of	Crime	Act,	2002,	c.	29,	s.	2A.	The	
CRO	is	intended	to	be	used	in	cases	“where	proceeds	of	crime	have	been	identified	but	it	is	not	feasible	to	secure	a	
conviction,	or	a	conviction	has	been	secured	but	no	confiscation	order	made.”	Attorney	General’s	Office,	Asset	
Recovery	Powers	for	Prosecutors:	Guidance	and	Background	Note	2009,	November	29,	2009.	
378	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	22.		
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court	needs	only	 to	be	satisfied	on	a	balance	of	probabilities	 that	 the	property	was	obtained	

unlawfully.379		

In	 2009,	 the	 SFO	 issued	 a	 public	 guidance	 document	 that	 positioned	 CROs	 as	 the	

preferable	resolution	to	allegations	of	foreign	bribery	by	corporations	(the	“2009	Approach”).380	

A	 corporation	 that	 self-reported	 to	 the	 SFO	 suspicions	 of	 foreign	 bribery,	 took	 action	 to	

improve	 its	 internal	 anti-bribery	 policy,	 and	 cooperated	 with	 authorities	 in	 the	 investigation	

could	 enter	 into	 a	 negotiated	 settlement	 and	 CRO	 rather	 than	 criminal	 prosecution.381	The	

policy	document	went	on	to	explain	that	not	only	would	this	provide	a	favorable	resolution	for	

corporations,	but	that	it	would	also	help	fulfill	the	SFO’s	objectives:	

For	the	SFO,	such	a	system	[the	2009	Approach]	would	have	the	effect	of	crafting	
effective	 and	 proportionate	 sanctions	 for	 this	 type	 of	 case	 and	 of	 helping	 to	
produce	 a	 new	 corporate	 culture.	 This	 will	 bring	 about	 behavioural	 change	
within	 businesses	 themselves	 and	 will	 create	 corporate	 cultures	 in	 which	 no	
form	of	corruption	is	tolerated.382	

	
In	the	period	from	2008	until	2011,	five	corporations	entered	into	CROs	with	UK	prosecutors	to	

recover	 property	 unlawfully	 obtained	 by	 foreign	 bribery.383	While	 these	 are	 civil	 resolutions,	

they	are	not	trivial	allegations	of	foreign	bribery.	For	instance,	in	2011,	the	SFO	recovered	£11	

																																																								
379	Director	Alderman	argued	that	CROs	are	particularly	useful	where,	“there	may	be	insufficient	evidence	to	give	
rise	to	a	realistic	prospect	of	conviction	but	clear	evidence	on	the	lower	civil	standard	of	proof	to	establish	that	
property	was	obtained	through	unlawful	conduct.”	SFO,	Tackling	Corruption—Working	Smarter.	
380	Serious	Fraud	Office,	Approach	of	the	Serious	Fraud	Office	to	Dealing	with	Overseas	Corruption,	2009	[SFO,	2009	
Approach].	
381	More	specifically,	the	SFO	pointed	to	two	key	factors	in	the	2009	Approach	that	favour	a	CRO:	self-referral,	
where	the	corporation	itself	reports	the	wrongdoing	to	the	SFO,	and	the	willingness	of	the	corporate	to	work	with	
the	SFO	to	investigate	the	wrongdoing	and	come	to	a	resolution,	including	a	civil	recovery	of	funds	obtained	
through	foreign	bribery	and/or	improved	anti-bribery	training	within	the	corporation.	While	pointing	out	that	not	
all	cases	may	be	appropriate	for	a	civil	resolution—for	example,	“if	Board	members	of	the	corporate	had	engaged	
personally	in	the	corrupt	activities”—the	SFO	writes	that,	“we	want	to	settle	self	referral	cases	that	satisfy	
paragraph	4	civilly	wherever	possible.”	SFO,	2009	Approach,	3-4.		
382	SFO,	2009	Approach,	2.	
383	The	following	corporations	entered	into	CROs	with	the	SFO	in	relation	to	foreign	bribery	allegations:	Balfour	
Beatty	(2008),	M.W.	Kellogg	(2011),	Depuy	International	(2011),	MacMillan	Publishers	(2011)	and	Oxford	
Publishing	(2011).	See	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	73-74;	OECD,	Phase	4	Report,	UK,	13.		
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million	from	MacMillan	Publishers	for	payments	it	made	over	multiple	years	to	public	officials	

to	secure	contracts	to	supply	textbooks	in	East	and	West	Africa.384	In	announcing	the	MacMillan	

CRO,	the	SFO	emphasized	that	the	company	had	hired	advisors	to	help	design	and	implement	

an	 internal	 anti-bribery	 policy. 385 	SFO	 Director	 Alderman	 noted:	 “I	 am	 pleased	 with	 this	

outcome.	Civil	recovery	allows	us	to	deal	with	certain	cases	of	corporate	wrongdoing	effectively.	

It	 delivers	 value	 for	 money	 to	 the	 public	 by	 saving	 the	 cost	 of	 lengthy	 investigations	 and	

protracted	legal	proceedings	and	removes	any	property	obtained	as	a	result	of	the	wrongdoing.	

At	the	same	time	it	forces	the	company	to	reform	its	practices	for	the	future."386		

iii. A	Wider	Reform:	2011/12-2016	
	
In	 this	 most	 recent	 phase	 of	 the	 UK’s	 implementation	 of	 its	 international	 obligations	 to	

criminalize	 foreign	 bribery,	 there	 have	 been	 significant	 changes	 to	 both	 the	 legal	 framework	

and	 to	enforcement	practices,	 and	a	 continued,	 albeit	modified,	 interest	 in	 the	 rehabilitative	

aims	of	anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	As	discussed	below,	this	most	recent	period	has	continued	

to	 emphasize	 corporate	 self-monitoring	 and	 reporting,	 but,	 unlike	 with	 the	 CRO,	 the	

mechanisms	used	to	do	so—the	Bribery	Act’s	adequate	procedures	defense	and	the	deferred	

prosecution	agreement--have	clear	legislative	grounding	and	provide	a	greater	role	for	judicial	

supervision.		

The	 Bribery	 Act,	 which	 entered	 into	 force	 in	 2011,	 made	 wide-scale	 reforms	 to	 UK	

bribery	law,	including	foreign	bribery.	Section	6	of	the	Bribery	Act	creates	a	stand-alone	offense	

of	 foreign	bribery	 that	 specifically	 criminalizes	 the	 act	 of	 bribing	 a	 public	 official	 of	 a	 foreign	

																																																								
384	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	74	
385	Serious	Fraud	Office,	Action	on	Macmillan	Publishers	Limited,	2011	[SFO,	Action	on	Macmillan	Publishers].	
386	SFO,	Action	on	Macmillan	Publishers.	
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government	 to	 obtain	 a	 business	 advantage	 and	 sets	 a	 maximum	 sentence	 of	 10	 years	

imprisonment.387	The	Bribery	Act	also	establishes	a	new	offense	for	corporate	defendants—the	

section	 7	 “failure	 of	 commercial	 organizations	 to	 prevent	 bribery.”	 This	 offense	 criminally	

punishes	a	corporation	if	a	person	associated	with	the	corporation	engages	in	bribery,	including	

foreign	 bribery,	 to	 obtain	 a	 business	 or	 other	 advantage	 for	 the	 corporation.388	Notably,	 the	

section	7	offense	removes	the	attribution	burden	of	establishing	corporate	responsibility	under	

the	 identification	doctrine.	Section	7	also	creates	a	defense	for	a	company	that	“had	 in	place	

adequate	 procedures	 designed	 to	 prevent	 persons	 associated	 with	 [the	 company]	 from	

undertaking	such	conduct.”389	Corporations	found	guilty	of	violating	section	7	are	subject	to	a	

fine	 with	 no	 set	 limit. 390 	A	 conviction	 under	 section	 7	 does	 not	 trigger	 a	 corporation’s	

mandatory	debarment.391	

In	 addition,	 legislative	 reforms	 in	 2014	 introduced	 a	 new	 diversionary	 resolution	

procedure	 for	corporations,	a	UK-styled	deferred	prosecution	agreement,	which	offers	a	new	

mechanism	 for	 settling,	without	 a	 criminal	 trial	 or	 conviction,	 allegations	 of	 economic	 crime,	

including	foreign	bribery.392	Like	the	CRO,	the	UK	DPA	is	intended	to	facilitate	self-reporting	and	

cooperation	with	authorities,	but	unlike	the	CRO	it	 requires	 judicial	supervision	and	approval,	

																																																								
387	For	summary	conviction	offenses,	the	Bribery	Act	raises	the	maximum	term	of	imprisonment	to	12	months.	
Bribery	Act,	2010,	c.	23,	s.	11(1)	[Bribery	Act].		
388	Bribery	Act,	s.	7.		
389	Bribery	Act,	s.	7(2).	
390	Bribery	Act,	s.	11(3).		
391	OECD,	Phase	4	Report,	UK,	65.	As	the	report	explains:	“A	conviction	under	section	7	of	the	Bribery	Act	is	a	
discretionary	ground	for	exclusion	assuming	the	conviction	demonstrates	grave	professional	misconduct	which	
renders	the	bidder’s	integrity	questionable.”		
392	Serious	Fraud	Office,	Deferred	Prosecution	Agreements	Code	of	Practice,	2013	[SFO,	Deferred	Prosecution	
Agreements	Code	of	Practice].		
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including	a	declaration	by	the	court	with	reasons	for	why	a	DPA	is	appropriate.393	As	a	deferral,	

a	DPA	too	avoids	mandatory	debarment	for	bribery	offenses.394		

It	 is	 early	 to	 tell	 yet	 exactly	 how	 the	 new	enforcement	 landscape	will	 operate	 in	 this	

most	recent	period.	While	the	Bribery	Act	entered	into	force	in	2011,	it	 is	not	retroactive	and	

most	of	the	UK’s	completed	enforcement	actions	through	the	end	of	2016	are	applications	of	

the	 pre-Bribery	 Act	 law. 395 	Still,	 we	 can	 observe	 several	 changes	 in	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

enforcement	 in	the	UK	over	time	and	in	this	most	recent	period,	which	are	highlighted	in	the	

figure	below.		

FIGURE	5.	TYPES	OF	UK	ANTI-FOREIGN	BRIBERY	ENFORCEMENT	ACTIONS		
	

	
	

As	Figure	5	indicates,	the	frequency	of	completed	enforcement	actions	overall	has	continued	to	

increase	 in	 the	 UK	 since	 the	 OECD’s	 criticisms	 and	 the	 beginnings	 of	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

enforcement	 toward	 the	 end	 of	 the	 first	 decade	 of	 the	 2000s.	 The	 large	 majority	 of	 these	

																																																								
393	SFO,	Deferred	Prosecution	Agreements	Code	of	Practice.	
394	OECD,	Phase	4	Report,	UK,	65.	
395	Even	for	prosecutions	that	began	after	the	Bribery	Act	was	in	force,	the	alleged	wrongdoing	has	often	occurred	
prior	to	the	Bribery	Act’s	entry	into	force	and	thus	has	been	subject	to	the	pre-Bribery	Act	legal	regime.		
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enforcement	 actions	 have	 been	 against	 individuals.	 This	 has	 included	 several	 high-profile	

acquittals	 in	 foreign	 bribery	 cases,396	but	 has	 also	 produced	 resolutions	 against	 individual	

defendants	 with	 greater	 sanctions	 than	 in	 the	 earlier	 period.	 For	 instance,	 in	 2014,	 Dennis	

Kerrison	 was	 convicted	 and	 sentenced	 to	 3	 years	 imprisonment	 for	 his	 role	 in	 Innospec’s	

bribery	of	Indonesian	public	officials.397			

Through	 most	 of	 this	 period,	 the	 challenge	 of	 criminally	 prosecuting	 a	 corporate	

defendant	 has	 been	 exacerbated	 by	 the	 UK’s	 reliance	 on	 the	 identification	 doctrine	 and,	 as	

Figure	5	indicates,	there	have	been	relatively	few	corporate	criminal	enforcement	actions	in	the	

UK.	We	see	an	early	experimentation	with	civil	recovery	as	an	alternative	resolution	mechanism	

for	 corporate	 defendants	 suspected	 of	 foreign	 bribery,	 but	 the	 figure	 also	 shows	 that	 CROs	

have	fallen	out	of	use	since	around	2011.	This	followed	a	new	guidance	document	issued	by	the	

SFO	 and	 its	 then-new	 Director,	 David	 Green,	 in	 2012,	 that	 backed	 away	 from	 the	 2009	

Approach	where	self-reporting	by	a	corporation	could	“guarantee”	a	resolution	with	a	CRO.	398	

Finally,	as	Figure	5	also	reflects,	the	new	legislative	tools	for	foreign	bribery	have	slowly	

begun	to	appear	in	recent	enforcement	practices.	The	UK	entered	into	its	first	DPA	in	2015	to	

address	 allegations	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 by	 Standard	 Bank	 in	 Tanzania.399	The	 company	 paid	 a	

$16.8	million	(USD)	fine	and	$7	million	(USD)	in	reparations	to	Tanzania	and	agreed	to	conduct	

																																																								
396	For	instance,	in	2014,	Abdirahman	Omar	and	Timothy	Forrester	were	acquitted	of	charges	of	bribery	of	public	
officials	in	Kenya	and	Mauritania;	in	2015,	three	individuals	that	had	been	employees	of	Swift	Technical	Energy	
Solutions	were	acquitted	of	bribery	of	public	officials	in	Nigeria.	
397	OECD,	Phase	4	Report,	UK,	63.		
398	As	Director	Green	explained	in	a	speech	in	2012:	“previous	guidance	[the	2009	Approach]	implied	that	a	
corporate	self-report	guaranteed	a	civil	rather	than	a	criminal	outcome.	No	prosecutor	should	be	giving	that	sort	of	
guarantee	in	advance.”	Serious	Fraud	Office,	Speech	to	the	Cambridge	Symposium	on	Economic	Crime,	Remarks	by	
David	Green,	2013.	
399	In	2016,	British	authorities	entered	into	their	second	DPA	with	an	unnamed	small	or	medium	enterprise,	
referred	to	as	XYZ.	The	name	of	the	corporation	was	not	released	due	to	ongoing	legal	proceedings.	Serious	Fraud	
Office,	SFO	Secures	Second	DPA,	July	8,	2016.	
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an	 independent	 review	 of	 its	 compliance	 programs	 and	 implement	 recommended	 policy	

changes.400	That	same	year,	Sweett	Group	became	first	company	to	plead	guilty	to	a	violation	

of	the	section	7	offense	and	paid	£2.25	million	for	failing	to	prevent	the	bribery	by	one	of	 its	

agents	of	a	Saudi	Arabian	public	official.	401		This	amount	included	a	£1.4m	punitive	fine	and	just	

over	£850,000	in	disgorgement	of	the	proceeds	of	bribery.402	

All	together,	and	more	so	than	any	of	the	other	case	study	countries,	we	see	changes	in	

the	UK	across	all	the	dimensions	of	its	policy	paradigm.	As	Chapter	5	argues,	this	greater	degree	

of	change	in	the	UK	compared	to	the	other	countries	examined	stems	from	the	sustained	and	

pronounced	criticism	by	 the	OECD	of	 the	UK’s	 implementation	of	 the	OECD	Convention.	This	

includes	 the	 introduction	 and	 increasing	 emphasis	 on	 rehabilitative	 aims	 of	 the	 policy	 to	

encourage	good	behavior	of	corporations,	as	well	as	the	substantial	reform	of	the	anti-foreign	

bribery	legal	framework	and	overall	increase	in	enforcement.	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

																																																								
400	OECD,	Phase	4	Report	UK,	62.	
401	Serious	Fraud	Office,	Sweett	Group,	November	12,	2014	[SFO,	Sweett	Group].	
402	SFO,	Sweett	Group.	
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TABLE	3.	SUMMARY	OF	CHANGES	IN	UK	ANTI-FOREIGN	BRIBERY	POLICY	

Policy	Goals	 • Condemnation,	 deterrence	 and	 increasing	 rehabilitative	
aims	

Legal	
Framework	

• Expanded	jurisdiction	
• Standalone	foreign	bribery	offense	
• New	 “failure	 to	 prevent”	 offense	 for	 corporations	 and	

“adequate	procedures”	defense	
• Increased	available	sanction	of	imprisonment	for	individuals	
• New	resolution	mechanisms	(CROs	and	DPAs)	
• Mandatory	 debarment	 regime	 introduced,	 later	 reformed	

(debarment	for	foreign	bribery	is	now	unlikely)	

Enforcement	
Practices	

• Increased	frequency	of	enforcement	
• Increased	sanctions	for	individual	defendants		
• Increased	use	of	CROs,	followed	by	decline	
• Recent	use	of	“failure	to	prevent”	offense	and	DPAs	

	

c) The	Netherlands:	Activating	a	Regulatory	Paradigm	
	
The	Netherlands’	 implementation	of	 its	 international	obligations	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery	

can	be	characterized	as	a	regulatory	paradigm.	The	prohibition	on	foreign	bribery	in	Dutch	law	

is	 a	 standard	 criminal	 prohibition,	 set	 out	 in	 the	 Dutch	 Penal	 Code,	 but	 the	 low	 bar	 for	

establishing	corporate	criminal	responsibility	and	broad	discretion	of	Dutch	prosecutors	allows	

for	negotiated	resolutions	for	foreign	bribery	allegations.	Recent	enforcement	actions	indicate	

an	 increasing	 emphasis	 on	 the	 rehabilitative	 aims	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 and	

settlement	 agreements	 that	 can	 provide	 for	 corporate	 restructuring	 and	 self-monitoring	 to	

prevent	foreign	bribery.			

The	 legal	 framework	 to	 combat	 foreign	 bribery	 has	 been	 quite	 consistent	 since	 its	

implementation,	 although	 there	 have	 been	 increases	 to	 the	 available	 sanctions,	 which	 are	

discussed	below.	What	 stands	out	 about	 the	Netherlands	 is	 that	 it	 has	 been	 slow	 to	 start	 in	
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enforcing	 its	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibition	despite	a	regulatory	policy	paradigm	that,	as	 the	

German	case	 to	come	aptly	 illustrates,	 can	support	a	higher	 frequency	of	enforcement.	 In	 its	

2015	 report,	 Transparency	 International	 describes	 the	 Netherlands	 as	 having	 “limited”	

enforcement	of	its	OECD	Convention	obligations.403	When	the	Netherlands	did	begin	to	enforce	

its	foreign	bribery	prohibition	in	2012,	it	quite	quickly	gained	ground	and	completed	4	foreign	

bribery	enforcement	actions	by	the	end	of	2016.		

i. Initial	Implementation	1999-2011	and	Overview	of	the	Legal	Framework	
	
The	Netherlands	 passed	 the	 Implementing	 Bill	 in	 1999	 to	 carry	 out	 its	 obligations	 under	 the	

OECD	Convention.	The	Bill	entered	into	force	in	2001.	The	Netherlands	too	built	off	its	existing	

anti-bribery	 prohibitions	 in	 incorporating	 the	 OECD	 Convention.	 Specifically,	 the	 legislation	

added	Article	178a	to	the	Penal	Code,	which	provides	that	the	prohibitions	on	the	bribery	of	a	

public	official	also	includes	the	bribery	of	public	officials	of	other	states.404	The	legislation	also	

added	a	new	bribery	offense	that	prohibits	the	bribery	of	a	public	official	to	perform	an	act	that	

was	 not	 in	 breach	 of	 his	 duties.405	Under	 the	 initial	 implementation	 of	 the	 foreign	 bribery	

prohibition,	 the	 maximum	 sanction	 for	 an	 individual	 that	 bribed	 a	 foreign	 public	 official	 in	

breach	of	his	duty	was	4	years	 imprisonment	and	a	category	5	fine,	which	was	approximately	

																																																								
403	Transparency	International,	Exporting	Corruption,	2015.	
404	The	Dutch	Penal	Code	creates	criminal	offenses	for	the	bribery	of	civil	servants	in	sections	177	and	judges	in	
section	178.	The	Implementing	Bill	that	came	into	force	in	2001	extended	these	prohibitions	to	public	officials	of	
other	states.	An	English	translation	of	the	Dutch	Penal	Code	is	available	at:	
http://www.legislationline.org/documents/section/criminal-codes/country/12.		
405	This	new	offense	is	contained	in	Article	177a.	Previously	the	Penal	Code	had	only	prohibited	the	payment	of	
bribes	to	public	officials	to	act	contrary	to	their	official	duties,	as	set	out	in	Article	177.	Further,	the	Implementing	
Bill	expanded	the	scope	of	all	of	these	bribery	prohibitions	to	apply	when	a	person	bribes	a	public	official	through	
the	provision	of	a	service.	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	The	Netherlands:	Review	of	
the	Implementation	of	the	Convention	and	1997	Recommendation,	2001,	2	[OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Netherlands].	
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€67,000	at	the	time.406	Amendments	to	the	Penal	Code	in	2015	increased	the	maximum	prison	

sentence	for	individuals	to	6	years.407		

Nationality	jurisdiction	for	foreign	bribery	is	possible,	but	is	limited	to	instances	of	dual	

criminality,	 that	 is,	 when	 both	 the	 Netherlands	 and	 the	 country	 where	 the	 act	 occurred	

consider	the	act	a	criminal	offense.408	The	Dutch	argued	in	their	first	monitoring	report	to	the	

OECD	that,	“given	that	the	territorial	and	nationality	principles	have	been	broadly	interpreted,”	

Dutch	 courts	 have	 “sufficient	 jurisdictional	 powers”	 to	 enforce	 the	 foreign	 bribery	

prohibitions.409		In	its	first	monitoring	report	of	the	Netherlands,	the	OECD	concluded	that,	“the	

Dutch	implementing	legislation	conforms	to	the	standards	under	the	Convention.”410	

The	existing	laws	and	practice	to	combat	corporate	crime	in	the	Netherlands	have	also	

been	 important	to	shaping	the	 implementation	of	 its	anti-foreign	bribery	obligations.	While	a	

civil	 law	 country,	 the	 Netherlands	 does	 provide	 for	 corporate	 criminal	 liability	 and	 allows	

corporate	 defendants	 to	 be	 criminally	 punished	 for	 foreign	 bribery.	411	But	 compared	 to	 the	

United	Kingdom,	and	even	Canada,	 the	bar	 to	establishing	corporate	criminal	 responsibility	 is	

																																																								
406	Bribery	of	a	public	official	that	did	not	breach	his	duty	(Article	178)	was	sanctioned	by	a	maximum	of	2	years	
imprisonment	or	a	fine	of	approximately	€11,250.	This	is	the	same	sanction	that	was	then-currently	available	for	
the	bribery	of	a	domestic	public	official	that	did	not	breach	his	duty.	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Netherlands,	2;	
Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	The	Netherlands:	Phase	2	Report	on	the	Application	of	
the	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	in	International	Business	Transactions	and	the	1997	
Recommendation	of	the	Council	on	Combating	Bribery	in	International	Business	Transactions,	2006,	63	[OECD,	
Phase	2	Report,	Netherlands].	
407	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	The	Netherlands:	Follow-up	to	the	Phase	3	Report	&	
Recommendations,	2015,	7,	17	[OECD	Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	Netherlands].	The	maximum	fine	available	for	an	
individual	convicted	of	foreign	bribery	remained	in	the	fifth	category,	which	as	of	2015,	was	€81,000.	
408	Dutch	Penal	Code,	Article	5.1;	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Netherlands,	20.	
409	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Netherlands,	20.	
410	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Netherlands,	34.	
411	While	the	original	Dutch	Penal	Code	made	no	mention	of	corporate	criminal	responsibility,	legal	reforms	in	the	
20th	century	introduced	corporate	criminal	liability—first	for	economic	crimes	and	then,	in	1976,	for	all	crimes.	The	
1976	reforms	added	Article	51.1	to	the	Penal	Code,	which	provides	that	either	natural	persons	or	juristic	persons	
can	commit	criminal	offenses.		Berend	F.	Keulen	and	Erik	Gritter,	“Corporate	Criminal	Liability	in	the	Netherlands,”	
2.	
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lower	 in	 the	 Netherlands.	 The	 standard	 to	 impute	 criminal	 liability	 to	 the	 corporation	 is	

“reasonable	 attribution”:	 “the	 attribution	 of	 certain	 (illegal)	 conduct	 to	 the	 corporation	may	

under	certain	circumstances	be	reasonable	if	the	(illegal)	conduct	took	place	within	the	‘scope’	

of	 the	 corporation.” 412 	As	 one	 Dutch	 lawyer	 has	 explained,	 “[t]he	 Dutch	 approach….can	

therefore	 be	 characterized	 as	 a	 rather	 ‘open’	 one,	 assessing	 each	 time	 the	 particular	

circumstances	 of	 the	 case.	 In	 practice	 this	 means	 that	 criminal	 liability	 is	 quite	 easily	

assumed.”413	

When	 the	Netherlands	 first	 implemented	 the	OECD	Convention,	 a	 legal	 person	 found	

criminally	 responsible	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 was	 subject	 to	 the	 same	 maximum	 fine	 as	 an	

individual,	€67,000,	but	if	the	amount	“does	not	allow	an	appropriate	punishment,”	it	could	be	

raised	to		€670,000.414	Amendments	in	2015	raised	the	maximum	fine	available	to	legal	persons	

responsible	 for	 foreign	bribery	to	“up	to	10%	of	 the	annual	 turnover	of	 the	company.”415	The	

Netherlands	has	implemented	the	same	EU	directive	on	procurement	as	the	UK	and	Germany	

that	 requires	 the	 mandatory	 debarment	 of	 corporations	 convicted	 of	 foreign	 bribery. 416	

However,	 the	 Netherlands	 has	 created	 an	 exception	 for	 “self-cleaning”—that	 is,	 when	 the	

corporation	 takes	 appropriate	 measure	 to	 address	 the	 wrongdoing	 and	 prevent	 its	 future	

																																																								
412	Berend	F.	Keulen	and	Erik	Gritter,	5.	The	authors	cite	to	a	2003	Dutch	Supreme	Court	case	that	further	describes	
the	circumstances	where	corporate	criminal	liability	can	be	imputed,	including	where	an	employee	of	the	
corporation	committed	the	illegal	act,	the	conduct	fell	within	the	normal	business	operations	of	the	corporation,	or	
the	corporation	accepted	or	gained	from	the	conduct.	
413	Jurjan	Geertsma,	“Overview	of	Anti-Corruption	Rules	and	Regulations	in	the	Netherlands,”	3.	
414	OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	Netherlands,	63.	
415	OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	Netherlands,	4,	17.		
416	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Phase	3	Report	on	Implementing	the	OECD	Anti-
Bribery	Convention	in	the	Netherlands,	2012,	49	[OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Netherlands].		
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occurrence—and,	as	is	discussed	below,	also	commonly	uses	settlements	to	resolve	allegations	

of	foreign	bribery	that	do	not	result	in	a	conviction.417		

In	addition	 to	 this	 low	bar	 for	establishing	corporate	 responsibility,	Dutch	prosecutors	

have,	as	the	OECD	has	described	it,	“broad	discretionary	powers	to	settle	cases	out	of	court”	for	

foreign	bribery	allegations.418	In	particular,	prosecutors	can	rely	on	Article	74	of	the	Dutch	Penal	

Code	 that	 creates	 a	mechanism	 for	 the	 diversion	 of	 criminal	 charges	 for	 either	 individual	 or	

corporate	defendants.	 Section	74	provides	 that,	 “the	Public	Prosecutor	may	 set	one	or	more	

conditions,	which	must	 be	 complied	with	 in	 order	 to	 avoid	 criminal	 proceedings,”	which	 can	

include	 the	payment	of	a	 fine	or	performance	of	 community	 service.	A	Section	74	 resolution	

does	not	require	an	admission	of	guilt	and	does	not	trigger	debarment.419	Settlements	entered	

into	 pursuant	 to	 section	 74	 are	 a	 long-standing	 practice	 in	 Dutch	 law	 that	 is	widely	 used	 to	

respond	 to	 allegations	 of	 corporate	wrongdoing.420	But,	 there	 are	 some	 concerns	with	 these	

settlements,	and	a	perception	from	“the	man	in	the	street,	that	the	big	guys,	they	just	pay	up	

their	debt	and	that’s	it.”421	

ii. Increasing	Enforcement:	2012-2016	
	

The	Netherlands	did	not	complete	its	first	foreign	bribery	enforcement	action	until	2012.	By	the	

end	 of	 2016,	 the	 Netherlands	 had	 completed	 four	 enforcement	 actions.	 All	 of	 these	

enforcement	 actions	 have	 been	 against	 corporate	 defendants,	 and	 three	 of	 them	 used	 the	

																																																								
417	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Netherlands,	49.	
418	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Netherlands,	30.		
419	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Netherlands,	22.		
420	Interview	by	author	of	Dutch	lawyer	with	practice	in	anti-foreign	bribery	law,	January	16,	2017,	Amsterdam.	See	
also,	OECD	Phase	3	Report,	Netherlands,	23,	describing	the	use	of	section	74	to	resolve	allegations	of	sanctions	
violations	against	seven	Dutch	corporations	in	the	oil-for-food	scandal.		
421	Interview	by	author	of	official	from	Dutch	Ministry	of	Justice,	January	12,	2017,	The	Hague.		
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diversionary	 resolution	procedure	 in	 section	74	 to	 settle	allegations	of	 foreign	bribery	with	a	

fine	and	without	an	admission	of	guilt.	The	first	completed	enforcement	action	was	against	the	

construction	 and	 engineering	 company	 Ballast	 Nedam,	 which,	 in	 a	 section	 74	 settlement,	

agreed	to	pay	a	€17.5	million	fine	for	wrongful	payments	to	foreign	public	officials	in	the	Middle	

East	from	1996-2003.422	In	2014,	Dutch	prosecutors	entered	into	a	section	74	settlement	with	

SBM	 Offshore,	 a	 large	 global	 player	 in	 offshore	 oil	 and	 gas,	 which	 agreed	 to	 a	 $40	 million	

punitive	fine	and	$200	million	in	disgorgement	for	making	wrongful	payments	to	public	officials	

in	Equatorial	Guinea,	Angola,	and	Brazil	between	2007	and	2011.423		

In	 2016,	 the	 Netherlands	 completed	 a	 highly	 publicized	 foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	

action	 against	 the	 telecommunications	 company	 Vimpelcom,	 which	 is	 headquartered	 in	

Amsterdam.	 This	 was	 a	 joint	 enforcement	 action	 with	 the	 United	 States	 for	 Vimpelcom’s	

bribery	 of	 public	 officials	 in	 Uzbekistan	 to	 gain	 entry	 into	 the	 country’s	 telecommunications	

market.	 This	 too	was	 a	 section	 74	 resolution	 and	 required	Vimpelcom	 to	 pay	 a	 $100	million	

(USD)	 fine	 and	 $130	 million	 (USD)	 in	 disgorgement	 to	 Dutch	 authorities. 424 	The	 fourth	

completed	enforcement	 action	 in	 the	Netherlands	 also	 stems	 from	 the	Vimpelcom	case.	 The	

Netherlands	successfully	prosecuted,	in	absentia,	a	private	company	involved	in	the	Vimpelcom	

bribery.425	

																																																								
422		Openbaar	Ministerie,	Out-of-Court	Settlement	with	Ballast	Nedam,	21	December	2012,	included	as	an	annex	to	
the	OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up,	Netherlands.	Part	of	the	settlement,	€12.5	million,	consisted	of	the	release	of	a	claim	
by	Ballast	Nedam	against	the	Dutch	tax	authorities;	€5	million	was	paid	by	Ballast	Nedam	to	Dutch	prosecutors.	
423	Openbaar	Ministerie,	SBM	Offshore	N.V.	Settles	Bribery	Case	for	US$	240,000,000,	November	12,	2014,	included	
as	an	annex	to	the	OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up,	Netherlands.	
424	Openbaar	Ministerie,	Vimpelcom	Pays	Close	to	400	Million	Dollars	to	the	Netherlands	for	Bribery	in	Uzbekistan,	
February	16,	2016	[Openbaar	Ministerie,	Vimpelcom	Settlement].	In	addition,	Vimpelcom	paid	penalties	to	US	
authorities.	DOJ,	Vimpelcom	Settlement.	
425	Aldo	Verbruggen,	“Netherlands,”	The	Anti-Bribery	and	Anti-Corruption	Review,	2018.	
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	 Prosecutors	 often	 see	 these	 out-of-court	 settlements	 as	 preferable	 to	 criminal	

investigations	and	trials.	As	one	prosecutor	explained,	“my	personal	opinion	is	that	settlement	

is	a	good	way	of	solving	it	because	companies,	you	can’t	put	them	in	jail,	so	it	will	always	be	a	

fine—and	it	saves	a	 lot	of	time,	 it	can	really	be	a	very	good	way	to	solve	these	cases,	to	do	a	

settlement.”426	The	Dutch	practice	in	agreeing	to	these	settlements	for	foreign	bribery	has	been	

to	 issue	press	 releases	with	 some	detail	on	 the	wrongful	 activity	and	 the	broad	 terms	of	 the	

settlement.	But	while	a	defendant’s	wrongdoing	will	be	publicly	known,	a	defendant	may	well	

still	prefer	a	section	74	resolution	to	the	length	and	uncertainty	of	a	criminal	trial	which	brings	

with	it	not	only	the	risk	of	a	finding	of	criminal	guilt	but	also	debarment.427	As	the	OECD	notes,	

avoiding	 this	 risk	of	debarment	 “may	prove	a	 very	 serious	 incentive	 to	 companies	 to	 try	and	

settle	(foreign)	corruption	cases	out-of-court.”	428		

In	announcing	these	settlement	agreements,	Dutch	prosecutors	have	consistently	noted	

the	 importance	 of	 the	 company’s	 internal	 compliance	 efforts	 and	 suggest	 a	 growing	

rehabilitative	 goal	 in	 Dutch	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy.	 Prosecutors	 point	 to	 the	 presence	 of	

anti-bribery	 compliance	 programs	 or	 the	 company’s	 willingness	 to	 engage	 in	 reform	 of	 its	

internal	policy	as	a	key	consideration	in	proceeding	with	a	section	74	resolution.429	However,	it	

is	not	just	the	existence	of	a	program	that	matters,	but	the	demonstration	by	the	corporation	

that	 it	will	 subsequently	 enact	 or	 strengthen	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy.	 For	 instance,	 the	

Ballast	 Nedam	 press	 release	 states	 that	 following	 the	 foreign	 bribery	 investigation,	 “the	

																																																								
426	Interview	by	author,	January	12,	2017,	The	Hague.	
427	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Netherlands,	22.	
428	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Netherlands,	22.	
429	A	prosecutor	identified	the	following	as	important	considerations	in	determining	whether	a	section	74	
settlement	is	appropriate:	“did	they	self-disclose,	were	they	cooperative,	did	they	have	sufficient	compliance,	
remediation.”	Interview	by	author,	January	12,	2017,	The	Hague.	
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compliance	 policy	 has	 been	 strengthened	 and	 laid	 down	 in	 new	 compliance	 directives	 to	

guarantee	 the	 orgnisation’s	 integrity.	 Strict	 conformity	with	 the	 compliance	 directive	will	 be	

monitored	 and	 Ballast	 Nedam	 will	 be	 operating	 a	 zero	 tolerance	 policy	 in	 this	 regard.”430	

Similarly,	 in	 the	 press	 release	 announcing	 the	 Vimpelcom	 settlement,	 the	Dutch	 prosecutors	

emphasized	 that	 the	 US	 portion	 of	 the	 settlement	 with	 Vimpelcom	 required	 the	 three-year	

appointment	of	an	external	compliance	monitor	and	“re-establish[ing]”	of	Vimpelcom’s	internal	

anti-bribery	compliance	program.	431	

While	 there	 were	 some	 legislative	 reforms	 relevant	 to	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	

enacted	 in	 2015,	 they	do	not	 appear	 to	be	 closely	 connected	 to	 this	 increasing	 enforcement	

activity	or	to	significantly	alter	the	regulatory	framework	for	foreign	bribery	in	the	Netherlands.	

These	 reforms	 included	 the	 amendments	 mentioned	 above	 that	 increased	 the	 available	

sanctions	 for	 foreign	 bribery,	 as	 well	 as	 an	 amendment	 to	 remove	 the	 distinction	 between	

bribery	offenses	 that	 involved	a	breach	of	duty	and	 those	 that	did	not—creating	 instead	one	

new	 general	 bribery	 offense.432	One	 other	 relevant	 reform	 in	 this	 period	was	 legislation	 that	

encourages	whistleblowers	 to	 report	 foreign	 bribery	 or	 other	 corporate	 crimes.	 In	 2015,	 the	

government	 established	 the	 House	 for	 Whistleblowers, 433 	strengthened	 protections	 for	

																																																								
430	Openbaar	Ministerie,	Out-of-Court	Settlement	with	Ballast	Nedam,	21	December	2012,	included	as	an	annex	to	
the	OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up,	Netherlands.	Similarly,	in	the	SBM	Offshore	settlement,	the	Public	Prosecutor’s	
Office	noted	that,	“the	newly	established	Management	Board	of	SBM	Offshore,	at	its	own	initiative,	has	taken	
significant	measures	to	improve	the	company’s	compliance.”	Openbaar	Ministerie,	SBM	Offshore	N.V.	Settle	
Bribery	Case	for	US$	240,000,000,	November	12,	2014,	included	as	an	annex	to	the	OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up,	
Netherlands.	
431	Openbaar	Ministerie,	Vimpelcom	Settlement.	
432	Article	177	now	encompasses	both	the	old	Article	177	(in	breach	of	duty)	and	177a	(not	in	breach	of	duty).	
OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	Netherlands,	7.			
433	In	2012,	the	government	established	the	National	Independent	Advice	Point	for	potential	whistleblowers.	OECD	
Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	Netherlands,	27.	The	Whistleblower’s	Centre	Act	entered	into	force	in	2016.	An	English	
translation	is	available	at:	https://huisvoorklokkenluiders.nl/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/20160803_Wet-
_Engelse-versie_BZK116131.pdf.	
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whistleblowers	 from	retaliation,	and	mandated	that	companies	of	greater	than	50	employees	

adopt	a	policy	for	whistleblower	complaints.434	While	it	is	early	to	tell	yet	if	this	will	fuel	further	

or	continued	increases	in	foreign	bribery	enforcement,	the	policy	again	emphasizes	the	role	of	

the	corporation	and	its	employees	in	self-monitoring	corporate	crime.	

In	 sum,	 while	 the	 Netherlands	 too	 has	 made	 adjustments	 to	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

policy,	 it	 continues	 to	 exhibit	 a	 regulatory	 policy	 paradigm.	 The	most	 significant	 of	 its	 policy	

changes	have	been	to	its	enforcement	practices,	which	have	increased	in	frequency	and	largely	

rely	on	diversionary	resolutions.	We	see	too	an	increasing	emphasis	on	the	rehabilitative	goals	

of	anti-foreign	bribery	policy,	which	is	common	to	other	regulatory	policy	paradigms.	

TABLE	4.	SUMMARY	OF	CHANGES	IN	THE	NETHERLANDS’	ANTI-FOREIGN	BRIBERY	POLICY	

Policy	Goals	 • Deterrence	and	increasing	rehabilitative	focus	

Legal	
Framework	

• Increased	available	sanction	of	imprisonment	for	individuals	
• Increased	available	fines	for	corporations	
• Streamlined	bribery	offenses	in	criminal	code	
• Strengthened	whistleblower	protections	

Enforcement	
Practices	

• Increased	frequency	of	enforcement	starting	in	2012	

	

d) Germany:	A	“Pragmatic	Approach”	and	Regulatory	Paradigm	
	
Germany	 has	 taken	 what	 the	 OECD	 describes	 as	 a	 “pragmatic	 approach” 435 	to	 the	

implementation	 of	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 obligations.	 This	 approach	 is	 consistent	 with	 a	

regulatory	paradigm	in	that	Germany	prohibits	and	punishes	foreign	bribery	through	a	range	of	

policies	and	enforcement	practices	that	often	produce	negotiated	resolutions.	The	prohibition	

																																																								
434	Clifford	Chance,	Dutch	House	for	Whistleblowers	Act,	June	28,	2016.	
435	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	5.	
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against	 foreign	 bribery	 in	 Germany	 is	 set	 out	 in	 a	 criminal	 statute,	 The	 Act	 on	 Combating	

International	Bribery	(the	“ACIB”),436	but	the	absence	of	corporate	criminal	liability	in	Germany	

means	that	the	administrative	sanctions	regime	plays	an	important	role	in	anti-foreign	bribery	

policy.	 Germany	 also	 commonly	makes	 use	 of	 other	 criminal	 offenses	 to	 prosecute	 cases	 of	

foreign	 bribery	 that	 have	 a	 lower	 evidentiary	 threshold	 than	 the	 ACIB	 and	 often	 resolves	

allegations	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 through	 a	 diversionary	 procedure.	 The	 policy	 goals	 focus	 on	

deterrence	and	rehabilitation	with	high	 frequency	enforcement	 that	often	avoids	a	 finding	of	

criminal	guilt.	

As	 is	 discussed	 below,	 the	 legal	 framework	 prohibiting	 foreign	 bribery	 has	 remained	

largely	consistent	in	Germany	in	the	almost	two	decades	of	the	Convention’s	operation.	There	

was	an	initial	shift	in	enforcement	activity	in	the	mid	2000s	when	Germany	began	to	regularly	

complete	enforcement	actions	for	foreign	bribery.	But,	by	and	large,	the	enforcement	practices	

too	in	Germany	have	been	stable	and	indicate	an	overall	policy	goal	of	deterrence,	with	high-

frequency,	but—comparatively	speaking	at	least—low-sanction	enforcement	of	foreign	bribery	

crimes.	Transparency	International	classifies	Germany	as	having	“active	enforcement.”437		With	

264	completed	enforcement	actions	for	foreign	bribery	by	the	end	of	2016,	Germany	is	second	

only	to	the	US	and	its	325	completed	enforcement	actions.438				

i. Initial	Implementation	and	Overview	of	the	Legal	Framework	
	
Germany’s	 ACIB	 entered	 into	 force	 in	 1999	 and	 introduced	 a	 criminal	 prohibition	 against	

foreign	 bribery	 by	 modifying	 the	 existing	 prohibitions	 against	 bribery	 in	 Germany’s	 Criminal	

																																																								
436	The	citation	for	the	legislation	is	Gesetz	zur	Bekämpfung	Internationaler	Bestechung,	BGBI.II	S.	2327	[ACIB].		
437	Transparency	International,	Exporting	Corruption,	2015.	
438	See	Figure	1	for	a	comparison	of	completed	enforcement	actions	for	foreign	bribery	across	the	OECD.	
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Code.	439	As	Germany	explained	to	the	OECD,	in	designing	the	ACIB,	“[t]he	general	approach…is	

to	 provide	 for	 the	 equal	 treatment	 of	 the	 offences	 of	 bribing	 domestic	 and	 foreign	 public	

officials.”440	One	exception	is	the	bribery	of	members	of	parliament,	where	the	ACIB	has	been	

more	expansive	than	the	Criminal	Code.441	Another	difference	is	that	the	ACIB	explicitly	creates	

nationality	jurisdiction	for	the	offense	of	foreign	bribery.442	The	available	sanctions	for	foreign	

bribery	have	 followed	sanctions	 for	domestic	bribery,	with	a	minimum	sentence	of	3	months	

imprisonment	 to	 a	 maximum	 of	 10	 years	 for	 an	 aggravated	 case443	or	 a	 fine.444	Initially,	 the	

possible	 fine	 ranged	 from	 €25,000	 to	 €1.8	 million,445	but,	 in	 2009,	 Germany	 increased	 the	

																																																								
439	Article	2.1	of	the	ACIB	provides	that	the	domestic	bribery	offenses	in	the	German	Criminal	code	should	be	
interpreted	to	provide	“Equal	treatment	of	foreign	and	domestic	public	officials	in	the	events	of	acts	of	bribery.”	
The	core	domestic	bribery	offense	is	found	in	Article	334	of	the	Criminal	Code,	which	creates	an	offense	for:	
“Whoever	offers,	promises	or	grants	a	benefit	to	a	public	official,	a	person	with	special	public	service	obligations,	
or	a	soldier	of	the	Federal	Armed	Forces,	for	that	person	or	a	third	person,	in	return	for	the	fact	that	he	performed	
or	would	in	the	future	perform	an	official	act	and	thereby	violates	or	would	violate	his	official	duties...”	An	English	
translation	of	the	German	Criminal	Code	is	available	at:	https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_stgb/.	
440	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Germany:	Review	of	the	Implementation	of	the	
Convention	and	1997	Recommendation,	1999,	1	[OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Germany].	
441	Article	2.2	of	the	ACIB	explicitly	includes	members	of	foreign	parliaments	as	public	officials,	while	German	law	
limited	the	offence	of	the	bribery	of	German	parliamentarians	to	the	buying	and	selling	of	votes.	That	is,	because	
“[u]nder	the	German	legal	system,	Members	of	Parliament	are	not	regarded	as	public	officials,”	in	the	ACIB,	
“Members	of	Parliaments	of	foreign	states	and	international	organisations	are	thus	covered	in	a	separate	article	
that	is	broader	than	that	applying	to	domestic	members	of	Parliament.”	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Germany,	3.		
442	ACIB,	Article	2.3.	
443	German	law	provides	different	sentences	for	cases	of	foreign	bribery	depending	on	the	gravity	of	the	violation.	
The	standard	sanction	has	a	maximum	of	5	years	in	prison,	while	a	less	serious	case	carries	a	maximum	of	2	years	
imprisonment.	These	are	the	same	maximum	sentences	for	bribery	of	a	domestic	public	official	and	its	less	serious	
and	aggravated	variations.	For	the	bribery	of	a	foreign	public	official	who	is	a	member	of	parliament,	the	ACIB	
originally	provided	for	a	sentence	of	imprisonment	from	1	month	to	5	years.	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Germany,	7.	
444	Section	47	of	the	German	Criminal	Code	provides	for	the	substitution	of	a	term	of	imprisonment	by	a	fine.	The	
amount	of	fine	is	calculated	by	a	set	daily	rate,	and	for	foreign	bribery	crimes	was	initially	set	to	5	to	360	days.	
OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Germany,	7.	
445	This	is	based	on	the	daily	rate	of	€5,000.	See,	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	
Germany:	Phase	2	Report	on	the	Application	of	the	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	in	
International	Business	Transactions	and	the	1997	Recommendation	of	the	Council	on	Combating	Bribery	in	
International	Business	Transactions,	2003,	41	[OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	Germany].	
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amount	of	 the	possible	 fine	 to	€10.8	million.446	In	 its	 first	monitoring	 report	of	Germany,	 the	

OECD	affirmed	that	the	ACIB	“conforms	to	the	standards	of	the	Convention.”447		

There	are	 two	existing	policies	 concerning	 corporate	and	economic	 crime	 in	Germany	

that	 have	 had	 an	 important	 influence	 on	 Germany’s	 implementation	 of	 its	 international	

obligations	 to	 prohibit	 foreign	 bribery.	 First,	 Germany	 has	 always	 lacked	 criminal	 liability	 for	

corporate	entities.	This	is	not	unusual	for	civil	 law	countries,	which,	as	noted	earlier,	have	not	

typically	 provided	 for	 corporate	 criminal	 responsibility.448 	Marc	 Engelhart	 explains	 that	 in	

Germany	 corporate	 criminal	 responsibility	 “is	 regarded	 as	 not	 being	 in	 line	 with	 the	

constitutional	 and	 criminal	 concept	 of	 personal	 guilt.”449		 Germany’s	 Administrative	Offenses	

Act	does	allow	administrative	liability	to	be	imposed	on	a	corporation	for	foreign	bribery.	Under	

section	30	of	the	Act,	a	corporation	can	be	held	liable	for	an	administrative	or	criminal	offense	

of	 a	 “responsible	 person,”	 such	 as	 a	manager,	 which	would	 include	 the	 criminal	 prohibition	

against	 foreign	bribery.450	The	Act	provides	another	 route	 to	 corporate	 liability	under	 section	

130	 for	 the	 “failure	 to	 supervise,”	 which	 can	 impose	 liability	 on	 the	 corporation	 for	

managements’	 failure	 to	prevent	 lower	 level	employees	 from	committing	an	offense,	 such	as	

foreign	bribery.451	When	the	ACIB	first	entered	into	force,	the	maximum	sanction	available	to	a	

corporation	for	an	administrative	offense	was	€500,000,452	which	was	increased	to	€1	million	in	

																																																								
446	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	28.	Note	that	the	increase	to	the	fine	was	not	specific	to	foreign	bribery,	but	
was	an	increase	in	the	daily	rate	for	criminal	fines	in	general.	
447	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Germany,	19.	
448	Kyriakakis,	“Corporate	Criminal	Liability	and	the	ICC	Statute:	The	Comparative	Law	Challenge,”	333.	
449	Engelhart,	“Development	and	Status	of	Economic	Criminal	Law	in	Germany,”	710.	
450	A	 “responsible	 person…includes	 a	 broad	 range	 of	 senior	 managerial	 stakeholders.”	 OECD,	 Phase	 3	 Report,	
Germany,	23.			
451	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	23.	See	also,	the	Administrative	Offences	Act,	Gesetz	über	
Ordnungswidrigkeiten,	an	English	translation	of	which	is	available	at:	http://www.gesetze-im-
internet.de/englisch_owig/index.html.	
452	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Germany,	8.	
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2002453	and	€10	million	in	2013.454	While	there	is	no	formal	policy	to	encourage	corporate	anti-

bribery	compliance	programs	in	Germany,	courts	have	taken	these	into	account	in	determining	

whether	a	corporation	is	legally	responsible	for	the	violation	of	its	supervisory	duties.455	

The	administrative	nature	of	 these	actions	does	have	 implications.	Most	notably,	unlike	

with	individuals	alleged	of	criminal	wrongdoing,	where	the	principle	of	mandatory	prosecution	

applies,	 for	 potential	 corporate	 defendants,	 prosecutions	 are	 discretionary.456	Further,	 while	

Germany	 has	 implemented	 the	 same	 EU	 debarment	 directive	 as	 the	 UK,	 debarment	 is	 also	

discretionary	 for	 these	 administrative	 sanctions. 457 	The	 German	 chapter	 of	 Transparency	

International	 has	 raised	 concerns	 that,	 “the	 nature	 of	 the	 administrative	 liability	 under	 the	

Administrative	Offences	Act	 is	 not	 sufficiently	 comparable	 to	 criminal	 liability.”458	They	 argue	

that,	“actions	under	the	Administrative	Offences	Act	are	seen	as	representing	only	a	warning	of	

non-compliance	with	a	 legal	obligation,	without	social	or	ethical	disapproval,	while	a	criminal	

conviction	in	Germany	entails	a	serious	ethical	value	judgment.”459	Still,	it	is	important	to	note	

that	 the	OECD	 counts	 these	 administrative	 sanctions	 against	 corporations	 in	 its	 enforcement	

data	as	criminal	actions	against	corporations.460	

																																																								
453	OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	Germany,	33;	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development.	Germany:	
Phase	2	Follow-up	Report	on	the	Application	of	the	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	in	
International	Business	Transactions	and	the	1997	Recommendation	of	the	Council	on	Combating	Bribery	in	
International	Business	Transactions,	2005,	28-20	[OECD,	Phase	2	Follow-up	Report,	Germany].	
454	OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	Germany,	13.	
455	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	24.		
456	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	41.	Boyne,	The	German	Prosecution	Service,	127.	
457	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	31.	Germany’s	own	debarment	regime	allows	for	self-cleaning,	and,	as	these	
are	administrative	sanctions,	they	do	not	trigger	EU-level	debarment.	
458	OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	Germany,	footnote	43.	
459	OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	Germany,	footnote	43.	
460	2016	OECD	Enforcement	Data,	footnote	3.	
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Another	important	policy	legacy	is	the	common	use	of	“discretionary	non-prosecution”	

in	 Germany	 for	 economic	 crimes.461	The	 discretion	 not	 to	 prosecute	 was	 introduced	 in	 the	

1960s	 as	part	 of	 a	 law	 reform	effort	 to	 address	 resource	 and	 capacity	 constraints	within	 the	

public	prosecution.462	These	reforms	included	the	introduction	of	section	153(a)	to	the	Code	of	

Criminal	Procedure,	which	has	been	a	central	element	of	Germany’s	anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	

Through	 section	 153(a),	 the	 prosecution	 can	 dispense	 with	 charges	 against	 an	 accused	

individual	 in	 exchange	 for	 the	 acceptance	 of	 a	 sanction,	 such	 as	making	 reparations	 for	 the	

damage	 or	 paying	 a	 sum	 of	 money	 to	 a	 non-profit	 organization.463	Notably,	 not	 all	 criminal	

offenses	in	Germany	are	eligible	for	section	153(a)	proceedings.	It	is	only	because	of	the	specific	

classification	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 the	 related	 offenses	 by	 the	 legislature	 that	 they	 can	 be	

resolved	through	section	153(a).464	Shawn	Marie	Boyne	explains	 that	 this	 is	part	of	a	broader	

trend	and	“the	legislature’s	framing	of	economic	crime	itself,	in	particular	the	categorization	of	

many	economic	crimes	as	misdemeanors”	that	allows	for	these	negotiated	resolutions.465	There	

is	an	 important	distinction,	however,	between	diversionary	resolution	procedures	 like	section	

153(a)	 and	 criminal	 prosecutions. 466 	As	 Hans-Jörg	 Albrecht	 writes,	 these	 diversionary	

procedures	“do	not	depend	on	personal	responsibility…they	are	not	considered	to	carry	blame”	

and	are	intended	to	provide	“measures	for	rehabilitation	and	protection	of	public	security.”467	

																																																								
461	Albrecht,	“Criminal	Prosecution,”	246.	
462	Albrecht,	246–47.		
463	Criminal	Code	of	Procedure,	Section	153(a).		
464	Boyne,	The	German	Prosecution	Service,	139.	
465	Boyne,	120.	
466	Albrecht,	“Sentencing	in	Germany:	Explaining	Long-Term	Stability	in	the	Structure	of	Criminal	Sanctions	and	
Sentencing,”	213.	
467	Albrecht,	213.	A	German	government	official	similarly	stated	in	reference	to	section	153(a)	resolutions	for	
foreign	bribery	crimes:	“this	is	not	a	criminal	sanction.	There	is	no	conviction,	the	defendant	is	not	entered	into	a	
registry,	the	presumption	of	innocence	is	not	rebutted.”	Interview	by	author,	April	29,	2016,	Berlin.	
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ii. Mid-2000s	Onwards:	Overview	of	Enforcement	Practices	
	
It	 is	 difficult	 to	 find	precise	data	on	when	Germany	 first	 enforced	 the	ACIB,468	but	 it	 appears	

that	 around	 2005	 Germany	 started	 to	 regularly	 complete	 enforcement	 actions	 for	 foreign	

bribery.	 In	 a	 report	 that	 year,	 the	OECD	noted	 that	Germany	had	 indicated	 that,	 “police	and	

prosecutors	 have	 been	 investigating	 a	 total	 of	 21	 cases	 involving	 violations	 of	 the	 Act	 on	

Combating	 Bribery	 of	 Foreign	 Public	 Officials,”	 but	 the	 cases	 had	 yet	 to	 be	 completed.469	A	

Transparency	International	report	on	enforcement	activity	through	2007	identified	“more	than	

43	 prosecutions	 and	 over	 88	 pending	 investigations”	 in	 Germany.470	By	 the	 time	 the	 OECD	

released	 its	 first	 report	 on	 completed	 enforcement	 actions	 in	 2010—which	 tracked	

enforcement	 activity	 up	 until	 the	 end	 of	 2009—Germany	 had	 completed	 54	 enforcement	

actions	for	foreign	bribery.471		

Germany	 has	 continued	 to	 consistently	 complete	 enforcement	 actions	 for	 foreign	

bribery	and	by	the	end	of	2016	had	completed	264	actions.		As	Figure	6	demonstrates,	the	large	

majority	of	Germany’s	foreign	bribery	enforcement	has	been	against	individual	defendants	and	

often	with	section	153(a)	resolutions.		

	

	

	

	

																																																								
468	The	Federal	Government	began	compiling	statistics	on	foreign	bribery	enforcement	in	2007.	OECD,	Germany	
Phase	2	Follow-up	Report,	27.	
469	OECD,	Phase	2	Follow-up	Report,	Germany,	3.	
470	Transparency	International,	Enforcement	of	the	OECD	Convention	on	Combating	Foreign	Bribery:	Progress	
Report	2008,	2008,	22.		
471	2016	OECD	Enforcement	Data.	
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FIGURE	6.		COMPLETED	FOREIGN	BRIBERY	ENFORCEMENT	ACTIONS	IN	GERMANY	

	

Looking	more	closely	at	 these	section	153(a)	 resolutions,	 there	are	 strong	 incentives	on	both	

sides	 for	 its	 use	 in	 foreign	 bribery	 cases.	 From	 a	 prosecutor’s	 perspective,	 section	 153(a)	

resolutions	 can	 be	 attractive	 in	 that	 they	 allow	 prosecutors	 to	 relatively	 quickly	 address	 an	

allegation	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 with	 some	 remedial	 sanction,	 without	 having	 to	 face	 the	

evidentiary	challenges	of	establishing	the	crime	of	foreign	bribery	at	trial.	As	an	official	from	the	

Ministry	 of	 Justice	 explained,	 “You	 need	 this	 tool	 [section	 153(a)]	 because	 the	 prosecutor	

knows	there	is	something	behind	this,	but	there	is	not	enough	evidence.	With	153(a)	you	still	

get	something.”472	It	is	also	an	attractive	outcome	for	an	individual	accused	of	foreign	bribery:	

by	entering	into	a	section	153(a)	resolution	he	or	she	agrees	to	a	penalty,	but	avoids	a	finding	of	

criminal	 guilt.	Given	 the	 standard	 practice	 of	 anonymization	 in	German	 criminal	 law	 and	 the	

																																																								
472	Interview	by	author,	May	6,	2016,	Berlin.	A	former	prosecutor	further	explained	that	a	153(a)	resolution	is	a	
particularly	productive	tool	in	cases	of	white-collar	crime	“where	defendants	have	such	good	lawyers	that	the	
judiciary	is	likely	going	to	look	to	make	some	deals.”	Interview	by	author,	April	29,	2016,	Berlin.	
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fact	that	these	resolutions	are	rarely	publicized,	the	accused	can	typically	enter	 into	a	section	

153(a)	resolution	with	little	chance	of	public	disclosure	of	the	alleged	wrongdoing.	473		

Germany’s	 “pragmatic	 approach”	 to	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 is	 further	 enabled	 by	 its	

frequent	 use	 of	 alternative	 criminal	 offenses	 to	 the	 ACIB,	 principally	 breach	 of	 trust	 and	

commercial	 bribery.474	When	 prosecutors	 do	 elect	 to	 proceed	 with	 a	 criminal	 prosecution,	

rather	than	a	section	153(a)	resolution,	they	select	which	of	these	offenses	is	charged,	based	on	

the	 facts	 presented,	 as	 well	 as	 considerations	 of	 the	 available	 evidence	 and	 difficulty	 of	

establishing	guilt	at	trial.475	For	 instance,	prosecutors	regard	breach	of	trust	as	having	a	 lower	

evidentiary	burden	than	foreign	bribery.476	The	offense	of	breach	of	trust	is	committed	by	the	

existence	of	a	“slush	fund”—that	is,	the	very	act	of	moving	and	reserving	assets	for	the	purpose	

of	“creat[ing]	advantages	for	the	enterprise	by	bribery	or	by	purchasing	influence,”	regardless	

of	whether	the	funds	are	actually	used	for	this	purpose.477	The	offense	of	commercial	bribery	

can	 also	 be	 easier	 to	 establish	 than	 foreign	 bribery.	478	In	 its	 reporting	 on	 foreign	 bribery	

																																																								
473	In	general,	the	names	of	individuals	charged	with	or	prosecuted	for	crimes	in	Germany	are	not	made	publicly	
available	and	judicial	decisions	are	reported	without	identifying	information.	Still,	a	criminal	trial	is	public,	which	
entering	into	a	section	153(a)	resolution	avoids.	
474	It	is	common	for	German	prosecutors	to	make	use	of	these	alternative	offenses	to	prosecute	fact	patterns	that	
we	would	recognize	as	foreign	bribery.	For	example,	in	the	period	between	2005	and	2010,	the	OECD	reported	
that	Germany	imposed	criminal	sanctions	for	foreign	bribery	30	times.	Of	the	30,	10	were	concluded	under	charges	
of	foreign	bribery	as	set	out	in	the	ACIB,	while	10	were	concluded	under	charges	of	breach	of	trust	and	the	
remaining	10	were	concluded	under	charges	of	commercial	bribery.	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	9-10.	
475	Interview	by	author	of	prosecutor,	June	29,	2016,	Munich.	
476	Interview	by	author	of	official	from	Ministry	of	Justice,	May	6,	2016,	Berlin.		
477	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	16-18.	The	Phase	3	Report	further	explains	that	breach	of	trust	can	“be	
substantiated	without	mutual	legal	assistance	from	other	countries	thus	allowing	courts	to	settle	cases	within	a	
time	frame	that	is	in	line	with	the	basic	rights	of	the	accused	in	Germany.”	
478	Section	299	of	the	German	Criminal	Code	creates	a	broad	offense	of	commercial	bribery,	sanctioning	the	“offer,	
promise[s]	or	grant[s]”	of	a	benefit	that	induces	“an	unfair	preference	in	the	purchase	of	goods	or	commercial	
services”	and	applies	to	business	activity	abroad.		
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enforcement,	 the	 OECD	 counts	 Germany’s	 prosecution	 of	 commercial	 bribery	 and	 breach	 of	

trust	as	completed	enforcement	actions	if	they	fit	a	fact	pattern	of	foreign	bribery.479	

One	other	aspect	of	Germany’s	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	practice	to	note	is	that	

when	sanctions	are	applied	to	acts	of	foreign	bribery,	they	have	tended	to	be	at	the	low	end	of	

possible	sanctions.480	While	an	individual	found	guilty	of	foreign	bribery	could	face	a	maximum	

sentence	 of	 10	 years	 imprisonment	 under	 German	 law,	 enforcement	 data	 through	 2014	

indicates	that	the	majority	of	sentences	of	imprisonment	for	foreign	bribery	were	for	a	period	

of	less	than	2	years,	and	all	of	these	sentences	were	suspended.481	As	Germany	has	pointed	out	

to	 the	OECD,	 this	 is	not	atypical	and	 in	 fact	 is	 in	“in	 line	with	 the	 level	of	 sanctions	 for	other	

economic	 crimes	 in	 Germany.”482	Similarly,	 while	 corporations	 can	 face	 punitive	 fines	 in	 the	

millions	 of	 dollars	 for	 foreign	 bribery—a	maximum	 of	 €1	million	 until	 2013	 and	 €10	million	

since—the	punitive	 sanctions	 imposed	 against	 corporate	defendants	 for	 foreign	bribery	have	

often	been	much	 lower.483	According	 to	German	officials,	 this	 low	 level	of	 sanctions	does	not	

necessarily	 imply	 a	 lack	 of	 significance.	 As	 one	 interviewee	 remarked,	 courts	 presiding	 over	

																																																								
479	Interview	by	author	of	OECD	staff	member,	June	14,	2016,	Paris.	
480	The	OECD	noted	in	2011	that,	“the	level	of	imprisonment	and	fines	imposed	in	practice	generally	appears	to	be	
low	with	respect	to	the	available	maxima.”	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	35.	
481	More	specifically,	21	cases	of	foreign	bribery	in	Germany	resulted	in	prison	sentences	between	1999	and	the	
end	of	2013.	Of	these,	15	were	sentences	of	less	than	2	years	and	all	15	were	suspended.	Ministry	of	Justice,	
Reporting	Data	on	Foreign	Bribery,	2014.	Similarly,	the	large	majority	of	monetary	sanctions	imposed	against	
individual	defendants	were	less	than	$50,000	(USD),	well	below	the	available	maximum.	Ministry	of	Justice,	
Reporting	Data	on	Foreign	Bribery,	2014.	
482	OECD	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	10.	See	also,	OECD	Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	Germany,	9,	where	Germany	
explains	that	relative	to	other	criminal	activity,	foreign	bribery	cases	actually	result	in	imprisonment	more	often	
than	for	other	crimes.	
483	Airbus,	for	instance,	recently	paid	a	€250,000	punitive	fine	and	€81	million	in	disgorgement	to	German	
prosecutors	in	connection	with	its	bribery	of	Austrian	public	officials.	“Airbus	Ordered	to	Pay	€81	million	to	End	
German	Corruption	Probe,”	Deutsche	Welle,	February	9,	2018.	The	OECD	has	also	noted	that	in	Germany	“the	
punitive	component	of	the	administrative	fines	that	have	been	imposed	against	legal	persons	only	exceptionally	
approached	the	maximum	available	in	the	statute.”	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	39.	
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foreign	bribery	cases	in	Germany	“do	not	have	to	give	this	big	sentence.	The	court	decision	is	

effective	in	achieving	its	goals—the	defendant	won’t	do	this	again.”484		

We	 see	 these	 distinct	 aspects	 of	 the	 German	 approach	 in	 the	 well-known	 Siemens	

foreign	bribery	case.	The	company	itself	has	publicly	described	the	“widespread	nature	of	the	

problem	at	Siemens”	that	persisted	from	the	1990s	through	the	mid-2000s	and	included	“cash	

desks”	and	more	sophisticated	measures	 like	“slush	funds	created	using	consulting	contracts”	

that	“shared	a	common	theme:	to	obscure	the	purpose	for	and	the	ultimate	recipient	of	monies	

paid	by	 Siemens	 in	 connection	with	 efforts	 to	 acquire	business.”485	But	 the	 scheme	was	only	

partially	 prosecuted	 as	 a	 crime	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 in	 Germany,	 as	 many	 of	 the	 individuals	

involved	in	the	Siemens	bribery	scandal	were	prosecuted	for	breach	of	trust	and	others	avoided	

an	assessment	of	criminal	guilt	all	together	through	the	use	of	section	153(a)	to	terminate	the	

proceedings. 486 	The	 corporate	 entity	 paid	 fines	 totaling	 €596	 million	 to	 discontinue	

investigations	 by	 the	Munich	 prosecutor’s	 office	 in	 two	 separate	 administrative	 actions,	 but	

only	 one	 of	 these	 investigations	 was	 explicitly	 connected	 to	 the	 criminal	 offense	 of	 foreign	

bribery.487	Further,	 the	 fine	 consists	 primarily	 of	 disgorgement—the	 confiscation	 of	 Siemens’	

profits	 from	 the	bribery.	 The	punitive	 component	of	 the	penalty	paid	by	Siemens	 to	German	

																																																								
484	Interview	by	author	of	official	from	the	Ministry	of	Justice,	May	6,	2016,	Berlin.	
485	Siemens	AG,	Statement	of	Siemens	Aktiengesellschaft:	Investigation	and	Summary	of	Findings	with	respect	to	
the	Proceedings	in	Munich,	December	15,	2008,	8-10.	
486	For	example,	the	Darmstadt	regional	court	prosecuted	several	individuals	from	Siemens	relating	to	a	contract	
bid	to	the	Italian	ENEL	Group.	As	the	OECD	notes,	while	this	case	“was	widely	and	consistently	reported	in	the	
press	as	a	case	of	foreign	bribery…individuals	were	actually	sentenced	for	breach	of	trust.”	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	
Germany,	13.		
487	In	2007,	Siemens	paid	a	fine	of	€201	million	to	end	the	investigation	by	the	Munich	prosecutor’s	office	into	the	
administrative	liability	of	Siemens	(pursuant	to	section	30	of	the	Administrative	Offenses	Act)	for	violations	of	the	
anti-bribery	provision	of	the	Criminal	Code	(section	334).	A	year	later,	Siemens	paid	a	fine	of	€395	million	to	end	an	
investigation	by	the	Munich	Prosecutor’s	Office	into	violations	of	the	Administrative	Offenses	Act,	specifically,	the	
failure	to	supervise	(pursuant	to	section	130	of	the	Act).	OECD	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	footnote,	49.	
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authorities	was	just	over	€1	million,	in	an	almost	€600	million	settlement.488	Siemens	continued	

contracting	with	the	government	following	these	sanctions.489	

In	short,	as	the	Siemens	case	illustrates,	Germany’s	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	allows	for	

a	 range	of	outcomes	 for	allegations	of	 foreign	bribery:	 charges	 for	 foreign	bribery,	breach	of	

trust,	 or	 commercial	 bribery;	 administrative	 or	 criminal	 sanctions;	 and,	 for	 criminal	 actions,	

diversionary	 resolutions	 or	 determinations	 of	 criminal	 guilt.	 Germany’s	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

policy	also	stands	out	for	its	consistent	legal	framework,	with	minor	exceptions.	In	addition	to	

the	 modifications	 to	 the	 maximum	 available	 sanctions	 discussed	 earlier,	 Germany	 has	 also	

recently	 introduced	 reforms	 to	 ensure	 consistency	 between	 the	 ACIB	 and	 domestic	 bribery,	

and,	as	of	2015,	now	criminalizes	both	the	receipt	of	a	bribe	by	a	foreign	public	official,	as	well	

as	 the	 payment.490	Germany’s	 enforcements	 practices	 too	 have	 been	 largely	 consistent	 since	

the	mid-2000s,	with	 a	 range	 of	 offenses	 charged	 and	 enforcement	 tools	 applied	 to	 enable	 a	

steady	stream	of	completed	foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions.	

TABLE	5.	SUMMARY	OF	CHANGES	IN	GERMANY’S	ANTI-FOREIGN	BRIBERY	POLICY	

Policy	Goals	 • Largely	consistent	focus	on	deterrence	and	rehabilitation	

Legal	
Framework	

• Expanded	scope	of	prohibition	
• Increased	available	fines	for	individuals	
• Increased	available	administrative	fines	for	corporations	

Enforcement	
Practices	

• Largely	consistent	after	2005	

																																																								
488	Of	the	€395	million	paid	to	the	Munich	Prosecutor’s	Office,	€250,000	was	a	fine.	Of	the	€201	million	paid	a	year	
earlier,	€1	million	was	a	fine.	Department	of	Justice,	Siemens	AG	and	Three	Subsidiaries	Plead	Guilty	to	Foreign	
Corrupt	Practices	Act	Violations	and	Agree	to	Pay	$450	Million	in	Combined	Criminal	Fines,	December	15,	2008.	
489	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	39.	
490	Clifford	Chance,	German	Law	on	Fighting	Corruption--Strengthening	Criminal	Anti-Corruption	Law	and	Criminal	
Anti-Money	Laundering	Law--Has	Entered	into	Effect,	January	2016.	
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TABLE	6.	SUMMARY	COMPARISON	OF	ANTI-FOREIGN	BRIBERY	LEGAL	FRAMEWORKS	

	 Canada	 The	United	
Kingdom	

The	Netherlands	 Germany	

Scope	of	the	
prohibition	

No	facilitation	
exemption	

No	facilitation	
exemption	

No	facilitation	
exemption	

No	facilitation	
exemption	

Jurisdiction	 Nationality	 Nationality	 Nationality,	but	
requires	dual	
criminality	

Nationality	

Corporate	
liability	

Criminal	 Criminal	
	

Criminal	 Administrative	

Standard	to	
impute	
corporate	
liability		

Modified	
identification	
doctrine	

Identification	
doctrine	and			
Section	7	

Reasonable	
Attribution	

Responsible	
person		

Diversionary	
resolution	
mechanism	for	
foreign	bribery	

No		 Yes,	but	only	for	
corporations		

Section	74	
	
	

Section	153(a)	for	
individuals;	
administrative	
regime	for	
corporations	

Maximum	
sanctions	
(individual)	

14	years	
imprisonment	

10	years	
imprisonment	

6	years	or	a	fine	
of	in	the	fifth	
category	

10	years	
imprisonment	or	
fine	up	to	€10.8	
million	

Maximum	
sanctions	
(corporation)	

No	maximum	 No	maximum	 10%	of	the	
annual	turnover	
of	the	company	

€10	million,	or	
greater	to	
capture	profits		

Other	
sanctions	

Mandatory	
debarment	

Mandatory	
debarment,	but	
significant	
exceptions	

Mandatory	
debarment,	but	
significant	
exceptions	

Mandatory	
debarment,	but	
significant	
exceptions	

*Note	that	where	the	text	is	underlined	indicates	that	the	policy	has	changed	over	time.	For	
example,	while	today	there	is	no	exemption	for	facilitation	payments	in	Canada,	this	is	a	change	
from	Canada’s	initial	implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention	that	did	allow	an	exemption	for	
facilitation	payments	
	

IV. Conclusions	
	
This	 chapter	 has	 described	 the	 distinct	 national	 policy	 paradigms	 that	 the	 four	 country	 case	

studies	 have	 developed	 in	 implementing	 their	 shared	 international	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	

foreign	bribery.	Table	6	above	compares	 the	anti-foreign	bribery	 legal	 frameworks	 in	each	of	
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the	countries	and	reflects	this	variation	in	the	implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention.	Further,	

the	country	discussions	also	documented	distinct	enforcement	practices,	where	states	not	only	

diverge	 in	the	frequency	with	which	they	completed	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions	

but	also	 in	how	they	produce	these	outcomes.	The	diversionary	resolutions	that	make	up	the	

large	 majority	 of	 German	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 prosecutions	 contrast	 markedly	 with	 the	

determinations	 of	 criminal	 guilt	 that	 Canada	 exclusively	 relies	 upon.	 Finally,	 the	 country	

discussions	also	 illustrated	the	varied	goals	of	anti-foreign	bribery	policy,	 from	the	expressive	

aim	of	condemning	this	wrongful	act	to	the	rehabilitative	goals	of	incentivizing	corporations	to	

self-monitor	and	voluntary	disclose	suspected	instances	of	foreign	bribery.		

This	 chapter	 has	 also	 shown	 the	 importance	 of	 existing	 national	 policies	 to	 combat	

economic	and	corporate	crime	in	shaping	implementation	and	producing	these	distinct	national	

foreign	 bribery	 policies.	 For	 instance,	 in	 Germany,	 the	 administrative	 regime	 for	 corporate	

accountability	 and	 reliance	 on	 diversionary	 resolutions	 for	 economic	 crime	 in	 general	 have	

enabled	an	enforcement	environment	where	prosecutors	have	high	levels	of	discretion	on	how	

to	respond	to	allegations	of	foreign	bribery	and	can	relatively	quickly	resolve	them.	Canada,	in	

contrast,	 has	 historically	 relied	 on	 traditional	 criminal	 law	 principles	 to	 address	 corporate	

wrongdoing.	 This	 has	 created	 a	 challenging	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 environment,	

where	 the	 absence	 of	 diversionary	 resolution	 procedures	 in	 Canada	 leaves	 few	 options	 for	

prosecutors	 to	 resolve	 allegations	 of	 corporate	 wrongdoing	 outside	 of	 contested	 trials	 and	

determinations	of	criminal	guilt.			

Finally,	 this	 chapter	 has	 also	 sought	 to	 highlight	 important	 distinctions	 in	 how	 these	

national	anti-foreign	bribery	policies	have	evolved	over	time	and	Table	6	highlights	these	policy	
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changes	as	well.	While	Canada	has	remained	consistently	within	its	criminal	law	paradigm,	even	

strengthening	 it	 over	 time,	 the	 United	 Kingdom	 has	 experimented	 with	 modifications	 to	 its	

foreign	bribery	policy	 in	a	way	that	 is	 suggestive	of	a	 regulatory	paradigm.	Recent	 reforms	 in	

the	UK	have	embraced	diversionary	resolutions	for	allegations	of	foreign	bribery	and	reflect	an	

increasing	 emphasis	 on	 the	 rehabilitative	 aims	 of	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 for	 corporate	

defendants.	In	addition,	while	Germany’s	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	has	been	largely	consistent	

over	 time,	 the	 Netherlands	 has	 demonstrated	 a	 notable	 increase	 in	 the	 frequency	 of	 its	

enforcement	actions	in	the	past	few	years,	even	though	other	aspects	of	its	anti-foreign	bribery	

policy	have	remained	relatively	consistent.		

This	points	to	the	question	of	why	these	countries	have	continued	to	reform	their	anti-

foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	long	past	the	initial	incorporation	of	the	OECD	Convention	into	

national	 law	 and	 confirmation	 from	 the	 OECD	 that	 these	 incorporations	 conformed	 to	 the	

Convention.	It	further	directs	us	to	ask	why	these	countries	adopted	the	particular	reforms	that	

they	did.	I	turn	to	these	questions	in	Chapter	5	and	consider	two	potential	external	influences	

to	account	for	these	changes:	the	OECD’s	ongoing	national	review	of	anti-foreign	bribery	efforts	

by	the	Convention	signatory	states;	and	the	example	set	by	the	US	in	 its	evolving	anti-foreign	

bribery	policy.		
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CHAPTER	5:	THE	ONGOING	IMPLEMENTATION	OF	THE	OECD	CONVENTION:	OECD	PEER	
PRESSURE	AND	NATIONAL	POLICY	CHANGE	

	

I. Introduction	
	
The	 previous	 chapter	 identified	 the	 distinct	 national	 policy	 responses	 to	 the	 shared	

international	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	 set	 out	 in	 the	 OECD	 Convention.	 It	

connected	 these	 varied	 policy	 responses	 to	 existing	 differences	 in	 how	 countries	 address	

corporate	 and	 economic	 crime.	 Further,	 the	 chapter	 highlighted	 changes	 in	 national	 anti-

foreign	bribery	policies,	describing	how,	despite	 incorporating	a	prohibition	of	 foreign	bribery	

into	 domestic	 law	 decades	 ago,	 states	 have	 continued	 to	 adopt	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	

reforms.	 Here	 the	 chapter	 identified	 differences	 across	 the	 case	 study	 countries	 in	 both	 the	

occurrence	of	reform	and	the	particular	reforms	adopted.		

This	 chapter	 examines	 these	 policy	 changes	 and	 asks:	 why	 have	 states	 continued	 to	

reform	their	anti-foreign	bribery	 laws?	And	why	have	they	done	so	 in	particular	ways?	Stated	

another	way,	the	chapter	seeks	to	understand	both	the	conditions	that	have	propelled	states	to	

reform	 their	national-anti-foreign	bribery	policies	and	what	 led	 states	 to	adopt	 certain	policy	

reforms	over	others.	The	chapter	 looks	principally	 to	 the	OECD	as	 the	source	of	 international	

pressure	 for	 change	 and	 direction	 on	what	 kind	 of	 policy	 reforms	 to	 implement.	 But	 it	 also	

considers	the	influence	of	the	US,	a	leader	in	the	development	and	enforcement	of	anti-foreign	

bribery	 laws,	particularly	when	states	do	decide	 to	enact	 significant	changes	 to	national	anti-

foreign	bribery	policy.	

The	 central	 argument	 that	 this	 chapter	 presents	 is	 that	 existing	 national	 policy	

paradigms	to	combat	 foreign	bribery—which	are	 themselves	a	product	of	national	policies	 to	
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combat	 economic	 and	 corporate	 crime	 more	 generally—moderate	 and	 condition	 the	

relationship	between	 the	 state	 and	 international	 pressure	 to	 improve	 the	 implementation	of	

the	OECD	Convention.	Even	within	the	OECD,	which	we	may	well	expect	to	be	a	powerful	site	of	

socialization	 and	 peer	 pressure,	 states	 have	 responded	 differently	 to	 its	 calls	 for	 additional	

efforts	 to	 implement	 the	OECD	Convention.	As	 I	 argue	below,	 this	 is	 a	 result	 of	 the	differing	

assessments	of	a	state’s	implementation	efforts	and	its	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigm	by	

the	OECD	and	the	varying	degree	of	pressure	that	the	OECD	then	exerts	on	the	state	for	reform.	

In	addition,	when	states	do	take	steps	to	further	implement	their	Convention	obligations,	their	

national	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	are	still	important,	as	states	tend	to	interpret	and	

apply	the	OECD’s	recommendations	to	align	with	existing	policy	paradigms.	

	 The	remainder	of	the	chapter	explores	the	role	of	the	OECD	in	influencing	the	evolution	

of	 the	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms	 of	 each	 of	 the	 case	 study	 countries.	 But	 first,	 I	

briefly	 review	 the	 dissertation’s	 general	 expectations	 for	 states’	 implementation	 of	

international	law	and	the	role	of	national	policy	paradigms	in	moderating	the	influence	of	the	

OECD.		

II. The	Importance	of	National	Policy	Paradigms	to	the	Ongoing	Implementation	of	
International	Law	

	
This	section	briefly	recounts	the	overall	theory	presented	by	this	dissertation	and	draws	out	its	

implications	for	the	ongoing	implementation	of	international	law.	As	discussed	in	greater	detail	

in	Chapter	2,	the	central	argument	that	this	dissertation	presents	is	that	existing	national	policy	

paradigms	shape	the	national	reception	of	international	law.	Chapter	4	identified	how	existing	

national	 policies	 to	 combat	 corporate	 and	 economic	 crime	 produced	 distinct	 national	 policy	
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paradigms	to	combat	foreign	bribery.	The	main	argument	that	this	chapter	advances	is	that	the	

distinct	 policy	 paradigms	 that	 states	 have	 developed	 to	 combat	 foreign	 bribery	 moderate	

international	pressure	for	further	national	policy	change.	

	 Specifically,	 this	 chapter	 focuses	 on	 the	 pressure	 from	 the	OECD	 on	 states	 to	 reform	

national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policies.	 The	 OECD	 has	 been	 active	 in	 monitoring	 the	

implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention	by	signatory	states	and	has	completed	three	rounds	of	

its	 review	and	monitoring	process.	As	Chapter	3	 sets	out	 in	more	detail,	 the	OECD’s	 focus	 in	

these	monitoring	 rounds	 has	 evolved	 over	 time,	 from	 an	 initial	 interest	 in	 the	 conformity	 of	

national	 implementing	 legislation	 in	 the	 Phase	 1	 Review	 to	 the	 application	 of	 national	 anti-

foreign	bribery	law	and	its	enforcement	by	the	time	of	the	Phase	3	Review	that	began	in	2009.	

Much	of	the	discussion	in	this	chapter	focuses	on	the	Phase	3	Review	process,	where	the	OECD	

provided	a	comprehensive	analysis	of	national	anti-foreign	bribery	 law	and	 its	operation	with	

specific	recommendations	to	signatory	states	on	how	to	 improve	the	 implementation	of	their	

obligation	to	prohibit	foreign	bribery.	

	 The	 influence	 that	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 and	 this	 monitoring	 process	 exert	 can	 be	

characterized	as	“peer	pressure.”	As	Chapter	2	noted,	peer	pressure	is	an	important	concept	to	

scholars	 of	 international	 organizations	 and	 international	 norms,	 who	 have	 identified	 it	 as	 a	

mechanism	 through	which	 states	 are	 socialized	 to	 internalize	 or	 align	 their	 behavior	with	 an	

international	 norm.491	The	 chapter	 also	 discussed	 that	 we	 can	 expect	 that	 the	 OECD	 and	 its	

Working	Group	provide	a	particularly	 fruitful	 site	 for	 the	exercise	of	 such	pressure,	given	 the	

																																																								
491	See	Finnemore,	“Norms,	Culture,	and	World	Politics,”	897,	903;	Johnston,	“Treating	International	Institutions	as	
Social	Environments,”	499.	On	the	OECD	specifically,	see	Marcussen,	“The	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	
and	Development	as	Ideational	Artist	and	Arbitrator:	Reality	or	Dream.”	
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relatively	 small	 group	 of	 member	 states	 with	 many	 shared	 interests	 who	 can	 easily	 see	

themselves	 as	 peers.	 As	 Nicola	 Bonucci	 of	 the	 OECD	 writes,	 “‘peer	 review’	 and	 its	 political	

consequence	‘peer	pressure’”	are	a	long-standing	practice	at	the	organization	generally.492	The	

OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention	 is	no	exception.	Cecily	Rose	argues	 that	 the	OECD	Convention	

“has	exemplified	treaty	enforcement	through	peer	review	as	opposed	to	binding	sanctions	or	

dispute	 settlement.”493 	Unlike	 other	 international	 organizations,	 the	 OECD	 has	 no	 formal	

dispute	 resolution	mechanism	and	 the	OECD	Convention	 contains	no	provisions	on	 sanctions	

for	states	that	fail	to	live	up	to	their	Convention	obligations.	Instead,	the	Convention	relies	on	

its	monitoring	process,	conducted	by	peer	review,	which	requires	regular	reporting	to	the	OECD	

and	fellow	signatory	states	on	ongoing	implementation	efforts.494		

This	 chapter	 examines	 how	 the	 distinct	 national	 policy	 paradigms	 that	 states	 have	

developed	to	combat	foreign	bribery	influence	the	peer	pressure	that	the	OECD	exerts.	Here	I	

advance	two	main	arguments.	First,	that	when	states	are	subject	to	pressure	by	the	OECD	and	

take	 steps	 to	 further	 implement	 their	 Convention	 obligations	 they	 are	 constrained	 by	 their	

existing	 national	 policy	 paradigms.	 That	 is,	 building	 on	 the	 basic	 insight	 from	Chapter	 2	 that	

“institutions	 tend	 to	 be	 sticky	 over	 time,”495	we	 should	 expect	 that	 when	 states	 do	 enact	

further	 reforms	 to	 their	anti-foreign	bribery	policies	 that	 they	do	 so	 in	a	way	 that	maximizes	

correspondence	with	existing	policy	paradigms.496		We	see	this,	for	instance,	in	Canada	and	the	

Netherlands	that	both	received	critical	reviews	in	their	Phase	3	Review	in	the	early	2010s	from	

																																																								
492	Bonucci,	“Monitoring	and	Follow-Up,”	538.	
493	Rose,	International	Anti-Corruption	Norms,	61.	
494	For	a	greater	discussion	of	the	monitoring	process,	see	Chapter	3,	Section	III.b.i.	
495	Farrell	and	Newman,	“Making	Global	Markets,”	616.	
496	As	Orfeo	Fioretos	writes,	we	should	not	necessarily	expect	that	“forms	of	international	coordination	based	on	
peer-review	will	fundamentally	alter	national	designs.”	Fioretos,	“Historical	Institutionalism	in	International	
Relations,”	385–86.	
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the	OECD	and	significant	calls	for	reform.	Both	countries	responded	to	this	external	pressure	by	

enacting	 reforms	 that	 followed	 their	 distinct	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms	 already	 in	

place.	Canada	reinforced	its	criminal	law	paradigm	through	legislative	amendments	to	expand	

the	 scope	 of	 the	 offense	 and	 increase	 criminal	 sanctions	 and	 collateral	 consequences	 of	

committing	foreign	bribery.	The	Netherlands,	on	the	other	hand,	largely	left	its	legal	framework	

alone	and	 instead	drew	on	 the	existing	 regulatory	 features	of	 its	policy	paradigm	to	 increase	

enforcement	actions.		

The	 second	 component	 of	 the	 argument	 recognizes	 that	 the	 OECD	 places	 different	

levels	 of	 pressure	 on	 states	 for	 reform,	 which	 can	 impact	 the	 willingness	 of	 states	 to	 enact	

reforms	as	well	as	the	specific	reforms	that	they	implement.	Here	I	point	to	the	extent	of	the	

“gap”	 between	 the	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigm	 and	 the	 international	

standards	at	 the	 time	of	 the	 review	 in	determining	 the	OECD’s	 response.497	The	OECD	exerts	

different	 levels	 of	 pressure	 on	Convention	 signatory	 states,	which	 vary	 in	 the	 content	 of	 the	

OECD’s	review,	but	also	 in	the	 intensity	of	the	OECD’s	criticism	or	praise	and	the	tools	that	 it	

deploys	to	encourage	the	state	to	make	further	policy	changes.		

When	pressure	from	the	OECD	is	moderate,	which	we	see	 in	the	organization’s	strong	

public	criticisms	of	state	implementation	efforts,	states	are	likely	to	take	steps	to	enact	reforms,	

but	will	tend	to	do	so	in	a	way	that	maintains	their	existing	policy	paradigm.	However,	when	the	

gap	between	a	national	policy	paradigm	and	the	international	standards	is	significant,	the	high	

degree	 of	 external	 pressure	 that	 this	 generates	 can	 create	 an	 opportunity	 for	 substantial	

																																																								
497	Here	I	draw	from	Judith	Kelley	who	identifies	“the	degree	and	credibility	of	the	exposure	and	the	gap	between	
its	[a	state’s]	performance	and	the	ideal”	as	one	of	the	central	factors	in	determining	the	effectiveness	of	what	she	
calls	“scorecard	diplomacy.”	Kelley,	Scorecard	Diplomacy,	14.		
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national	policy	change	and	even	a	shift	in	policy	paradigms.	We	see	this,	for	example,	in	the	UK,	

where	the	centuries-old	British	anti-bribery	law	and	its	standards	for	corporate	criminal	liability	

diverged	from	the	OECD’s	growing	expectations	for	the	implementation	of	the	Convention	and	

led	 to	 pronounced	 pressure	 by	 the	 OECD	 on	 the	 UK	 for	 reform	 through	 repeated	 public	

criticism,	 additional	 rounds	 of	 review,	 and	 threats	 of	 enhanced	 due	 diligence	 of	 British	

corporations.	Important	changes	in	British	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	followed,	inspired	in	part	

by	US	policy,	and	included	the	introduction	of	policy	instruments	more	familiar	to	a	regulatory	

approach	than	to	the	UK’s	initial	criminal	law	paradigm	to	combat	foreign	bribery.		

On	 the	 other	 hand,	when	 international	 pressure	 is	 low,	 states	 have	 little	 incentive	 to	

adopt	further	policy	reforms.	We	see	this	in	Germany,	which	has	demonstrated	little	willingness	

to	reform	its	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	following	the	high	praise	that	it	received	from	the	OECD	

in	 its	 Phase	 3	 Review	 in	 2011.	 During	 this	 review,	 Germany’s	 regulatory	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

policy	 paradigm,	 which	 can	 support	 a	 high	 frequency	 of	 enforcement	 actions,	 was	 well	

positioned	given	the	OECD’s	growing	focus	on	the	enforcement	of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	at	

the	 time.	 Notably,	 however,	 the	 OECD	 still	 made	 several	 recommendations	 for	 anti-foreign	

bribery	 policy	 reform	 in	 Germany	 that	 have	 not	 been	 implemented,	 including	 a	

recommendation	to	improve	the	transparency	of	completed	enforcement	actions.			

	 	Table	7	 summarizes	 this	 argument	and	 its	 application	 to	 the	 case	 studies.	Comparing	

the	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	in	each	case	study	from	initial	implementation	to	after	

the	Phase	3	Review,	it	shows	that	the	Netherlands	and	Canada	responded	to	pressure	from	the	

OECD	by	strengthening	the	policy	paradigms	that	they	initially	developed.	The	United	Kingdom	

shows	the	greatest	change,	shifting	from	its	criminal	paradigm	towards	a	regulatory	paradigm	
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following	 the	 high	 level	 of	 pressure	 from	 the	 OECD.	 Germany’s	 regulatory	 paradigm	 has	

remained	largely	consistent	and	has	received	much	praise	from	the	OECD.	

TABLE	7.	OECD	PRESSURE	AND	NATIONAL	POLICY	CHANGE	FOLLOWING	PHASE	3	

	 Policy	Paradigm	
following	initial	
Implementation	

Degree	of	
OECD	Pressure	

National	Policy	Changes	
following	Phase	3	Review	

Canada	 Criminal	
paradigm	

Moderate	 Enhances	criminal	law	
paradigm	

Netherlands	 Regulatory	
paradigm	

Moderate	 Enhances	regulatory	
paradigm	

United	
Kingdom	

Criminal	
paradigm	

High	 Moving	towards	regulatory	
paradigm	

Germany	 Regulatory	
paradigm	

Low	 Consistent	regulatory	
paradigm	

	
While	 much	 of	 the	 focus	 in	 this	 chapter	 is	 on	 OECD	 pressure	 and	 national	 policy	 change	

surrounding	 the	 Phase	 3	 OECD	 Review,	 implementation	 remains	 an	 ongoing	 process.	 As	 I	

described	in	more	detail	 in	Chapter	3,	 international	standards	on	how	states	should	carry	out	

the	OECD	Convention’s	prohibition	on	foreign	bribery	have	continued	to	evolve	since	Phase	3.		

Further,	 as	Chapter	 3	 also	 sets	out,	US	 anti-foreign	bribery	policy	has	 also	 shifted	over	 time.	

Together,	 the	project	considers	 the	OECD	and	the	US	as	principal	contributors	 to	an	evolving	

framework	 for	 how	 international	 obligations	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	 should	 be	

implemented.		

	 In	the	case	studies	that	follow,	I	consider	each	of	the	national	policy	paradigms	in	light	

of	 these	 evolving	 international	 standards,	 including	 a	 growing	 trend,	 led	 by	 the	US,	 and	 also	

discussed	 in	greater	detail	 in	Chapter	3,	of	using	“global	resolutions”	to	resolve	allegations	of	

foreign	bribery	across	 jurisdictions.	Given	the	nature	of	foreign	bribery	and	common	business	

structures	 that	 reach	across	states,	multiple	countries	can	often	have	enforcement	claims	 for	
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the	same	bribery	scheme.	Coordination	across	enforcing	authorities	can	be	attractive	to	both	

prosecutors	 who	 share	 the	 investigative	 burden	 and	 corporate	 defendants	 that	 would	

otherwise	 face	 uncertainty	 over	 the	 potential	 of	 multiple	 sanctions	 by	 multiple	 states.498	

However,	 reaching	 a	 global	 settlement	 requires	 that	 each	 of	 the	 jurisdictions	 involved	 can	

conclusively	 resolve	 the	 allegations,	most	 likely	 in	 a	 settlement	 or	 diversionary	 resolution	 to	

which	the	corporation	will	agree.	This	can	put	its	own	pressure	on	national	anti-foreign	bribery	

policies,	 particularly	 those	 firmly	 in	 the	 criminal	 paradigm	with	 limited	 options	 for	 resolving	

foreign	bribery	allegations.	

III. Changing	National	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Policy	in	Canada	and	the	Netherlands	
	
Over	the	first	decade	of	the	OECD	Convention’s	operation,	Canada	and	the	Netherlands	were	

both	 subject	 to	 increasing	 criticism	 from	 the	 OECD	 on	 their	 implementation	 of	 the	 shared	

obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	For	both	countries,	this	criticism	peaked	in	the	Phase	3	

Review	process	 in	 the	 early	 2010s.	 The	 impact	 of	 the	OECD	 criticism	 is	 evident	 in	 the	 policy	

reforms	 that	 followed	 in	 both	 countries,	 but,	 notably,	 each	 of	 these	 countries	 adapted	 the	

OECD’s	recommendations	into	policy	reforms	that	aligned	with	its	existing	anti-foreign	bribery	

policy	paradigm.		

a) Canada’s	Strengthened	Criminal	Law	Paradigm	
	
As	 discussed	 in	more	 detail	 in	 chapter	 4,	 Canada	 has	 developed	 a	 criminal	 law	 paradigm	 to	

combat	 foreign	 bribery,	 which	 it	 has	 continued	 to	 reform	 in	 the	 decades	 since	 enacting	 its	

Corruption	of	Foreign	Public	Officials	Act	in	1999.	Chapter	4	also	identified	an	important	period	

in	 the	early	2010s	when	Canada	amended	the	CFPOA	and	began	 to	more	actively	enforce	 its	
																																																								
498	Arrieta,	“How	Multijurisdictional	Bribery	Enforcement	Enhances	Risks	for	Global	Enterprises.”	
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anti-foreign	bribery	law.	As	this	section	sets	out,	this	period	of	reform	in	Canadian	anti-foreign	

bribery	 policy	 followed	 increasingly	 critical	 reviews	 of	 Canada’s	 implementation	 of	 the	OECD	

Convention.	 In	 addition,	 it	 describes	 how,	 in	 responding	 to	 the	 OECD’s	 criticism,	 Canada	

enacted	policy	reforms	that	further	strengthened	it	criminal	law	paradigm.		

i. Increasing	OECD	Pressure	and	Policy	Reform	in	Canada		

In	 looking	 at	 the	 shifting	 enforcement	practices	 and	 legislative	 framework	 in	Canada	 starting	

the	 early	 2010s,	 the	 influence	 of	 the	 OECD	 is	 apparent.	 The	 OECD’s	 response	 to	 Canada’s	

implementation	 efforts	 had	 become	 increasingly	 critical	 over	 time.	 After	 the	 OECD	 declared	

that	 the	 CFPOA	 conformed	 to	 the	 Convention	 in	 the	 1999	 Phase	 1	 Review,499	the	 OECD	

questioned	 in	the	2004	Phase	2	Review	whether	Canada	was	affording	“adequate	priority”	to	

foreign	bribery.500	But	it	was	the	2011	Phase	3	Review	that	was	most	pronounced	in	its	criticism.	

In	March	 2011,	 the	 OECD	 issued	 a	 press	 release	 alongside	 the	 release	 of	 Canada’s	 Phase	 3	

Report	 that	 was	 titled:	 “Canada’s	 Enforcement	 of	 the	 Foreign	 Bribery	 Offense	 Still	 Lagging;	

Must	urgently	Boost	Efforts	to	Prosecute.”501	The	Phase	3	Report	itself	stated	that,	“the	future	

of	[Canada’s	pending	foreign	bribery	cases]	and	enforcement	more	generally	of	the	Corruption	

of	Foreign	Public	Officials	Act	may	be	uncertain,	due	to	significant	concerns	that	remain	about	

Canada’s	framework	for	implementing	the	Convention.”502		

	 It	was	 after	 the	OECD’s	 Phase	 3	 Report	 and	 accompanying	 press	 release	 that	 Canada	

began	 this	 period	 of	 reform	 of	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy.	 At	 the	 time	 that	 the	 Phase	 3	

																																																								
499	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Canada,	23.		
500	OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	Canada,	5.	
501	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Canada’s	Enforcement	of	the	Foreign	Bribery	Offense	
Still	Lagging;	Must	urgently	Boost	Efforts	to	Prosecute,	2011.		
502	OECD	Phase	3	Report,	Canada,	5.		
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Report	was	 released,	Canada	had	only	 completed	one	 foreign	bribery	enforcement	action.	 In	

the	 following	 few	 years,	 Canada	 completed	 three	more	 foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 actions	

and	 also	 began	 to	 more	 regularly	 bring	 charges	 of	 foreign	 bribery. 503 	In	 the	 completed	

enforcements	actions	that	followed	the	Phase	3	Review,	Canadian	courts	applied	much	higher	

penalties	than	in	the	early	foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions	and	emphasized	the	expressive	

and	deterrent	function	of	high	punitive	fines	and,	for	individuals,	prison	sentences.504	

It	was	also	following	this	criticism	from	the	OECD	that	Canada	reformed	its	anti-foreign	

bribery	 law,	 through	 amendments	 to	 the	 CFPOA	 and	 the	 federal	 government’s	 procurement	

policy.	 In	 introducing	 the	 legislation	 in	 2013	 that	 reformed	 the	 CFPOA,	 the	Government	was	

clear	that	the	amendments	were	in	response	to	the	OECD’s	criticism	and	designed	to	follow	the	

OECD’s	 recommendations.	 The	Member	 of	 Parliament	who	 presented	 the	 bill	 to	 amend	 the	

CFPOA	 stated	 that:	 “this	 legislation	 arose	 out	 of	 some	 criticisms	 that	 were	made	 about	 the	

current	Canadian	legislation	by	the	OECD.”505	He	emphasized	that	the	proposed	reforms	would	

respond	to	the	OECD’s	concerns	and	explained	that	the	Foreign	Affairs	Committee	had	heard	

testimony	from	“Ms.	Janet	Keeping,	president,	Transparency	International,	that	this	legislation	

addressed	 criticisms	 that	 were	 raised	 in	 the	 OECD	 report.	 That	 was	 also	 reiterated	 and	

confirmed	 by	 government	 officials	 who	 had	 drafted	 the	 legislation	 based	 on	 the	 OECD	

report.”506	

																																																								
503	Prior	to	the	Phase	3	Review,	Canada	had	only	brought	charges	under	the	CFPOA	twice,	but	by	the	end	of	2016	
Canada	had	brought	over	a	dozen	more	charges	for	foreign	bribery	against	individuals	and	corporations.	
504	See	Chapter	4,	Section	III.a.ii.	
505	Bob	Dechert,	Parliamentary	Secretary	to	the	Minister	of	Foreign	Affairs,	41st	Parliament,	1st	Session,	Edited	
Hansard,	No.	272,	June	18,	2013,	1040	[Bob	Dechert,	Statement	on	Bill	S-14].		
506	Bob	Dechert,	Statement	on	Bill	S-14.	Similarly,	a	policy	advisor	familiar	with	the	Bill	S-14	described	the	purpose	
of	the	legislation	as	“bring[ing]	ourselves	in	line	with	OECD	recommendations.”	He	went	on,	“the	lawyers	at	
Foreign	Affairs	worked	closely	with	the	OECD	and	its	people	in	making	sure	Canada’s	legislation	comes	in	line	with	
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Looking	 closely	 at	 the	 reforms	 to	Canada’s	 anti-foreign	bribery	 legal	 framework	bears	

this	 out.	 From	 the	 removal	 of	 the	 facilitation	 payments	 exemption507 	to	 the	 addition	 of	

nationality	 jurisdiction508	and	 the	 creation	of	 a	 new	books	 and	 records	offense509	the	 specific	

reforms	 that	 Canada	 introduced	 carefully	 tracked	 the	 OECD’s	 Phase	 3	 Recommendations.510	

This	 is	also	 the	case	 for	 the	 introduction	of	mandatory	debarment	 for	a	conviction	of	 foreign	

bribery.	 	 In	 its	 Phase	 3	 Report,	 the	 OECD	 had	 encouraged	 Canada	 to	 “take	 appropriate	

measures	 to	 automatically	 apply,	 on	 conviction	 for	 a	 CFPOA	 violation,	 the	 removal	 of	 the	

capacity	to	contract	with	the	Government.”511		

In	these	reforms,	Canada	also	raised	the	maximum	sentence	available	for	an	individual	

defendant	 convicted	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 to	 14	 years	 imprisonment.	 While	 the	 OECD	 did	 not	

specifically	call	for	an	increase	in	the	maximum	available	sanctions,	it	did	identify	a	“follow-up”	

issue	 in	 continuing	 to	 track	 the	 application	 of	 sanctions	 in	 Canada.512	More	 generally,	 this	

increase	in	the	maximum	available	sanctions	could	also	have	been	a	way	for	Canada	“to	answer	

the	 call	 for	 enhanced	 vigilance”513	from	 the	 OECD	 and	 demonstrate	 its	 recognition	 of	 the	

																																																																																																																																																																																			
the	treaty.”	Interview	by	author,	December	10,	2015,	Ottawa.	A	legal	expert	agreed,	“Why	did	we	make	the	
changes?	Well	because	the	OECD	review	mechanism	said	these	are	changes	you	should	make.”	Interview	by	
author,	December	30,	2015,	Victoria.	
507	Recommendation	6	directed	Canada	to	“review”	its	“policies	and	approach	on	small	facilitation	payments.”	
OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Canada.	
508	Recommendation	3	directed	Canada	to	“urgently	take	such	measures	as	may	be	necessary	to	prosecute	its	
nationals	for	the	bribery	of	foreign	public	officials	committed	abroad.”	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Canada.	
509	Recommendation	4(e)(i)	directed	Canada	to	“prohibit	the	making	of	off-the-books	accounts	and	transactions…	
for	purposes	that	would	include	“bribing	foreign	public	officials	or	of	hiding	such	bribery.”	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	
Canada.	
510	Through	the	amendment	to	the	CFPOA,	Canada	also	clarified	that	its	prohibition	against	foreign	bribery	applied	
to	not-for-profit	corporations,	which	followed	Recommendation	1	of	the	Phase	3	Report	and	directed	Canada	to	
“amend	the	offence	of	bribing	a	foreign	public	official	in	the	CFPOA	so	that	it	is	clear	that	it	applies	to	bribery	in	the	
conduct	of	all	international	business,	not	just	business	‘for	profit’.”	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Canada.	
511	OECD,	Phase	3	Report	Canada,	60.	
512	OECD,	Phase	3	Report	Canada,	66.	
513	Bob	Dechert,	Statement	on	Bill	S-14.	
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seriousness	of	 the	offense.514	The	only	OECD	 recommendation	 from	Phase	3	 that	Canada	did	

not	 implement	 concerned	 the	 reporting	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 cases	 and	 “enabl[ing]	 the	 tax	

authorities	 to	 share	 information	 about	 CFPOA.”515 	Canada	 explained	 that	 while	 it	 would	

continue	 to	 review	 the	 sharing	 of	 tax	 information,	 “the	 prohibition	 against	 disclosure	 of	

taxpayer	 information	 is	 the	 cornerstone	 of	 the	 self-reporting	 mechanism	 of	 the	 Canadian	

taxation	system.”516	

There	 are	 two	 important	 things	 to	 note	 about	 the	 nature	 of	 the	 reforms	 to	 its	 anti-

foreign	 bribery	 policy	 that	 Canada	 implemented	 during	 this	 period.	 First,	 in	 making	 these	

reforms,	Canada	built	on	 its	existing	policies	and	strengthened	 its	criminal	policy	paradigm	to	

address	foreign	bribery.	We	see	this	clearly	 in	the	increase	in	the	maximum	available	criminal	

sanctions,	but	it	is	also	evident	in	the	addition	of	the	books	and	records	offense.	While	this	new	

offense—which	prohibits	a	person	from	maintaining	fraudulent	accounting	records	to	facilitate	

or	hide	foreign	bribery—might	sound	similar	to	civil	bribery	prohibitions	in	other	jurisdictions,	

such	as	the	US	accounting	violations,517	it	is	firmly	in	the	criminal	law	within	Canada.	A	Canadian	

legal	expert	explained,	“our	model	again,	for	books	and	records,	 is	purely	criminal…if	you	use	

false	accounting	to	facilitate	or	hide	a	bribe,	you	are	guilty	of	an	offense.”518	A	violation	of	the	

																																																								
514	An	attorney	with	a	practice	in	the	area	explained	that,	“The	increased	penalty	is	an	important	way	for	the	
government	to	signal	how	seriously	it	takes	these	issues.”	Interview	by	author	of	lawyer	with	practice	in	anti-
foreign	bribery	law,	February	2,	2016,	Toronto.	
515	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Canada,	Recommendation	8(b).	
516	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Canada:	Follow-up	to	the	Phase	3	Report	&	
Recommendations,	2013,	15	[OECD	Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	Canada].	
517	The	FCPA	accounting	provisions	require	that	corporations	keep	“accurate	books	and	records”	and	“maintain	an	
adequate	system	of	internal	accounting	controls.”	If	violated,	they	typically	trigger	civil,	not	criminal,	sanctions.	See	
Chapter	3,	Section	II.a.		
518	Interview	by	author,	December	30,	2015,	Victoria.	See	also	discussion	in	Chapter	4,	Section	III.a.ii.	
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books	and	records	provision	triggers	the	same	maximum	sentence	of	14	years	imprisonment	as	

the	foreign	bribery	offense.519		

In	 addition,	 the	 creation	of	mandatory	debarment	 for	 a	 conviction	 for	 foreign	bribery	

also	reinforces	Canada’s	criminal	law	approach.	While	debarment	is	a	restriction	on	contracting	

with	the	government	and	a	so-called	“collateral	consequence”	to	the	commission	of	a	foreign	

bribery	offense,	 it	 is	 closely	 tied	 to	Canada’s	 criminal	 law	paradigm.	 The	 federal	 government	

has	argued	that	mandatory	debarment	provides	a	significant	incentive	for	corporations	to	avoid	

foreign	 bribery,520	suggesting	 a	 deterrent	 role	 for	 debarment	 as	 an	 additional	 sanction	 to	

criminal	conduct.	Even	more,	the	creation	of	mandatory	debarment	further	limits	the	space	in	

Canada	 for	 negotiated	 resolutions	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 offenses	 that	 are	 common	 to	 more	

regulatory	 approaches	 to	 foreign	 bribery.	 Prosecutors	 in	 Canada,	 even	 if	 they	 can	 reach	 an	

agreement	with	an	alleged	corporate	wrongdoer	on	the	terms	of	a	guilty	plea	have	no	influence	

over	the	procurement	regime	and	the	mandatory	debarment	that	would	follow	a	guilty	plea.		

Second,	 in	 closely	 following	 the	 OECD’s	 Phase	 3	 recommendations,	 Canada	 further	

distanced	 itself	not	only	 from	a	regulatory	paradigm	generally,	but	also	the	specific	approach	

reflected	in	US	anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	For	instance,	like	the	US,	Canada	initially	included	an	

exemption	 for	 facilitation	 payments	 in	 the	 CFPOA. 521 	But,	 following	 the	 OECD’s	

recommendations,	Canada	removed	the	exemption.522	Canada’s	mandatory	debarment	regime	

																																																								
519	CFPOA,	s.	4(2).	
520	Barrie	McKenna,	“Companies	Worried	about	Strict	Ottawa	Rules	on	Corruption,”	The	Globe	and	Mail.	October	
12,	2014.			
521	The	US	has	included	such	an	exemption	since	the	creation	of	its	FCPA	in	1977	and	shows	no	indication	that	it	
will	remove	it	any	time	soon.	
522	Canada	delayed	the	entry	into	force	of	the	provision	removing	the	facilitation	payments	exemption,	which	
became	law	in	2017.	The	Government	explained	that	this	was	to	“allow	Canadian	companies	to	adjust	their	own	
practices	and	internal	policies,	if	they	have	not	already	done	so,	to	ban	the	use	of	facilitation	payments	in	their	
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also	 distances	 it	 from	 the	 US,	 where	 decisions	 made	 by	 prosecutors	 in	 reaching	 negotiated	

settlements	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 can	 be	 calibrated	 to	 limit	 risks	 of	 debarment.	 The	US	 federal	

government	 basis	 decision	 to	 debar	 on	 a	 “present	 responsibility”	 test	 and	 whether	 the	

company	 is	 “responsible	 enough	 to	 do	 business	 with	 the	 U.S.	 government.”523	Given	 the	

common	 use	 of	 diversionary	 resolutions	 mechanisms	 in	 the	 US,	 the	 importance	 of	 this	

debarment	 determination	 may	 be	 minimized	 in	 practice.	 The	 corporation	 will	 have	 already	

agreed	 to	 take	 remediation	 measures	 and	 steps	 to	 improve	 compliance	 as	 part	 of	 the	

settlement	process,	which	are	some	of	the	very	same	considerations	that	would	be	weighed	in	

a	present	responsibility	assessment.524	In	short,	debarment	today	plays	a	very	different	role	in	

Canadian	and	US	anti-foreign	bribery	policy.			

	 Finally,	in	considering	Canada’s	strengthened	criminal	law	paradigm	in	light	of	emerging	

standards	on	how	states	should	apply	their	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibition,	Canada	may	again	

be	 out-of-step.	 Canada’s	 continued	 reliance	 on	 determinations	 of	 criminal	 guilt	 and	 its	

mandatory	debarment	regime	put	it	at	odds	with	what	appears	to	be	a	growing	trend	in	the	use	

of	negotiated	resolutions	to	respond	to	allegations	of	foreign	bribery.	The	Canadian	anti-foreign	

bribery	 policy	 paradigm	 also	 leaves	 little	 opportunity	 for	 Canada	 to	 participate	 in	 global	

resolutions	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 allegations.	 With	 no	 diversionary	 resolution	 mechanism	 for	

foreign	bribery	and	mandatory	debarment	following	a	guilty	plea,	a	global	resolution	with	other	

																																																																																																																																																																																			
day-to-day	operations.	This	time	to	adjust	is	all	the	more	important	given	that	some	other	countries	continue	to	
allow	facilitation	payments.”	Bob	Dechert,	Statement	on	Bill	S-14.	
523	Tillipman,	“The	Congressional	War	on	Contractors,”	236–37.	
524	In	some	cases,	US	prosecutors	have	even	agreed	to	assist	corporation	in	making	their	case	to	avoid	debarment.	
For	instance,	the	2010	settlement	with	Daimler	explicitly	provided	that	that	“the	Department	agrees	to	cooperate	
with	Daimler…in	bringing	facts	relating	to	the	nature	of	the	conduct	underlying	this	Agreement	and	to	Daimler’s	
cooperation	and	remediation	to	the	attention	of	governmental	and	other	debarment	authorities.”	United	States	of	
America	v.	Daimler	AG,	Deferred	Prosecution	Agreement,	2010,	para.	21.	
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jurisdictions	with	enforcement	claims	may	be	too	hard	to	construct.	As	mentioned	in	Chapter	4,	

Canada	 launched	 public	 consultations	 in	 late	 2017	 to	 consider	 the	 introduction	 of	 deferred	

prosecution	agreements	for	crimes	of	foreign	bribery	and	further	reform	its	debarment	policy.	

Here	 the	 US	 influence	 appears	 to	 have	 resurfaced	 and	 the	 Government	 referenced	 the	

successful	 use	 of	DPAs	 in	 the	US	 in	 explaining	 its	 consideration	 of	DPAs.525	If	 adopted,	 these	

reforms	 would	 be	 a	 notable	 shift	 in	 Canada’s	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 and	 would	 move	

Canada	 toward	 a	 more	 regulatory	 paradigm	 and	 more	 in	 line	 with	 a	 growing	 trend	 toward	

diversionary	resolutions	for	foreign	bribery	crimes.		

b) The	Netherlands’	Strengthened	Regulatory	Paradigm	
	
The	Netherlands	 has	 developed	 a	 regulatory	 paradigm	 to	 combat	 foreign	 bribery,	which	 has	

remained	 largely	 consistent	 over	 time	 in	 terms	 of	 its	 legal	 framework,	 but	 demonstrates	 a	

notable	shift	 in	enforcement	practices	 in	the	past	 few	years.	Since	2012,	the	Netherlands	has	

become	 much	 more	 active	 in	 enforcing	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 prohibition,	 completing	 four	

foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 actions	 in	 four	 years	 after	 over	 a	 decade	 in	 which	 it	 did	 not	

complete	 a	 single	 enforcement	 action.	 As	 discussed	 below,	 the	 influence	 of	 the	 OECD	 is	

noticeable	 in	 propelling	 this	 shift	 in	 Dutch	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy,	 both	 in	 the	 overt	

recommendations	made	by	the	OECD	and	the	pressure	of	the	increasing	enforcement	activity	

by	OECD	peer	 states.	 The	underlying	 regulatory	nature	of	 the	anti-foreign	policy	paradigm	 in	

the	 Netherlands	 enabled	 this	 quick	 uptick	 in	 completed	 enforcement	 actions	 and	 has	 also	

																																																								
525	Government	of	Canada,	Expanding	Canada’s	Toolkit	to	Address	Corporate	Wrongdoing:	Discussion	Paper	for	
Public	Consultation,	2017,	5.	
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allowed	the	Netherlands	to	cooperate	on	several	occasions	with	the	US	in	carrying	out	several	

of	these	recent	enforcement	actions.		

i. Increasing	OECD	Pressure	and	Policy	Reform	in	the	Netherlands	

As	 in	 Canada,	 the	 OECD’s	 reviews	 of	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 in	 the	

Netherlands	 became	 increasingly	 critical	 over	 time.	 While	 the	 Phase	 1	 Report	 declared	 the	

Dutch	anti-foreign	bribery	law	in	conformity	with	the	Convention,	526	the	Phase	2	Report	raised	

several	 concerns	with	 the	 implementation	of	 the	Convention,	 including	“whether	 the	 level	of	

sanctions	in	bribery	cases	in	the	Netherlands,	both	with	regard	to	legal	and	natural	persons	is	

effective,	 proportionate	 and	 dissuasive.”527	At	 the	 time	 of	 the	 Phase	 2	 Review,	 in	 2006,	 the	

Netherlands	 had	 yet	 to	 complete	 an	 enforcement	 action	 for	 foreign	 bribery,	 and	 the	 OECD	

indicated	 that	 it	 would	 require	 further	 review	 of	 implementation	 once	 the	 Netherlands	 had	

concluded	foreign	bribery	cases.528		

By	 the	 release	 of	 the	 Phase	 3	 Report	 in	 2012,	 when	 the	 Netherlands	 had	 still	 not	

completed	 an	 enforcement	 action	 for	 foreign	 bribery,	 the	 OECD’s	 criticism	 heightened.	 The	

OECD	 issued	a	press	 release	 that	 accompanied	 the	Phase	3	Report	 titled,	 “Netherlands	Must	

Significantly	 Step	 up	 its	 Foreign	Bribery	 Enforcement.”529	The	 Phase	 3	 Report	 stated	 that	 the	

OECD	was	“seriously	concerned	that	 the	Netherlands’	 results	 in	 foreign	bribery	 investigations	

and	prosecutions	 to	date	are	 too	 low,	especially	given	the	size	of	 the	Dutch	economy	and	 its	

significant	 external	 commercial	 activity.	 Eleven	 years	 after	 the	 entry	 into	 force	 of	 the	

																																																								
526	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	The	Netherlands,	34.	
527	OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	The	Netherlands,	64.		
528	OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	The	Netherlands,	5.		
529	The	press	release	went	on	to	“question	the	Netherlands’	ability	and	proactivity	in	investigating	and	prosecuting	
this	crime.”	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Netherlands	Must	Significantly	Step	Up	its	
Foreign	Bribery	Enforcement,	2013.	
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Convention	in	the	Netherlands,	no	individual	or	company	has	been	brought	to	trial	for	foreign	

bribery.”530	The	OECD	also	pointed	out	that	the	lack	of	completed	enforcement	actions	was	not	

from	a	shortage	of	supply,	stating	that:	“This	significant	 lack	of	enforcement	 is	not	due	to	an	

absence	of	 allegations,	 however.	 There	 are	 at	 least	 22	 allegation	of	 foreign	bribery	 involving	

Dutch	companies	or	individuals.”531		

It	was	following	the	Phase	3	Report	that	we	see	the	increase	in	completed	enforcement	

actions	in	the	Netherlands	and	some	changes	to	its	anti-foreign	bribery	legal	framework.	As	an	

official	 from	 the	 prosecutor’s	 office	 noted,	 “the	 evaluation	 did	 its	 work.” 532 	Several	

interviewees	described	how	the	Phase	3	Report	and	the	OECD	review	process	more	generally	

made	the	Netherlands	realize	it	did	indeed	need	to	“step-up”	on	anti-foreign	bribery.	A	Dutch	

lawyer	working	in	the	area	described	the	OECD	Phase	3	Review	as	finding	“that	the	Netherlands	

should	step-up	with	the	combat	of	international	corruption”	and	noted	“that	was	criticism	that	

was	taken	seriously.”533	An	official	from	Ministry	of	Justice	also	emphasized	the	importance	of	

increasing	enforcement	efforts	by	other	countries	in	directing	attention	to	anti-foreign	bribery	

in	the	Netherlands.	He	explained	that	part	of	what	made	the	Netherlands	willing	to	adopt	these	

reforms	was	the	realization	that,	“other	countries	are	stepping	up	and	they	are	approaching	us	

or	doing	even	better.”534		

																																																								
530	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	The	Netherlands,	11-12.	
531	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	The	Netherlands,	9.	
532	Interview	by	author,	January	12,	2017,	The	Hague.	
533	Interview	by	author,	January	16,	2017,	Amsterdam.	An	official	from	the	Public	Prosecutors’	Office	similarly	
stated	that	in	explaining	the	recent	changes	to	Dutch	anti-foreign	bribery	policy:	“the	OECD	also	says	that	
something	should	change,	that	we	really	have	to	step	up.	It	always	helps.”	Interview	by	author,	January	12,	2017,	
The	Hague.		
534	Interview	by	author,	January	12,	2017,	The	Hague.	He	went	on	to	further	describe	the	OECD	review	process:	“it	
is	really	good	as	a	stick,	but	also	as	a	carrot,	I	would	say,	because	then	people	can	actually	see	that	other	countries	
are	stepping	up	in	their	efforts.”	
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The	 Netherlands	 recently	 enacted	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 law	 reforms	 that	 followed	

recommendations	from	the	OECD.	The	Netherlands	adopted	amendments	to	the	Penal	Code	in	

2015	that	increased	the	maximum	prison	sentence	available	for	individuals	convicted	of	foreign	

bribery	 to	 6	 years	 and	 the	 maximum	 fine	 available	 to	 legal	 persons	 responsible	 for	 foreign	

bribery	to	“up	to	10%	of	the	annual	turnover	of	the	company.”535	The	Netherlands	also	adopted	

legislation	to	protect	whistleblowers	that	addressed	a	recommendation	made	by	the	OECD	in	

its	Phase	3	Report.536	Still,	these	reforms	to	the	settings	of	the	penalties	did	not	alter	the	overall	

legal	 framework	 for	 prohibiting	 foreign	 bribery	 in	 the	 Netherlands	 and	 its	 regulatory	 policy	

paradigm.	And	by	encouraging	employees	to	come	forward	with	allegations	of	foreign	bribery,	

the	 Netherlands	 further	 emphasized	 the	 importance	 of	 corporate	 responsibility	 and	 self-

monitoring	in	preventing	and	detecting	foreign	bribery.	

One	of	the	main	recommendations	that	the	Netherlands	did	not	adopt	from	the	OECD’s	

Phase	3	Report	 concerned	 the	debarment	of	 corporations.	The	OECD	recommended	 that	 the	

Netherlands:	“Consider	introducing	the	possibility	of	additional	sanctions	against	legal	persons,	

such	as	suspension	from	public	procurement.”537	But,	as	the	Phase	3	Follow-Up	Report	notes,	

“the	Netherlands	has	not	taken	steps	to	consider	introducing	additional	sanctions	against	legal	

person.”538	Without	 further	 law	 reform,	 the	 prospects	 for	 debarment	 for	 corporations	 found	

responsible	for	foreign	bribery	are	low	in	the	Netherlands.	While	the	Netherlands	has	enacted	

																																																								
535	These	responded	to	the	concerns	raised	by	the	OECD	in	the	Phase	2	Review	that	the	sanctions	available	in	the	
Netherlands	were	too	low,	as	well	as	specific	recommendations	in	the	Phase	3	Report	calling	for	increases.	See	also	
OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	The	Netherlands,	64,	Recommendation	4(a),	which	directed	the	Netherlands	to	“increase	
the	level	of	sanctions”	as	proposed	in	then	pending	amendment	to	the	Penal	Code.	
536	The	OECD	recommended	that	the	Netherlands,	“Put	in	place	appropriate	measures	to	protect	from	
discriminatory	or	disciplinary	action	public	and	private	sector	employees	who	report	suspected	acts	of	foreign	
bribery	in	good	faith.”	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	The	Netherlands,	Recommendation	9(b).	
537	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	The	Netherlands,	Recommendation	4(b).	
538	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	The	Netherlands,	5.		
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the	European	Union’s	debarment	directive,	 the	diversionary	 resolutions	 that	 the	Netherlands	

has	used	under	Article	74	of	its	Penal	Code	for	almost	all	of	its	foreign	bribery	offenses	do	not	

trigger	debarment.539	As	the	OECD	has	noted,	this	exemption	from	the	grounds	for	debarment	

provides	a	strong	incentive	for	corporations	to	agree	to	these	diversionary	resolutions.540		

	 But	 the	most	 significant	 change	 in	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	 in	 the	Netherlands	 since	

the	Phase	3	Report	was	released	is	not	the	amendments	to	the	legal	regime,	but	the	increasing	

enforcement	activity.	Since	the	Phase	3	Report	was	released	in	2012,	the	Netherlands	went	on	

to	 complete	 four	enforcement	actions	 for	 foreign	bribery	by	 the	end	of	2016.	These	have	all	

been	against	corporate	defendants	and,	as	mentioned,	three	of	four	of	these	were	concluded	

through	the	Article	74	diversionary	resolutions	procedure.		

This	 activated	 regulatory	 paradigm	 in	 the	 Netherlands	 that	 now	 includes	 regular	

enforcement	 actions	 positions	 the	 Netherlands	 closely	 to	 the	 current	 and	 emerging	

international	 standards	 on	 the	 application	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 laws.	 By	 the	 time	 that	 the	

Netherlands	 turned	 to	 increase	 the	 enforcement	 of	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 law,	 the	 use	 of	

diversionary	resolutions	to	address	foreign	bribery	crimes	by	corporate	defendants	was	already	

established	in	the	US	and	well	on	its	way	into	UK	policy.	It	 is	also	interesting	to	note	that	this	

increasing	 enforcement	 in	 the	 Netherlands	 has	 meant	 increasing	 cooperation	 with	 the	 US,	

which,	I	suggest	here,	is	enabled	by	the	alignment	between	the	regulatory	anti-foreign	bribery	

policy	 paradigms	 in	 the	 US	 and	 the	 Netherlands.	 Of	 the	 four	 foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	

actions	completed	by	the	end	of	2016,	only	the	Ballast	Nedam	settlement	was	undertaken	by	

																																																								
539	In	addition,	the	Netherlands	debarment	regime	has	an	exception	for	“self-cleaning”	that	avoids	debarment	if	
the	corporation	has	taken	steps	to	prevent	the	wrongdoing	from	occurring	again.	See	Chapter	4,	Section	III.c.i.	
540	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Netherlands,	22.	
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the	Netherlands	on	 its	own.541	In	 SBM	Offshore,	 the	 corporation	 self-disclosed	 to	both	Dutch	

and	American	authorities	and	entered	into	settlement	agreements	with	prosecutors	in	both	the	

Netherlands	 and	 in	 the	 US.542	The	 record-setting	 settlement	 with	 Vimpelcom	 in	 2016	 too	

involved	 both	 Dutch	 and	 American	 authorities	 and	 was	 resolved	 through	 a	 “coordinated	

resolution”	or	global	settlement.543	Further,	this	is	a	trend	that	appears	to	be	continuing.	In	late	

2017,	prosecutors	in	the	Netherlands	announced	another	global	settlement	with	US	authorities	

for	foreign	bribery	crimes,	this	time	against	Telia	a	Swedish	telecommunication	company	with	

multiple	Dutch	subsidiaries.544		

Here	I	want	to	emphasize	that	it	is	the	regulatory	policy	paradigms	of	both	the	US	and	

the	 Netherlands,	 and	 specifically	 their	 ability	 to	 enter	 into	 diversionary	 resolutions	 with	

corporate	defendants,	that	facilitate	these	global	settlements.	Vimpelcom	and	Telia	were	both	

section	74	 resolution	 in	 the	Netherlands	and	deferred	prosecution	agreements	 in	 the	United	

																																																								
541	Dutch	prosecutors	became	aware	of	the	allegations	of	foreign	bribery	by	Ballast	Nedam	following	an	
investigation	by	Dutch	tax	authorities.	Openbaar	Ministerie,	Out-of-Court	Settlement	with	Ballast	Nedam,	
December	21,	2012,	included	as	an	annex	to	the	OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up,	Netherlands.	
542	In	2014,	SBM	Offshore	announced	that,	“The	Company	voluntarily	reported	its	internal	investigation	to	the	
Dutch	Openbaar	Ministerie	and	the	US	Department	of	Justice	in	April	2012.”	SBM	Offshore,	SBM	Offshore	Findings	
of	Internal	Investigation,	April	2,	2014.	For	details	on	the	respective	settlements,	see	Openbaar	Ministerie,	SBM	
Offshore	N.V.	Settle	Bribery	Case	for	US$	240,000,000,	November	12,	2014,	included	as	an	annex	to	the	OECD,	
Phase	3	Follow-up,	Netherlands;	Department	of	Justice,	SBM	Offshore	N.V.	And	United	States-Based	Subsidiary	
Resolve	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act	Case	Involving	Bribes	in	Five	Countries,	November	29,	2017.	
543	As	the	Dutch	Prosecutor’s	Office	explained:	“Parallel	to	the	Dutch	investigation	conducted	by	the	Fiscal	
Intelligence	and	Investigation	Service	(FIOD)	investigations	were	carried	out	by	the	United	States	Department	of	
Justice	(DOJ)	and	the	United	States	Securities	and	Exchange	Commission	(SEC).	Vimpelcom	will	pay	a	total	of	
$795,000,000	USD	in	fines	and	towards	confiscation	in	the	US	and	in	the	Netherlands.	Half	of	this	amount	will	be	
paid	to	the	Netherlands	and	the	other	half	to	the	USA.”	Openbaar	Ministerie,	Vimpelcom	Settlement;	DOJ,	
Vimpelcom	Settlement.	
544	Openbaar	Ministerie,	International	Fight	against	Corruption:	Telia	Company	Pays	274,000,000	US	Dollars	to	
the	Netherlands,	September	21,	2017;	see	also,	Department	of	Justice,	Telia	Company	AB	and	Its	Uzbek	
Subsidiary	Enter	Into	a	Global	Foreign	Bribery	Resolution	of	More	Than	$965	Million	for	Corrupt	Payments	in	
Uzbekistan,	September	21,	2017.	
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States.545	This	is	important	to	note	because	the	ability	to	simultaneously	resolve	foreign	bribery	

allegations	makes	these	coordinated	resolutions	possible	and	attractive	to	alleged	wrongdoers	

with	potential	liability	in	multiple	jurisdictions.	

IV. Changing	National	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Policy	Paradigms	in	the	UK	and	Germany	
	
This	section	turns	now	to	consider	the	evolution	of	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	in	the	

United	 Kingdom	 and	 Germany.	 While	 these	 countries	 too	 have	 been	 subject	 to	 the	 regular	

OECD	peer	review	process	as	the	other	OECD	Convention	signatory	states,	the	United	Kingdom	

and	 Germany	 experienced	 substantially	 varied	 levels	 of	 pressure	 for	 policy	 change	 from	 the	

OECD.	 The	UK	 stands	 out	 from	 the	 other	 case	 studies	 for	 both	 the	 intensity	 of	 the	 pressure	

applied	by	the	OECD	and	the	range	of	tools	that	the	OECD	drew	on	to	encourage	policy	change	

in	the	UK.546	Germany,	on	the	other	hand,	has	been	praised	by	the	OECD	for	its	implementation	

of	 the	 OECD	 Convention,	 and	 particularly,	 its	 regular	 enforcement	 of	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

prohibition.	As	I	describe	below,	these	varying	levels	of	pressure	had	consequences	for	national	

policy	 reform,	where	 the	UK	has	adopted	sweeping	revisions	 to	 its	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	

while	Germany	has	 largely	 left	 its	 anti-foreign	bribery	 policy	 alone.	Notably,	 as	 I	 also	 discuss	

below,	 this	 is	 not	 because	 Germany	 has	 perfectly	 implemented	 the	 OECD	 Convention.	 The	

OECD	has	 identified	several	 important	areas	of	concern	in	German	anti-foreign	bribery	policy,	

particularly	 the	 lack	of	 transparency	 in	completed	enforcement	actions	 that	may	well	 lead	 to	

increasing	pressure	on	Germany	for	future	reform.	

																																																								
545	Vimpelcom’s	Uzbek	subsidiary	Unitel	entered	a	guilty	plea	in	a	US	court	for	foreign	bribery	on	the	same	day	that	
the	global	resolution	was	announced.	DOJ,	Vimpelcom	Settlement.	
546	As	Cecily	Rose	writes,	“Among	the	State	Parties	to	the	OECD	Convention,	the	United	Kingdom	arguably	has	one	
of	the	worst	records	of	implementation.”	Rose,	“The	UK	Bribery	Act	2012	and	Accompanying	Guidance:	Belated	
Implementation	of	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention,”	487.	
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a) The	United	Kingdom’s	Movement	Towards	a	Regulatory	Paradigm		
	
Today,	 Transparency	 International	 describes	 the	 UK	 as	 a	 “leading	 enforcer”	 of	 anti-foreign	

bribery	laws	and	its	Bribery	Act	that	came	into	force	in	2011	is	now	seen	as	a	“model	law.”547		

This	is	a	marked	contrast	to	the	late	2000s	when	the	UK	was	publicly	criticized	by	the	OECD	for	

the	 “continued	 shortcomings	 in	 UK	 Anti-Bribery	 legislation”	 and	 its	 lethargic	 enforcement	

efforts.548	Pressure	from	the	OECD	played	a	large	part	in	bringing	about	this	change.	As	I	discuss	

below,	much	of	this	pressure	stemmed	from	the	growing	distance	between	the	OECD	and	the	

UK	on	how	anti-foreign	bribery	 laws	should	be	 implemented,	particularly	as	the	OECD’s	focus	

moved	 beyond	 basic	 conformity	 with	 the	 Convention.	 The	 UK	 eventually	 enacted	 significant	

reforms	 to	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy,	 which	 are	 pushing	 the	 UK	 towards	 a	 new	 policy	

paradigm.	What	began	as	a	traditional	criminal	paradigm	to	combat	foreign	bribery	has	evolved	

to	 embrace	 a	 wider	 range	 of	 resolution	 mechanisms	 and	 more	 rehabilitative	 goals	 that	 are	

associated	with	a	regulatory	paradigm.	Here	still,	and	as	is	also	discussed	below,	we	continue	to	

see	 the	 importance	of	policy	 legacies	 in	how	the	UK	has	accommodated	 the	original	 criminal	

orientation	of	its	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	in	these	recent	policy	reforms.	

i. OECD	Pressure	Reaches	a	Tipping	Point	
	
The	 UK	was	 subject	 to	 pressure	 from	 the	 OECD	 concerning	 its	 implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	

Convention	 almost	 from	 the	 beginning.	 As	mentioned	 in	 Chapter	 4,	 the	UK	 initially	 took	 the	

position	that	no	legislative	changes	were	necessary	to	carry	out	its	obligations	under	the	OECD	

																																																								
547	Interview	by	author	of	OECD	staff	member,	June	16,	2016,	Paris.		
548		OECD,	OECD	to	Conduct	a	Further	Examination	of	UK.	
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Convention.	The	OECD	disagreed.549	In	its	1999	Phase	1	Review	of	the	UK,	the	OECD	concluded	

that	it	“is	not	in	a	position	to	determine	that	the	U.K.	laws	are	in	compliance	with	the	standards	

under	the	Convention.	The	Working	Group	urges	the	U.K.	to	enact	appropriate	legislation	and	

to	 do	 so	 as	 a	matter	 of	 priority.”550	The	 UK	 responded,	 including	 in	 its	 2001	 Anti-Terrorism,	

Crime	and	Security	Act,	 amendments	 to	explicitly	 include	 foreign	bribery	within	 the	common	

law	bribery	crime	and	Prevention	of	Corruption	Act	and	establish	nationality	jurisdiction	for	the	

offenses.551	The	OECD	conducted	an	additional	review	of	the	UK	and	released	a	report	in	2003	

that	 concluded	 that,	 following	 these	 changes,	 the	 UK	 now	 met	 the	 Convention’s	

requirements.552		

Despite	these	reforms,	the	OECD’s	concern	with	the	UK	continued	to	grow	and	became	

particularly	 heightened	 in	 the	 mid-2000s.	 The	 UK	 had	 indicated	 to	 the	 OECD	 during	 its	

additional	review	that	the	amendments	in	the	Anti-Terrorism,	Crime	and	Security	Act	were	only	

a	 first	 step	and	 that	 it	 intended	 to	pursue	comprehensive	 legislative	 reform	 to	modernize	 its	

anti-bribery	 law.553	By	 time	of	 the	UK’s	 Phase	 2	 Review	 in	 the	mid-2000s,	 the	UK	had	 yet	 to	

make	any	headway	on	such	comprehensive	reform.	Not	surprisingly,	the	OECD’s	Phase	2	Report	

on	 the	 UK	 “recommend[ed]	 that	 the	 United	 Kingdom	 enact	 at	 the	 earliest	 possible	 date	

																																																								
549	See	discussion	in	Chapter	4,	Section	III.b.i.	In	its	first	review	by	the	OECD,	the	UK	claimed	“that	there	is	no	legal	
impediment	to	applying	these	offences	[the	common	law	crime	of	bribery	or	the	Prevention	of	Corruption	Act]	to	
the	bribery	of	foreign	public	officials”	and	that	its	common	law	crime	of	bribery	and	1906	Prevention	of	Corruption	
were	sufficient.	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	UK,	3.		
550	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	UK,	24.		
551	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	UK.	
552	OECD,	Phase	1	Bis	Report,	UK,	16.		
553	OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	UK,	79.		
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comprehensive	 legislation	 whose	 scope	 clearly	 includes	 the	 bribery	 of	 a	 foreign	 public	

official.”554		

At	this	point	a	sizeable	gap	had	emerged	between	the	UK’s	national	anti-foreign	bribery	

policy	paradigm	and	international	standards.	Without	reforms,	the	UK	was	largely	relying	on	its	

centuries-old	 bribery	 law	 that,	 as	 the	 OECD	 pointed	 out,	 differed	 from	 the	 foreign	 bribery	

offense	set	out	in	Article	1	of	the	Convention.555	In	addition,	the	OECD	also	expressed	repeated	

concern	 that	 without	 comprehensive	 legislation	 to	 address	 foreign	 bribery	 the	 UK	would	 be	

unable	 to	effectively	 address	 and	 sanction	 corporate	persons	 responsible	 for	 foreign	bribery.	

Here	the	OECD	noted	that	the	UK’s	“doctrinal	requirements	for	corporate	liability	preclude	any	

likelihood	of	liability	for	most	companies,”	and	may	well	“dissuade	in	practice	any	attempts	to	

prosecute.”556	

The	pressure	on	the	UK	from	the	OECD	reached	its	apex	after	the	Serious	Fraud	Office	

announced	 in	 2006,	 following	 consultation	 with	 the	 Attorney	 General	 and	 citing	 national	

security	 concerns,	 that	 it	 would	 discontinue	 an	 investigation	 into	 foreign	 bribery	 by	 British	

Aerospace	and	its	Al-Yamamah	arms	deal	with	Saudi	Arabia.557	At	this	time,	the	UK	had	yet	to	

complete	 a	 single	 enforcement	 action	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 was	 now	 terminating	 an	

																																																								
554	OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	UK,	80.	
555	For	example,	the	OECD	Convention	provides	in	Article	1	a	definition	of	a	foreign	public	official.	The	UK,	however,	
in	relying	on	a	law	that	significantly	pre-dated	the	Convention,	lacked	such	a	definition	and	instead	relied	on	the	
relationship	between	a	principal	and	agent	to	establish	bribery.	As	the	OECD	stated,	“The	Working	Group	considers	
that	such	an	approach	may	make	a	homogeneous	application	of	the	Convention	among	the	Parties	more	difficult.”	
OECD,	Phase	1	Bis	Report	UK,	17.	
556	OECD,	Phase	2	Bis	Report,	UK,	19,	summarizing	the	OECD	Phase	2	Report.	Here	the	OECD	also	noted	that	the	UK	
could	only	point	to	one	case	where	a	company	had	been	convicted	of	bribery	in	the	past	century.	
557	OECD,	OECD	to	Conduct	a	Further	Examination	of	UK.	For	a	further	discussion	of	BAE’s	foreign	bribery	
investigations,	see	Chapter	4,	Section	III.b.i	and	OECD	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	31–32,	73–74.	
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investigation	of	what	appeared	to	be	very	credible	allegations	of	foreign	bribery.558	The	OECD	

was	 not	 pleased	 and	 announced	 in	 2007	 yet	 another	 additional	 review	 of	 the	 UK.559	In	 this	

report,	the	OECD	reiterated	the	importance	of	comprehensive	legislative	reform	in	the	UK	and	

became	 even	more	 pronounced	 in	 its	 criticism.	560	The	 supplemental	 report	 opens	 by	 stating	

that,	 the	 Working	 Group	 “is	 disappointed	 and	 seriously	 concerned	 with	 the	 unsatisfactory	

implementation	of	the	Convention	by	the	UK.”561	Even	more,	the	OECD	warned	that,	“failing	to	

enact	 effective	 and	 comprehensive	 legislation	 undermines	 the	 credibility	 of	 the	 UK	 legal	

framework	and	potentially	 trigger[s]	 the	need	for	 increased	due	diligence	over	UK	companies	

by	their	commercial	partners	or	Multilateral	Development	Banks.”562	As	Cecily	Rose	notes,	this	

was	 tantamount	 to	 a	 threat	 to	 the	UK	 of	 sanctions	 for	 failure	 to	 enact	 the	 reforms	 that	 the	

OECD	 recommended	 and	 went	 well	 beyond	 the	 OECD’s	 typical	 reliance	 on	 the	 peer	 review	

process	itself	to	elicit	change.563	

While	vocal	in	its	criticism,	the	OECD	was	not	the	only	source	of	pressure	for	change	in	

UK	anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	At	home,	 the	end	of	 the	BAE	 inquiry	drew	strong	criticism	and	

two	 UK	 non-governmental	 organizations	 brought	 an	 action	 for	 judicial	 review	 of	 the	 SFO’s	

																																																								
558	The	SFO	had	spent	two-years	and	£2	million	on	its	investigation,	which	had	followed	media	reports	and	
allegations	from	individuals	“instructed	by	BAE	to	lavish	cash,	luxury	gifts,	and	holidays	on	members	of	the	Saudi	
Royal	family	responsible	for	overseeing	the	Al-Yamamah	contracts.”	Williams,	“The	BAE/Saudi	Al-Yamamah	
Contracts:	Implications	in	Law	and	Public	Procurement,”	202.	
559	OECD,	OECD	to	Conduct	a	Further	Examination	of	UK.	
560	OECD,	Phase	2	Bis	Report,	UK,	4.	For	a	detailed	description	of	this	tense	period	between	the	UK	and	the	OECD,	
see	Rose,	“The	UK	Bribery	Act	2012	and	Accompanying	Guidance:	Belated	Implementation	of	the	OECD	Anti-
Bribery	Convention.”		
561	OECD,	Phase	2	Bis	Report,	UK,	4.	
562	OECD,	Phase	2	Bis	Report,	UK,	4.		
563	Rose,	“The	UK	Bribery	Act	2012	and	Accompanying	Guidance:	Belated	Implementation	of	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	
Convention,”	495.	
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decision	 to	 terminate	 the	 investigation.564 	Further	 abroad,	 the	 US	 Department	 of	 Justice	

launched	its	own	investigation	of	BAE.565	Still,	British	lawyers	and	experts	in	anti-foreign	bribery	

law	 pointed	 to	 the	 OECD	 as	 the	 principal	 source	 of	 pressure	 for	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	

reform.	As	a	 legal	academic	 involved	 in	 the	creation	of	 the	Bribery	Act	 stated,	 “Without	 that	

[the	OECD	pressure]	there	wouldn’t	have	been	anything.”	566	

ii. Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Policy	Reform	
	
It	is	following	this	pronounced	criticism	of	the	UK	by	the	OECD	that	we	see	the	first	shifts	in	the	

UK’s	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigm	and	the	 initial	 steps	 to	what	eventually	became	the	

Bribery	Act	and	the	foundation	for	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	in	the	UK	today.	As	I	explain	here,	

the	UK	 responded	 to	 this	 pressure	by	 adopting	policy	 reforms	 that	moved	 the	UK	 towards	 a	

more	 regulatory	 policy	 paradigm;	 however,	 it	 did	 so	 in	 a	way	 that	 accommodated,	 to	 some	

degree	at	least,	its	original	criminal	foundation	to	anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	Specifically,	I	focus	

on	 two	 key	 changes	 to	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 in	 the	 UK	 that	 are	 set	 out	 in	more	 detail	

Chapter	 4:	 a	 shift	 around	 2008	 that	 saw	 the	 beginnings	 of	 the	 enforcement	 of	 anti-foreign	

bribery	law	and	experimentation	with	Civil	Recovery	Orders	(“CROs”)	to	respond	to	allegations	

of	foreign	bribery	against	corporations;	and	a	shift	starting	around	2011	that	saw	a	move	away	

from	the	use	of	CROs	and	the	introduction	of	a	new	anti-foreign	bribery	legal	regime	under	the	

Bribery	Act	and	legislation	creating	DPAs.	

																																																								
564	Corner	House	Research	and	the	Campaign	Against	Arms	Trade	commenced	proceedings	for	judicial	review.	The	
SFO’s	decision	was	ultimately	upheld,	but	only	after	a	lower	court	ruled	that	the	SFO	acted	unlawfully	in	
terminating	the	investigation.	R.	v.	Director	of	the	Serious	Fraud	Office	UKHL	60	(2008).	
565	Mark	Potter,	“U.S.	launches	Corruption	Probe	into	Britain's	BAE,”	Reuters,	June	26,	2007.			
566	Interview	by	author,	June	3,	2016,	London.	Similarly,	an	in-house	lawyer	and	expert	in	corporate	anti-bribery	
policy	described	the	Bribery	Act	as	“a	result	of	OECD	pressure.”	Interview	by	author,	May	24,	2016,	London.	
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1. Experimentation	with	Civil	Recovery:	A	Step	Too	Far	from	the	Criminal	Basis	of	
Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Policy?	

	
In	the	aftermath	of	the	BAE	scandal	and	the	OECD’s	additional	visit	to	the	UK,	the	SFO	adopted	

a	new	approach	to	the	enforcement	of	anti-foreign	bribery	law,	the	2009	Approach	described	in	

Chapter	 4.	567	As	 the	 outgoing	 director	 of	 the	 SFO	 explained,	 the	UK	 needed	 to	 demonstrate	

that	 it	 would	 pursue	 “allegations	 of	 corruption	 overseas	 and	 do	 that	 vigorously.” 568 	The	

incoming	 SFO	Director	 introduced	 the	2009	Approach,	which	proposed	Civil	 Recovery	Orders	

coupled	with	corporate	monitoring	as	the	preferred	resolution	for	allegations	of	foreign	bribery	

involving	 corporate	 defendants. 569 	This	 was	 a	 significant	 development	 in	 the	 then-

predominantly	criminal	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	in	the	UK.	With	the	2009	Approach,	the	SFO	

embraced	a	resolution	mechanism	with	decidedly	non-criminal	features:	an	evidentiary	test	to	

recover	the	proceeds	of	foreign	bribery	set	at	the	civil	standard	of	balance	of	probabilities,	an	

emphasis	 on	 self-reporting	 and	 internal	 investigations	 by	 the	 corporation,	 a	 civil	 penalty	 of	

disgorgement,	and	no	prospect	for	criminal	sanctions.	570	

	 Why	did	the	UK	adopt	this	particular	policy	reform?	I	point	here	to	two	related	reasons.	

First,	 CROs	were	 an	 attractive	 option	 that	 allowed	 the	 UK	 an	 opportunity	 to	 gain	 ground	 in	

completing	 foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 actions	 while	 avoiding	 the	 challenge	 of	 establishing	

corporate	criminal	 responsibility	under	 the	 identification	doctrine.571	While	 the	OECD	had	not	

																																																								
567	The	SFO	officially	announced	its	policy	favoring	CROs	for	corporate	defendants	accused	of	foreign	bribery	in	July	
2009.	For	further	discussion	of	the	policy,	see	Chapter	4,	Section,	III.b.ii;	SFO,	2009	Approach.	
568	The	SFO	Director	also	called	for	updates	to	the	UK’s	bribery	laws.	Sylvia	Pfeifer	and	Helen	Power,	“‘I	Like	
Shooting	Things’”	The	Sunday	Telegraph,	July	15,	2007.	
569	SFO,	Tackling	Corruption—Working	Smarter.	
570	SFO,	2009	Approach,	5.		
571	CROs	do	not	require	a	finding	of	criminal	guilt	and	instead	only	require	a	determination	on	a	civil	standard	of	
proof	that	the	defendant	is	holding	property	obtained	through	unlawful	conduct.	For	a	greater	discussion	of	CROs,	
see	Chapter	4,	Section	III.b.ii.	
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explicitly	 called	 on	 the	 UK	 to	 introduce	 an	 alternative	 resolution	 mechanism	 to	 corporate	

criminal	liability,	the	pressure	on	the	UK	to	increase	its	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	against	

corporate	defendants	was	more	than	apparent.	Second,	 in	focusing	on	negotiated	resolutions	

for	corporate	defendants	that	encouraged	corporate	self-monitoring	and	self-reporting,	the	UK	

drew	 from	 the	US	experience	 in	 enforcing	 its	 anti-foreign	bribery	 law.	572	The	2009	Approach	

had	 notable	 similarities	 to	 the	 deferred	 prosecution	 agreements	 and	 non-prosecution	

agreements	for	foreign	bribery	that	were	becoming	increasingly	common	in	the	US	at	the	time.	

In	setting	out	the	2009	Approach	the	SFO	Director	stated	that,	“I	have	learned	a	lot	from	the	US	

system	here.”573	The	SFO	had	previously	commissioned	a	US	prosecutor	to	review	the	agency’s	

performance	 and	one	of	 the	principle	 recommendation	of	 her	 report,	which	was	 released	 in	

2008,	was	 the	 “the	 creation	of	 a	 plea-negotiation	 framework	 to	 facilitate	 early	 pleas	 in	 SFO-

type	cases.”574		

But	the	2009	Approach	was	not	long	to	last	as	the	use	of	CROs	to	resolve	foreign	bribery	

allegations	with	corporate	defendants	provoked	its	own	criticisms.	A	British	judge	that	presided	

over	 such	a	use	of	a	CRO	expressed	his	disapproval,	 stating	 that:	 “It	 is	of	 the	greatest	public	

interest	that	the	serious	criminality	of	any,	including	companies,	who	engage	in	the	corruption	

of	foreign	governments,	is	made	patent	for	all	to	see	by	the	imposition	of	criminal	and	not	civil	

sanctions.575	Transparency	International	UK	raised	a	similar	concern,	noting	“a	natural	aversion	

																																																								
572	A	former	SFO	prosecutor	explained	the	relationship	between	the	OECD’s	influence	and	the	US	example,	
describing	the	US	as	a	reference	point	for	the	OECD:	“the	OECD	then	points	to	the	US	and	says	to	the	UK,	why	
aren’t	you	doing	this?”	Interview	by	author,	May	26,	2016,	London.		
573	SFO,	Tackling	Corruption—Working	Smarter.	
574	The	report	was	critical	of	the	SFO	for	its	high	costs	and	little	return,	principally	its	low	number	of	enforcement	
actions	and	low	conviction	rate.	Serious	Fraud	Office,	Review	of	the	Serious	Fraud	Office,	by	Jessica	De	Grazia,	2008,	
3,	8.	
575	R.	v.	Innospec,	2010	WL	3580845,	para.	38.	The	plea-agreement	included	both	a	criminal	plea	and	a	CRO.		
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to	 settle	 criminal	 cases	 by	way	 of	 financial	 penalty	 through	 the	 civil	 courts,”	which	 “may	 be	

seen	as	a	way	by	which	a	company	can	buy	its	way	out	of	a	prosecution.”576	The	OECD	too	had	

some	 unease	with	 the	 rise	 in	 CROs,	 principally	 for	 the	 lack	 of	 transparency	 in	 how	 the	 SFO	

reached	the	details	of	such	resolutions.577	In	short,	even	before	the	Bribery	Act	entered	in	force	

in	 2011,	 it	was	 clear	 that	 the	UK	was	 going	 to	 have	 to	 do	more	 than	 the	 2009	Approach	 to	

reform	its	anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	

2. Legislating	a	New	Policy	Paradigm:	The	Bribery	Act	and	DPAs		
	
The	 British	 Parliament	 adopted	 a	 wide-reaching	 reform	 of	 its	 bribery	 law,	 including	 foreign	

bribery,	when	it	passed	the	Bribery	Act	in	2010,	which	entered	into	force	in	2011.	The	Bribery	

Act	 responds	directly	 to	 the	OECD’s	principal	 concerns	with	British	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	

discussed	above—the	antiquated	 legal	 prohibition	 against	 bribery	 and	 the	doctrinal	 limits	 on	

corporate	criminal	responsibility.	The	OECD’s	influence	is	clear	in	the	creation	of	a	standalone	

offense	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 in	 Section	 6	 of	 the	 Bribery	 Act.	 The	 Bribery	 Act	 establishes	 an	

encompassing	 bribery	 offense,	 which	 is	 arguably	 wide	 enough	 to	 capture	 any	 instance	 of	

foreign	bribery.	578	The	Law	Commission,	which	was	 tasked	with	 the	review	of	UK	bribery	 law	

and	drafting	the	proposed	legislation	that	would	become	the	Bribery	Act,	579	recommended	the	

																																																								
576	Transparency	International,	UK	Chapter,	Deterring	and	Punishing	Corporate	Bribery,	2012,	63.	
577	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	6.			
578	The	Bribery	Act	moved	away	from	the	principal-agent	relationship	that	had	been	central	to	the	previous	UK	
bribery	law	and	instead	adopted	two	general	bribery	offenses	that	prohibit	the	payment	and	receipt	of	bribes	and	
encompass	public	and	private	sector	bribery.	One	of	the	participants	in	the	Law	Commission’s	review	noted,	
“There,	is	I	think,	an	interesting	scholarly	question	about	whether	our	straightforward	bribery	offense	in	section	1	
does	all	the	work	that	you	would	necessarily	want	the	offense	of	foreign	bribery	to	do.	It	is	possible	that	it	does.”	
Interview	by	author,	June	3,	2016,	London.	
579	The	genesis	for	the	Bribery	Act	began	in	2007	when	Parliament	asked	the	Law	Commission	to	consider	reform	
of	the	UK’s	bribery	law,	shortly	after	the	OECD	announced	its	additional	review	of	the	UK.	This	was	not	the	first	
time	that	the	UK	had	reviewed	its	bribery	policy.	For	an	overview	of	previous	efforts,	see	Nicholls	et	al.,	Corruption	
and	Misuse	of	Public	Office,	secs.	3.01-3.03,	3.08-3.10.	
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creation	 of	 this	 standalone	 offense	 to	 “demonstrate	 not	 merely	 a	 symbolic	 but	 a	 real	

commitment	on	the	part	of	England	and	Wales	to	meeting	its	international	obligations.”580		

In	addition,	 the	Bribery	Act	establishes	a	 separate	offense	 for	 corporate	persons—the	

Section	 7	 “failure	 to	 prevent”	 offense—that	 responded	 to	 the	OECD’s	 concern	 that	 the	 legal	

requirements	 in	 the	 UK	 to	 establish	 corporate	 criminal	 liability	 would	 make	 a	 successful	

prosecution	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 unlikely.	 One	 of	 the	 legal	 experts	 involved	 in	 the	 Law	

Commission’s	review	explained	that	the	OECD	“wanted	something	really	robust	that	could	be	

used	to	target	corporate	activity,”	which	the	new	Section	7	offense	could	provide.581	Section	7	

addresses	the	OECD’s	concern	by	establishing	corporate	liability	if	any	person	“associated	with	

the	company”	commits	bribery,	including	foreign	bribery.	Notably,	while	Section	7	is	intended	

to	 allow	 prosecutors	 to	 more	 easily	 target	 corporations	 with	 criminal	 liability, 582 	it	 also	

formalizes	an	 important	 rehabilitative	goal	of	 contemporary	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	 in	 the	

UK.	 Section	 7	 explicitly	 creates	 a	 defense	 for	 a	 company	 that	 has	 “adequate	 procedures	

designed	 to	 prevent”	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 provides	 a	 significant	 incentive	 for	 corporations	 to	

invest	in	their	own	anti-bribery	policies.	583	

Following	the	Bribery	Act’s	entry	into	force,	the	UK	went	on	to	make	a	further	notable	

policy	 reform	 in	2014	when	 it	 introduced	UK-styled	DPAs	 for	 corporations	 suspected	 to	have	

																																																								
580	Law	Commission,	Reforming	Bribery,	Law	Com.	No.	313,	2008,	80-82.	Here	the	Law	Commission	notes	that	a	
standalone	foreign	bribery	offense	will	also	enable	courts	to	more	readily	interpret	the	foreign	bribery	offense	in	
line	with	the	OECD	Convention	and	other	international	obligations	and	allow	for	a	“comparative	approach,”	where	
a	UK	court	could	draw	on	jurisprudence	on	foreign	bribery	cases	from	other	jurisdictions.		
581	Interview	by	author,	June	3,	2016,	London.	He	went	on	to	explain	that,	from	the	OECD’s	perspective,	“it	is	not	
really	acceptable	for	a	company	to	just	say	that	the	left	hand	did	not	know	what	the	right	hand	was	doing	and	
therefore	we	are	excused.”	
582	The	Ministry	of	Justice	expects	that	the	section	7	offense	will	increase	enforcement	actions	against	corporate	
defendants.	Ministry	of	Justice,	Consultation	on	a	New	Tool	to	Deal	with	Economic	Crime	Committed	by	
Commercial	Organisations,	2012,	8.		
583	Bribery	Act,	Section	7(2).	
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engaged	in	economic	crimes,	including	foreign	bribery.	The	OECD	did	not	explicitly	call	for	this	

reform,	but	pressure	had	very	much	remained	on	the	UK	to	increase	its	enforcement	of	foreign	

bribery	 laws	 against	 corporate	 persons.	 The	 DPA	 is	 intended	 to	 do	 so	 by	 encouraging	

corporations	to	self-report	suspicions	of	foreign	bribery	in	exchange	for	reduced	penalties	and	a	

resolution	that	avoids	a	determination	of	criminal	guilt.584	

While	these	recent	 legislative	amendments	 introduce	policy	 instruments	more	familiar	

to	 a	 regulatory	policy	paradigm,	 they	 still	 have	 imprints	of	 the	UK’s	historically	 criminal	 anti-

foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigm.	 For	 example,	 the	 section	 7	 offense	 balances	 between	 the	

policy	 goals	 associated	 with	 criminal	 and	 regulatory	 paradigms.	 By	 maintaining	 a	 criminal	

sanction	 for	 corporate	 defendants,	 section	 7	 addresses	 some	 of	 the	 domestic	 concern	 with	

CROs	and	the	emphasis	on	the	expressive	goal	of	 legal	sanctions	 to	condemn	a	wrongful	act.	

But	 its	 built-in	 adequate	 procedures	 defense	 incentivizes	 corporate	 self-monitoring	 and	 the	

rehabilitative	aims	of	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibition.585	Notably,	 the	 section	7	offense	works	

around	 the	 general	 approach	 to	 corporate	 crime	 in	 the	 UK	 and	 leaves	 the	 identification	

doctrine	 intact	 for	other	 corporate	offenses.	The	UK	has	also	created	 its	own	distinctive	DPA	

regime,	which,	while	 providing	 an	 alternative	 to	 a	 determination	 of	 criminal	 guilt,	 sets	 strict	

																																																								
584	The	Ministry	of	Justice	proposed	deferred	prosecutions	agreements	to	“improve	the	flexibility	of	the	system	for	
dealing	with	economic	crime”	and	“bring	more	offending	commercial	organisations	to	justice,	including	through	
incentivising	self-policing,	self-reporting	and	admission	of	wrongdoing,	with	appropriate	and	proportionate	
penalties	for	offenders	and	restitution	for	victim.”	They	further	noted	that,	without	DPAs,	“the	prosecutor	at	
present	has	little	to	offer	the	commercial	organisation	by	way	of	encouragement	to	engage,	cooperate	or	plead.”	
Ministry	of	Justice,	Consultation	on	a	New	Tool	to	Deal	with	Economic	Crime	Committed	by	Commercial	
Organisations,	2012,	11-12.	
585	As	the	Law	Commission	described	the	section	7	offense:	“we	also	believe	that	the	fault	element	and	defences	
applicable	to	the	offence	will	both	emphasise	the	seriousness	of	conviction,	and	ensure	that	companies	who	make	
good	faith	efforts	to	avoid	the	commission	of	the	offence	will	duly	escape	its	net.”	Law	Commission.	Reforming	
Bribery.	Law	Com.	No.	313.	2008,	110.	
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guidelines	for	sentence	reduction	and	requires	close	judicial	supervision	and	the	publication	of	

settlement	terms.	586	

Finally,	 considering	 the	 UK’s	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigm	 in	 light	 of	 current	

trends	and	evolving	 international	standards,	 the	UK	seems	well	positioned.587	The	Bribery	Act	

may	now	be	a	“model	law”588	and	the	OECD	has	commended	the	UK	on	its	entry	into	force.589		

The	OECD	has	also	praised	the	UK’s	“use	of	DPAs	as	an	effective	feature	for	incentivising	self-

reporting	 by	 companies	 and	 resolving	 foreign	 bribery	 cases	 against	 legal	 persons.”590	The	

introduction	of	DPAs	has	also	proven	helpful	 in	 facilitating	global	 resolutions	 that	 involve	 the	

UK.	 With	 the	 decline	 in	 the	 use	 of	 CROs	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 allegations	 after	 2011,	 UK	

prosecutors	lacked	a	tool	that	could	provide	for	an	early	resolution	and	enable	participation	in	

these	 cross-border	 settlements.	 The	 Government	 cited	 the	 ability	 to	 participate	 in	 global	

resolutions	as	part	of	the	rationale	for	introducing	DPAs.591	Since	the	introduction	of	DPAs	into	

UK	law,	the	UK	and	the	US	have	again	begun	to	collaborate	on	joint	resolutions.592	

b) Germany’s	Consistent	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Policy	
	
Like	the	Netherlands,	Germany	has	developed	a	regulatory	policy	paradigm	to	combat	foreign	

bribery.	 But	 even	 more	 so	 than	 the	 Netherlands,	 Germany’s	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 has	

																																																								
586	See	SFO,	Deferred	Prosecution	Agreements	Code	of	Practice.	
587	It	is	important	to	note	that	there	are	more	recent	reforms	that	the	OECD	has	called	for	in	the	UK	that	it	has	yet	
to	implement,	including	improvements	to	its	debarment	regime.	See	OECD	Phase	4	Report,	UK,	99.		
588	Interview	by	author	of	OECD	staff	member,	June	16,	2016,	Paris.		
589	OECD	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	6;	OECD,	Phase	4	Report,	UK,	91.	
590	OECD	Phase	3	Report,	UK,	6;	OECD,	Phase	4	Report,	UK,	91.	
591	The	Ministry	of	Justice	explained	that,	“The	lack	of	equivalent	enforcement	tools	for	UK	prosecutors,”	
principally	the	DPAs	or	NPAs	commonly	used	in	the	US,	“makes	negotiations	between	UK	and	US	prosecutors,	and	
ultimately	resolution	of	the	case,	difficult.”	Ministry	of	Justice,	Consultation	on	a	New	Tool	to	Deal	with	Economic	
Crime	Committed	by	Commercial	Organisations,	2012,	12.	
592	For	instance,	the	UK	car	company	Rolls	Royce	recently	entered	into	a	global	settlement	with	British,	American	
and	Brazilian	authorities	for	bribing	foreign	public	officials	in	Brazil	and	several	other	countries.	DOJ,	Rolls-Royce.		
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remained	 largely	 consistent	 in	 the	 two	 decades	 of	 the	OECD	 Convention’s	 existence.	 As	 this	

section	 sets	 out,	 the	 OECD	 has	 lauded	 Germany’s	 implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention,	

most	prominently	as	the	OECD’s	focus	turned	to	the	enforcement	of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	

during	the	Phase	3	Review.	Still,	the	OECD	has	identified	several	areas	of	concern	in	Germany’s	

anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy.	 Germany	 has	 addressed	 some	 of	 these,	 including	 the	 calls	 for	

increased	maximum	sanctions	for	corporate	wrongdoers,	but	has	 left	unaddressed	other	calls	

for	 policy	 reform	 by	 the	 OECD,	 such	 as	 recommendations	 to	 improve	 the	 transparency	 of	

completed	 enforcement	 actions	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 its	 debarment	 procedures	 for	 such	

offenses.		

i. OECD	Praise	and	Minimal	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Policy	Reform	
	
The	OECD’s	response	to	Germany’s	 implementation	of	 its	 international	obligations	to	prohibit	

foreign	bribery	overall	has	been	positive.	Following	the	OECD’s	recognition	it	its	Phase	1	Report	

that	 Germany’s	 Act	 on	 Combating	 International	 Bribery	 conformed	 to	 the	 Convention	

requirements,	 593 	the	 OECD’s	 2003	 Phase	 2	 Review	 of	 Germany	 was	 generally	 approving,	

although	 it	 did	 identify	 several	 issues	 to	 follow-up	 on	 as	 foreign	 bribery	 cases	 in	 Germany	

developed.594			

		 By	 the	 time	 Germany	 received	 its	 Phase	 3	 Review	 in	 2011,	 the	 enforcement	 of	 anti-

foreign	 bribery	 laws	 had	 become	 a	 top	 priority	 for	 the	 OECD	 and	 Germany	 had	 a	 sizeable	

number	of	completed	anti-foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions	to	show.	The	OECD	highlighted	

and	praised	this	enforcement	activity	by	Germany,	stating	that:	“The	Working	Group	on	Bribery	
																																																								
593	OECD,	Phase	1	Report,	Germany,	p.	19.	
594	For	example,	the	OECD	recommended	that	future	reviews	follow-up	on	the	adequacy	of	sanctions	applied	in	
practice	to	foreign	bribery	cases	once	case	law	in	the	area	developed	in	Germany.	OECD,	Phase	2	Report,	Germany,	
42.		
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commends	 Germany	 for	 its	 visible	 and	 significant	 enforcement	 efforts	 that	 have	 increased	

steadily	since	Phase	2.”595	As	described	in	more	detail	in	Chapter	4,	Germany’s	regulatory	policy	

paradigm	to	combating	foreign	bribery,	which	often	relies	on	diversionary	settlements	provided	

for	 under	 section	 153(a)	 of	 Germany’s	 Code	 of	 Criminal	 Procedure	 and	 several	 alternative	

offenses	 with	 a	 lower	 evidentiary	 burden,	 has	 enabled	 this	 frequency	 of	 completed	

enforcement	 actions.	 In	 the	 Phase	 3	 Report,	 the	 OECD	 supported	what	 it	 described	 as	 “the	

pragmatic	approach	taken	by	Germany	to	prosecute	and	sanction	individuals	in	foreign	bribery	

cases,”	which	includes	the	use	of	“a	range	of	criminal	offences	other	than	the	offence	of	foreign	

bribery…[and]	the	use	of	non-prosecution	arrangements	under	153a.”596		

	 Even	 so,	 the	 OECD	 Phase	 3	 Report	 raised	 some	 substantial	 concerns	with	 Germany’s	

implementation	of	its	anti-foreign	bribery	law,	several	of	which	Germany	has	not	addressed.	In	

Germany’s	Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	 issued	in	2015,	the	OECD	“noted	that	just	under	half	of	

the	recommendations	remain	partially	or	not	implemented	and	that	limited	substantive	action	

has	been	taken	in	a	number	of	areas	 in	the	two	years	since	Germany‘s	Phase	3	evaluation.597	

The	discussion	here	focuses	on	three	of	the	OECD’s	Phase	3	recommendations	that	are	central	

to	 Germany’s	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy:	 the	 level	 of	 sanctions	 applied	 to	 foreign	 bribery	

offenses,	 the	 debarment	 process,	 and	 the	 transparency	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 resolutions.598	Of	

these	 three,	 it	 is	 only	 on	 the	 first	 issue,	 sanctions,	 where	 Germany	 has,	 at	 least	 in	 part,	

responded	to	the	OECD’s	recommendations.	

																																																								
595	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	70.	
596	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	5.	
597	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Germany:	Follow-up	to	the	Phase	3	Report	&	
Recommendations,	2013,	3	[OECD	Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	Germany].	
598	See	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	recommendations	3(a)	and	3(d)	concerning	sanctions,	11(a)	and	11(b)	
concerning	debarment,	and	3(c)	and	3(d)	concerning	transparency.	
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In	 general,	 the	 OECD	 expressed	 concern	 in	 its	 Phase	 3	 Report	 that	 despite	 the	 high	

enforcement	activity	 in	Germany,	the	sanctions	applied	for	foreign	bribery	crimes	may	be	too	

low	 to	 be	 “effective,	 proportionate	 and	 dissuasive”	 as	 required	 by	 the	 Convention.	 More	

specifically,	 regarding	 foreign	 bribery	 actions	 against	 individual	 defendants,	 the	 OECD	

recognized	 that	 while	 Germany	 had	 increased	 the	maximum	 available	monetary	 sanction	 in	

2009	to	€10.8	million,	the	sentence	applied	in	practice	for	foreign	bribery	crimes	were	far	from	

the	maximum.599	Here	the	OECD	noted	that	many	of	the	individuals	that	have	received	criminal	

sentences	for	foreign	bribery	“have	generally	been	within	the	lower	range	of	available	sanctions	

and	 that	 most	 prison	 sentences	 have	 been	 suspended.”600	Regarding	 foreign	 bribery	 actions	

against	 corporate	 defendants,	 the	 OECD	 questioned	 in	 the	 Phase	 3	 Report	 whether	 the	

maximum	available	sanction	was	too	low.601	The	OECD	recommended	that	Germany,	“increase	

the	maximum	level	of	the	punitive	component	of	administrative	fines	available	in	law	for	legal	

persons	to	a	level	that	is	effective,	proportionate	and	dissuasive.”602		

Following	 the	 OECD’s	 recommendation,	 Germany	 increased	 the	 statutory	 maximum	

punishments	 for	 foreign	bribery	 for	corporate	wrongdoers	and	now	allows	 for	a	punitive	 fine	

for	corporate	defendants	of	up	to	€10	million.	An	official	from	the	Ministry	of	Justice	recounted	

that	 this	 increase	 was	 “a	 response	 to	 the	 OECD.”603		 Still,	 it	 is	 not	 clear	 that	 Germany	 has	

actually	 increased	 the	 level	 of	punitive	 sanctions	 applied	 to	 corporate	defendants	 in	practice	

and	may	well	 be	 continuing	 to	 prioritize	 disgorgement—the	 confiscation	 by	 the	 state	 of	 the	

																																																								
599	OECD,	Phase	3	Report	Germany,	5,	28-29.	
600	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	5.	
601	The	OECD	encouraged	Germany	to	“[e]nsure	sanctions	against	companies	are	sufficiently	dissuasive	and	go	well	
beyond	confiscation	of	profits.”	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Germany’s	Strong	
Foreign	Bribery	Enforcement	Should	be	Matched	with	Tougher	Sanctions,	2011.	
602	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	Germany,	Recommendation	3(d).		
603	Interview	by	author,	May	6,	2016,	Berlin.	
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profits	 of	 bribery.	 The	 recent	 announcement	 by	 German	 prosecutors	 of	 a	 settlement	 with	

Airbus	for	the	failure	of	supervisory	duties	connected	to	the	bribery	of	Austrian	public	officials	

resulted	 in	 a	 €250,000	 punitive	 fine	 and	 €81	 million	 in	 disgorgement.604		 Similarly,	 while	

Germany	 has	 had	 a	 much	 higher	 statutory	 maximum	 fine	 available	 for	 individuals	 found	

responsible	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 since	 2009,	 it	 appears	 to	 be	 continuing	 to	 regularly	 apply	

sanctions	at	the	low	end	of	available	punishments.605		

	 In	 its	 Phase	 3	 Report,	 the	 OECD	 also	 recommended	 that	 Germany	 strengthen	 its	

debarment	policies	 for	corporations	sanctioned	for	 foreign	bribery.	Germany	has	so	far	made	

little	progress	 in	addressing	this	recommendation.	More	specifically,	 the	OECD	recommended	

that	Germany	 issue	debarment	guidelines	 to	government	procurement	agencies	and	create	a	

national	register	of	corporations	found	responsible	for	crimes	of	foreign	bribery.606	As	noted	in	

chapter	4,	debarment	determinations	are	discretionary	 in	Germany,	but	without	a	centralized	

registry	 of	 corporations	 found	 responsible	 for	 foreign	 bribery	 crimes,	 it	 is	 difficult	 for	

government	agencies	granting	contracts	to	effectively	exercise	this	discretion.		

Finally,	the	OECD	also	expressed	concern	in	its	Phase	3	Report	with	the	lack	of	publicly	

available	 information	 about	 Germany’s	 completed	 foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 actions.	 The	

OECD	 is	 particularly	 concerned	 with	 the	 diversionary	 resolutions	 with	 individual	 defendants	

conducted	 under	 section	 153(a)	 of	 the	 Code	 of	 Criminal	 Procedure	 that	 make	 up	 the	 large	

majority	of	Germany’s	completed	enforcement	action.	The	OECD	stated	 in	 its	Phase	3	Report	

that	 these	section	153(a)	 resolutions	have	a	“lack	of	 transparency,”	which	could	diminish	 the	
																																																								
604	“Airbus	Ordered	to	Pay	€81	million	to	End	German	Corruption	Probe,”	Deutsche	Welle,	February	9,	2018.	
605	See	discussion	in	Chapter	4,	Section	III.d.ii.		Germany	here	has	emphasized	that	the	sanctions	that	is	applies	to	
individuals	for	foreign	bribery	meet	or	are	higher	than	the	punishment	for	other	economic	crimes	in	Germany.	
OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	Germany,	10.	
606	OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up	Report,	Germany,	Recommendations	11(a)	and	(b).		
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accountability	 and	 awareness	 raising	 that	 this	 type	 of	 completed	 enforcement	 action	 can	

provide.607	The	OECD	thus	recommended	that	Germany	make	public,	“where	appropriate	and	

in	line	with	its	data	protection	rules	and	the	provisions	of	its	Constitution”	aspects	of	the	153(a)	

settlements,	“such	as	the	reasons	why	they	were	used	in	a	specific	case	and	the	arrangement’s	

terms	(in	particular	the	amount	agreed	to	be	paid).”608		

Germany,	however,	has	continued	to	commonly	use	section	153(a)	and	without	typically	

publicizing	 information	 on	 the	 resolutions.609	A	 government	 official	 noted	 that	 the	 OECD’s	

recommendation	 to	 improve	 the	 transparency	 of	 153(a)	 resolutions	 is	 “hard	 for	 us	 to	

implement.” 610 	In	 addition	 to	 the	 anonymization	 of	 criminal	 and	 administrative	 cases	 in	

Germany,	which	can	include	the	removal	of	relevant	facts	that	might	identify	the	defendant,611	

section	153(a)	resolutions	often	receive	no	public	recording	at	all.	This	 is	not	an	oversight.	As	

Germany	 emphasized	 in	 its	 follow-up	 report,	 a	 defendant	 who	 agrees	 to	 a	 section	 153(a)	

resolution	is	still	presumed	innocent,	and	his	or	her	rights	must	also	be	protected.612	

In	 sum,	 Germany’s	 regulatory	 paradigm	 and	 “pragmatic	 approach”	 to	 anti-foreign	

bribery	policy	placed	 the	country	 in	a	 strong	position	 for	 the	OECD’s	Phase	3	Report	with	 its	

focus	on	the	enforcement	of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws.	Relative	to	other	countries,	including	the	

other	case	study	countries,	Germany	stood	out	in	the	early	2010s	for	having	completed	dozens	

																																																								
607	OECD	Phase	3,	Germany,	35-36.	
608	OECD	Phase	3,	Germany,	35-36	and	Recommendation	3(c).	
609	OECD	Phase	3,	Follow-up,	Germany,	3-4.	
610	Interview	with	official	from	the	Ministry	of	Justice	by	author,	April	29,	2016,	Berlin.	
611	See	OECD	Phase	3,	Germany,	8,	where	the	OECD	notes	that,	“Germany	explained	that	Justice	is	rendered	in	
open	camera	(Court	Constitution	Act,	Title	XIV)	and	that	court	decisions	are	in	principle	available	for	the	public	but	
never	disclose	the	names	of	the	parties	involved…According	to	the	German	authorities,	courts	have	the	
competence	to	decide	to	delete	all	information	allowing	for	the	identification	of	the	defendants	and	witnesses.”	
612	OECD,	Phase	3	Follow-up,	Germany,	12.	Media	coverage	can	draw	attention	to	some	section	153(a)	settlements,	
if	they	are	reached	later	in	the	enforcement	process	and	the	defendant	has	been	charged.			
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of	 foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 actions.	 Still,	 while	 the	 OECD	 praised	 Germany	 for	 its	

enforcement	 activity,	 it	 also	 identified	 several	 important	 areas	 for	 further	 reform	 in	German	

anti-foreign	bribery	policy.	Compared	to	the	other	case	study	countries,	Germany	has	adopted	

fewer	 of	 these	 reforms.	 Part	 of	 this	may	well	 be	 that	 the	 positive	 reviews	 of	Germany	 have	

insulated	it	from	pressure	by	the	OECD	for	further	reform.	But	the	nature	of	the	reforms	that	

the	 OECD	 has	 called	 for	 are	 also	 important	 here.	 We	 see	 this	 most	 clearly	 in	 the	

recommendation	for	increasing	transparency	of	completed	foreign	bribery	enforcement	actions.	

The	transparency	of	settlement	agreements	has	recently	become	an	important	focus	not	only	

for	 OECD,	 but	 also	 for	 anti-corruption	 observers	 in	 civil	 society.613	This,	 however,	 poses	 a	

significant	challenge	for	Germany	given	its	heavy	reliance	on	section	153(a)	resolutions	that	are	

intended	 to	 maintain	 anonymity,	 and	 suggests	 a	 possible	 increasing	 divergence	 between	

Germany	and	evolving	international	anti-foreign	bribery	standards.		

V. Conclusions	
	
The	chapter	has	sought	to	highlight	the	ongoing	importance	of	national	policy	paradigms	to	the	

influence	of	international	law	and	with	it	the	ongoing	importance	of	the	national	policy	legacies	

that	 helped	 to	 produce	 the	 distinct	 policy	 paradigms	 to	 combat	 foreign	 bribery.	 As	 the	 case	

studies	have	detailed,	 the	national	policy	paradigms	 that	 states	developed	 to	combat	 foreign	

bribery	placed	them	at	varying	distances	from	international	standards.	This	generated	different	

degrees	of	pressure	 from	the	OECD	 for	 further	national	 reform	 in	 the	 implementation	of	 the	

OECD	Convention.	When	pressure	from	the	OECD	was	moderate,	as	we	saw	in	Canada	and	the	

																																																								
613	See,	e.g.,	Transparency	International.	Can	Justice	Be	Achieved	Through	Settlements?	July	28,	2015	[Transparency	
International,	Can	Justice	Be	Achieved	Through	Settlements?].		
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Netherlands,	 states	 took	 steps	 to	 follow	 international	 recommendations,	 but	 in	 ways	 that	

aligned	 with	 their	 existing	 national	 policy	 paradigms.	 Increased	 pressure	 from	 the	 OECD,	

however,	propelled	 the	UK	 to	enact	 significant	policy	 reforms	 that	have	moved	 the	UK	away	

from	 its	 criminal	 policy	 paradigm	and	 towards	 a	more	 regulatory	policy	 paradigm	 to	 address	

foreign	bribery.	Decreased	pressure	from	the	OECD	is	associated	with	a	much	more	static	policy	

paradigm	 in	 Germany,	 which	 has	 largely	 left	 alone	 its	 regulatory	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	

paradigm.		

In	 describing	 this	 ongoing	 relevance	 of	 national	 policy	 paradigms	 to	 the	 influence	 of	

international	 law,	 this	chapter	has	built	off	 the	previous	chapter	 that	 identified	 these	distinct	

national	responses	to	a	shared	international	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery.	It	has	also	

sought	to	document	the	dynamic	process	of	 the	 implementation	of	 international	 law	and	the	

continued	 re-negotiation	 of	 national	 policy	 paradigms	 with	 evolving	 international	 standards.	

Here	the	chapter	has	shown	that	the	gap	between	national	policy	paradigms	and	international	

standards	is	also	subject	to	change,	as	we	see,	for	instance,	in	the	UK,	which,	during	the	earlier	

rounds	of	OECD	 reviews	had	been	 the	 subject	 of	much	 criticism,	 now	 seems	well-positioned	

against	 current	 and	 emerging	 international	 standards.	 The	 next	 and	 final	 chapter	 reflects	 on	

this	ongoing	evolution	in	the	national	implementation	of	international	obligations	to	criminalize	

foreign	 bribery	 and	 considers	 it	 alongside	 the	 initial	 goals	 for	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 and	

normative	debates	on	how	to	best	regulate	transnational	corporate	crime.	
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CHAPTER	6:	CONCLUSIONS:	IMPLICATIONS	OF	THE	NATIONAL	HYBRIDIZATION	OF	
INTERNATIONAL	ANTI-FOREIGN	BRIBERY	LAW	

	
	

I. Introduction	
	
This	 chapter	 briefly	 reviews	 the	 main	 findings	 of	 the	 dissertation	 and	 the	 distinct	 national	

approaches	to	the	implementation	of	anti-foreign	bribery	law	that	 it	has	documented.	 It	goes	

on	 to	 consider	 the	 significance	 of	 these	 national	 distinctions,	 identifying	 the	 pragmatic	

implications	of	 this	variation	 for	OECD	Convention	states	and	the	OECD,	as	well	as	what	they	

suggest	 for	 contemporary	 efforts	 to	 govern	 transnational	 business	 and	 to	 understand	 the	

influence	of	 international	 law.	From	here,	the	chapter	 identifies	directions	for	future	research	

that	stem	from	the	dissertation	before	discussing	emerging	trends	in	international	anti-foreign	

bribery	law	amidst	a	possible	retreat	of	US	leadership	in	this	area.	

II. Review	of	Main	Arguments	

This	dissertation	has	considered	the	impact	of	the	international	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	

bribery	by	closely	examining	its	implementation	in	four	OECD	Convention	signatory	states.	The	

central	argument	that	it	has	presented	is	that	states	have	implemented	this	shared	obligation	in	

markedly	 distinct	 ways,	 conditioned	 by	 existing	 national	 policies	 to	 combat	 corporate	 and	

economic	 crime.	 Further,	 it	 has	 gone	 on	 to	 show	 that	 the	 engagement	 between	 states	 and	

international	law	is	an	ongoing	process,	where	the	early	implementation	of	anti-foreign	bribery	

law	 and	 the	 national	 policy	 paradigms	 that	 it	 produces	 has	 lasting	 relevance.	 That	 is,	 how	 a	

state	 initially	 implements	 its	 international	obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	bribery	moderates	

subsequent	 pressure	 for	 further	 implementation	 and	 reform	 of	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

policy.		
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	 The	dissertation	advanced	 these	arguments	 in	 four	main	chapters.	Chapter	2	drew	on	

historical	institutionalism	to	develop	a	theory	for	the	domestic	implementation	of	international	

law.	 In	particular,	 the	concepts	of	policy	 legacies	and	 sequencing	were	 introduced	 to	help	 to	

explain	how	states	can	implement	a	shared	international	obligation	in	such	distinct	ways.	States	

came	to	the	OECD	Convention	with	varied	national	policies	to	combat	corporate	and	economic	

crime	 generally,	 which	 in	 turn	 shaped	 the	 reception	 of	 the	 Convention’s	 obligations.	 This	

produced	 particular	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigms,	which	 I	 identified	 along	 a	

continuum	 ranging	 from	 a	 traditional	 criminal	 law	 paradigm	 to	 a	 regulatory	 paradigm.	 In	

addition,	 the	 concept	 of	 sequencing	 has	 highlighted	 the	 importance	 of	 early	 policy	

developments	in	moderating	the	ongoing	relationship	between	the	state	and	international	law.	

The	national	policy	paradigms	that	states	developed	to	combat	foreign	bribery	placed	them	at	

varying	 distances	 from	 evolving	 international	 standards	 and	 generated	 different	 degrees	 of	

pressure	from	the	OECD	for	further	national	reform.		

Chapter	 3	 offered	 an	 introduction	 to	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 and	 traced	 the	 ongoing	

evolution	of	 international	anti-foreign	bribery	 law.	The	chapter	 focused	on	the	OECD	and	the	

active	 role	 that	 it	 has	 maintained	 in	 the	 area	 of	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 since	 the	 Convention’s	

entry	into	force	in	1999.	Here	it	described	the	OECD’s	initial	emphasis	on	the	adequacy	of	the	

national	 legal	 framework	 prohibiting	 foreign	 bribery	 to	 a	 growing	 emphasis	 on	 enforcement	

and	 a	 recent	 emphasis	 on	 enforcement	practices	 associated	with	 a	 regulatory	paradigm	 that	

can	increase	the	frequency	of	enforcement.		

In	 addition,	 this	 chapter	 considered	 the	 US	 experience	 with	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 law,	

including	 the	 initial	 decision	 by	 the	US	 to	 create	 a	 prohibition	 against	 foreign	 bribery	 in	 the	
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1970s,	 efforts	 by	 the	 US	 to	 “multilateralize”	 its	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 prohibition,	 and	 the	

evolution	of	US	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	over	 time.	 In	doing	so,	 this	chapter	also	noted	 the	

importance	 of	 broader	 US	 policies	 concerning	 corporate	 and	 economic	 crime	 in	 shaping	 the	

application	of	anti-foreign	bribery	law.	Here	we	saw	that	shifts	in	how	US	prosecutors	sought	to	

resolve	allegations	of	corporate	crime	at	 large	 in	the	early	2000s	transformed	US	anti-foreign	

bribery	 policy.	 Further,	 this	 chapter	 also	 suggested	 that	 US	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 has	

provided	 an	 important	 example	 for	 the	 OECD	 and	 other	 OECD	 Convention	 states	 looking	 to	

reform	anti-foreign	bribery	policies	and	increase	enforcement.	

In	Chapter	4,	the	dissertation	turned	to	mapping	the	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	

paradigms	of	the	four	case	study	countries	and	highlighted	the	importance	of	existing	policies	

to	 combat	 corporate	and	economic	 crime	 in	producing	 these	policy	distinctions.	The	criminal	

law	paradigms	in	Canada	and	the	UK	contrasted	with	the	more	regulatory	policy	paradigms	in	

the	Netherlands	and	Germany.	But	while	Canada	has,	 to	date,	held	 fast	 to	 its	 criminal	policy	

paradigm,	the	UK’s	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	has	shifted	over	time	toward	a	more	regulatory	

approach.	The	UK	has	adopted	legislative	reforms	that	created	more	tools	for	the	prosecution	

of	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 exhibit	 an	 increasing	 focus	 on	 the	 rehabilitative	 aims	 of	 anti-foreign	

bribery	law.	Germany’s	regulatory	policy	paradigm	has	been	notably	consistent	over	time,	with	

a	 range	of	 legislative	authority	and	enforcement	 tools	 to	prohibit	and	punish	 foreign	bribery.	

Anti-foreign	bribery	policy	 in	the	Netherlands	too	 leans	toward	a	regulatory	paradigm,	with	a	

flexible	 resolution	 mechanism	 for	 corporate	 crimes	 and	 an	 emphasis	 on	 corporate	 self-

monitoring.			
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As	 the	 chapter	 argued,	 this	 variation	 can	 be	 traced	 back	 to	 national	 policy	 legacies	

concerning	corporate	and	economic	crime.	For	instance,	in	Germany,	the	absence	of	corporate	

criminal	 liability	 and	 the	 creation	 in	 the	 1960s	 of	 a	 diversionary	 resolution	 procedure	 for	

individuals	 accused	 of	 economic	 crimes	 enabled	 the	 creation	 of	 its	 regulatory	 anti-foreign	

bribery	 policy	 paradigm	 that	 frequently	 responds	 to	 allegations	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 with	 a	

negotiated	 resolution	 and	 no	 determination	 of	 criminal	 guilt.	 In	 contrast,	 in	 Canada	 the	

presence	of	corporate	criminal	liability	and	the	absence	of	a	diversionary	resolution	mechanism	

for	corporate	crime	encouraged	the	establishment	of	a	traditional	criminal	policy	paradigm	to	

address	 foreign	 bribery.	 The	 UK	 too	 had	 these	 features	 and	 initially	 developed	 a	 traditional	

criminal	policy	paradigm,	but	unlike	Canada,	the	UK	had	held	fast	to	the	identification	doctrine	

to	 establish	 corporate	 criminal	 liability.	 This	 created	 an	 even	more	 challenging	 enforcement	

environment	for	foreign	bribery	crimes	and	eventually	encouraged	the	experimentation	with	a	

more	 regulatory	 approach.	When	we	 look	 to	 the	Netherlands,	while	 it,	 unlike	Germany	does	

have	 a	 history	 of	 corporate	 criminal	 liability,	 the	 relatively	 low	 bar	 to	 establish	 corporate	

responsibility	 and	 the	presence	of	 a	 diversionary	 resolution	mechanism	enabled	 a	 regulatory	

anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigm	to	develop.	

Finally,	 Chapter	 5	 demonstrated	 the	 continued	 importance	of	 these	policy	 legacies	 to	

the	ongoing	engagement	between	states	and	international	law.	Here	the	project	drew	together	

Chapters	3	and	4	to	show	how	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	placed	states	 in	

different	 positions	 vis-à-vis	 evolving	 international	 standards	 concerning	 anti-foreign	 bribery	

policy.	For	instance,	Germany’s	regulatory	policy	paradigm	and	the	high	frequency	enforcement	

environment	 that	 it	 enables	 placed	 it	 in	 a	 favorable	 position	 when	 the	 OECD	 turned	 its	
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attention	toward	national	enforcement	efforts.	However,	as	the	transparency	of	foreign	bribery	

enforcement	 actions	 has	 become	 an	 increasingly	 important	 area	 of	 focus,	 Germany	may	 be	

falling	out	of	line	with	international	standards	as	its	current	legal	practice	provides	little	in	the	

way	of	public	disclosure	of	most	 foreign	bribery	 resolutions.	The	UK,	on	 the	other	hand,	was	

initially	 an	 outlier	 from	 international	 expectations	 for	 the	 implementation	 of	 its	 anti-foreign	

bribery	 prohibition,	 but	 while	 this	 generated	 strong	 international	 criticism	 it	 also	 enabled	

substantial	 policy	 reforms	 that	 now	 put	 the	 UK	 in	 a	 favorable	 position	 alongside	 emerging	

international	anti-foreign	bribery	standards.	

Further,	 the	 chapter	 also	 showed	 how	 these	 national	 policy	 paradigms	 moderate	

ongoing	pressure	from	the	OECD	for	further	reform	of	national	anti-foreign	bribery	law.	States	

tend	to	interpret	and	apply	this	guidance	to	align	with	existing	policy	paradigms,	which	we	saw	

in	 both	 Canada	 and	 the	 Netherlands	 that	 received	 critical	 reviews	 from	 the	 OECD	 and	

responded	by	enacting	reforms	that	followed	their	existing,	albeit	contrasting,	policy	paradigms.	

Still,	pronounced	pressure	for	change	from	the	OECD	can	create	an	opportunity	for	substantial	

national	policy	change	and	even	a	shift	in	policy	paradigms,	as	we	observed	in	the	UK.	On	the	

other	 hand,	 when	 international	 pressure	 is	 low,	 states	 have	 little	 incentive	 to	 adopt	 further	

policy	reforms,	which	may	help	to	explain	the	reluctance	in	Germany	to	adopt	further	reforms	

to	its	anti-foreign	bribery	law.	

As	a	whole,	the	dissertation	has	documented	the	distinctions	across	states	in	how	they	

implemented	 the	 international	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery.	 But	 it	 has	 also	

highlighted	evidence	that	points	 toward	an	emerging	convergence	toward	a	 regulatory	policy	

paradigm.	 We	 see	 elements	 of	 this	 in	 the	 recent	 focus	 by	 the	 OECD	 on	 the	 importance	 of	
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corporate	 self-monitoring	 and	 voluntary	 reporting.	 The	 adoption	 of	 a	 diversionary	 resolution	

procedure	 and	 a	 compliance	 defense	 for	 corporate	 defendants	 in	 the	 UK	 are	 indicative	 of	 a	

more	 regulatory	 policy	 paradigm.	 Recent	 considerations	 of	 legislative	 reforms	 in	 Canada	 to	

introduce	deferred	prosecution	agreements	and	amend	its	mandatory	debarment	policy	could	

also	move	Canada	significantly	away	from	its	traditional	criminal	policy	paradigm	and	toward	a	

more	regulatory	policy	paradigm.	These	 findings	add	to	 research	by	Nicholas	Lord	 that	 found	

evidence	of	an	increasing	reliance	on	enforcement	techniques	associated	with	regulators	rather	

than	 traditional	 policing	 in	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 in	 Germany	 and	 the	 UK614	and	

other	 scholars	 who	 have	 described	 a	 recent	 convergence	 around	 the	 use	 of	 negotiated	

settlements	to	address	allegations	of	foreign	bribery.615	

	 Still,	the	findings	presented	here	suggest	that	we	should	be	cautious	in	making	too	bold	

of	a	claim	of	convergence.	Important	distinctions	exist	even	among	states	with	more	regulatory	

approaches	and	 the	 legacy	of	 traditional	 criminal	policies	 to	combat	corporate	and	economic	

crime	 continue	 to	 exert	 influence.	Within	 these	 more	 regulatory	 approaches	 to	 anti-foreign	

bribery,	 there	 are	 notable	 differences.	 Germany,	 the	 US	 and	 the	 UK	 have	 all	 made	 use	 of	

diversionary	settlements	to	resolve	allegations	of	foreign	bribery,	but	this	occurs	in	distinctive	

ways.	 For	 instance,	 while	 the	 US	 DOJ	 will	 often	 issue	 its	 own	 explanation	 for	 why	 a	 DPA	 is	

appropriate,	the	UK	DPA	requires	judicial	supervision	throughout,	including	a	declaration	of	the	

court’s	 approval	of	 the	DPA,	with	 reasons	given	 in	a	public	hearing.616	This	points	 to	another	

important	distinction	in	the	use	of	diversionary	settlements	in	foreign	bribery	cases:	the	varied	
																																																								
614	Lord	writes	that,	“traditional	‘policing’	authorities	are	adopting	regulatory	techniques	and	approaches	
traditionally	associated	with	those	of	industry	regulators	(for	example,	enforced	self-regulatory	practices…).”	Lord,	
Regulating	Corporate	Bribery	in	International	Business,	51.	
615	Makinwa,	“Corruption	and	Security.”	
616	SFO,	Deferred	Prosecution	Agreements	Code	of	Practice.	
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transparency	 standards.	While	 DPAs	 are	 publicly	 available	 in	 the	 UK	 and	 the	 US	 (as	 well	 as	

NPAs),	s.	153(a)	agreements	are	rarely	publicized	in	Germany.		

Further,	 policy	 legacies	 concerning	 corporate	 criminal	 liability	 also	 continue	 to	 be	

relevant	amidst	 this	emerging	convergence.	For	example,	while	 the	US	and	 the	UK	both	now	

make	 use	 of	 DPAs	 to	 resolve	 allegations	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 by	 corporate	 wrongdoers,	

prosecutors	 in	 the	US	 and	 the	UK	 still	 face	 very	 different	 prospects	 for	 bringing	 a	 successful	

case.	The	section	7	failure	to	prevent	offense	brings	with	it	a	defense	of	adequate	procedures;	

outside	of	this,	to	establish	the	standard	offense	of	foreign	bribery,	UK	prosecutors	still	have	to	

show	 wrongdoing	 by	 a	 high	 level	 manager	 to	 satisfy	 the	 identification	 doctrine.	 In	 the	 US,	

however,	the	doctrine	of	vicarious	liability	makes	the	prosecution	of	a	corporation	based	on	the	

wrongdoing	of	any	employee,	regardless	of	the	presence	of	corporate	compliance	procedures,	

a	very	credible	threat.	

Even	more,	the	research	presented	here	has	suggested	that	to	the	extent	that	there	is	a	

convergence	on	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policy,	this	has	been	made	over	time.	 It	was	not	

the	automatic	result	of	the	incorporation	of	the	OECD	Convention	in	to	national	law.	Ongoing	

monitoring	 by	 the	 OECD,	 which	 has	 continued	 to	 develop	 and	 articulate	 standards	 for	 the	

implementation	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 appears	 to	 have	 played	 an	 important	 role,	 most	

notably	 in	 encouraging	 states	 to	 increase	 the	 enforcement	 of	 their	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 laws.	

The	US	 too	 has	 helped	 to	 shape	 this	 convergence,	 in	 the	 extra-territorial	 enforcement	 of	 its	

own	anti-foreign	bribery	prohibition,	but	perhaps	even	more,	 in	providing	an	example	for	the	

OECD	 and	 peer	 states	 of	 a	 high-frequency	 enforcement	 practice.	 As	 I	 suggest	 below,	
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disentangling	 these	 different	 drivers	 of	 policy	 convergence	 is	 an	 important	 area	 of	 future	

research.	

III. The	Implications	of	Distinct	National	Policy	Paradigms	

But	 beyond	 cataloguing	 these	 different	 policy	 paradigms,	 what	 should	 we	 make	 of	 these	

distinct	national	approaches	to	 international	 law?	In	this	section	 I	consider	the	significance	of	

this	national	variation,	for	the	operation	and	influence	of	international	law	in	national	contexts,	

for	the	OECD	Convention	and	its	efforts	to	prevent	and	punish	foreign	bribery,	as	a	well	as	for	

broader	 questions	 concerning	 the	 governance	 of	 transnational	 business	 through	 the	

combination	of	international	standards	and	domestic	legal	orders.			

a) The	Impact	of	International	Law	in	Domestic	Legal	Orders	

This	research	has	raised	important	questions	about	how	to	assess	the	influence	of	international	

law	and	illustrated	some	of	the	limitations	of	using	compliance	as	an	indicator	of	international	

law’s	 impact	on	 states.	As	discussed	 in	Chapter	1,	 approaching	 the	 influence	of	 international	

law	through	a	framework	of	compliance	creates	too	narrow	of	an	inquiry	on	conformity	with	a	

prescribed	obligation	that	can	overlook	the	influence	of	international	law.			

If	 we	 approached	 this	 project	 as	 a	 question	 of	 state	 compliance	 with	 the	 OECD	

Convention,	 we	may	well	 have	 focused	 on	 either	 the	 existence	 of	 legislative	 prohibitions	 of	

foreign	bribery	or	the	frequency	with	which	states	have	enforced	these	obligations.	The	former	

would	have	overlooked	the	notable	variation	in	how	these	prohibitions	operate	in	practice	and	

the	 degree	 to	 which	 states	 have	 reformed	 these	 policies	 over	 time.	 A	 focus	 on	 variation	 in	

enforcement	 frequency	 would	 have	 pointed	 to	 Germany,	 with	 its	 hundreds	 of	 completed	
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enforcement	actions,	as	most	clearly	 in	compliance	with	the	Convention	and	most	 influenced	

by	international	law.		

More	closely	examining	the	 influence	of	the	OECD	Convention	through	the	concept	of	

implementation,	however,	suggests	that	the	most	substantial	 impact	of	the	OECD	Convention	

among	the	case	studies	may	well	have	been	in	the	UK.	The	UK,	particularly	 in	the	mid-to-late	

2000s,	was	 arguably	 not	 in	 compliance	with	 the	OECD	Convention,	 assessed	 according	 to	 its	

legislative	 prohibition	 or	 enforcement	 frequency.	 But	 examining	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	

OECD	 Convention	 in	 the	 UK	 over	 time	 reveals	 the	 substantial	 policy	 changes	 that	 the	 OECD	

Convention	and	the	OECD’s	ongoing	monitoring	propelled	in	the	UK.	Through	the	Bribery	Act,	

the	UK	introduced	a	significant	revision	to	its	centuries	old	bribery	law	and	established	standard	

for	imputing	criminal	responsibility	to	corporations.	While	this	is	a	notable	policy	change	on	it	

own,	 the	UK	 is	 currently	 considering	even	 further	policy	 change.	 The	British	 government	has	

recently	proposed	a	broader	 failure	 to	prevent	offense	 for	 corporate	wrongdoers	 that	would	

apply	to	economic	crime	in	general	and	offer	an	even	greater	work-around	of	the	identification	

doctrine.617	If	 this	 becomes	 law,	 the	OECD	Convention’s	 influence	on	 the	UK	will	 extend	well	

beyond	 bribery	 and	 into	 its	 broader	 governance	 regime	 for	 corporate	 conduct.	 	 In	 short,	

approaching	 this	 project	 and	 the	 question	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention’s	 influence	 on	 states	

through	 the	 concept	 of	 implementation	 not	 only	 yields	 a	 richer	 description	 of	 international	

law’s	operation,	but	also	suggests	different	conclusions	for	where	international	law	has	had	the	

greatest	impact.			

																																																								
617	Joe	Watts,	“Minister	Says	Time	Has	Come	for	New	Corporate	Offence	of	'Failing	to	Prevent	Economic	Crime',”	
The	Independent,	March	18,	2018.	
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b) Preventing	and	Punishing	The	Payment	of	Bribes	in	International	Business	

Further,	 these	 national	 implementations	 of	 the	 shared	 international	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	

foreign	bribery	have	implications	for	the	signatory	states	to	the	OECD	Convention,	the	OECD	in	

its	monitoring	role	of	the	Convention,	and	the	fight	against	bribery	in	business	more	generally.	

To	start,	the	case	studies	have	demonstrated	that	the	varied	national	policy	paradigms	present	

distinct	 enforcement	 costs	 for	OECD	 Convention	 state	 parties.	 States	 that	 rely	 on	 traditional	

criminal	 policy	 paradigms	 face	 high	 costs	 in	 time	 and	 resources	 of	 establishing	 criminal	

responsibility	 for	 this	cross-border	crime,	as	well	as	 the	collateral	 consequences	 that	 this	can	

trigger,	 such	 as	 debarment.618	On	 the	 other	 hand,	 in	 the	 negotiated	 resolutions	 that	 are	

common	 to	 regulatory	 policy	 paradigms	 and	 avoid	 determinations	 of	 criminal	 guilt,	

enforcement	actions	can	be	much	quicker,	placing	less	of	a	resource	burden	on	the	state	while	

avoiding	these	collateral	consequences.		

For	 the	OECD,	 the	distinct	national	policy	paradigms	present	a	 challenge	 to	 its	 role	 in	

monitoring	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	 Convention.	 The	 varied	 national	 implementations,	

particularly	 when	 it	 comes	 to	 enforcement	 practices,	 push	 at	 the	 limits	 of	 the	 concept	 of	

functional	 equivalence	 and	 the	 balance	 that	 the	 Convention	 struck	 between	 deference	 to	

national	 legal	 systems	 and	 achieving	 equivalent	measures	 in	 OECD	 states	 to	 combat	 foreign	

bribery.619	While	the	OECD	has	used	the	principle	of	functional	equivalence	to	evaluate	varied	

																																																								
618	See,	for	example,	the	discussion	of	Canada	in	Chapter	4.	Similarly,	Elizabeth	Spahn	writes	that	taking	foreign	
bribery	cases	“through	a	full	criminal	trial…slows	enforcement	processes	as	well	as	stretches	available	
prosecutorial	resources.”	Spahn,	“Multijurisdictional	Bribery	Law	Enforcement,”	15.		
619	The	Convention,	as	Chapter	3	discussed,	uses	functional	equivalence	to	balance	between	the	goals	of	“achieving	
equivalence	among	the	measures…taken	by	State	parties”	and	affording	deference	to	national	legal	systems.	OECD	
Convention,	Preamble.	The	principle	of	functional	equivalence	provides	that	the	Convention	seeks	to	achieve	this	
equivalence	among	state	parties	“without	requiring	uniformity	or	changes	in	fundamental	principles	of	a	Party’s	
legal	system.”		OECD,	Commentaries	to	the	Convention	on	Combating	Bribery	of	Foreign	Public	Officials,	para.	2.	
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national	 legislative	 frameworks,	 it	 becomes	much	more	 challenging	 to	apply	 to	 the	markedly	

distinct	enforcement	practices	and	outcomes	that	have	emerged	in	OECD	states.	The	traditional	

criminal	law	paradigm	and	regulatory	paradigm	use	not	only	distinctive	policy	instruments	and	

settings	 to	 prohibit	 foreign	 bribery—which,	 as	 discussed	 above,	 presents	 distinct	 costs	 for	

states—but	also	pursue	policy	goals	that	are	difficult	to	reconcile.		

The	 expressive	 aim	 of	 the	 criminal	 policy	 paradigm	 points	 to	 a	 distinct	 enforcement	

practice	and	outcome	than	the	rehabilitative	aim	of	a	regulatory	policy	paradigm.	If	it	is	public	

condemnation	 that	 the	 OECD	 prioritizes,	 it	 is	 determinations	 of	 criminal	 guilt	 and	 criminal	

sanctions	 that	 are	 preferable.	 From	 this	 benchmark,	 it	 is	 problematic	 that	 many	 of	 the	

enforcement	actions	completed	across	the	OECD	for	foreign	bribery	offenses	are	at	the	edges	

of	 criminal	 law,	 where	 allegation	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 are	 commonly	 resolved	 without	 a	 an	

assessment	 of	 criminal	 responsibility.	 But,	 if	 the	 core	 purpose	 of	 the	 criminal	 prohibition	 of	

foreign	 bribery	 is	 to	 change	 behavior	 and	 the	 calculation	 for	 actors	 presented	 with	

opportunities	 for	 foreign	bribery,	a	determination	of	criminal	guilt	and	 the	criminal	nature	of	

the	 punishment	 are	 not	 necessarily	 a	 great	 concern.	 Instead,	 from	 this	 benchmark,	 it	 is	 the	

predictable	 imposition	of	 penalties,	 even	 if	 imposed	without	 an	 assessment	of	 criminal	 guilt,	

and	 the	 level	at	which	 the	penalties	are	 set,	 that	are	more	 important	 than	 the	nature	of	 the	

punishment.	Further,	if	the	legal	framework	and	enforcement	practices	incentivize	corporations	

to	self-monitor	and	take	their	own	steps	to	prevent,	detect	and	report	foreign	bribery	this	can	

provide	for	greater	consistency	in	enforcement.	In	fact,	without	the	expressive	aim,	not	every	

instance	of	foreign	bribery	even	needs	to	be	punished.	As	we	see,	for	example,	 in	the	US	and	
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the	UK,	a	corporation	can	avoid	any	 liability	 for	 foreign	bribery	 if	 it	meets	certain	conditions,	

notably,	the	presence	of	an	effective	compliance	program.620	

In	 short,	 the	 OECD	 is	 left	 to	 consider	 not	 only	 varied	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	

instruments	but	also	competing	policy	goals	that,	at	least	at	some	points,	are	not	compatible.	

Plus,	this	is	all	 in	addition	to	the	broader	and	pressing	question	of	which	of	these	policy	goals	

and	 national	 paradigms	 might	 be	 best	 suited	 to	 fulfilling	 the	 Convention’s	 objective	 of	

preventing	and	punishing	bribe	payments	by	transnational	businesses	and	reducing	corruption	

globally.		

Briefly	considering	this	question,	we	can	identify	compelling	arguments	in	favor	of	both	

traditional	criminal	law	policies	and	more	regulatory	policies.	On	the	one	hand,	a	criminal	law	

policy	 paradigm	 has	 a	 strong	 appeal.	 A	 criminal	 charge	 and	 punishment	 offers	 a	 clear	

denouncement	of	the	wrongful	act,	signaling	that	the	behavior	“is	particularly	offensive	to	the	

standards	of	the	community.”621	As	Chapter	3	recounted,	this	condemnation	of	foreign	bribery	

was	 important	 to	 the	 anti-corruption	 activists	 that	 supported	 the	 creation	 of	 the	 OECD	

																																																								
620	The	UK’s	Bribery	Act	provides	a	clear	example	and	creates	a	defense	to	foreign	bribery	for	a	corporation	that	
can	establish,	on	a	balance	of	probabilities,	that	“it	had	adequate	procedures	in	place”	to	prevent	bribery.	Bribery	
Act,	s.	7(2).	The	UK	explained	the	rationale	for	this	as	follows:	“organizations	which	have	adequate	procedures	
[compliance	programs]	in	place	to	prevent	bribery	are	in	a	stronger	position	if	isolated	incidents	have	occurred	in	
spite	of	their	efforts.”	Ministry	of	Justice,	The	Bribery	Act	2010:	Guidance	About	Procedures	which	Relevant	
Commercial	Organisations	Can	Put	into	Place	to	Prevent	Persons	Associated	with	them	from	Bribery	(2011)	at	4,	15.	
Similarly,	the	US	requires	compliance	programs	for	a	corporation	to	be	considered	for	a	declination	for	foreign	
bribery.	Department	of	Justice,	Speech	at	the	34th	International	Conference	on	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act,	
Remarks	by	Rod	Rosenstein,	November	29,	2017;	Department	of	Justice,	United	States	Attorney’s	Manual,	s.	9-
47.000	-	9-47.120.	
621	Mégret,	“The	Problem	of	an	International	Criminal	Law	of	the	Environment,”	229–34.	Writing	in	regard	to	
criminalization	of	environmental	harms,	Mégret	notes	that,	“The	basic	argument	in	favor	of	criminalization	is	
based	upon	a	recognition	of	the	gravity	of	harm	involved	and	the	extent	to	which	that	harm	affects	society	in	
concrete	or	symbolic	ways.”	He	goes	on	to	distinguish	this	from	other	forms	of	liability:	“Domestically,	it	is	
generally	understood	that,	at	a	certain	level,	civil	and	administrative	remedies	lack	both	the	element	of	
stigmatization	and	the	deterrence	needed	to	deal	with	fundamentally	transgressive	behavior.”	See	also,	Friedman,	
“In	Defense	of	Corporate	Criminal	Liability,”	834,	842.	
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Convention.622	Others	 point	 to	 the	 value	 of	 criminal	 punishment	 for	 the	 additional	 deterrent	

that	it	can	bring,	not	only	for	individuals	who	could	face	sanctions	of	imprisonment,	but	also	for	

corporate	defendants.	As	the	leaders	of	an	anti-corruption	business	group	explained:	“criminal	

liability	for	a	legal	person	carries	with	it	a	considerable	stigma	(in	addition	to	penalties	that	may	

be	 attached)	 signaling	 that	 the	 legal	 person	 may	 be	 ethically	 undesirable	 and	 risky	 to	 do	

business	 with,	 and	 thus	 damaging	 the	 legal	 person’s	 business	 and	 reputation.”623	Criminal	

sanctions	 can	 also	 trigger	 debarment	 of	 the	 corporation	 from	 public	 contracting,	 which	 can	

serve	as	an	even	 further	deterrent.	Corruption	Watch	has	noted,	 “strong	anecdotal	evidence	

that	companies	fear	exclusion	from	procurement	or	loss	of	an	operating	license	possibly	more	

than	any	other	sanction.”624				

The	most	obvious	problem,	however,	with	the	criminal	policy	paradigm	is	the	challenge	

that	 is	 poses	 for	 enforcement.	 If	 the	 costs	 and	 difficulties	 of	 a	 transnational	 criminal	 law	

prosecution	are	so	high	that	enforcement	is	infrequent	and	sporadic,	the	deterrent	effect	of	a	

criminal	sanction	may	be	compromised,	as	well	as	any	expressive	aim,	if	it	appears	to	the	public	

that	wrongdoing	is	going	unpunished.	As	Jennifer	Arlen	argues,	a	successful	anti-foreign	bribery	

policy	needs	to	convince	individuals	in	a	position	to	pay	bribes	not	to	do	so	by	“reduc[ing]	the	

benefits	to	employees	of	committing	crime”	and	“increase[ing]	the	probability	that	misconduct	

																																																								
622	See	Chapter	3,	Section	II(b).		
623	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Public	Consultation	on	Liability	of	Legal	Persons:	
Compilation	of	Responses,	2016	[OECD,	“Public	Consultation”],	Submission	of	Global	Infrastructure	Anti-Corruption	
Centre,	56.	Corruption	Watch	has	similarly	stated	that:	“criminal	sanctions	are	likely	to	be	a	greater	deterrent	
against	foreign	bribery	than	civil	sanctions.	Criminal	sanctions	are	likely	to	be	accompanied	by	a	greater	
reputational	loss	than	civil	sanctions.”	OECD,	“Public	Consultation,”	Submission	of	Corruption	Watch,	42.	
624	OECD,	“Public	Consultation,”	Submission	of	Corruption	Watch,	42.	
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is	 detected.”625	Without	 consistent	 enforcement	 of	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 laws,	 the	 benefits	 of	

bribery	can	outweigh	the	chance	of	detection	and	the	risks	of	sanctions.		

As	has	been	discussed,	states	faces	real	challenges	in	enforcing	anti-foreign	bribery	laws,	

particularly	to	a	criminal	standard	of	proof.	A	regulatory	paradigm	can	reduce	this	burden	on	

the	state	and	allow	for	more	consistent	enforcement	through	the	use	of	diversionary	resolution	

mechanism	 and/or	 civil	 or	 administrative	 liability.	Moreover,	 a	 regulatory	 paradigm	 can	 also	

enlist	 corporations	 in	 the	 detection	 and	 reporting	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 to	 further	 increase	

enforcement.	 Arlen	 argues	 that	 this	 is	 necessary	 to	 achieve	 a	 sufficiently	 high	 level	 of	

probability	 that	wrongdoing	will	be	sanctioned.	626	She	writes	 that	 the	government—even	the	

US	government	with	which	she	is	writing	in	reference	to—“doesn’t	have	the	resources	to	ferret	

out	 crime	 with	 sufficient	 regularity…or	 obtain	 the	 evidence	 needed	 to	 identify	 and	 convict	

individuals.”627			

However,	as	the	country	examinations	have	suggested,	enlisting	corporate	actors	in	the	

detection	and	reporting	of	foreign	bribery	can	limit	the	range	of	tools	that	the	state	can	draw	

upon	in	its	response	to	allegations	of	foreign	bribery.	Incentivizing	corporations	to	perform	this	

monitoring	 role	 requires	 that	 the	 state	make	 available	 a	 sufficiently	 favorable	 and	 relatively	

predictable	outcome	for	a	corporate	entity	that	self-reports.	This	may	well	limit	the	deployment	

of	criminal	charges	and	prosecution	against	the	corporate	entity,	as	well	as	the	severity	of	the	

sanction	 that	 the	 state	 imposes	 against	 corporations	 involved	 in	 foreign	bribery.	Most	often,	

																																																								
625	OECD,	“Public	Consultation,”	Submission	of	Jennifer	Arlen,	5.		
626	OECD,	“Public	Consultation,”	Submission	of	Jennifer	Arlen,	5.		
627	OECD,	“Public	Consultation,”	Submission	of	Jennifer	Arlen,	5.		
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this	 may	 produce	 negotiated	 settlements	 with	 corporate	 wrongdoers,	 such	 as	 deferred	

prosecution	agreements.		

But	as	Transparency	International	has	noted,	there	are	real	concerns	with	the	increasing	

use	 of	 settlements.	 In	 a	 2015	 report,	 the	 organization	 noted	 that,	 “while	 settlements	mean	

more	companies	are	being	sanctioned	for	wrongdoing,	they	come	with	a	price.	Society	is	often	

left	 with	 the	 impression	 that	 companies	 may	 be	 getting	 off	 too	 lightly…”628	That	 is,	 while	

settlements,	and	particularly	those	achieved	through	diversionary	resolution	mechanisms,	may	

extract	a	sizeable	fine	from	companies,	lacking	a	criminal	sanction	they	can	give	the	appearance	

that	corporate	actors	are	buying	their	way	out	of	wrongdoing.	This	consideration	may	be	even	

more	important	given	the	transnational	nature	of	the	foreign	bribery	crime,	where	the	relevant	

audience	 is	not	only	 the	home	state	 to	 the	bribe-paying	business,	but	also	 the	host	 states	 to	

transnational	business	whose	public	officials	were	bribed.			

Ultimately,	the	question	of	what	policy	paradigm	can	best	achieve	the	Convention’s	goal	

of	preventing	and	punishing	bribery	and	 reducing	 corruption	generally	 is	 a	 complex	question	

and	one	that	I	have	only	begun	to	address	here.	Still,	this	discussion	has	highlighted	the	trade-

offs	between	the	anti-foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	and	underscored	the	ongoing	challenges	

that	even	wealthy	advanced	economies	face	in	governing	transnational	business.	The	increased	

frequency	 and	 lower	 cost	 of	 enforcement	 actions	 offered	 by	 a	 regulatory	 paradigm	 is	 likely	

attractive	 to	 states	 looking	 to	 more	 regularly	 enforce	 their	 foreign	 bribery	 prohibitions	 and	

demonstrate	active	enforcement	efforts	to	the	OECD	and	OECD	peer	countries.	But	for	states	

																																																								
628	Transparency	International,	Can	Justice	Be	Achieved	Through	Settlements?	Corruption	Watch	too	has	stated	
that	these	diversionary	settlements	can	give	the	“Appearance	of	over-leniency…giving	companies	a	slap	on	the	
wrist	through	settlements.”	OECD,	“Public	Consultation,”	Submission	of	Corruption	Watch,	44.	
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considering	 such	 policy	 reforms,	 other	 aspects	 of	 the	 regulatory	 policy	 paradigm	 are	 also	

important	to	consider,	particularly	the	tendency	to	avoid	determinations	of	criminal	guilt	and	

the	signal	that	this	may	send	on	the	seriousness	with	which	the	state	regards	and	treats	foreign	

bribery.		

Finally,	 this	 discussion	has	 largely	 set	 aside	 the	 impact	 of	 these	distinct	 national	 anti-

foreign	 bribery	 policies	 on	 corruption	 and	 anti-corruption	 activity	 in	 the	 host	 states	 whose	

public	 officials	 were	 bribed.	 I	 consider	 this	 in	 the	 next	 section	 and	 discussions	 on	 future	

research	 on	 the	 Convention’s	 effectiveness.	 But	 first,	 I	 consider	 the	 implications	 of	 the	

dissertation	 for	 the	 model	 of	 governance	 that	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 illustrates	 and	 the	

combination	 of	 international	 standards	 and	 domestic	 legal	 orders	 to	 regulate	 transnational	

business.	

c) Global	Governance	and	Transnational	Business	
	
As	discussed	in	Chapter	1,	the	OECD	Convention	is	reflective	of	a	particular	form	of	governance	

to	 address	 transboundary	 problems,	 one	 that	 combines	 international	 law	and	domestic	 legal	

orders	 to	 regulate	 transnational	 business.	 The	 findings	 of	 the	 dissertation	 suggest	 that	 we	

should	 expect	 distinct	 national	 implementations	 of	 international	 law	 in	 other	 governance	

efforts	 that	adopt	 this	 form.	This	 is	 likely	 the	case	 in	 the	expansion	of	 the	 international	anti-

corruption	regime,	most	clearly	 in	the	UN’s	2002	Convention	against	Corruption	that,	 like	the	

OECD	Convention,	 requires	 its	 state	parties	 to	establish	national	 criminal	prohibitions	against	

foreign	bribery.629	The	case	studies	examined	here	demonstrate	significant	differences	 in	how	

obligations	 to	prohibit	 foreign	bribery	were	 implemented	 in	 four	 similarly	 situated	 countries.	

																																																								
629	See	Chapter	3,	Section	I.		
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We	may	well	see	even	more	variation	in	implementation	as	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	extend	to	

the	 wider	 and	 more	 diverse	 group	 of	 states	 that	 are	 parties	 to	 the	 UN	 Convention	 Against	

Corruption.	

Even	more,	as	was	also	mentioned	in	Chapter	1,	the	promise	offered	by	criminalization	

conventions	 like	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 is	 similar	 to	 broader	 arguments	 for	 the	 national	

application	 of	 international	 law	 to	 govern	 transnational	 business	 in	 a	 range	 of	 areas,	 from	

protecting	 human	 rights	 to	 providing	 recourse	 for	 environmental	 damage.630	The	 findings	

presented	here	suggest	that	hybridity	in	these	nationalizations	of	international	law	is	also	likely	

as	 international	standards	 interact	with	existing	national	policy	 legacies.	631	For	 instance,	 if,	as	

John	 G.	 Ruggie	 and	 others	 have	 suggested,	 international	 criminal	 law	 is	 used	 to	 prosecute	

corporations	 in	 domestic	 courts, 632 	we	 can	 easily	 imagine	 how	 distinct	 national	 policies	

concerning	 criminal	 participation	 could	 produce	 significant	 national	 diversity	 in	 the	

implementation	 of	 international	 criminal	 law.633	In	 short,	 national	 legal	 contexts	 have	 the	

potential	to	shape	the	operation	of	international	obligations	well	beyond	anti-foreign	bribery.		

Further,	the	dissertation	has	also	offered	a	close	examination	of	how	this	mechanism	of	

governance	 has	 operated	 in	 the	 case	 of	 the	OECD	Convention.	What	 stands	 out	 here	 is	 that	

much	of	 the	 influence	of	 the	OECD	Convention	and	 this	 governance	 form	stem	not	 from	 the	

																																																								
630	See	Ruggie,	“Business	and	Human	Rights,”	819.	
631	This	is	similar	to	what	Jeffrey	Dunoff	describes	as	the	“vertical	fragmentation”	of	international	law	that	can	
occur	if	the	“hundreds	of	highly	decentralized	domestic	courts”	get	into	the	business	of	applying	international	law	
and	standards.	Dunoff,	“Less	Than	Zero,”	280.		
632	See	Chapter	1,	Section	II.b.		
633	Many	observers	expect	that	accomplice	liability	would	be	the	most	likely	form	of	criminal	participation	for	
corporations	and	note	the	widely	different	standards	across	jurisdictions	and	likelihood	that	this	will	produce	
significant	national	differences	in	the	application	of	international	law.	See	Steven	Ratner,	“Stewart	Mini-
Symposium:	From	the	ATS	to	Corporate	Criminality	under	ICL—Mind	the	Gap,”	Opinio	Juris,	November	25,	2014;	
Beth	Stephens,	“Stewart	Mini-Symposium:	Two	Cheers	for	Stewart,”	Opinio	Juris,	November	26,	2014.	
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Convention	itself,	but	from	the	evolution	and	ongoing	implementation	of	the	obligation	that	it	

created.	 As	 Chapter	 5	 described,	 the	 active	 monitoring	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 has	 had	 a	

significant,	 albeit	 varied,	 impact	 on	 anti-foreign	bribery	 policies	 in	OECD	 states	 long	past	 the	

initial	 domestic	 incorporation	 of	 the	 Convention.	 As	 the	 chapter	 further	 set	 out,	 US	

enforcement	practice	has	also	been	 influential	on	 the	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policies	of	

other	OECD	Convention	states—both	in	the	pressure	to	enforce	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	and	in	

the	example	of	prolific	enforcement	that	US	practice	has	provided	for	these	states	and	for	the	

OECD.	If	not	for	the	OECD’s	monitoring	and	active	US	enforcement,	it	seems	very	plausible	that	

national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policies	 across	 the	 OECD	 today	 would	 be	 much	 closer	 to	 their	

original	 incarnations	 in	 the	 late	 1990s	 and	 early	 2000s	 and	 with	 much	 lower	 enforcement	

frequencies.	Further,	to	the	extent	that	we	are	observing	a	convergence	in	national	anti-foreign	

bribery	policies,	this	too	appears	to	have	been	facilitated	by	this	ongoing	involvement	of	the	US	

and	the	OECD.	

This	is	important	to	keep	in	mind	in	considering	the	generalizability	of	these	findings	to	

other	 transnational	 issue	 that	 adopt	a	 similar	 governance	 structure	 to	 the	OECD	Convention.	

The	impact	of	this	governance	form	may	well	be	much	more	limited	without	active	monitoring	

by	an	international	organization	or	a	powerful	state,	like	the	US,	in	a	leadership	role.	Even	more,	

the	original	OECD	signatories	are	a	relatively	small	group	of	states	with	many	common	interests.	

As	 Chapter	 3	 recounted,	 this	 smaller	 group	 of	 negotiating	 parties	 helped	 to	 create	 the	

international	obligation	to	criminalize	foreign	bribery	in	the	first	place.	It	has	also	enabled	the	

continued	 development	 of	 national	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policies	 as	 the	 pressure	 that	 OECD	

Convention	states	place	on	each	other	for	further	reform	has	carried	real	weight.	Other	 issue	
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areas	in	the	governance	of	transnational	business	that	combine	international	law	and	domestic	

legal	 orders	 may	 lack	 this	 dynamic.	 Without	 a	 selective	 international	 organization	 in	 this	

monitoring	 position	 it	 may	 be	 much	 more	 difficult	 to	 ensure	 that	 once	 international	 legal	

obligations	are	incorporated	into	domestic	law	that	they	are	not	just	left	on	the	books,	but	are	

actively	engaged.		

But	this	distinctiveness	of	the	OECD	does	come	with	costs.	The	diversification	of	global	

trade	and	investment	that	has	occurred	in	the	past	twenty	years	presents	a	new	challenge	to	

the	OECD	Convention.	When	the	OECD	Convention	was	negotiated	and	signed,	the	OECD	state	

parties	 were	 the	 source	 of	 almost	 90	 percent	 of	 foreign	 direct	 investment.634		 Today,	 these	

same	states	are	responsible	for	77	percent	of	outgoing	FDI	positions.	635		The	logic	behind	the	

OECD	Convention	was	that	the	advanced,	industrial	states	that	created	the	treaty	could	restrict	

the	supply	of	bribery	in	international	business.	But	without	this	near	monopoly	status	on	flows	

of	investment	capital,	the	ability	diminishes	of	OECD	states,	on	their	own,	to	“turn	off	the	spigot”	

of	 bribery	 in	 international	 business.636 	Instead,	 new	 sources	 of	 foreign	 direct	 investment	

undermine	 this	 logic,	 particularly	 where	 prohibitions	 on	 foreign	 bribery	 are	 new	 or	 are	 not	

backed	by	a	political	commitment.	For	instance,	China,	which	today,	on	its	own,	accounts	for	5	

percent	of	outward	FDI	positions	globally,637	has	been	called	out	for	failing	to	enforce	its	anti-

																																																								
634	United	Nations	Conference	on	Trade	and	Development,	“FDI	Outflows,	by	Region	and	Economy,	1990–2017,”	
World	Investment	Report,	2018,	http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/World%20Investment%20Report/Annex-
Tables.aspx.	
635	United	Nations	Conference	on	Trade	and	Development,	“FDI	Outflows,	by	Region	and	Economy,	1990–2017,”	
World	Investment	Report,	2018,	http://unctad.org/en/Pages/DIAE/World%20Investment%20Report/Annex-
Tables.aspx.	
636	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Making	Sure	that	Bribes	Don’t	Pay,	December	17,	
2012.	
637	United	Nations	Conference	on	Trade	and	Development,	“FDI	Outflows,	by	Region	and	Economy,	1990–2017,”	
World	Investment	Report,	2018.	In	the	years	leading	up	to	the	OECD	Convention,	outward	FDI	positions	from	China	
were	less	than	half	a	percent.		
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foreign	 bribery	 law	 that	 it	 adopted	 in	 2011	 pursuant	 to	 the	 UN’s	 Convention	 Against	

Corruption.638		

Even	 so,	 OECD	 Convention	 states	 still	 exercise	 considerable	 influence	 over	 the	 global	

supply	 of	 investment	 and	 corporations	 from	 these	 states	 are	 important	 players	 in	 business	

ventures	across	the	world.	Particularly	 if	we	are	observing	a	convergence	toward	a	regulatory	

policy	 paradigm,	 and	 with	 its	 incentives	 for	 corporate	 self-monitoring,	 the	 global	 business	

community	 can	 spread	 their	 own	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policies	 beyond	 the	OECD.	Many	 large	

multinational	 companies	 now	 include	 assessments	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 risks	 in	 their	 pre-

engagement	due	diligence	of	contracting	parties	and	companies	with	established	anti-bribery	

compliance	 programs	 may	 become	 favored	 contractors	 for	 cross-border	 transactions.	 The	

International	 Organization	 for	 Standards	 recently	 released	 its	 “Anti-bribery	 Management	

System,”	that	provides	a	template	for	corporate	anti-bribery	policies,	including	foreign	bribery,	

and	can	signal	a	sound	anti-bribery	compliance	program.639		

Together,	this	could	indicate	a	further	evolution	in	the	governance	mechanism	for	anti-

foreign	bribery:	from	the	combination	of	international	law	and	domestic	legal	orders	to	govern	

transnational	business	 to	a	more	active	 role	of	business	 in	 regulation.	Governance	of	 foreign	

bribery	 may	 be	 better	 characterized	 in	 the	 future	 by	 what	 Burkard	 Eberlein	 describe	 as	

“transnational	business	governance”	and	the	“systematic	efforts	to	regulate	business	conduct	

																																																								
638	John	Tso,	“It’s	Time	for	China	to	Show	Its	Foreign	Bribery	Law	is	Not	a	Paper	Tiger,”	Global	Anti-Corruption	Blog,	
May	14,	2018.	
639	International	Organization	for	Standards,	ISO	3700,	2016.	The	International	Organization	for	Standards	is	a	non-
governmental	organization	that	has	developed	private	standards	in	a	wide	range	of	issue	areas,	including	food	
safety	and	quality	management.	
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that	 involve	 a	 significant	 degree	 of	 non-state	 authority	 in	 the	 performance	 of	 regulatory	

functions	across	national	borders.”640		

IV. Directions	for	Future	Research	
	
The	 findings	of	 this	 dissertation	 suggest	 several	 important	 areas	 for	 future	 research	 that	 can	

help	 to	 advance	 the	 research	 agendas	 concerning	 comparative	 international	 law	 and	 the	

governance	of	transnational	business.	

a) Comparative	International	Law	and	Points	of	Hybridization	
	
One	important	area	for	future	research	is	to	extend	the	theory	of	national	 implementation	of	

international	law	developed	here	to	a	wider	context	and	other	areas	of	international	law.	A	first	

step	that	could	help	support	the	generalizability	of	these	findings	beyond	the	four	country	case	

studies	would	be	to	extend	this	research	to	a	larger	group	of	OECD	Convention	state	parties.	A	

promising	starting	point	would	be	to	examine	the	implementation	of	the	OECD	Convention	in	

the	10	OECD	states	singled	out	by	the	Convention	as	decisive	to	its	ratification.641	As	Article	15	

provides,	the	Convention	only	came	into	force	after	“five	of	the	ten	countries	which	have	the	

ten	 largest	 export	 shares…and	 which	 represent	 by	 themselves	 at	 least	 sixty	 per	 cent	 of	 the	

combined	total	exports	of	those	ten	countries,	have	deposited	their	instruments	of	acceptance,	

approval,	or	ratification.”642	These	10	states	include	the	United	States	and	the	four	case	studies	

																																																								
640	Eberlein	et	al.,	“Transnational	Business	Governance	Interactions,”	3.	
641	These	states	are:	the	United	States,	Germany,	Japan,	France,	the	United	Kingdom,	Italy,	Canada,	Korea,	
Netherlands,	and	Belgium-Luxembourg.	See	OECD	Convention,	Annex.	
642	Nicola	Bonucci	explains	that,	including	these	thresholds	requirements	in	Article	15	“reflects	the	need	for	the	
Convention	to	ensure	a	‘level	playing	field’	in	order	to	be	credible	and	equitable	and	therefore	‘politically	
enforceable’.”	Bonucci,	Nicola,	“Final	Provisions,”	596.	
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here,	so	this	would	involve	extending	the	research	to	Japan,	France,	Italy,	Korea,	and	Belgium-

Luxembourg.	

Continuing	 with	 a	 case	 study	 approach	 will	 allow	 for	 a	 detailed	 examination	 of	 the	

implementation	 of	 the	 shared	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	 bribery	 in	 additional	 original	

OECD	Convention	 state	 parties.	 As	with	 the	 case	 studies	 already	 considered,	 these	 countries	

have	 significant	 exposure	 to	 the	 international	 economy	 and	 businesses	 from	 these	 countries	

likely	encounter	opportunities	for	foreign	bribery.	Further,	they	too	have	distinct	policy	legacies	

when	it	comes	to	governing	economic	and	corporate	crime.643	This	research	has	the	potential	

to	provide	further	support	for	the	importance	of	existing	national	policies	to	address	economic	

and	 corporate	 crime	 in	 shaping	 the	 implementation	 of	 the	 shared	 obligation	 to	 criminalize	

foreign	bribery.	Looking	at	a	 larger	group	of	states	may	also	identify	other	important	national	

policy	 legacies	 to	 the	 implementation	of	anti-foreign	bribery	 law	and	help	 to	 further	develop	

the	approach	presented	here.	

In	 addition,	 extending	 this	 research	 design	 to	 other	 areas	 of	 international	 law	 could	

further	 contribute	 to	 the	 growing	 field	 of	 comparative	 international	 law.644	One	 limitation	 to	

the	 analysis	 presented	 in	 this	 dissertation	 is	 that	 it	 has	 focused	 on	 only	 one	 area	 of	

international	law,	the	obligation	to	criminalize	the	payment	of	bribes	to	public	officials	of	other	

																																																								
643	For	instance,	France	and	Belgium	provide	for	corporate	criminal	liability,	while	Italy	does	not.	Japan	and	Korea	
also	provide	for	corporate	criminal	liability,	but	require	a	failure	of	the	company	to	supervise	to	establish	liability.	
Luxembourg	introduced	corporate	criminal	liability	in	2010.	See	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	
Development,	Phase	3	Report	on	Implementing	the	OECD	Anti-Bribery	Convention	in	France,	2012,	20;	Organization	
for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Japan:	Review	of	the	Implementation	of	the	Convention	and	1997	
Recommendation,	2002,	7.;	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Italy:	Review	of	the	
Implementation	of	the	Convention	and	1997	Recommendation,	2001,	10;	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	
and	Development,	Luxembourg:	Review	of	the	Implementation	of	the	Convention	and	1997	Recommendation,	2001,	
14.	
644	See	discussion	of	comparative	international	law	in	Chapter	1,	Section	I;	Roberts	et	al.,	“Comparative	
International	Law,”	469.	
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states.	Applying	this	theory	of	 implementation,	and	with	a	similar	research	design,	to	another	

area	 of	 international	 law	 could	 help	 to	 overcome	 this	 limitation.	 The	 international	 regime	

governing	anti-money	 laundering	provides	a	helpful	 case	 for	 further	comparison.	Like	 in	anti-

foreign	 bribery,	 anti-money	 laundering	 is	 governed	 by	 international	 criminalization	

conventions,645	as	 well	 as	 recommendations	 of	 the	 Financial	 Action	 Task	 Force	 (“FATF”)	 and	

ongoing	monitoring	 and	 review	 provided	 by	 FATF.646	Similarly,	 the	 creation	 of	 FATF	 followed	

the	 criminalization	 of	 money	 laundering	 by	 the	 US	 and	 as	 US	 effort	 to	 coordinate	 an	

international	response.647	Looking	closely	at	the	national	implementation	of	these	international	

obligations	in	states	with	major	financial	centers	with	risks	of	money	laundering	and	significant	

regulatory	 capacity	 to	 address	 it	 provides	 a	 further	opportunity	 to	document	how	and	when	

existing	national	policy	shapes	the	national	implementation	of	international	law.		

b) Effectiveness	of	the	OECD	Convention	and	National	Approaches	
	
This	 dissertation	 has	 considered	 the	 impact	 of	 international	 obligations	 to	 combat	 foreign	

bribery	 by	 examining	 its	 implementation	 in	 OECD	 Convention	 signatory	 states.	 But	 another	

important	dimension	of	assessing	the	impact	of	these	international	obligations	is	through	their	

effectiveness,	which	 considers	whether	 international	 law	 does	what	 it	was	 “intended	 to	 do”	

and	 propels	 behavioural	 changes	 that	 “contribute	 to	 positive	 management	 of	 the	 targeted	

																																																								
645	International	obligations	to	criminalize	money	laundering	are	found	in	the	UN’s	1988	Convention	against	Illicit	
Traffic	in	Narcotic	Drugs	and	Psychotropic	Substances	(Art.	3)	and	the	UN’s	2004	Convention	against	Transnational	
Organised	Crime	(Art.	6).	
646	FATF	issued	its	Forty	Recommendations	on	Monday	Laundering	in	1990,	which	were	revised	in	1996	and	2003,	
and	Special	Recommendations	on	Terrorism	Financing	in	2001.	Like	the	OECD,	FATF	conducts	semi-regular	reviews,	
which	it	calls	Mutual	Evaluation	Reports,	on	the	implementation	of	the	Recommendations	in	member	countries.	
647	Nance,	“The	Regime	That	FATF	Built,”	114–15.	
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problem.”	648		 Considering	 the	 effectiveness	 of	 the	 OECD	 Convention	 in	 combating	 bribery	

globally	by	reducing	its	supply	is	an	important	next	step	for	research	on	international	law	and	

anti-corruption	 generally.	 Further,	 it	 is	 also	 an	 important	 research	objective	 for	 reflecting	 on	

the	 normative	 question	 raised	 in	 the	 previous	 section	 of	 how	 states	 should	 implement	 their	

prohibitions	 to	 prevent	 and	punish	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 combat	 corruption	 globally.	 I	 suggest	

here	 that	 further	 empirical	 research	 on	 the	 effect	 of	 foreign	 bribery	 enforcement	 on	 anti-

corruption	 activity	 in	 the	 host	 states	 of	 transnational	 business	 could	 do	much	 to	 inform	 this	

discussion.		

For	foreign	bribery,	examining	effectiveness	means	examining	whether	the	international	

legal	 obligations	 to	 criminalize	 foreign	bribery	 contributes	 to	 the	positive	management	of	 an	

extensive	 but	 hard	 to	 detect	 problem—the	 payment	 of	 bribes	 to	 win	 business	 advantages	

abroad.	As	mentioned	 in	Chapter	1,	 this	can	presents	serious	measurement	challenges,	given	

that	 corruption	 in	 international	 business	 is	 something	 that,	 by	 definition,	 is	 intended	 to	 be	

hidden.	However,	focusing	on	the	more	immediate	effects	of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	can	offer	

a	way	forward.	Scholars	have	documented	the	impact	of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	on	corporate	

behavior,	 including	 an	 increase	 in	 corporate	 compliance	 policies649	and	 shifts	 in	 corporate	

investments	 abroad.650	Alvaro	 Cuervo-Cazurra	 finds	 that	 businesses	 from	 OECD	 Convention	

state	parties	decreased	 their	 investment	 in	 countries	with	high	 levels	of	 corruption	 following	

																																																								
648	Zürn,	“Introduction:	Law	and	Compliance	at	Different	Levels.”	Here	Zürn	quote	from	Oran	Young	and	Marc	Levy,	
“The	Effectiveness	of	International	Environmental	Regimes,”	in	The	Effectiveness	of	International	Environmental	
Regimes.	Causal	Connections	and	Behavioral	Mechanisms	(Cambridge:	MIT	Press,	1999),	5.	
649	For	instance,	research	by	Marc	Engelhart	tracks	the	growth	of	corporate	compliance	programs	in	Germany	since	
the	creation	of	the	OECD	Convention.	Engelhart,	Compliance	Programs	for	the	Prevention	of	Economic	Crimes:	An	
Empirical	Survey	of	German	Companies.	
650	Cuervo-Cazurra,	“The	Effectiveness	of	Laws	Against	Bribery	Abroad.”	See	also,	Spalding,	“Unwitting	Sanctions.”		
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the	 Convention’s	 entry	 into	 force.651	Recent	 work	 by	 Nathan	 Jensen	 and	 Edmund	 Malesky	

refines	 this	general	 trend,	highlighting	 the	 importance	of	both	home	country	enforcement	of	

anti-foreign	 bribery	 laws652	and	 the	 openness	 of	 the	 sector	 in	 the	 host	 country	 to	 foreign	

competition	in	explaining	when	foreign	companies	are	more	likely	to	engage	in	bribery	to	win	

business	abroad.653		

Other	 scholars	have	begun	 to	 consider	 the	broader	 impact	of	 foreign	bribery	 laws	on	

developing	 countries	 that	 are	 often	 the	 host	 countries	 to	 transnational	 business	 ventures.	

Lindsey	 Carson,	 for	 instance,	 argues	 that	 this	 decline	 in	 foreign	 direct	 investment	 that	 has	

followed	the	entry	 into	force	of	the	OECD	Convention	can	undermine	development	prospects	

of	 high	 corruption	 countries.654	Kevin	 Davis	 has	 also	 raised	 this	 issue	 and	 calls	 for	 greater	

scholarship	on	whether	and	how	national	laws	prohibiting	foreign	bribery	impact	institutions	in	

developing	 countries	 whose	 public	 officials	 are	 bribed	 in	 a	 foreign	 bribery	 transaction.655	As	

Davis	 writes,	 using	 foreign	 legal	 institutions	 to	 address	 bribery	 in	 international	 business	

transactions	could	substitute	for	domestic	institutions	by	decreasing	calls	for	reform	within	the	

host	country	or	minimizing	opportunities	for	“learning	by	doing.”656	

																																																								
651	Cuervo-Cazurra,	“The	Effectiveness	of	Laws	Against	Bribery	Abroad.”	
652	Jensen	and	Malesky,	“Nonstate	Actors	and	Compliance	with	International	Agreements.”	
653	As	the	authors	point	out,	for	some	companies	from	OECD	Convention	countries,	“the	risk	of	punishment	under	
international	and	home	country	laws…is	well	worth	taking.”	They	find	that	what	distinguishes	companies	willing	to	
take	this	risk	is	how	open	the	sector	they	are	investing	in	is	to	foreign	competition;	in	a	relatively	closed	sector	a	
corporation	can	stand	to	make	large	gains	in	paying	bribes	to	foreign	governments	to	win	business.	Malesky,	
Gueorguiev,	and	Jensen,	“Monopoly	Money,”	420–421.		
654	As	Lindsey	Carson	argues,	this	reduction	in	investment	does	not	necessarily	imply	a	reduction	in	corruption	in	
the	country	as	foreign	investors	not	subject	to	foreign	bribery	prohibitions	may	takeover	these	investments	
opportunities	and	“export	their	undesirable	business	practices	into	developing	host	countries.”	Carson,	“Laws	of	
Unintended	Consequences:	The	Impacts	of	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Laws	on	Developing	Countries,”	241,	262-264.		
655	Davis,	“Does	the	Globalization	of	Anti	Corruption	Help	Developing	Countries.”	
656	Here	Davis	draws	on	the	options	identified	by	Albert	Hirschman	for	reacting	to	a	declining	firm:	exit	or	voice.	
Davis;	Hirschman,	Exit,	Voice,	and	Loyalty.	
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This	is	an	important	area	for	research	on	the	effectiveness	of	international	anti-foreign	

bribery	law.	The	goal	of	the	OECD	Convention,	after	all,	 is	not	only	to	ensure	prosecution	and	

punishment	for	bribe	payers	in	their	home	state,	but	also	to	reduce	corruption	globally.	More	

specifically,	and	building	off	the	dissertation’s	findings,	I	want	to	suggest	that	a	valuable	focus	

for	further	research	is	to	consider	how	the	way	home	states	enforce	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	

might	matter	 to	developing	country	host	 states.	Drawing	on	 the	distinct	national	anti-foreign	

bribery	policy	paradigms,	we	may	well	expect	a	greater	influence	on	anti-corruption	efforts	in	

the	 host	 state	 following	 a	 traditional	 criminal	 law	 enforcement	 action.	 The	 high	 evidentiary	

burden	 of	 establishing	 criminal	 guilt,	 and	 typically	 with	 little	 cooperation	 from	 the	 alleged	

corporate	 wrongdoer,	 is	 more	 likely	 to	 necessitate	 an	 ongoing	 engagement	 with	 local	 law	

enforcement	 than	 the	 negotiated	 resolutions	 with	 corporate	 defendants	 that	 self-report	

suspicions	 of	 foreign	 bribery.	When	 there	 is	 an	 extended	 exchange	 between	 the	 jurisdiction	

investigating	and	prosecuting	foreign	bribery	and	the	country	whose	public	official	was	bribed,	

there	 may	 well	 be	 more	 opportunities	 for	 learning-by-doing	 in	 the	 host	 states	 and	 greater	

mobilization	 around	anti-corruption	 reform.	A	 comparative	examination	of	 different	 styles	of	

enforcement	actions	and	their	impact	in	host	countries	could	shed	light	on	the	effectiveness	of	

international	 anti-bribery	 law	 and	 the	 normative	 implications	 of	 the	 distinctive	 national	 anti-

foreign	bribery	policy	paradigms	identified	here.		

c) Disentangling	the	Drivers	of	Convergence	
	
While	the	majority	of	the	dissertation	has	identified	the	distinct	national	policy	paradigms	that	

states	developed	in	response	to	a	shared	obligation,	it	has	also	recognized	that	states—and	the	

OECD—appear	to	be	leaning	towards	policies	associated	with	regulatory	policy	paradigms.	It	is	
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an	important	question	for	future	research	to	not	only	continue	to	document	the	extent	of	this	

convergence,	but	also	closely	examine	what	has	propelled	it.	As	the	dissertation	has	argued,	the	

OECD	and	the	US	have	played	an	important	role	in	the	ongoing	reform	of	anti-foreign	bribery	

policy	 in	other	OECD	 states.	But	disentangling	 the	 role	of	 the	US	and	 the	OECD	 in	propelling	

national	 policy	 reform	 is	 a	 challenging	 task,	 as	 it	 appears	 to	 involve	 several	 mechanisms	 of	

influence	 that	 operate	 concurrently,	 including	 OECD	 pressure,	 overt	 US	 pressure	 for	 change	

through	extra-territorial	enforcement,	and	the	example	of	high-frequency	enforcement	that	US	

policy	provides.		

A	close	examination	of	countries	that	have	recently	reformed	their	anti-foreign	bribery	

policies	 following	 the	 incorporation	of	 anti-foreign	bribery	 prohibitions	 into	 national	 law	 and	

those	 that	 have	 not	 despite	 international	 pressure	 could	 be	 insightful	 here.	 France,	 which	

recently	 introduced	wide	scale	 reforms	 to	 its	anti-corruption	 law,	or	Canada,	if	 it	does	 in	 fact	

pass	 legislative	 reforms	 to	 its	 criminal	 law	 concerning	 corporate	 defendants,	 would	 be	

promising	cases	to	examine.	657	Japan	would	be	an	interesting	case	as	well,	as	it	has	come	under	

significant	pressure	from	the	OECD	for	further	reform	of	 its	anti-foreign	bribery	policy,	but	so	

far	has	made	little	in	the	way	of	reforms.658	

V. A	US	Retreat?	Is	International	Anti-Foreign	Bribery	Law	Self-Sustaining?	
	
As	Chapter	3	recounted,	it	was	the	US	that	initially	led	the	OECD	to	take-up	the	issue	of	foreign	

bribery	 in	 the	 first	 place	 and	 laid	 the	 groundwork	 for	 the	 creation	 of	 the	OECD	 Convention.	

Further,	as	the	dissertation	has	also	detailed,	the	US	has	remained	a	prominent	player	both	in	
																																																								
657	Sapin	II	entered	into	force	in	France	in	2017	and	introduced	a	French-styled	DPA,	as	well	as	requirements	for	
corporations	over	a	certain	size	to	have	anti-corruption	policies	in	place.		
658	Organization	for	Economic	Cooperation	and	Development,	Japan	Must	Make	Fighting	International	Bribery	a	
Priority,	2016.		
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shaping	ongoing	anti-foreign	bribery	efforts	at	the	OECD	and	in	other	OECD	states.	The	US	has	

served	as	important	example	of	the	frequent	enforcement	of	anti-foreign	bribery	laws	for	the	

OECD	 in	 developing	 its	 subsequent	 guidance	 to	 combat	 foreign	 bribery	 and	 to	 other	 OECD	

states	adopting	further	reforms	to	their	national	anti-foreign	bribery	policies.	The	US	has	also	

directly	 influenced	 enforcement	 efforts	 in	 other	 OECD	 states	 through	 the	 extra-territorial	

enforcement	of	 the	FCPA	and	more	 recently	 in	 its	 support	 for	global	enforcement	actions.659	

This	last	section	considers	current	US	enforcement	practice	and	what	a	new	administration	may	

bring	for	the	future	of	US	leadership	in	anti-foreign	bribery.	

	 The	current	US	President	has	publicly	expressed	his	disapproval	of	the	FCPA.	In	a	2012	

interview,	Donald	 Trump	 stated,	 referring	 to	 the	 FCPA:	 “Now,	 every	 other	 country	 goes	 into	

these	places,	and	they	do	what	they	have	to	do.	It's	a	horrible	law	and	it	should	be	changed.	I	

mean,	 we're	 like	 the	 policeman	 for	 the	 world.	 It's	 ridiculous.”660 	The	 Administration	 has	

imposed	 a	 hiring	 freeze	 in	 the	 DOJ	 Fraud	 Division,	 of	 which	 the	 FCPA	 Unit	 is	 a	 part.661	

Nevertheless,	 President	 Trump’s	 appointees	 to	 the	 lead	 the	 DOJ	 and	 SEC	 have	 publicly	

committed	to	enforcing	the	FCPA.	Attorney	General	Jeffrey	Sessions	delivered	an	address	to	a	

conference	 of	 compliance	 professionals	 in	 April	 2017	 where	 he	 stated	 that	 the	 DOJ	 “will	

																																																								
659	See	discussion	in	Chapter	3,	Section	III.c.		
660	NPR,	“Trump	Used	To	Disparage	An	Anti-Bribery	Law;	Will	He	Enforce	It	Now?”	November	8,	2017,	quoting	from	
CNBC,	“Trump:	Dimon's	Woes	&	Zuckerberg's	Prenuptial,”	May	15,	2012,	
https://www.cnbc.com/video/2012/05/15/trump-dimons-woes-zuckerbergs-prenuptial.html?play=1.	A	recent	
article	in	The	New	Yorker	suggests	that	Trump	has	carried	these	views	with	him	into	the	Presidency	and	recounts	
an	exchange	with	the	then-Secretary	of	State	where	President	Trump	again	reiterated	his	belief	that	US	companies	
were	being	unfairly	disadvantaged	by	the	FCPA.	Dexter	Filkins,	“Rex	Tillerson	at	the	Breaking	Point,”	The	New	
Yorker,	October	16,	2017.		
661	Charlie	Savage,	“Sessions	Vows	to	Enforce	an	Anti-Bribery	Law	Trump	Ridiculed,”	New	York	Times,	April	24,	
2017.	
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continue	 to	 strongly	 enforce	 the	 FCPA	and	other	 anti-corruption	 laws.”662	Jay	Clayton,	whom	

President	Trump	appointed	to	 lead	the	SEC,	affirmed	during	his	confirmation	that	he	 too	will	

enforce	 the	 FCPA,	 which	 he	 described	 as	 a	 “powerful	 and	 effective	 means”	 to	 combat	

corruption.663	Particularly	for	Mr.	Clayton,	some	observers	are	skeptical	about	his	commitment,	

given	the	reservations	that	he	expressed	about	the	FCPA	prior	to	joining	the	Administration.664	

While	 in	 private	 practice,	 Mr.	 Clayton	 served	 as	 the	 Chairman	 of	 a	 New	 York	 City	 Bar	

Association	committee	that	drafted	a	report	that	was	critical	of	the	FCPA’s	enforcement.665	The	

report	argues	that	US	FCPA	enforcement	“places	significant	costs	on	companies	that	are	subject	

to	the	FCPA	as	compared	to	their	competitors	that	are	not”	and	recommends	that	“the	United	

States	should	reevaluate	its	approach	to	the	problem	of	foreign	corruption.”666	

Still,	in	the	first	full	year	of	the	Trump	administration,	the	frequency	of	US	enforcement	

of	 the	 FCPA	 appears	 to	 be	 fairly	 consistent	with	 past	 enforcement.667	As	 Figure	 7	 illustrates,	

																																																								
662	Department	of	Justice,	Attorney	General	Jeff	Sessions	Delivers	Remarks	at	Ethics	and	Compliance	Initiative	
Annual	Conference,	April	24,	2017.	
663	United	States	Congress,	Senate,	Committee	on	Banking,	Housing,	and	Urban	Affairs,	Hearings	on	the	
Nomination	of	Jay	Clayton,	115th	Cong.,	1st	Sess.,	March	23,	2017,	Written	Response	to	Questions	of	Senator	Brown,	
Question	17.	
664	For	instance,	the	non-governmental	organization	The	International	Corporate	Accountability	Roundtable	co-
authored	a	letter	of	concern	to	the	Members	of	the	Committee	on	Banking,	Housing,	and	Urban	Affairs,	expressing	
their	opposition	to	the	nomination	of	Jay	Clayton	in	part	because	of	his	earlier	criticism	of	the	FCPA.	Letter	from	
International	Corporate	Accountability	Roundtable	to	Members	of	the	Committee	on	Banking,	Housing,	and	Urban	
Affairs,	March	17,	2017.	
665	New	York	City	Bar	Association,	The	FCPA	and	Its	Impact	on	International	Business	Transactions—Should	
Anything	be	Done	to	Minimize	the	Consequences	of	the	U.S.’s	Unique	Position	on	Combating	Offshore	Corruption?	
December	2011.	
666	New	York	City	Bar	Association,	The	FCPA	and	Its	Impact	on	International	Business	Transactions—Should	
Anything	be	Done	to	Minimize	the	Consequences	of	the	U.S.’s	Unique	Position	on	Combating	Offshore	Corruption?	
December	2011.	
667	But	see	an	article	from	mid-2017	by	Steven	M.	Witzel	And	Arthur	Kutoroff	that	noted	that,	by	September	2017	
the	US	had	only	resolved	3	FCPA	actions	that	year.	Witzel	and	Kutoroff,	“FCPA	Standstill.”	The	large	majority	of	
FCPA	actions	in	2017	were	completed	in	the	following	four	months.		
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2016	 was	 a	 record-breaking	 year	 for	 FCPA	 enforcement,668	and	 the	 SEC	 and	 DOJ	 completed	

dozens	of	enforcement	actions,	 several	of	which	were	global	enforcement	actions	with	other	

countries.669		

FIGURE	7.	US	FCPA	ENFORCEMENT	OVERTIME670	
	

	
	
2017	is	largely	on	par	with	the	number	of	FCPA	enforcement	actions	in	the	years	prior	to	2016.	

Part	 of	 this	 is	 likely	 a	 hold	 over	 from	 the	 Obama	 administration,	 as	 many	 of	 the	 FCPA	

enforcement	 actions	 completed	 in	 2017	 were	 the	 result	 of	 investigations	 commenced	 in	

previous	years.		

																																																								
668	This	record-setting	number	of	enforcement	actions	in	2016	was	also	matched	with	record-setting	fines,	with	$6	
billion	in	fines	imposed	on	corporate	defendants	alone.	See	Shearman	&	Sterling,	LLP,	FCPA	Digest:	Recent	Trends	
and	Patterns	in	the	Enforcement	of	the	Foreign	Corrupt	Practices	Act,	2017.	
669	In	2017,	the	DOJ	completed	30	enforcement	actions	pursuant	to	the	FCPA	and	the	SEC	completed	33.	This	
included	global	enforcement	actions	with	the	Netherlands	(Vimpelcom),	Brazil	and	Switzerland	(Oderbrecht),	and	
the	UK	(Rolls	Royce).		
670	Compiled	from	Shearman	&	Sterling	LLP	FCPA	Database,	available	at:	http://fcpa.shearman.com/?mode=list.	
The	database	covers	all	completed	FCPA	actions	through	the	end	of	2017,	including	violations	of	both	the	anti-
bribery	provisions	of	the	FCPA	and	accounting	provisions	and	those	resolved	by	the	SEC	and	the	DOJ.	
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Enforcement	policy	too	appears	to	be	largely	consistent	with	past	practice.	As	noted	in	

Chapter	3,	the	DOJ	announced	a	new	policy	in	the	fall	of	2017	for	corporations	that	violate	the	

FCPA.	The	policy	creates	a	presumption	that	a	declination	will	be	granted	to	a	corporation	that	

self-reports	 foreign	bribery	 violations,	 cooperates	with	 authorities,	 and	 remediates,	 including	

making	 improvements	to	company	compliance	policies.	671	The	2017	announcement	builds	off	

the	Pilot	Program,	which	was	started	under	the	Obama	Administration	and	was	a	one-year	trial	

program	that	would	consider	a	declination	for	corporations	that	met	similar	criteria.672			

	 More	 generally,	 the	 US	 anti-foreign	 bribery	 policy	 paradigm	 and	 its	 enforcement	

practice	may	be	well	established	enough	to	generate	its	own	consistency.	Both	the	SEC	and	the	

DOJ	 have	 units	 dedicated	 to	 FCPA	 matters. 673 	Prosecutors	 in	 these	 units	 have	 strong	

professional	incentives	to	keep	bringing	successful	cases—which	are	not	only	valuable	to	career	

advancement	 at	 the	 SEC	 and	 DOJ,	 but	 also	 in	 the	 private	 sector.	 It	 is	 not	 uncommon	 for	

attorneys	from	the	FCPA	units	to	 leave	their	government	positions	for	partnerships	 in	private	

law	firms	advising	prominent	corporations	on	FCPA	matters.674	Further,	given	the	particular	US	

enforcement	practice,	where	detecting	and	reporting	of	foreign	bribery,	as	well	as	much	of	the	

investigative	burden,	is	left	to	the	corporation	itself,	FCPA	enforcement	numbers	may	continue	

at	past	levels	even	with	the	hiring	freeze.			

This	 may	 well	 point	 to	 another	 advantage	 of	 the	 regulatory	 policy	 paradigm	 and	 its	

potential	for	durability	even	if	there	is	declining	interest	from	national	political	leadership.	With	

																																																								
671	United	States	Department	of	Justice,	United	States	Attorney’s	Manual,	s.	9-47.120.		
672	That	is,	if	the	corporation	self-reported	foreign	bribery,	cooperated,	and	remediated	the	wrongdoing,	the	DOJ	
would	consider	a	declination.	Department	of	Justice,	Criminal	Division	Launches	New	Pilot	Program,	April	5,	2016.	
673	A	Unit	dedicated	to	the	enforcement	of	the	FCPA	and	staffed	with	its	own	prosecutors	was	formed	within	the	
DOJ’s	Fraud	Division	in	2006.	The	SEC	created	its	own	FCPA	unit	in	2010.	OECD,	Phase	3	Report,	US,	14.		
674	See,	e.g.	Koehler	and	Burger,	“Recent	High-Level	Department	of	Justice	Departure	Raises	Recurring	Questions	
That	Require	Prompt	Action.”	
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business	 playing	 an	 active	 role	 in	 the	monitoring	 and	 detection	 of	 foreign	 bribery,	 and	with	

flexibility	 in	 resolution	mechanisms	 that	 encourages	 corporations	 to	 self-report,	 a	 regulatory	

approach	 can	be	more	 self-sustaining	 than	a	 traditional	 criminal	 law	paradigm	 that	demands	

high	 levels	 of	 resources	 and	 attention	 from	 the	 state.	 Further	 national	 convergence	 on	

regulatory	anti-foreign	bribery	policies	across	OECD	states,	or	a	rise	in	“transnational	business	

governance”	mentioned	above,	could	similarly	serve	as	a	bulwark	against	potential	declines	in	

US	international	leadership	on	foreign	bribery.	The	downside,	however,	is	a	diminished	role	of	

state	 authority,	 which	 raises	 questions	 about	 the	 legitimacy	 of	 this	 evolution	 in	 the	 form	 of	

global	 governance	 and	 whether	 the	 private	 sector	 can	 effectively	 prevent	 and	 respond	 to	

foreign	bribery	to	reduce	corruption	globally.	
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